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Ozonolysis of alkenes is an important source of hydroxyl (OH) radicals, key oxidants in the Earth’s 
troposphere. Alkene ozonolysis proceeds via carbonyl oxide species known as Criegee intermediates. 
Infrared (IR) action spectroscopy is used to study OH production from jet-cooled, stabilized Criegee 
intermediates. IR activation drives the rate-limiting 1,4 H-atom transfer from a syn-alkyl substituent to the 
terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group, followed by rapid unimolecular decay to OH, which is 
detected by ultraviolet (UV) laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). IR action spectra provide spectral 
fingerprints of the Criegee intermediates. OH appearance rates are measured following IR activation by 
varying the IR-UV time delay. This technique is applied to two prototypical Criegee intermediates, syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, in three different energy regimes, including at energies significantly below the 
calculated transition state (TS) barrier, indicating the importance of quantum mechanical tunneling in the 
H-atom transfer reaction. The role of tunneling is further confirmed by a significant observed kinetic 
isotope effect for the D-atom transfer reaction of syn-CD3CHOO. The IR action spectroscopy technique is 
also extended to more complex Criegee intermediates. Methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-oxide) is an 
unsaturated four-carbon Criegee intermediate formed from the ozonolysis of isoprene, the most abundant 
non-methane volatile organic compound in the atmosphere. MVK-oxide was generated via a novel 
synthetic method and identified by its IR action spectrum. OH appearance rate measurements validate 
the calculated TS barrier for the H-atom shift reaction, and provide insight into an alternative unimolecular 
decay mechanism. The methyl-ethyl substituted Criegee intermediate (MECI) is a saturated four-carbon 
Criegee intermediate and is unique among Criegee intermediates studied by IR action spectroscopy 
because multiple conformational forms can undergo H-atom transfer to OH. Comparisons among the 
Criegee intermediates studied provides insight into substituent effects on unimolecular decay. The 
experimental OH appearance rates across many systems are in good agreement with statistical RRKM 
rate calculations incorporating tunneling, validating the unimolecular decay mechanism. Finally, UV LIF is 
used to detect vinoxy radicals, a coproduct in the H-atom transfer reaction. LIF detection of vinoxy 
radicals may be a probe for alternative unimolecular chemistry of vinyl-substituted Criegee intermediates 
from isoprene ozonolysis. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
PROBING THE UNIMOLECULAR DECAY OF ATMOSPHERICALLY IMPORTANT CRIEGEE 
INTERMEDIATES 
Victoria P. Barber 
Marsha I. Lester 
 
Ozonolysis of alkenes is an important source of hydroxyl (OH) radicals, key oxidants in 
the Earth’s troposphere. Alkene ozonolysis proceeds via carbonyl oxide species known as 
Criegee intermediates. Infrared (IR) action spectroscopy is used to study OH production from jet-
cooled, stabilized Criegee intermediates.  IR activation drives the rate-limiting 1,4 H-atom transfer 
from a syn-alkyl substituent to the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group, followed by rapid 
unimolecular decay to OH, which is detected by ultraviolet (UV) laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). 
IR action spectra provide spectral fingerprints of the Criegee intermediates.  OH appearance 
rates are measured following IR activation by varying the IR-UV time delay.  This technique is 
applied to two prototypical Criegee intermediates, syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, in three 
different energy regimes, including at energies significantly below the calculated transition state 
(TS) barrier, indicating the importance of quantum mechanical tunneling in the H-atom transfer 
reaction. The role of tunneling is further confirmed by a significant observed kinetic isotope effect 
for the D-atom transfer reaction of syn-CD3CHOO.  The IR action spectroscopy technique is also 
extended to more complex Criegee intermediates.  Methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-oxide) is an 
unsaturated four-carbon Criegee intermediate formed from the ozonolysis of isoprene, the most 
abundant non-methane volatile organic compound in the atmosphere.  MVK-oxide was generated 
via a novel synthetic method and identified by its IR action spectrum.  OH appearance rate 
measurements validate the calculated TS barrier for the H-atom shift reaction, and provide insight 
into an alternative unimolecular decay mechanism.  The methyl-ethyl substituted Criegee 
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intermediate (MECI) is a saturated four-carbon Criegee intermediate and is unique among 
Criegee intermediates studied by IR action spectroscopy because multiple conformational forms 
can undergo H-atom transfer to OH.  Comparisons among the Criegee intermediates studied 
provides insight into substituent effects on unimolecular decay.  The experimental OH 
appearance rates across many systems are in good agreement with statistical RRKM rate 
calculations incorporating tunneling, validating the unimolecular decay mechanism.  Finally, UV 
LIF is used to detect vinoxy radicals, a coproduct in the H-atom transfer reaction.  LIF detection of 
vinoxy radicals may be a probe for alternative unimolecular chemistry of vinyl-substituted Criegee 
intermediates from isoprene ozonolysis. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
 
Criegee intermediates are carbonyl oxide species (R1R2COO), which are generated in 
the earth’s atmosphere through the reaction of alkenes with ozone.1 Alkenes are an important 
class of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and originate from both biogenic and anthropogenic 
sources. Apart from methane, alkenes are the most abundant organic compounds in the Earth’s 
atmosphere.2, 3 Ozonolysis, which proceeds through the Criegee mechanism, is a significant 
removal pathway for alkenes, and has also been shown to be a major non-photolytic source of 
OH radicals.1 OH radicals, sometimes termed “the atmosphere’s detergent,” are the most 
important oxidant in the troposphere.4, 5 
A general mechanism for the alkene ozonolysis reaction is shown in Scheme 1. Ozone 
adds across the C=C double bond to form a primary ozonide (POZ), which rapidly decomposes to 
produce a Criegee intermediate and a carbonyl coproduct. This process is highly exothermic, 
releasing ca. 50 kcal mol-1 of energy.6 Thus, the nascent Criegee intermediates are formed with a 
high degree of internal excitation, and a broad distribution of internal energies.1 Some portion of 
the excited Criegee intermediates will undergo prompt unimolecular reaction, yielding OH radicals 
and other products. The remaining Criegee intermediates will be collisionally stabilized, and 
undergo thermal unimolecular reaction, again producing OH and other products,7-10 or 
bimolecular reactions with water or trace atmospheric species to yield a variety of products.11-15 
The atmospheric effects of Criegee intermediates are numerous: They produce OH 
radicals via unimolecular decay, and therefore influence the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere. 
7-10  They are also important oxidants in their own right, reacting with a variety of trace species.6, 
16, 17  They are implicated in the formation of low-volatility organic compounds,8, 18, 19 as well as in 
the formation of atmospheric H2SO411, 20 and by extension in the formation of secondary organic  
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Scheme 1: Generic alkene ozonolysis reaction. Ozone adds across the double bond of the 
alkene to form a primary ozonide (POZ), which then decomposes to yield a Criegee intermediate 
and a carbonyl coproduct. 
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aerosols,21, 22 which impact air quality and climate. Yet, understanding the rich chemistry of 
Criegee intermediates in the atmosphere remains an extremely complex task. Unimolecular and 
bimolecular reaction rates must be well determined to ascertain Criegee intermediate effects on 
atmospheric chemistry. 
While the Criegee mechanism for alkene ozonolysis was originally proposed by Rudolph 
Criegee in 1949,23 the direct detection of Criegee intermediates was only accomplished very 
recently. Detecting Criegee intermediates from alkene ozonolysis is extremely challenging, owing 
to the slow rate of the ozonolysis reaction, the rapid loss of Criegee intermediates from 
unimolecular and bimolecular processes (resulting in low steady state concentration of ca. 105 
molecules cm-3 in the atmosphere),17, 24 and the myriad secondary products formed in the 
reaction. However, in 2012, Welz et al.25 pioneered a new method that allowed the generation of 
Criegee intermediates at high enough concentration for direct detection via photolysis of gem-
diiodoalkane precursors; 
R1R2CI2 + hν → R1R2CI (R1) 
R1R2CI + O2 → R1R2COO + I (R2) 
This method has since been used to generate an assortment of small, alkyl substituted 
Criegee intermediates,26-32 and enabled direct kinetic measurements of unimolecular and 
bimolecular reactions, allowing for a refined understanding of the role of Criegee intermediates in 
the atmosphere.16  
Experimental and theoretical studies suggest that the atmospheric fates of Criegee 
intermediates are highly substituent and conformer dependent.24 For asymmetrically substituted 
Criegee intermediates, such as CH3CHOO, two conformational forms are available, which differ 
in the orientation of the carbonyl oxide terminal oxygen with respect to the substituents. The 
carbonyl oxide group (C=O+-O-) has substantial C=O double bond character, leading to a very 
high barrier to syn/anti isomerization (30-40 kcal mol-1 for CH3CHOO).33, 34 Therefore, syn and 
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anti conformers of the same Criegee intermediate generally behave as chemically distinct 
species, and can exhibit substantially di 
fferent reactivity.  The nature of the substituents is also critically important in determining 
reactivity.6, 16, 17, 24 
1. Unimolecular Reactions of and OH Production from Criegee 
intermediates 
The alkene ozonolysis reaction is an important tropospheric source of OH radicals.  
Daytime OH production is dominated by ozone photolysis,4 but field studies and atmospheric 
modeling suggests that alkene ozonolysis also contributes a substantial portion of daytime OH 
radicals. For example, the TORCH campaign, in the summer of 2003 near London found that 
29% of daytime OH radicals were formed by the alkene ozonolysis reaction.35 A spring 2005 field 
campaign in Santiago, Chile found that 24% of daytime OH came from alkene ozonolysis.36 The 
rate of the ozonolysis reaction increases with increasing temperature,1 and it is therefore 
expected that this reaction will be of greater importance over the tropics, where the atmosphere is 
warmest, and the highest fluxes of biogenic alkenes are located.17 
As the ozonolysis reaction is a non-photolytic source of OH radicals, its importance 
increases under low-light conditions.  Field studies show that alkene ozonolysis accounts for 
nearly 100% of OH radical formation at night.37 The ozonolysis reaction is a particularly important 
source of OH radicals during winter months; a 15-fold decrease in OH production would be 
expected in the winter months at higher latitude compared with summer months, due to 
decreased formation of OH from ozone photolysis. However, only a 2-fold decrease in OH is 
observed, due to non-photolytic formation of OH from alkene ozonolysis.38 The PUMA field 
campaign near Birmingham, UK, attributed half of OH radicals in the summertime to alkene 
ozonolysis, and most of the OH radicals in wintertime to this reaction.38  
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The OH yield from alkene ozonolysis is highly dependent on the identity of the alkene, 
and by extension on the substituents of the Criegee intermediate. A number of studies have 
quantified the OH yield associated with alkene ozonolysis for a variety of alkenes, via several 
different methods7, 39-50  In some experiments, an OH scavenger (a compound which reacts very 
quickly with OH but not with ozone) is added and either the reduction in the concentration of the 
scavenger39, 40, 42-44, 49 or the increase in concentration of the product of the scavenger reaction 
with OH43, 47, 50 is used to indirectly measure the OH yield.  In other experiments, the 
concentration of OH is measured directly by laser induced fluorescence (LIF).41, 46, 51  The 
different measurement techniques give some variation in the measured OH yield (typically on the 
order of ±10%).  The IUPAC preferred OH yields range from as low as 16% for ethene, which, 
upon reaction with ozone, forms the simplest Criegee intermediate, formaldehyde oxide 
(CH2OO), to as high as 90% for 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene, which forms the dimethyl substituted 
Criegee intermediate (CH3)2COO.52 The majority (up to 77%) of the OH yield from alkene 
ozonolysis is estimated to be generated from internal, alkyl-substituted alkenes, despite the fact 
that these internal alkenes only account for ca. 5% of total alkene emissions.49  
For small Criegee intermediates with an alkyl H-atom on the syn-α carbon, such as syn-
CH3CHOO, unimolecular decay proceeds via a 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism, and is predicted 
to be the dominant atmospheric loss process.9, 53-58 In the rate-limiting step, an alkyl α H-atom 
transfers to the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide, via a 5-membered ring transition state (TS) 
structure, to form a vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP).8, 53-58 The O-O bond of the VHP then undergoes 
rapid homolysis to yield OH and vinoxy radical products. As the rate limiting step of this reaction 
involves an H-atom transfer, quantum mechanical tunneling enhances the reaction rate.53-55, 59 
For Criegee intermediates that lack a syn-alkyl substituent and thus lack an alkyl α H-
atom available for transfer, unimolecular decay proceeds via a different mechanism. For Criegee 
intermediates with only an H-atom substituent in the syn position, such as CH2OO, and anti-
CH3CHOO, unimolecular reaction occurs via a ring-closure mechanism to a dioxirane 
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intermediate,29, 60, 61 which can subsequently isomerize to produce an internally excited carboxylic 
acid. Many products are predicted from this mechanism including a small yield of OH.60, 62, 63 The 
dioxirane pathway is predicted to proceed via a higher TS barrier, does not involve quantum 
mechanical tunneling, and is estimated to be relatively slow compared to the 1,4 H-atom transfer 
reaction of syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates. As Criegee intermediate substituents 
become more complex, additional unimolecular pathways are predicted to become available, 
although these are significantly less well-characterized.24, 64-66  The experimentally measured and 
theoretically predicted unimolecular reaction rates for a series of prototypical Criegee 
intermediates are tabulated in Table 1. Only post-CCSD(T) theoretical predictions and direct 
measurements are included in this table, which represent the best available estimates for these 
reaction rates.24  
In fact, there are many more estimates for the unimolecular reaction rates of Criegee 
intermediates then given in Table 1, and large variations exists across them.17, 24 Most 
experimental measurements of the thermal unimolecular decay rate of Criegee intermediates 
come from indirect measurements of Criegee reactivity.  In many of these measurements, SO2, 
which has been shown to react quickly with Criegee intermediates,13, 25, 29, 67-76 is used as a 
scavenger species, and the unimolecular rate is measured relative to the rate of reaction with 
SO2.74, 77-79  There are inherent limitations to the precision associated with this method based on 
the uncertainty in the rate of reaction between Criegee intermediates and SO2.  In other studies, 
the unimolecular decay rate was inferred based on the OH concentration time profile, as 
measured by laser induced fluorescence.7, 51, 80, 81  It is difficult, however, to account for all 
production and removal processes of OH radicals under collisional conditions, and 
correspondingly difficult to use OH concentrations as a proxy for Criegee intermediate decay.  
Direct, precise experimental observations of the unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates 
under thermal conditions remain extremely rare as it is difficult to account for other first-order 
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losses besides unimolecular reaction (e.g. wall losses) in the flow cells typically used in these 
experiments.26, 45, 69, 71, 75, 82, 83 
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Table 1: Selected literature data based on direct experimental measurements and post-CCSD(T) 
theoretical work for the unimolecular reaction rates of several, prototypical Criegee intermediates. 
Only the energetically most favorable unimolecular reaction pathway (dioxirane formation for 
CH2OO and anti-CH3CHOO, 1,4 H-atom transfer for syn-CH3COO and (CH3)2COO) is 
considered. Reaction rates reported in this thesis are in bold. 
Criegee intermediate 
Rate 
constant 
(s-1) 
T(K) Methodology 
CH2OO 
0.25 297 T: CHEAT1 modified; RRKMa 
0.3 298 T:W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12; CVTSTb 
0.3 298 T: HEAT-345(Q); SCTSTc 
<11.6 293 E: RI2 photolysis; Cavity ring downd 
0.3 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier 
adjusted to lit. data; CTSTe 
syn-CH3CHOO 
166 298 T: CCSD(T)-F12/CBS// B3LYP; RRKMf 
328 298 T: W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12; CVTSTb 
122 298 
T+E: CCSD(T)-F12/CBS// B2PLYPD3; 
RRKM, exp. K(E)g 
136 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier 
adjusted to lit. data; CTSTe 
anti-CH3CHOO 
55.4 298 T:W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12; CVTSTb 
53 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier 
adjusted to lit. data; CTSTe 
(CH3)2COO 
369 298 T: CCSD(T)-F12/CBS//B3LYP; RRKMf 
276 298 
T+E: CCSD(T)-F12/CBS// B2PLYPD3; 
RRKM, exp. K(E)h 
305 +/- 
70 
298 E: RI2 photolysis; Cavity ring downi 
361 +/- 
49 
298 E: TME ozonolysis; UV absorptionj 
400 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTj 
478 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier 
adjusted to lit. data; CTSTe 
a. Berndt et al., 2015, ref. 78 
b. Long et al., 2016, ref. 94 
c. Nguyen et al., 2016, ref. 60 
d. Chhantyal-Pun et al., 2015, ref. 69 
e. Vereecken et al., 2017, ref. 24 
f. Fang et al., 2016, ref. 55, and Chapter 2 of this thesis 
g. Fang et al., 2016, ref. 54, and Chapter 3 of this thesis 
h. Fang et al., 2017, ref. 53, and Chapter 4 of this thesis 
i. Chhantyal-Pun et al., 2017, ref. 75 
j. Smith et al., 2016, ref. 83 
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A wide range of unimolecular reaction rate constants have also been predicted from 
lower-level theoretical calculations.33, 45, 84, 85 Theoretical characterization of the structure and 
reactions of Criegee intermediates is inherently difficult, owing to the mixed biradical/ zwitterionic 
character of the Criegee intermediate, and the multireference character of the ground state.86 
While earlier theoretical studies suggested a primarily biradical structure,87, 88 later, higher-level 
calculations, which properly account for multireference effects, suggest a primarily zwitterionic 
structure.34, 89-93 Further, as the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism (the primary unimolecular decay 
mechanism for syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates) includes a large contribution from 
quantum mechanical tunneling, the method used to treat the tunneling has a significant effect on 
the calculated unimolecular rate.94     
2. Bimolecular Reactions of Stabilized Criegee Intermediates 
 Stabilized Criegee intermediates can also react with a variety of trace 
atmospheric compounds including NOx, SO2, CO, water vapor (monomer and dimer), alcohols, 
aldehydes, and carboxylic acids. 12-14, 25, 26, 29, 67-72, 75-78, 81, 94-102  In the atmosphere, it is likely that 
only water, SO2, and NOx are at high enough concentrations to act as significant sinks for 
stabilized Criegee intermediates.17 However, while not significant removal pathways for Criegee 
intermediates, other reactions may be atmospherically important due to their low-volatility 
products, which are implicated in the formation of atmospheric aerosol.18, 19, 103, 104 
The high concentration of water vapor in the lower troposphere makes it likely that 
reaction with water will be a dominant bimolecular removal pathway for Criegee intermediates. As 
with unimolecular reaction, the reaction rates with water are dependent on the substituents and 
conformational form of the Criegee intermediate. Rates for the reaction of Criegee intermediates 
with only an H-atom syn to the carbonyl oxide, such as CH2OO and anti-CH3CHOO, are relatively 
fast (~10-14-10-15 cm3 s-1), while those for the reaction between water and syn-alkyl substituted 
Criegee intermediates such as syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO are 1-2 orders of magnitude 
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slower.  Rates for the reaction of a series of prototypical Criegee intermediates with H2O and 
(H2O)2 are given in Table 2. Recent theoretical and experimental work shows that reaction with 
the water dimer has a dramatically reduced barrier, and an orders of magnitude larger rate 
constant compared to the reaction with a single water molecule.14, 15, 70, 101, 105-107 Even though 
tropospheric concentrations of water dimer are very low,108 experimental and theoretical results 
suggest a sizable increase in reactivity of Criegee intermediates when the (H2O)2 reaction is 
considered as compared to their reactivity with H2O alone. Using the equilibrium constant 
between H2O and (H2O)2 at a particular relative humidity (RH) and temperature, one can 
calculate an effective pseudo first-order rate constant for the reaction between Criegee 
intermediates and water. This value is given for a RH of 60% in Table 3 for a series of 
prototypical Criegee intermediates.  
Although reaction with water dominates the bimolecular removal of Criegee 
intermediates, Criegee intermediates may still be substantial contributors to the formation or 
removal of other atmospheric species. For example, recent experimental and theoretical studies 
show the rate of reaction of Criegee intermediates with SO2 to be extremely fast (~10-11 to 10-10 
cm3 s-1).13, 25, 29, 67-76 Recent directly measured rates for this reaction are tabulated in Table 4. 
Global atmospheric models that incorporate these rates show that oxidation of SO2 by Criegee 
intermediates in heavily forested regions may be more important (by up to 100%) than SO2 
oxidation by OH.17 In the atmosphere, the SO3 formed from this reaction25, 26, 76 will react with 
water vapor on a very fast time-scale to form H2SO4,74, 109, 110 which is atmospherically important 
because it can act as a cloud condensation nucleus through the formation of secondary organic 
aerosol21 and can also acidify rain.  Slightly slower, but still reasonably fast (10-12 cm3 s-1) rates 
have been observed for the reaction of Criegee intermediates and NO2.25, 26, 70, 75, 96  
Criegee intermediates have also been shown to react relatively quickly with some trace 
oxygenated organic species.  For example, Criegee intermediates have recently been shown to 
react with organic acids at fast rates on the order of 10-10 cm3 s-1.19, 73, 111, 112 Global atmospheric  
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Table 2: Selected literature data for the bimolecular reactions of Criegee intermediates and water 
vapor (monomer and dimer).  Direct experimental measurements and CCSD(T) or higher level 
theoretical data is included.   
Criegee intermediate + H2O 
Criegee 
Intermediate 
Rate Constant 
(cm3 s-1) 
T(K) Methodology 
CH2OO <4 × 10-15 298 E: RI2 photolysis, Photoionization Mass Spectrometera 
 <1.5 × 10-15 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionb 
 (2.4 ± 1.6) × 10-16 293 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionc 
 2.40 × 10-16 298 T: W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12; CVTSTd 
 3.70 × 10-16 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTe 
 3.05 × 10-15 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
syn-CH3CHOO <4 × 10-15 298 E: RI2 photolysis, Photoionization Mass Spectrometerg 
 <2 × 10-16 293 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionh 
 5.70 × 10-20 298 T: W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12; CVTSTd 
 2.00 × 10-19 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTe 
 2.89 × 10-18 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
anti-CH3CHOO (1.0 ± 0.4) × 10-14 298 E: RI2 photolysis, Photoionization Mass Spectrometerg 
 (2.4 ± 0.4) × 10-14 293 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionh 
 (1.3 ± 0.3) × 10-14 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptioni 
 6.30 × 10-15 298 T: W3X-L//CCSD(T)-F12; CVTSTd 
 3.40 × 10-14 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTe 
 1.35 × 10-13 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
(CH3)2COO <1.5 × 10-16 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionj 
 2.41 × 10-17 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
Criegee intermediate + (H2O)2 
Criegee 
Intermediate 
Rate Constant 
(cm3 s-1) 
T(K) Methodology 
CH2OO (6.5 ± 0.8) × 10-12 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionb 
 (7.4 ± 0.6) × 10-12 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionk 
 (4.0 ± 1.2) × 10-12 294 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionl 
 (6.6 ± 0.7) × 10-12 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionc 
 5.40 × 10-12 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTe 
 1.67 × 10-10 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
syn-CH3CHOO 2.60 × 10-14 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTe 
 4.83 × 10-13 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
anti-CH3CHOO (4.4 ± 0.3) × 10-11 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptioni 
 1.60 × 10-11 298 T: QCISD(T)/CBS//B3LYP; SCTSTe 
 5.93 × 10-10 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
(CH3)2COO <1.3 × 10-13 298 E: RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionj 
 3.72 × 10-13 298 T: CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTf 
a. Welz et al., 2012, ref. 25. 
b. Chao et al., 2015, ref. 12. 
c. Sheps et al., 2017, ref. 106. 
d. Long et al., 2016, ref. 94. 
e. Lin et al., 2016, ref. 14. 
f. Anglada and Sole, 2016, ref. 105. 
g. Taatjes et al., 2013, ref. 26. 
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h. Sheps et al., 2014, ref. 29. 
i. Lin et al., 2016, ref. 101. 
j. Huang et al., 2015, ref. 13. 
k. Smith et al., 2015, ref. 107. 
l. Lewis et al., 2015, ref. 15. 
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Table 3: Effective rate constants for reactions of Criegee intermediates with water, and pseudo-
first order rate constants assuming constant concentrations of water and water dimer at 60% RH.   
Criegee 
Intermediate 
Average Rate constant (cm3 s-1) 
keff 
(cm3 s-1)e 
keff, 1st order 
(s-1) 
Criegee 
intermediate + 
H2O 
Criegee 
intermediate + 
(H2O)2 
CH2OOa 2.40 × 10-16 6.13 × 10-12 6.72 × 10-15 3.12  × 103 
syn-CH3CHOOb 1.05 × 10-18 2.54 × 10-13 2.70 × 10-16 1.25 × 102 
anti-CH3CHOOc 1.57 × 10-14 4.40 × 10-11 6.22 × 10-14 2.89 × 104 
(CH3)2COOd 2.41 × 10-17 3.72 × 10-13 4.18 × 10-16 1.94 × 102 
a. Averages of experimentally measured rate constants from refs. 12, 15, 25, 106, and 107 
are used. The individually measured rate constants are reported in Table 2.  
b. Averages of theoretically predicted rate constants from refs 14, 94, and 105 are used. 
The individual predicted rate constants are reported in Table 2.  
c. Averages of experimentally measured rate constants from refs. 26, 29, and 101 are used. 
The individual measured rate constants are reported in Table 2.  
d. The theoretically predicted rate constants from ref. 105 are used, as reported in Table 2.  
e. The equilibrium constant for water dimer formation at 60% RH is taken from Anglada et 
al., 2013, ref. 108. 
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Table 4: Direct experimental measurements of the rate constants for Criegee intermediate + SO2 
reactions. 
Criegee 
Intermediate 
k(T) (cm3 s-1) T(K) Methodology 
CH2OO (3.9 ± 0.7) × 10-11 298 
RI2 photolysis, photoionization mass 
spectrometera 
 (3.80 ± 0.04) × 10-11 293 RI2 photolysis, cavity ring downb 
 (4.1 ± 0.3) × 10-11 295 RI2 photolysis, UV absorptionc 
syn-CH3CHOO (2.4 ± 0.3) × 10-11 298 
RI2 photolysis, photoionization mass 
spectrometerd 
 (2.9 ± 0.3) × 10-11 293 RI2 photolysis, UV absorptione 
anti-CH3CHOO (6.7 ± 1.0) × 10-11 298 
RI2 photolysis, photoionizationd mass 
spectrometer 
 (22.0 ± 2.0) × 10-11 293 RI2 photolysis, UV absorptione 
(CH3)2COO (7.5 ± 0.5) × 10-11 298 RI2 photolysis, cavity ring downf 
 (13.2 ± 1.3) × 10-11 298 RI2 photolysis, UV absorptiong 
a. Welz et al., 2012, ref. 25. 
b. Chhantyal-Pun et al., 2015, ref. 69. 
c. Sheps, 2013, ref. 71. 
d. Taatjes et al., 2013, ref. 26. 
e. Sheps et al., 2014, ref. 29. 
f. Chhantyal-Pun et al., 2017, ref. 75. 
g. Huang et al., 2015, ref. 13. 
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models suggest that in some cases the loss of acids by reaction with Criegee intermediates 
exceeds 60% of their total loss,17 significantly reducing the lifetime of these acids in the 
atmosphere. Recent work has also shown significant reaction of stabilized Criegee intermediates 
with carbonyl compounds,70, 102, 113 alcohols,104, 114, 115 and peroxy radicals.18, 116 While these 
reactions are not predicted to be important loss pathways for the Criegee intermediate, due to the 
low atmospheric concentrations of the reaction partners, they may be important removal 
pathways for oxygenated species.  Further, they are expected to result in highly oxygenated, low 
volatility products,18, 19, 103, 104 which can lead to secondary organic aerosol formation. 
In Figure 1, recently measured bimolecular reaction rates for Criegee intermediates with 
water and SO2 at typical atmospheric concentrations of reaction partners108, 117 are compared with 
unimolecular reaction rates for a series of prototypical Criegee intermediates. This illustrates the 
relative importance of each of these processes as an atmospheric removal pathway for these 
Criegee intermediates, which varies depending on the substituents and conformational forms. Of 
course, changes in concentrations of reaction partners will alter the relative importance of each 
pathway, and global atmospheric models, as well as refined estimates of the reaction rates, are 
necessary to fully ascertain the removal mechanisms and oxidative potentials of Criegee 
intermediates. Even among these small, prototypical Criegee intermediates, it is clear that there 
are pronounced substituent and conformer effects on the reactivity of the Criegee intermediates. 
CH2OO, for example, is quickly removed by reaction with water, and has a low OH yield from 
unimolecular decay.  It is therefore not expected to be either a major contributor to the OH radical 
budget, or an oxidant of other atmospheric species. anti-CH3CHOO has much the same result. 
Syn-CH3CHOO, in contrast, has a faster unimolecular reaction rate and a slower reaction with 
water, suggesting the two processes may compete depending on the RH. For (CH3)2COO, the 
unimolecular reaction is faster than reaction with water, suggesting it will be an important 
contributor of OH radicals and undergo relatively less bimolecular reaction. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of Criegee removal rates from unimolecular and bimolecular reactions at 
298K under atmospheric conditions.  Thermal unimolecular decay rates of Criegee intermediates 
(red) are taken from this thesis where available, or taken as averages of the available theoretical 
work that is summarized in Table 1. The effective pseudo-first order rates for the reaction of 
Criegee intermediates and water (which accounts for reaction with the water dimer) at 60% RH 
(orange) are summarized in Table 3.  The pseudo-first order rate for the reaction of Criegee 
intermediates and SO2 (yellow) is calculated using the averages of experimentally determined 
second order rate constants as given in Table 4, and multiplying by the average United States 
concentration of SO2 in 2018, 15 ppb, as published by the United States E.P.A., ref. 117.  
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3. Understanding the Reactions of more Complex Criegee 
Intermediates 
 While the introduction of an alternative synthetic method for Criegee 
intermediates has catalyzed the experimental study of small, alkyl substituted Criegee 
intermediates, there is a dearth of experimental information on the reactions of more complex 
Criegee intermediates. In particular, the majority of VOCs in the earth’s atmosphere (up to 90% of 
non-methane VOCs) come from biogenic sources.118 Of these biogenic VOCs, nearly 70% are 
isoprene (CH2=C(CH3)CH=CH2).119 Another nearly 15% of biogenic VOCs are characterized as 
either monoterpenes (compounds made up of 2 isoprene units) or sesquiterpenes (compounds 
made up of 3 isoprene units).119 Ozonolysis of these more complex biogenic alkenes will yield 
highly substituted Criegee intermediates. Numerous laboratory studies suggest that the 
ozonolysis of biogenic VOCs may lead, via reactions of Criegee intermediates, to formation of 
secondary organic aerosols.120-123  However, understanding the chemistry of these more complex, 
substituted Criegee intermediates formed from the ozonolysis of biogenic alkenes is not as simple 
as just extending what has been learned from the study of prototypical systems.  New, previously 
unobserved unimolecular reaction pathways may become available, and relative reaction rates 
may change considerably. 24, 33, 64-66, 124, 125 
The diiodoalkane synthesis used to produce prototypical Criegee intermediates for direct 
kinetic and spectroscopic experiments is not available for these larger Criegee intermediates, as 
the corresponding diiodide precursors are not readily prepared or purified. Thus, there have been 
almost no direct experimental studies76, 125, 126 of these arguably most atmospherically important 
Criegee intermediates.  
For example, the reaction of isoprene and ozone yields three distinct Criegee 
intermediates (CH2OO, methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-oxide), and methacrolein oxide (MACR-
oxide)), as shown in Scheme 2.64, 65, 124 While CH2OO is well studied, and is known to be removed 
rapidly by reaction with water in the atmosphere,14, 15, 25, 106 MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide have  
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Scheme 2: Isoprene ozonolysis reaction. Ozone adds across two distinct C=C double bonds to 
yield two different primary ozonides, which then decompose asymmetrically to yield four possible 
sets of products, including three distinct Criegee intermediates: CH2OO, methyl vinyl ketone 
oxide (MVK-oxide) and methacrolein oxide (MACR-oxide).  This scheme is adapted from Barber 
et al., 2018, ref. 125 and Chapter 7 of this thesis.  
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only recently been directly detected, as diiodoalkene precursors have become available.125, 126 
The OH yield from isoprene ozonolysis is not well constrained, but is estimated to be ca. 25% 
based on recent measurements,40, 41, 49, 124, 127-131 with part of the yield attributed to secondary 
reactions beyond Criegee intermediate unimolecular decay.124  There is some prior theoretical 
work on these systems: Several groups have calculated the unimolecular reaction rate for the 1,4 
H-atom transfer reaction of conformers of MVK-oxide where the methyl group is syn to the 
carbonyl oxide. These estimates range from as low as 0.11 s-1 to as high as 146 s-1 at 298 K,33, 
132, 133 but the most recent combined experimental and theoretical study predicts a unimolecular 
reaction rate of 33 s-1, as discussed in Chapter 7.125 This unimolecular reaction rate is critical to 
understanding what role these Criegee intermediates play in the production of OH and in 
bimolecular reactions.17 For conformers of MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide with a vinyl group syn to 
the carbonyl oxide, an additional unimolecular decay channel is available involving an 
electrocyclic ring closure to a dioxole intermediate.33, 64, 65 This reaction is predicted to proceed via 
an extremely low barrier (ca. 11 kcal mol-1)64, 65, 125 and should be quite fast under atmospheric 
conditions, but direct experimental evidence for this pathway is not available, and the subsequent 
steps are not well understood. Atmospheric modeling shows that inclusion of the dioxole pathway 
could have a very large effect on the steady state concentrations of Criegee intermediates 
compared to models that do not include this pathway (up to an 85% decrease in regions with high 
biogenic emissions),17, 24 and thus impacts on the oxidizing capabilities of the Criegee 
intermediate.  There have also been theoretical predictions for the reaction rates of MVK-oxide 
and MACR-oxide with water.105  For MVK-oxide, this reaction is expected to be extremely slow, 
while for some conformers of MACR-oxide, it may be faster.   
Direct kinetic measurements of these extremely atmospherically important Criegee 
intermediates will enable better constraints on atmospheric modeling of their chemistry and 
impacts.  The available theoretical data for the unimolecular decay rates of MVK-oxide and 
MACR-oxide, as well as their reactions with water, are tabulated in Tables 5 and 6. In Figure 2,  
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Table 5: Summary of available CCSD(T) or higher level theoretical literature data for the 
unimolecular reactions and reactions with water of MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide, the two 
unsaturated, four-carbon Criegee intermediates formed from isoprene ozonolysis. Rate constants 
reported in this thesis are in bold. 
Unimolecular Reactions 
Criegee Intermediate 
Rate constant 
(s-1) 
T(K) Methodology 
syn-MVK-oxide 33 298 T: CCSD(T)-F12/CBS// B2PLYPD3; RRKMa 
 50 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier adjusted 
to lit. data; CTSTb 
anti-MVK-oxide 2140 298 T: CCSD(T)-F12/CBS// B2PLYPD3; RRKMa 
 7700 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier adjusted 
to lit. data; CTSTb 
syn-MACR-oxide 2500 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier adjusted 
to lit. data; CTSTb 
anti-MACR-oxide 10 298 
T: CCSD(T)/aVTZ//M06-2X, with barrier adjusted 
to lit. data; CTSTb 
Bimolecular Reactions 
Criegee Intermediate 
Rate Constant 
(cm3 s-1) 
T(K) Methodology 
Criegee Intermediate + H2O 
syn-MVK-oxide 3.35 × 10-19 298 T: syn-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 2.91 × 10-18 298 T: syn-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
anti-MVK-oxide 1.87 × 10-17 298 T: anti-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 3.65 × 10-18 298 T: anti-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
syn-MACR-oxide 6.87 × 10-18 298 T: syn-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 2.25 × 10-19 298 T: syn-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
anti-MACR-oxide 2.91 × 10-15 298 T: anti-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 1.67 × 10-14 298 T: anti-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
Criegee Intermediate + (H2O)2 
syn-MVK-oxide 9.23 × 10-16 298 T: syn-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 1.27 × 10-14 298 T: syn-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
anti-MVK-oxide 5.42 × 10-15 298 T: anti-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 4.71 × 10-14 298 T: anti-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
syn-MACR-oxide 1.08 × 10-13 298 T: syn-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 2.39 × 10-15 298 T: syn-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
anti-MACR-oxide 3.31 × 10-12 298 T: anti-trans, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
 2.21 × 10-11 298 T: anti-cis, CCSD(T)//B3LYP; VTSTc 
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a. Barber et al., 2018, ref. 125 and Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
b. Vereecken et al., 2017, ref. 24. 
c. Anglada and Sole, 2016, ref. 105. 
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Table 6: Effective rate constants for reactions of Criegee intermediates with water, and pseudo-
first order rate constants assuming constant concentrations of water and water dimer at 60% RH.  
Also shown is the relative conformer populations for conformers with low barriers to 
interconversion (i.e. syn-trans and syn-cis) assuming a Boltzmann population distribution at 298K, 
and a population-weighted average pseudo-first order rate at 60% RH. 
Criegee 
Intermediate 
Conformer 
keff  
(cm3 s-1)a,b 
keff, 1st 
order (s-1) 
Relative Conformer 
Population at 298 Kc 
Population-
weighted 
average rate (s-1) 
syn-MVK-
oxide 
syn-trans 1.31 × 10-18 0.609 0.95 
.950 
syn-cis 1.63 × 10-17 7.58 0.05 
anti-MVK-
oxide 
anti-trans 2.44 × 10-17 11.3 0.69 
15.5 
anti-cis 5.35 × 10-17 24.8 0.31 
syn-MACR-
oxide 
syn-trans 1.21 × 10-16 56.2 0.995 
55.9 
syn-cis 2.75 × 10-18 12.8 0.005 
anti-MACR-
oxide 
anti-trans 6.41 × 10-15 2980 0.93 
3960 
anti-cis 4.01 × 10-14 18600 0.07 
a. Second order reaction rates are taken from Anglada and Sole, 2016, ref. 105 and are 
tabulated in Table 5. 
b. The equilibrium constant for water dimer formation at 60% RH is taken from Anglada et 
al., 2013, ref. 108. 
c. Relative conformer populations are calculated using relative conformer energies from 
Barber et al., 2018, ref. 125 and Vansco et al., 2019, ref. 126. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of Criegee removal rates from unimolecular and bimolecular reaction at 
298K under atmospheric conditions.  The unimolecular decay rate (red), pseudo first order rate 
for reaction with water (orange) and pseudo first order rate for reaction with SO2 (yellow) for 
CH2OO are reproduced from Figure 1, as described above. Thermal unimolecular decay rates of 
MVK-oxide (red) are taken from Barber et al., 2018, ref 125, while for MACR-oxide they are taken 
from Vereecken et al., 2017, ref 24. The effective pseudo-first order rates for the reaction of 
Criegee intermediates and water (which accounts for reaction with the water dimer) at 60% RH 
(orange) are summarized in Table 6, and are based on data from Anglada and Sole, 2016, ref. 
105.  
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the unimolecular decay rates for the Criegee intermediates formed from isoprene ozonolysis, 
CH2OO, MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide, along with the effective, pseudo-first order reaction rate 
with water at 60% RH is shown for MVK-oxide, as well as literature values for the .  The results 
suggest that syn-MVK-oxide could potentially be long lived in the atmosphere, surviving for long 
enough to act as an important oxidant of other atmospheric species.  The rates of reaction for 
MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide with other atmospheric species, including SO2, have not yet been 
reported. 
4. Summary of this Thesis 
This work focuses on the unimolecular reactions of Criegee intermediates, and 
specifically those that produce OH radicals. The diiodoalkane synthesis developed by Welz et 
al.25 has been coupled to a free jet expansion,27, 28 which yields cold Criegee intermediates in a 
collision free environment. The Criegee intermediates are then interrogated using an IR pump-UV 
probe scheme.57, 58 The IR pump vibrationally excited the Criegee intermediates, and induces the 
1,4 H-atom transfer reaction that leads to OH products. The UV probe then electronically excites 
the resulting OH radicals, which are detected via LIF. The IR action technique provides superior 
sensitivity compared to traditional IR absorption measurements, allowing for the detection of 
small concentrations of Criegee intermediates, so long as they produce OH radical products. It 
also is extremely selective, as a signal is only observed when OH radicals are produced. 
Two types of experiments are performed using this scheme. In the first, the IR 
wavelength is scanned at a fixed IR-UV time delay. Whenever the IR is resonant with a 
vibrational transition of the Criegee intermediate, and OH radicals are produced, an LIF signal is 
observed. This experiment yields an IR action spectrum, which acts as a fingerprint of the 
Criegee intermediate.57, 58 Comparison of the IR action spectra with calculated IR absorption 
spectra provides positive identification of Criegee intermediates as the spectral carriers and gives 
insight into the vibrational modes of the Criegee intermediate. In the second type of experiment, 
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the IR wavelength is fixed at a particular energy where the Criegee intermediate is known to 
absorb, and the IR-UV time delay is varied in order to obtain a real-time, energy dependent 
measurement of the OH appearance rate.55 The measured OH appearance rates are then 
compared to theoretically predicted, energy dependent unimolecular decay rates, which are 
calculated using Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory.134 The RRKM calculations 
incorporate quantum mechanical tunneling, and rely on high-level electronic structure calculations 
of rovibrational properties and energetics of the Criegee intermediates, transition states, and 
products of the reaction. 
 The experimentally validated, energy-dependent RRKM rates are then used in 
conjunction with master equation modeling to predict thermal rates under atmospheric 
conditions.55  Benchmarking the energy-dependent rates to experiments provides a rigorous test 
of the calculated energetics and rovibrational properties, giving greater confidence in the final 
thermal rate calculation.  It validates the theoretical methods used, allowing for extension to 
systems which cannot be studied experimentally.  It also reduces the need for the extremely 
difficult direct thermal unimolecular decay rate measurements, of which only a few have been 
performed.75, 83  This technique is initially applied to 2 prototypical Criegee intermediates: syn-
CH3CHOO, and (CH3)2COO (Chapters 2-6).  
In Chapter 2, the syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates are activated via 
IR excitation of vibrational transitions involving two quanta of CH stretching modes (2νCH), in the 
vicinity of the calculated TS barriers to 1,4 H-atom transfer (17.05 and 16.16 kcal mol-1 
respectively), and the OH appearance rates are measured.55 Both experiment and theory yield 
unimolecular decay rates on the order of 108 and 107 s-1 for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, 
respectively in this energy regime. Quantum mechanical tunneling is shown to significantly 
enhance the unimolecular reaction rate.  Master equation modeling is used to extend the 
experimentally validated energy-dependent unimolecular reaction rates to predictions of thermal 
rates in the high pressure limit at atmospherically relevant temperatures for the unimolecular 
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reaction of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, which are 106 s-1 slower at 298K than the energy 
dependent rates in the near-barrier energy regime. 
Since quantum mechanical tunneling is shown to be important for the 1,4 H-atom transfer 
reaction of syn alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates, it follows that activation of Criegee 
intermediates at significantly lower energy than the TS barrier should still yield OH radical 
products. In Chapter 3, this hypothesis is tested by exciting syn-CH3CHOO with one quantum of 
CH stretch and one quantum of another, lower frequency mode (νCH+ νi), which accesses 
energies of ca. 4000 cm-1, ca. 30% lower than the TS barrier.54 An IR action spectrum with 
detection of OH products is acquired in this energy region, demonstrating that the 1,4 H-atom 
transfer reaction can occur even at energies significantly below the TS barrier and lead to OH 
products. At these energies, the reaction must occur exclusively via quantum mechanicam 
tunneling. The observed IR action spectrum is in good agreement with the predicted IR 
absorption spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO. Rotational band contour analysis using previously 
determined rotational constants further confirms syn-CH3CHOO as the spectral carrier. OH 
appearance rates are measured following infrared activation and are found to be on the order of 
106 s-1 in this energy region, approximate 100-fold slower than observed in the near-barrier 
region, and consistent with statistical calculations of the energy-dependent unimolecular decay 
rate, which include quantum mechanical tunneling. There are notable deviations from RRKM 
behavior, however, which may originate from the sparse density of states for syn-CH3CHOO at 
lower energies. We demonstrate that the thermal unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO has 
significant contributions from Criegee intermediates at energies well below the TS barrier.  Using 
the full dataset of experimental k(E) values, the TS barrier height and imaginary frequency are 
adjusted in order to obtain better agreement between the RRKM unimolecular decay rate and the 
experimentally observed k(E) values over the entire energy range considered.  Master equation 
modeling extends the adjusted k(E) values to predicted a slightly adjusted thermal decay rate. 
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In Chapter 4, the same method is applied to the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate.53 The 
(CH3)2COO is activated via infrared excitation of νCH+νi transitions at ca. 4000 cm-1, significantly 
below the TS barrier. This induces tunneling through the TS barrier to the 1,4 H-atom transfer 
reaction, resulting in the formation of OH radicals, which are probed via laser induced 
fluorescence, again demonstrating that tunneling plays an important role in this reaction.  As with 
syn-CH3CHOO, a ca. 100-fold slower rate is observed compared to the near-barrier region.  The 
same technique described above is used to slightly adjust the input parameters of the RRKM 
calculation to better fit the experimentally determined k(E) values, and a slightly adjusted thermal 
rate prediction is obtained. 
The quintessential assessment of the role of tunneling in chemical reactions is via 
isotopic (H/D) substitution.  When a reaction proceeds via tunneling, a large kinetic isotope effect 
will be observed, where D-atom transfer will be dramatically slower compared to an H-atom 
transfer.  To further quantify the role of tunneling in the unimolecular decay of alkyl-substituted 
Criegee intermediates, in Chapter 5, the IR-action spectroscopy technique is applied to a 
selectively deuterated analogue of syn-CH3CHOO, syn-CD3CHOO.59 A single CH stretch is 
preserved, allowing for the activation of syn-CD3CHOO with two quanta of CH stretch in the 
vicinity of the TS barrier.  This induces a 1,4 D-atom transfer, which leads to OD products.  The 
OD products are selectively detected by LIF.  A single feature is observed in the IR action 
spectrum spectrum at 6055 cm-1, in agreement with the predicted IR absorption spectrum.  A ca. 
10-fold slower OD appearance rate is observed at 6055 cm-1 compared to the OH appearance 
rate from syn-CH3CHOO at the same energy.  Master equation modeling reveals that a significant 
kinetic isotope effect is also predicted under thermal conditions at 298 K, where the thermal rate 
for the D-atom transfer from syn-CD3CHOO is more than 50-fold slower than the H-atom transfer 
from syn-CH3CHOO.  The results confirm that quantum mechanical tunneling is of great 
importance in the unimolecular reaction of alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates under both 
energy-dependent and thermal conditions. 
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In Chapter 6, infrared activation of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental region 
at ca. 3000 cm-1 is shown to result in unimolecular decay to OH radical products.135  This 
excitation corresponds to an energy of only about half of the TS barrier height, so the reaction 
must occur exclusively by quantum mechanical tunneling.  The IR action spectrum reveals four 
CH stretch fundamentals, and one CO stretch overtone transition, in good agreement with the 
predicted IR absorption spectrum.  Distinctly different Lorentzian line broadening is observed for 
different experimental features, which is attributed to mode-specific anharmonic couplings 
between spectroscopically bright and nearby dark states.  RRKM theory predicts that the 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO should be extremely slow (105 s-1) at these energies.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
In Chapters 7-8, the IR action spectroscopy method is extended to more complex 
Criegee intermediate systems.  In Chapter 7, IR action spectroscopy is used to achieve the first 
direct experimental detection of MVK-oxide, the predominant conjugated four-carbon Criegee 
intermediate from isoprene ozonolysis.125  A novel alternative synthetic method is developed, 
which generates MVK-oxide through reaction of a photolytically generated, resonance stabilized 
monoiodoalkene radical with O2.  An IR action spectrum of MVK-oxide with detection of OH 
products is acquired in the 2νCH energy region. Comparison with the theoretically predicted IR 
absorption spectrum provides positive identification of MVK-oxide.  For syn-MVK-oxide, where 
the terminal oxygen points toward the methyl group, the experimentally measured, energy 
dependent OH appearance rates are in excellent accord with predicted RRKM rates that include 
tunneling, validating the H-atom transfer mechanism and computed TS barrier.  Master equation 
modeling yields a thermal unimolecular decay rate for syn-MVK-oxide of 33 s-1 at 298 K, 5-10 fold 
slower than predicted for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO.  For anti-MVK-oxide, where the 
terminal oxygen points toward the vinyl group, theoretical exploration suggests that a very fast 
(2140 s-1 at 298 K) ring-closure mechanism to a dioxole intermediate is likely the first step in the 
unimolecular decay mechanism.   
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In Chapter 8, the same technique is applied to the doubly-substituted methyl ethyl 
Criegee intermediate (MECI, (CH3)(CH3CH2)COO).  The MECI is unique amongst the Criegee 
intermediates studied by IR action spectroscopy thus far, because both the anti (where the 
terminal oxygen points toward the methyl group) and syn (where the terminal oxygen points 
toward the ethyl group) can undergo the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction that produces OH radicals, 
but via distinct transition states.  An IR action spectrum is acquired with detection of OH products, 
which is in good agreement with the predicted IR absorption spectrum.  RRKM calculations, 
which incorporate quantum mechanical tunneling show that the rates associated with decay of 
the syn and anti conformers are very similar, and are on the order of 107 s-1.  Experimentally 
measured, energy-dependent unimolecular decay rates are in good agreement with predicted 
RRKM rates.  Master equation modeling is used to extent the calculated energy-dependent rates 
to thermal rates under atmospheric conditions.  Comparison between MECI, MVK-oxide, and 
previously studied alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates provides valuable insight into 
substituent effects on Criegee intermediate unimolecular decay under both energy dependent 
and thermal conditions. 
IR action spectroscopy with detection of OH radical products has proven extremely useful 
in elucidating the molecular structure and unimolecular reaction dynamics of a variety of alkyl-
substituted Criegee intermediates, but is limited in that it can only be applied to Criegee 
intermediates that decay to make OH radicals.  In Chapter 9, initial results are presented for a 
new method of probing Criegee intermediate chemistry involving LIF detection of vinoxy radicals.  
When alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates undergo the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction that 
produces OH radicals, they also produce vinoxy radicals (or their substituted analogues) as co-
products.  Two vinoxy radicals, the simplest vinoxy radical (CH2CHO), and 1-methylvinoxy 
(CH3CH2O) are detected from syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, respectively, by laser induced 
fluorescence.  The identities of the vinoxy radicals are confirmed by comparing the experimentally 
observed LIF spectra to previously reported literature spectra.  Theoretical calculations predict 
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that conformers of MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide that undergo unimolecular decay to a dioxole 
intermediate may ultimately produce vinoxy radicals.  Vinoxy radical LIF detection could prove to 
be a useful way to probe this previously unobserved chemistry. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Real time observation of unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates to OH radical products 
 
This research has been previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics, 144, 061102 
(2016). The experimental work was performed with graduate student Yi Fang, postdoctoral 
researcher Fang Liu, and Marsha I. Lester in the Department of Chemistry, University of 
Pennsylvania.  Theoretical calculations were performed in collaboration with Stephen J. 
Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory) and 
Anne B. McCoy (Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle). 
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The hydroxyl radical, OH, plays a central role in atmospheric chemistry as a key oxidant 
that initiates the breakdown of most trace species in the lower atmosphere, and therefore is often 
termed the atmosphere’s detergent.  Recent field studies show that ozonolysis of biogenic and 
anthropogenic alkenes produces about a third of the OH radicals in the daytime and essentially 
all of the OH radicals at nighttime.1, 2  Winter and summer urban field campaigns also show 
alkene ozonolysis to be a main production pathway for OH radicals.3   
Alkene ozonolysis proceeds by cycloaddition of ozone across the C=C double bond to 
form a primary ozonide, which rapidly decomposes into carbonyl and carbonyl oxide species, the 
latter known as Criegee intermediates.  Ozonolysis of alkenes, for example trans-2-butene and 
2,3-dimethyl-2-butene, is a highly exothermic reaction (ca. 50 kcal mol-1), which will produce 
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates with a broad distribution of internal energies.4  
A portion of the Criegee intermediates will promptly dissociate to OH products.  Under 
atmospheric conditions, the remaining Criegee intermediates will be collisionally stabilized and 
thermalized prior to unimolecular decay to OH products,5, 6 or undergo bimolecular reaction with 
water vapor or other trace species.7, 8   
The rate of production of OH radicals from alkene ozonolysis reactions is critical 
information that is required for modeling the hydrogen oxide radical (HOx) chemistry in the lower 
atmosphere, and has been sought for decades.4  The present study provides direct time-domain 
measurements of the OH appearance rate and complementary calculations of the unimolecular 
decay rate for isolated Criegee intermediates at well-defined energies near the barrier leading to 
OH products.  These results are extended to predict the unimolecular decay rate of thermalized 
Criegee intermediates in the troposphere. 
Ozonolysis reactions that proceed through formation of alkyl substituted Criegee 
intermediates, e.g. syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO with a methyl group (and -hydrogen) close 
to the terminal oxygen, readily undergo unimolecular decay to OH products.4  The reaction 
scheme shown in Figure 1 for CH3CROO with R=H or CH3 substituents involves a rate-limiting  
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Figure 1.  Reaction coordinates predicted for syn-CH3CHOO (red) and (CH3)2COO (blue) 
Criegee intermediates involving a rate-limiting 1,4-hydrogen transfer to vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP, 
CH2=C(R)OOH) via a transition state (TS), followed by rapid decomposition to OH + vinoxy 
(H2C=COR) products.  R and  denote the H- or CH3-substituent.  Experimentally, the IR laser 
excites the Criegee intermediates in the CH stretch overtone region (2CH), while the OH products 
are state-selectively detected by UV laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).  The rate of appearance of 
OH products is measured by varying the time delay between the IR and UV laser pulses.   
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1,4 H-atom transfer from the Criegee intermediate to vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP, CH2=C(R)OOH) 
via the transition state (TS) barrier, followed by rapid homolysis of the O-O bond to form OH and 
vinoxy (H2C=COR) products.  By contrast, the unimolecular reaction pathway for Criegee 
intermediates lacking an -H, such as CH2OO or the less stable anti-conformer of CH3CHOO, 
requires surmounting a much higher barrier for rearrangement to dioxirane, which then decays 
via a ‘hot acid’ pathway to OH and other products.9 
Recently, an alternate synthesis method has been developed to efficiently produce 
Criegee intermediates via the reaction of iodoalkyl radicals with O2.10, 11  This synthetic route has 
been coupled with a free jet expansion to create cold, stabilized Criegee intermediates in a 
collision-free environment for spectroscopic and dynamical studies.12-14  Previously, IR action 
spectra of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates were obtained in the CH stretch 
overtone region with detection of OH products.15, 16  The lowest energy feature observed for each 
Criegee intermediate at ca. 5600 cm-1 indicated an effective barrier for unimolecular decay of ≤ 
16 kcal mol-1, which is ca. 1-2 kcal mol-1 lower than recent theoretical predictions.15−17  This 
suggested the need for high level electronic structure calculations of the zero-point corrected TS 
barriers for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO presented here.  In addition, the lower effective 
barriers obtained experimentally raised the possibility of significant tunneling, which would lower 
the energetic requirement for observation of OH products. 
In this chapter, the energy-dependent rates for unimolecular dissociation of syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO are obtained through direct time-domain experimental measurements 
and statistical RRKM calculations that are based on high level electronic structure calculations.  
In the experiments, pulsed tunable IR radiation from an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier 
pumped by a Nd:YAG laser is utilized to prepare syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO at specific 
energies from 5600 to 6000 cm-1 through excitation of vibrational states with two quanta in the CH 
stretches.  A pulsed UV probe laser generated from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pumped dye 
laser is tuned to detect OH products in the most populated rovibrational product state X23/2 (v=0,  
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Figure 2.  Top: Temporal appearance profiles with fits of OH products arising from IR activation 
of syn-CH3CHOO at 5709 cm-1 (red) and 5984 cm-1 (gray), the latter risetime limited by the laser 
pulse widths.  Bottom: Temporal profile of OH appearance on a 2x longer timescale for 
(CH3)2COO excited at 5731 cm-1 (blue) and comparison with laser-limited risetime (gray) from top 
panel.  The appearance of OH products is observed through the intensity of the UV laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) while scanning the IR-UV time delay. 
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N=3) by laser-induced fluorescence on the A-X (1,0) Q1(3) line.  The rate of appearance of the 
OH products is obtained by scanning the time delay between IR laser excitation of the cold 
Criegee intermediates (Trot10 K) and UV laser detection under collision free conditions (see 
experimental methods in supplementary material, SM).18 
The OH products arising from unimolecular decay of vibrationally activated syn-
CH3CHOO appear on a nanosecond timescale as illustrated by a representative OH appearance 
curve in Figure 2.  The OH temporal profiles are fit using a nonlinear least squares procedure to a 
single exponential rise krise and much slower exponential decay (kfall = 8 x 105 s-1; kfall-1 = 1.25 s; 
arising from molecules moving out of the UV laser region)18 convoluted with the IR and UV pulse 
widths.  IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO at 5709 cm-1 results in a rise of OH products with rate krise 
= 1.5±0.1 x 108 s-1, corresponding to an OH appearance time krise-1 of 6.7±0.2 ns.  Excitation at IR 
energies from 5603 to 5818 cm-1 yields OH appearance times that decrease monotonically from 
7.2 to 5.9 ns as shown in Figure 3 (and Table S1).18  Figure 2 also shows a noticeably faster 
appearance of OH products for IR excitation at 5984 cm-1 (also 5951 and 6082 cm-1) in which 
analysis yields a risetime (4.80.2 ns) limited by the temporal resolution of the combined IR and 
UV pulses.18   
By contrast, the appearance of OH products from IR activation of (CH3)2COO occurs on a 
tens of nanoseconds timescale.  As shown in Figure 2, IR excitation at 5731 cm-1 yields a rate 
krise = 4.2±0.2 x 107 s-1, corresponding to an OH appearance time krise-1 of 23.8±1.1 ns that is 
considerably longer than the experimental time resolution.  IR excitation of (CH3)2COO from 5610 
to 5971 cm-1 yields OH appearance times that decrease from 30.0 to 18.5 ns as shown in Figure 
3 (and Table S1).18  The OH products are produced 3.6 to 4.2 times more slowly from (CH3)2COO 
than syn-CH3CHOO at comparable excitation energies. 
The properties of the syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates, transition 
state (TS) barriers, and vinyl hydroperoxides (VHP) are computed by means of high level 
electronic structure theory with anharmonic zero-point energy, and provide a very accurate  
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Figure 3.  Experimental (expt) rates (top) and corresponding lifetimes (bottom) for appearance of 
OH products following IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO (red) and (CH3)2COO (blue) with ±1σ 
uncertainty estimates.  Gray shaded regions indicate rates/lifetimes limited by the experimental 
time resolution.  Excellent agreement is obtained with RRKM rates (upper) and corresponding 
lifetimes (lower), shown as solid lines, computed at excitation energies in the vicinity of the 
transition states (TS, vertical dashed lines) leading to OH products.   
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starting point for calculation of the unimolecular decay rates.  The CCSD(T) method and cc-pVTZ 
basis set are utilized for the syn-CH3CHOO system, and the B2PLYDP3 method and cc-pVTZ 
basis set are used for the (CH3)2COO system.19  Higher level energies are obtained using the 
CCSD(T)-F12 method20, 21 in the complete basis set (CBS) limit22 as a reference energy with 
anharmonic zero-point energy, higher order excitations, core-valence interactions, relativistic 
effects, and in some cases diagonal Born-Oppenheimer corrections taken into account as 
described in SM and Tables S2 and S3.18  The electronic structure methodology employed is 
closely related to high level methods like HEAT23 and W4,24 which yield uncertainties in the 
energies on the order of a few tenths of a kcal mol-1.  Notably, corrections for higher order 
excitations increase the barrier heights by 0.4-0.5 kcal mol-1 due to the significant multireference 
character of the Criegee intermediates.  The resultant dissociation barriers (TS) are 17.1 kcal mol-
1 (5960 cm-1) for syn-CH3CHOO and 16.2 kcal mol-1 (5650 cm-1) for (CH3)2COO. 
Statistical RRKM theory25 is then utilized to compute the unimolecular dissociation rates 
k(E) for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO (see SM).18  Tunneling is incorporated using the 
asymmetric Eckart model.  It is important to note that there are no adjustable parameters in the 
RRKM calculations.  The computed RRKM dissociation rates, e.g. 2.0 x 108 s-1 for syn-CH3CHOO 
and 4.5 x 107 s-1 for (CH3)2COO at 5850 cm-1, are in nearly quantitative agreement with the 
experimental rates of appearance of OH products over the entire energy range from 5600 to 6000 
cm-1 as shown in Figure 3 (and Table S4).18  The excellent agreement of the RRKM rates with 
experiment validates the computed barrier heights, and demonstrates that quantum mechanical 
tunneling is very important at these energies.  The calculated RRKM rates dramatically decrease 
when tunneling is turned off in Figure S2.18  The agreement of experiment with statistical theory 
also indicates that the initial energy imparted by CH stretch overtone excitation is randomized 
through intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) within the Criegee intermediates 
prior to unimolecular decay.  Rapid IVR (2-3 ps) is also evident from the homogeneously 
broadened IR band contours observed experimentally.15, 16  Finally, the agreement of experiment 
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and theory also demonstrates that many of the syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO features 
observed by IR action spectroscopy in the CH stretch overtone region decay to OH products as a 
result of tunneling through the H-atom transfer barrier.15, 16 
The RRKM rates for unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO are ca. 4.5x slower than that for 
syn-CH3CHOO at comparable excitation energies, in very good accord with experiment.  
Compared to syn-CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO has a lower barrier but, more importantly, nine 
additional vibrational degrees of freedom (including a methyl rotor).  The higher density of states 
for (CH3)2COO is the dominant factor giving rise to the slower unimolecular decay. 
Finally, master equation modeling26 based on the present experimentally validated RRKM 
model is used to evaluate the thermal decay rates k(T) for stabilized Criegee intermediates under 
atmospheric conditions.  In the troposphere, k(T) is in the high pressure limit.18  The thermal 
decay rates k(298 K) for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO are predicted to be 166 and 369 s-1, 
respectively, which are six orders of magnitude slower than k(E) at the barrier.  In the 
troposphere, the thermal decay rates of the Criegee intermediates will decrease significantly 
(10x) from ground level to 10 km due to the decrease in T as shown in Figure 4 (see Figure S3 
for T=200-700 K and SM for modified Arrhenius representations).18  At a given T, the thermal 
rates are about 2x greater for (CH3)2COO than syn-CH3CHOO due to its 300 cm-1 (0.9 kcal mol-
1) lower barrier.  Note that the additional degrees of freedom for (CH3)2COO have similar effects 
on the transition state and reactant canonical partition functions, and do not impact the relative 
thermal rates. 
The thermal decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO at 298 K is 7x greater than an earlier 
theoretical prediction.17  The predicted thermal rates are also larger than the widely varying 
experimental reports of k(T) from ozonolysis of trans-2-butene and 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene.6, 27-30  
Determination of k(T) from alkene ozonolysis reactions is challenging due to bimolecular loss 
from the many reactive species present and/or wall loss over long timescales.  The thermal rates 
predicted here are in good accord with the estimated 100-200 s-1 rate for unimolecular loss of  
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Figure 4.  Thermal decay rates predicted from master equation modeling of the unimolecular 
decay of syn-CH3CHOO (red) and (CH3)2COO (blue) in the high pressure limit as a function of 
altitude and corresponding temperature (based on the U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976)32 in the 
Earth’s troposphere.   
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stabilized Criegee intermediates utilized in current atmospheric models,31 and recent alkene 
ozonolysis measurements yielding unimolecular rates scaled relative to their bimolecular loss with 
SO2.18, 30  The predicted unimolecular rate for (CH3)2COO is faster than its bimolecular reaction 
with water vapor (70% RH) and SO2.7  Thus, unimolecular decay to OH products is predicted to 
be the dominant loss pathway for these prototypical Criegee intermediates in the atmosphere. 
Direct time-domain measurements and unimolecular reaction calculations based on high 
level electronic structure theory have revealed the rate of appearance of OH radical products 
from Criegee intermediates prepared at energies in the vicinity of the barrier to unimolecular 
decay.  For syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO with 5600 to 6000 cm-1 of excitation, the OH products 
appear on a few and tens of nanoseconds timescales, corresponding to rates of 108 and 107 s-1, 
respectively, in excellent accord with RRKM dissociation rates.  Master equation modeling 
extends the results to thermal decay of stabilized Criegee intermediates from alkene ozonolysis in 
the troposphere, which is predicted to occur on a several millisecond or longer timescale. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Deep tunneling in the unimolecular decay of CH3CHOO Criegee 
intermediates to OH radical products 
 
This work has been previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics, 145, 234308 
(2016).  Experimental research was performed with graduate student Yi Fang, postdoctoral 
researcher Fang Liu, and Marsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was performed in collaboration 
with Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National 
Laboratory) and Anne B. McCoy (Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle). 
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I. Introduction 
Criegee intermediates are carbonyl oxide (R1R2COO) species generated in the 
atmosphere through ozonolysis of alkenes originating from biogenic or anthropogenic sources.1 
Alkene ozonolysis is a major pathway for removal of volatile alkenes, organic compounds with the 
largest emissions into the atmosphere after methane,2, 3 and also an important source of hydroxyl 
radicals (OH), a key oxidant that initiates the breakdown of most pollutants in the lower 
atmosphere.4  These highly exothermic ozonolysis reactions produce energized Criegee 
intermediates, some of which promptly decay to OH radicals.5, 6  The remaining Criegee 
intermediates are collisionally stabilized and thermalized prior to decaying to OH radicals and 
other products,6, 7 or undergoing bimolecular reaction with trace species in the atmosphere 
including water vapor, SO2, NO2, and acids.8-12 
The UK Torch campaign near London in the summer of 2003 showed that alkene 
ozonolysis is responsible for about a third of the atmospheric OH radicals in the daytime and 
essentially all of the OH radicals at nighttime.13, 14  The PUMA field campaign near the urban city 
centre of Birmingham, UK in 1999-2000 indicated that alkene ozonolysis accounts for nearly half 
of the OH radicals in summertime and most of the OH radicals in the wintertime.15  In addition, 
field studies indicated that a significant fraction (up to 77%) of HOx [HOx  OH + HO2] arises from 
ozonolysis of internal alkenes,16 which proceed through alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates.  
Laboratory studies have also demonstrated that the OH yield from alkene ozonolysis is 
significantly greater for alkyl-substituted alkenes compared to ethene.1, 17 
Figure 1 shows the energies and geometries of stationary points along the lowest energy 
pathway for unimolecular decay of a prototypical alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediate, 
CH3CHOO, in its most stable syn configuration to OH products.  The reaction involves a rate-
limiting 1,4 hydrogen transfer process, in which an α-H on the methyl group transfers to the 
terminal O and forms vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP), followed by rapid homolysis of the O-O bond to 
yield OH and vinoxy radicals.1, 18, 19  The barrier associated with the five-membered, ring-like  
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Figure 1.  Stationary points along the unimolecular decay pathway from the syn-CH3CHOO 
Criegee intermediate to OH products.  The reaction follows a 1,4-hydrogen transfer path via a 
transition state (TS) to vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP, H2C=CHOOH), which rapidly dissociates to OH 
+ vinoxy (CH2CHO) products.  In the experiment, the IR laser excites syn-CH3CHOO combination 
bands (CH+i) involving one quantum of CH stretch (CH) and another lower frequency mode (i) 
at energies significantly below the TS barrier.  The resultant OH products are state-selectively 
detected by UV laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the OH A2Σ+-X2Π transition.  The rate of 
appearance of OH products k(E) is measured by varying the IR-UV time delay. 
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transition state (TS) for syn-CH3CHOO has been most recently predicted to be 17.05 kcal mol-1 
through high-level electronic structure calculations with zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections.20  A 
different reaction pathway is predicted for CH2OO, for which unimolecular decay involves a much 
higher barrier to initially form dioxirane,21 consistent with the lower OH yield and other products 
observed in corresponding ozonolysis reactions.5  The less stable and less abundant (up to 20-
30%)22, 23 anti-conformer of CH3CHOO is also predicted to decay via isomerization to 
methyldioxirane,24, 25 which leads to OH and other products. 
Unimolecular decay is a significant loss process for Criegee intermediates, and may 
compete with or exceed the effective rate of bimolecular reactions under atmospheric 
conditions.7, 26  Together, these unimolecular and bimolecular processes control the atmospheric 
fate of stabilized Criegee intermediates and determine their steady-state concentrations.  These 
processes may also influence the abundance of other trace species in the atmosphere, such as 
SO2, which reacts with Criegee intermediates to generate sulfuric acid, a critical contributor to 
aerosol formation.26, 27  Recent direct kinetic studies revealed that the dominant loss channel for 
the simplest Criegee intermediate, CH2OO, is its reaction with water dimer at a rate estimated to 
be up to 1000 s-1 under atmospheric conditions.28, 29  However, later studies showed that 
reaction with water (monomer and dimer) is much less significant for alkyl-substituted Criegee 
intermediates, such as syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO.10, 11, 30  For these Criegee intermediates, 
thermal unimolecular decay becomes the dominant loss channel in the Earth’s atmosphere with a 
rate estimated to be the order of 300 s-1 at room  
temperature.12, 20, 31 
The rates for unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates have been broadly 
investigated, in most cases indirectly through alkene ozonolysis reactions,7 and very recently 
measured directly under collision-free20 and thermal conditions.12, 31  The direct experimental 
studies are performed using an alternative synthetic route to generate the Criegee intermediates 
via reaction of iodoalkyl radicals with O2.32-34  This laboratory recently obtained the energy-
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dependent rate coefficients k(E) for unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO, and 
CH3CH2CHOO to OH products at selective energies near their TS barriers.20, 35  These pump–
probe time-domain experiments utilize pulsed IR excitation in the CH stretch overtone region to 
initiate unimolecular decay and a variably delayed UV laser pulse to probe the OH products by 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).  The experimental rates k(E) are on the order of 108 s-1 in the 
vicinity of the barrier, increase with excitation energy, and decrease across the series of methyl-, 
dimethyl-, and ethyl-substituted Criegee intermediates investigated thus far at similar energies.20, 
35  The experimental rates in the vicinity of the barrier are in very good accord with statistical 
microcanonical RRKM calculations that take into account tunneling, and validate the zero-point 
corrected barrier heights derived from ab initio theory.  In contrast, the dissociation rates of the 
thermalized Criegee intermediates are predicted to be ca. six orders of magnitude slower under 
atmospheric conditions.  Master equation modeling in the high pressure limit yields a thermal 
decay rate for (CH3)2COO of 369 s−1 at 298 K,20 which agrees with two very recent 
measurements within experimental uncertainty.12, 31  Much earlier work reported thermal OH 
appearance rates of 6.4 ± 0.9 s-1 (100 Torr) and 2.7 ± 0.7 s-1 (10 torr) arising from ozonolysis of 
2,3-dimethyl-2-butene via the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate.36  For syn-CH3CHOO and 
CH3CH2CHOO, the thermal decay rates at 298 K are predicted to be 166 and 279 s-1, 
respectively.20, 35  Subsequent computational studies report unimolecular decomposition rate 
constants for syn-CH3CHOO (at 298 K and 1 atm or high pressure limit) of 124 s-1 and 328 s-1.37, 
38 
Several RRKM studies indicate that quantum mechanical tunneling will be significant for 
the 1,4 hydrogen transfer step from the Criegee intermediate to VHP, and ultimately formation of 
OH products.20, 31, 35, 39  Tunneling permits the H-atom transfer reaction to occur at energies 
considerably below the TS barrier, accelerates the reaction at energies in the vicinity of the 
barrier, and potentially plays a very important role in the thermal decay process.  The present 
study initiates the 1,4 hydrogen transfer process in syn-CH3CHOO at excitation energies 
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significantly below the TS barrier to further elucidate the role of tunneling in this system.  The 
lower excitation energy provides a stringent test of tunneling effects on the experimental rates 
and RRKM calculations for the unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO to OH products.  It also 
improves our understanding of thermal unimolecular decay, which occurs predominantly at 
energies that are much below the TS barrier. 
II. Methods 
The syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate is generated in a pulsed supersonic jet 
expansion as described previously.40  Briefly, the 1,1-diiodoethane CH3CHI2 precursor is 
entrained in a 20% O2/Ar gas mixture at a backing pressure of 20 psi and pulsed through a quartz 
capillary reactor tube (1 mm ID) into vacuum.  The precursor is photolyzed with 248 nm radiation 
from a KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik Complex 102, 20 Hz, 60 mJ/pulse), which is loosely 
focused along the 2.5 cm length of the capillary tube using a cylindrical lens.  The resulting 
CH3CHI radicals react with O2 to produce CH3CHOO Criegee intermediates, which are 
collisionally stabilized in the capillary tube and cooled to a rotational temperature of 10 K in the 
supersonic expansion.41  Approximately 1 cm downstream, CH3CHOO is intersected by 
counterpropagating and spatially overlapped IR and UV laser beams for pump-probe experiments 
under collision-free conditions. 
Tunable IR radiation (15 mJ/pulse, 6 ns FWHM) is obtained from the idler output of an 
optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA, LaserVision; 0.15 cm-1 bandwidth) pumped by 
an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Precision II 8000, 10 Hz).  The UV radiation (2.5 
mJ/pulse, 5 ns FWHM) is generated by frequency-doubling the output of a Nd:YAG (Continuum 
Surelite II, 532 nm, 20 Hz) pumped dye laser (NarrowScanK) to probe the OH A2+ - X23/2 (1,0) 
Q1(3) line.  The resultant fluorescence is detected with a gated photomultiplier tube (Electron 
Tubes 9813QB) after passing through a 313 nm filter with a 10 nm bandwidth to collect emission 
on the OH A2+ - X23/2 (1,1) transition.  The signal is preamplified and captured using a digital 
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storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6050A).  An active background subtraction scheme 
(IR on – IR off) is used to remove OH background signal (IR off) arising from unimolecular decay 
of energized Criegee intermediates in the source region. 
Statistical RRKM theory42 is utilized to compute the energy dependent unimolecular 
dissociation rate k(E) for syn-CH3CHOO 
 
where E0 is the transition state (TS) energy barrier,  is the sum of states at the 
TS, N(E) is the density of states of the Criegee intermediate, and h is Planck’s constant.  The 
effective symmetry numbers, σeff, are 1 for syn-CH3CHOO with a plane of symmetry and 1/2 for 
the TS with no symmetry and 2 enantiomers.  The rovibronic properties and energies of the syn-
CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate, the TS barrier, and the VHP incipient products required for the 
RRKM calculations are obtained from high level electronic structure theory [CCSD(T,full)/CBS 
with various corrections]43, 44 with anharmonic zero-point energy as reported previously.20  The 
sum and density of states are computed with anharmonic vibrational frequencies.  The methyl 
torsional mode is treated as a one-dimensional hindered rotor.  Tunneling is implemented in the 
statistical RRKM theory using either the asymmetric Eckart model45 or semiclassical transition 
state theory (SCTST).46  The SCTST approach takes into account anharmonicity at the TS as 
well as reaction path curvature.47, 48  The low rotational excitation of jet-cooled CH3CHOO is 
adopted in the RRKM calculations using J=3 for the Eckart model and J=0 for SCTST.  
III. Results 
As shown in Figure 1, IR excitation is used to prepare syn-CH3CHOO at energies 
significantly below the TS barrier associated with 1,4 hydrogen transfer that leads to OH 
products.  The IR laser excites CH+i combination bands of syn-CH3CHOO involving CH stretch 
(CH) and another lower frequency mode (i) at energies in the 3900 to 4600 cm-1 region.  
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Unimolecular decay of vibrationally activated syn-CH3CHOO resulting from tunneling through the 
TS barrier is detected by UV laser induced fluorescence (LIF) of the OH products.  Two types of 
experiments are performed: (1) The IR pump laser is scanned to generate an IR action spectrum 
of the jet-cooled syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediates at a fixed IR-UV time delay of 500 ns.  (2) 
The time delay between the IR pump and UV probe lasers is stepped in 20 ns increments to 
measure the time-dependent appearance of OH products following IR excitation of syn-
CH3CHOO at specific energies.  In both types of experiments, the OH X23/2 (v=0, J=3.5) product 
state is probed on the OH A2+ - X23/2 (1,0) Q1(3) transition to obtain the best LIF signal-to-
background ratio. 
A. IR spectrum 
The IR action spectrum of jet-cooled syn-CH3CHOO in the 3900 to 4600 cm-1 region, 
corresponding to energies ca. 2100 to 1400 cm-1 below the TS barrier, is shown in Figure 2.  The 
IR action spectrum consists of five strong features between 4100 and 4350 cm-1, specifically at 
4107.8, 4167.9, 4212.0, 4277.8 cm-1, and 4346.5 cm-1, which are indicated with ticks; additional 
information about these features is provided in Table S1.  Syn-CH3CHOO is excited on these five 
IR transitions in subsequent direct time-domain measurements of the appearance of OH products 
(Sec. B).  These features are also scanned at higher resolution to reveal their rotational band 
contours, which is analyzed to confirm the spectral carrier as syn-CH3CHOO and provide further 
spectroscopic details (Sec. C).  An additional 9 weak features are observed,49 but have 
insufficient signal for lifetime measurements.  No additional features are observed in scans at 
least 100 cm-1 to higher and lower wavenumber of this spectral region.  The intensities of features 
in the IR action spectrum depend primarily on the IR oscillator strength of the combination bands 
and the OH product yield at a specific IR-UV time delay (500 ns).   
The theoretically predicted IR absorption spectrum for syn-CH3CHOO (CH+i) transitions 
in the 3900 to 4600 cm-1 energy region is also shown in Figure 2.  The anharmonic IR spectrum 
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Figure 2.  (Upper panel) Experimental IR action spectrum observed for the syn-CH3CHOO in the 
combination band (CH+i) region from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 via UV LIF detection of OH products at 
an IR-UV time delay of 500 ns.  Ticks denote IR excitation energies utilized for direct time-domain 
measurements of the appearance of OH products.  No additional features are observed in scans 
at least 100 cm-1 to higher or lower wavenumber of the displayed range.  (Lower panel) 
Computed anharmonic IR spectrum (VPT2) for CH+i combination bands of syn-CH3CHOO 
Criegee intermediate using B2PLYPD3/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory in the same energy region.  A 
few transitions are labeled; see Table S3 for assignments of strongest transitions.  The color-
coded lines indicate strong a/b-type (purple) or c-type (gold) transitions; the same color-coding is 
used for ticks in the upper panel to identify the transition type of experimental features derived 
from rotational band contour analyses. 
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with two quanta (CH+i) of excitation is computed at the B2PLYPD3/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory 
using vibrational second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) as implemented in Gaussian 09,50 
which has previously been demonstrated to provide high accuracy vibrational frequencies.51, 52  
The intensities reflect the oscillator strength of the (CH+i) combination band transitions.  The 
strongest IR transitions in this spectral region involve one of four CH stretch modes (1, 2, 3, 13) 
with fundamental frequencies of ca. 3000 cm-1 in combination with a lower frequency mode (6-8, 
14) at ca. 1100 to 1400 cm-1 arising from methyl umbrella, CH wag, CCO bend and methyl 
scissor motions.41  Only a few of the theoretically predicted IR transitions in this spectral region 
are observed in the experimental IR action spectrum, possibly due to signal to noise 
considerations.  In addition, it is important to note that IR action spectroscopy differs from direct 
IR absorption measurements:  In IR action spectroscopy, the vibrationally excited syn-CH3CHOO 
prepared by IR absorption must undergo intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) 
and tunnel through the TS barrier associated with 1,4 hydrogen transfer to generate OH products 
that are detected after a fixed IR-UV time delay (500 ns). 
B. Unimolecular decay rate 
1. Experimental rate measurements 
Direct time-domain measurements of the rate of appearance of OH products are obtained 
upon IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO on five transitions in the CH+i combination band region.  A 
representative temporal profile of the OH products arising from IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO at 
4107.8 cm-1 is shown in Figure 3.  The exponential rise of OH products originates from 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO, while the exponential decay arises from molecules moving 
out of the spatial region irradiated by the UV probe laser.  In this example, the OH products 
appear on a hundreds of nanosecond timescale and fall off on a several microsecond timescale.  
The temporal profile of the OH products is well represented by a dual exponential function  
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Figure 3.  Representative temporal appearance profile of OH products arising from IR excitation 
of syn-CH3CHOO at 4107.8 cm-1.  The OH temporal profile is obtained from the intensity of OH 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) while stepping the IR-UV time delay.  At long IR-UV time delays 
(2000-5000 ns), the temporal profile is dominated by the exponential fall off (dashed) due to 
molecules moving out of the spatial region irradiated by the UV probe laser.  The rate of 
appearance of OH products is separately determined to be 1.53±0.10 × 106 s-1 with a 
corresponding risetime of 653±41 ns.  
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.20, 53  At long IR-UV time delays (t = 2000-5000 
ns), however, the temporal profile is dominated by the exponential fall off term (>95%), yielding 
kfall = 0.79±0.02 × 106 s-1 for the data shown in Figure 3 (see also Table S2).54  The exponential 
rise rate coefficient krise for appearance of OH products is then separately determined to be 
1.53±0.10 × 106 s-1, corresponding to a risetime of 653±41 ns, upon excitation of syn-CH3CHOO 
at 4107.8 cm-1.  At higher IR excitation energies, the OH rate of appearance is faster, and 
equivalent exponential rise and fall rate coefficients could be determined simultaneously using a 
nonlinear least-squares fitting routine. 
The OH appearance rates and corresponding rise times resulting from excitation of syn-
CH3CHOO on five IR transitions in the 4100 to 4350 cm-1 region are plotted in Figure 4 and 
tabulated in Table S2.  The rates vary from 1.5 to 3.2 × 106 s-1 and correspond to rise times of ca. 
650 to 310 ns.  The unimolecular decay rates are ca. 50 to 100 times slower than observed 
previously in the CH stretch overtone region that accesses energies (5600-6100 cm-1) in the 
vicinity of the TS barrier.20 
The variation in appearance times for OH products from syn-CH3CHOO in this energy 
region also has an impact on the relative intensities of the spectral features observed in the IR 
action spectrum recorded at fixed IR-UV delay (500 ns).  Most significantly, the longer risetime for 
the 4107.8 cm-1 feature (653±41 ns) indicates that its peak intensity is even greater compared to 
higher energy features, which have risetimes less than 500 ns, than apparent in Figure 2.  The 
revised intensities of the five prominent features in the IR action spectrum are listed in Table S1 
for comparison with the computed anharmonic IR absorption spectrum (Figure 2 and Table S3).   
2. RRKM calculations 
The microcanonical dissociation rate k(E) for syn-CH3CHOO at an excitation energy E is 
evaluated with RRKM theory using two different tunneling models, Eckart and SCTST.  SCTST is 
initially implemented with the Multiwell code.47  The tunneling calculations are based on previous  
( )= − − + + −( ) exp( ( ) ) exp( )rise fall fallF t A k k t k t
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Figure 4.  Experimental kinetic rates and corresponding lifetimes (semi-log scales) for 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO to OH products at five IR excitation energies (gray 
symbols) from 4100 to 4350 cm-1 with 1 uncertainty estimates from repeated measurements.  
The statistical RRKM rates k(E) in the energy E region from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 are calculated 
using asymmetric Eckart (black) and SCTST (green) tunneling models.  Top panel: Vibrational 
density of states for syn-CH3CHOO is averaged over 100 cm-1 energy intervals in RRKM rate 
calculations.  Bottom panel: RRKM rates computed with 10 cm-1 intervals in reactant density of 
states.  Also shown is Wagner’s improved formulation for SCTST model (orange) in the deep 
tunneling regime.64 
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high-level electronic structure calculations, which predict a ZPE-corrected TS barrier for 1,4 H-
atom transfer of 17.05 kcal mol-1 (5963 cm-1) with an imaginary frequency of 1696 i cm−1, and 
indicate that formation of the vinyl hydroperoxide incipient product, H2C=CHOOH, is exothermic 
by 18.10 kcal mol-1 relative to the Criegee intermediate reactant.20  Decomposition of 
H2C=CHOOH is rapid,19 and is estimated to occur some 6-7 orders of magnitude faster than the 
tunneling rate for its formation from syn-CH3CHOO at ca. 4000 cm-1. 
The RRKM unimolecular dissociation rates computed for syn-CH3CHOO at excitation 
energies in the 3900 – 4600 cm-1 region are shown in Figure 4, along with the experimental rates.  
The RRKM rates obtained with the two tunneling models, Eckart and SCTST, are in very good 
agreement with one another and both predict the rate to increase with increasing excitation 
energy.  (The vibrational density of states for syn-CH3CHOO is averaged over 100 and 10 cm-1 
energy intervals in Figure 4 as discussed in Sec. IV.)  In the range of 4100 to 4350 cm-1 where 
experimental rates have also been measured, the RRKM rate increases from ca. 2 to 4 × 106 s-1, 
corresponding to unimolecular decay times of 500 to 250 ns. 
The OH appearance rates measured upon IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO features at 
4167.9, 4212.0 and 4277.8 cm-1 are in very good agreement with the RRKM dissociation rates 
predicted using both tunneling models within experimental uncertainty.  By contrast, the observed 
rate upon IR activation at 4346.5 cm-1 is ca. 24% slower than that predicted by RRKM theory.  An 
even more significant discrepancy between the observed rate and RRKM theory is observed 
upon IR excitation at 4107.8 cm-1 where the OH appearance rate (krise = 1.53±0.10 x 106 s-1; krise-1 
= 653±41 ns) is ca. 31% slower than the predicted RRKM dissociation rate.  Possible origins for 
the deviations from RRKM theory are considered in the Discussion (Sec. IV). 
3. Rotational band contour analysis and vibrational assignment 
Several features in the IR action spectrum exhibit distinctive rotational band contours.  An 
expanded view and simulation of the strongest feature at 4107.8 cm-1 is shown in Figure 5.  The  
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Figure 5.  Expanded view of the 4107.8 cm-1 feature (black) in the IR action spectrum of jet-
cooled syn-CH3CHOO.  Superimposed simulation (red) of the rotational band contour is based on 
experimental rotational constants for syn-CH3CHOO,22 a hybrid a/b-type transition, homogeneous 
line broadening with a Lorentzian linewidth of 0.6 cm-1, and a rotational temperature of 10 K.  
The homogeneous line broadening is indicative of rapid (9 ps) IVR.  A simulation at the laser 
bandwidth (blue) is displayed for comparison.  
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simulation is based on the ground state rotational constants for syn-CH3CHOO derived from a 
Fourier transform microwave (FTMW) study,22 which are assumed to be unchanged upon 
vibrational excitation.  A least squares fit using the PGOPHER spectral simulation program55 
indicates a hybrid a/b transition type (3:1) with band origin at 4107.8 cm-1.  The transition type is 
evident from the distinctive P-, Q-, R-branch structure of the predominant a-type component with 
the b-type transition contributing to the overall intensity in the wings.  The analysis reveals a cold 
rotational temperature of 10 K, as found in a previous study,41 and homogeneous (Lorentzian) 
line broadening of ca. 0.6 cm-1, the latter indicating rapid dynamics (9 ps) that is attributed to 
IVR.  (A simulation at the IR laser bandwidth with Gaussian linewidth of 0.15 cm-1 is displayed for 
comparison in Figure 5.)  The frequency, intensity, and transition type of the 4107.8 cm -1 feature 
are consistent with those predicted theoretically for the 2+8 combination band of syn-
CH3CHOO.  This is the most intense feature in the calculated IR absorption spectrum at 4121.5 
cm-1 with hybrid a/b transition type (10:1, which would yield a similar band contour).  This 
combination band involves methyl in-plane CH stretch (2) and CCO backbone bend (8) modes.  
Simulation based on FTMW rotational constants for the anti-conformer of CH3CHOO24 did not 
yield a satisfactory fit of the band contour for the 4107.8 cm-1 feature. 
The feature at 4167.9 cm-1 has little distinctive structure and lacks a sharp Q-branch.  
This feature is tentatively correlated with the theoretical prediction of a pure b-type transition of 
similar frequency and relative intensity for the 1+8 combination band at 4164.0 cm-1.  This 
combination band involves the carbonyl oxide C-H stretch (1).  The observed band contour can 
be simulated, but not uniquely fit, as a predominantly b-type transition. 
The rotational band contour of the vibrational feature at 4212.0 cm-1 is dominated by a 
central Q-branch and is well fit as a pure c-type transition as shown in Figure S1.  The frequency, 
relative intensity, and transition type of this vibrational band are in good accord with those 
predicted theoretically for the 7+13 combination band of syn-CH3CHOO at 4225.7 cm-1.  This 
combination band involves the methyl out-of-plane asymmetric CH stretch (13) and the carbonyl 
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oxide CH in-plane wag (7).  The rotational band contour of the 4277.8 cm-1 feature can be 
simulated as a predominantly c-type transition as evident from its central Q-branch.  Theory 
predicts a 6+13 combination band involving the methyl umbrella (6) mode to have a similar 
frequency, relative intensity, and c-type transition at 4281.1 cm-1. 
Finally, the feature centered at 4346.5 cm-1 appears to originate from a transition to 
strongly mixed or overlapping vibrational states due to its broader profile and lack of distinctive 
rotational structure.  Theory predicts closely spaced 3+14 (c-type) and 13+14 (a/b-type) 
transitions at 4319.7 and 4329.0 cm-1 with combined intensity that should be observable.  These 
transitions involve the methyl out-of-plane symmetric CH stretch (3) and methyl asymmetric 
scissor (14) modes.  Additional features are predicted theoretically (Figure 2 and Table S3), but 
are not observed with sufficient intensity for band contour analysis (e.g. lack a distinctive Q-
branch).49 
IV. Discussion 
Previously, IR action spectra,35, 41, 56 unimolecular decay rates,20, 35 and/or product energy 
partitioning57, 58 have been obtained for methyl-, dimethyl-, and ethyl-substituted Criegee 
intermediates prepared with CH stretch overtone excitation (ca. 6000 cm-1) in the vicinity of the 
TS barrier that leads to OH products.  The present study demonstrates that unimolecular decay of 
syn-CH3CHOO can be driven by IR excitation at significantly lower energies (ca. 4100 to 4350 
cm-1) where reaction proceeds exclusively via tunneling through the TS barrier.  IR action spectra 
are obtained for several CH+i combination bands of syn-CH3CHOO in this energy range, and 
the associated unimolecular decay to OH products is measured directly in the time domain under 
collision free conditions.  The unimolecular decay rate of ca. 106 s-1 observed for syn-CH3CHOO 
at energies nearly 2000 cm-1 below the barrier is 100-fold slower than that in the vicinity of the 
barrier (ca. 108 s-1).20  The slower decay rate is primarily due to the reduced tunneling probability 
at energies substantially below the barrier.  The thermal decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO at 298 K is 
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predicted to be an additional four orders of magnitude slower (166 s-1) under atmospheric 
conditions.20  
For thermalized Criegee intermediates under atmospheric conditions, the thermal 
unimolecular decay rate k(T) at a temperature T can be related to a Boltzmann weighted average 
of the microcanonical rates k(E) over a range of energies E.  In the high pressure limit with rapid 
energy transfer, the thermal rate k(T) can be expressed as59 
 
where N(E) is the density of vibrational states of the Criegee intermediate and exp(-
E/kBT) is an exponential Boltzmann factor representing the population distribution of the Criegee 
intermediates, which will change significantly with temperature T.  The top panel of Figure 6 
shows the individual terms of the integrand as a function of energy at 300 K.  The Boltzmann 
factor decreases exponentially with energy, while both the microcanonical rate k(E) and the 
density of states N(E) increase with energy.  The Boltzmann factor favors the high population of 
vibrational levels at low energies, where k(E) is very small due to the low tunneling probability.  
The microcanonical rate and density of states increase sharply in the vicinity of the TS barrier, 
where the thermal population is minimal.  The product of these three terms reveals the relative 
contribution of k(E) at different energies to the thermal rate k(T), as is shown in the lower panel of 
Figure 6.  The product of these terms indicates that the microcanonical decay rate k(E) at an 
intermediate energy of ca. 3000 cm-1 makes the largest contribution to the thermal rate at 300 K, 
and similar results are anticipated over a range of atmospherically relevant temperatures (260-
320 K).  This demonstrates that experimental measurement and/or theoretical modeling of the 
microcanonical decay rate k(E) at energies significantly below the TS barrier, as in the present 
study, is highly relevant to accurately predicting the thermal decay rate k(T) under atmospheric 
conditions.  Thermal decay occurs from steady state distributions that include low energies much 
below the TS barrier with significant contribution from tunneling. 
  
 −( ) ( ) ( )exp( )Bk T k E N E E k T dE
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Figure 6. (Top panel) Semi-log plots of energy-dependent microcanonical rate coefficient k(E) 
(red), density of reactant states per cm-1 N(E) (blue), and Boltzmann factor exp(-E/kBT) (black) 
terms evaluated at 300 K.  The product of these three terms gives the relative contributions of 
k(E) at different energies to the overall rate coefficient k(T) for thermal decay of syn-CH3CHOO to 
OH products.  (Bottom panel) Relative contributions of energy-dependent rate coefficients k(E) to 
the overall thermal rate coefficient k(T) for selected temperatures T = 260-320 K. 
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The present theoretical models provide a valuable connection from the experimentally measured 
microcanonical dissociation rates k(E) to the thermal decay rates k(T), which are of practical 
importance to the atmospheric and combustion communities.  This connection can be used to 
obtain constraints on the thermal rate constants.  Here we use a simple adjustment in the Eckart 
parameters to explore these constraints.  In particular, by decreasing the imaginary frequency by 
55 cm-1 and decreasing the barrier height by 20 cm-1 we obtain microcanonical dissociation rates 
that are 20% lower near 4200 cm-1, but only 2% lower near 5600 cm-1.  This model reproduces 
the average of the present experimental measurements of k(E), while maintaining the good 
agreement with our earlier measurements in the vicinity of the TS barrier.20  The thermal decay 
rate constants predicted by the original20 and adjusted Eckart models are illustrated in Figure 7.  
The deviation between these two plots provides a qualitative indication of the uncertainty in the 
predicted thermal rate constant.  Of course, the true uncertainty is somewhat larger because the 
extrapolation of the theoretical models to the lower energies of relevance to the thermal decay 
rates introduces additional errors, but it is difficult to estimate that uncertainty.  In the 200 to 350 
K temperature range the thermal rate constants predicted by the adjusted Eckart model are well 
reproduced by the modified Arrhenius expression 9.96  10-75 T28.45 exp(3916/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-
1, where T is in K.  The adjusted Eckart model yields a thermal decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO of 
122 s-1 at 298 K.  Other recent computational studies report unimolecular decomposition rate 
constants for syn-CH3CHOO of 124 s-1 and 328 s-1 at 298 K.37, 38  Also included in Figure 7 is a 
plot of the predicted thermal decay rate in the absence of tunneling (e.g. 1.4 s-1 at 298 K), which 
is seen to be 1 to 6 orders of magnitude lower.  Clearly, tunneling is very important in this system 
at atmospheric temperatures. 
IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO prepares a zero-order bright state with CH+i character, 
which evolves by coupling to nearby states in the process of intramolecular vibrational energy 
redistribution (IVR).  This coupling is evident from homogeneous line broadening of the rotational 
band contours.  For example, the 2+8 combination band at 4107.8 cm-1 (Figure 5) exhibits a 0.6  
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Figure 7.  Thermal decay rates k(T) predicted from master equation modeling of the unimolecular 
decay of syn-CH3CHOO in the high pressure limit as a function of temperature.  The black (solid), 
blue (solid), and red (dashed) lines denote the prior predictions from Ref. 20, from the present 
adjusted Eckart model, and from a model that neglects tunneling, respectively.  
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cm-1 Lorentzian linewidth that is attributed to rapid (9 ps) IVR.  By comparison, the spectral line 
broadening was found to be greater for CH stretch overtone features (at 5951 and 6081 cm-1) in 
the vicinity of the TS barrier, where the 1.7 cm-1 linewidth observed is indicative of 3x faster (3 
ps) IVR.41  The IVR rates derived from spectral broadening are similar to those seen in other 
molecules with similar CH stretch excitation and density of states.60  For syn-CH3CHOO, the 
average density of vibrational states is only ca. 25 states/cm-1 at 4000 cm-1 as compared to 335 
states/cm-1 at 6000 cm-1.  While mode specific coupling could provide a bottleneck to dissociation, 
the initial steps of IVR evident from spectral line broadening appear to be orders of magnitude 
faster than the timescale for unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO to OH products (310-650 ns in 
the combination band region).   
The experimental and computed RRKM rates for unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO 
are in excellent agreement in the vicinity of the TS barrier (5600 – 6000 cm-1),20 but readily 
observable deviations of the experimental rates from RRKM theory are seen in the deep 
tunneling regime (4100 – 4350 cm-1) accessed through vibrational activation of syn-CH3CHOO in 
the CH+i combination band region.  These deviations involve apparent fluctuations from the 
smooth behavior predicted by the RRKM calculations as well as a moderately lower value for the 
experimentally observed average rate constant.  The fluctuations in the observed rates may 
originate from sparsity in the density of states at lower energies and/or mode specificity in the 
unimolecular decay upon IR excitation.  The modest deviation of the average rate constant may 
be indicative of the difficulty in accurately predicting rate constants in the deep-tunneling regime 
where there is strong sensitivity to barrier heights, tunneling frequencies, and details of the 
presumed tunneling paths.  
Fluctuations in the RRKM rates may be related to a sparsity in the vibrational density of 
states for syn-CH3CHOO.61  When the spacing between energy levels approaches the 
experimental energy resolution, the statistical averaging over many states is replaced with the 
observation of a single isolated state.  This loss of averaging results in fluctuations in the 
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observed rate.  Here, we find that reducing the size of the energy interval over which the 
vibrational state density is averaged (100, 10, 1, and 0.5 cm-1) reveals fluctuations in the density 
of states and RRKM rates in the 3900-4600 cm-1 range as shown in Figures 4 and S2.  
Fluctuations in the decay rate are predicted to be on the order of 15% () about the average 
RRKM rate at 4000 cm-1 at an energy resolution of 1 cm-1; the experimental resolution is < 1 cm−1 
from homogeneous broadening.  The presence of significant fluctuations in this density at an 
energy resolution that exceeds that of experiment indicates that the isolated state picture is being 
approached in the energy regime sampled in the present study.  
Miller and coworkers developed random matrix TST models for treating the fluctuations in 
the dissociation rate arising from the sparsity in the density of states and applied it to an analysis 
of experimental data on the photodissociation of D2CO.62  The application of their vibrationally 
adiabatic tunneling model to the present system yields a value for the effective number of 
independent decay channels, veff, of 149.  This value correlates with fluctuations in the rate 
constants of 12% (root mean square deviation, RMSD).  This magnitude is somewhat smaller 
than the 31% deviation observed at 4107.8 cm-1 and 24% deviation at 4346.5 cm-1; in each case 
the observed rate is slower than the average RRKM rate at the corresponding energy.  The 
apparent increased magnitude of the experimentally observed fluctuations may be indicative of 
decoupled sets of modes63 and/or other forms of mode specific behavior.  At higher energies 
(6000 cm-1) in the vicinity of the TS, the substantially higher density of states results in an 
averaging over many states and fluctuations in the computed RRKM rates and the resultant 
variation in rates would not be seen.  
There are known deviations from the SCTST model for tunneling at energies significantly 
below the barrier in the deep tunneling regime.64  Wagner has recently presented an improved 
formulation for SCTST, which includes energetic information that allows for a qualitatively correct 
representation of deep tunneling.64  The RRKM rates predicted for unimolecular decay of syn-
CH3CHOO in the 3900-4600 cm-1 region using the original and improved SCTST models are 
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compared in Figure 4.  The two formulations are equivalent at energies near 4600 cm-1, and 
start to deviate slightly from one another at the lowest energies examined near 4000 cm−1.  
However, this does not appear to be the source of the observed discrepancies between 
experiment and statistical theory.  The strong dependence of the present rate predictions on 
potential energy surface parameters is illustrated in Figure S3.  Such deviations can readily 
explain the discrepancies in the predicted and observed rate constants.  Alternatively, some form 
of mode specific behavior might also be affecting the average rate constant. 
The RRKM calculations in the present study utilize a one-dimensional model, Eckart or 
SCTST, for tunneling through the barrier associated with H-atom transfer.  These one-
dimensional models of the potential along the reaction coordinate are simple representations of 
the barrier and do not take into account the full dimensionality of the CH3CHOO system.  In future 
work, it would be valuable to consider multidimensional tunneling effects using multidimensional 
zero-curvature and/or corner-cutting approximations.65  Indeed, corner cutting-effects have 
recently been observed in the unimolecular dissociation of HOCO to H + CO2 at energies 
significantly below the barrier to reaction.66, 67  However, such corrections are expected to make 
smooth changes in the microcanonical rates and would not explain the observed deviations of 
experimental k(E) at specific energies from RRKM predictions. 
V. Conclusions 
The infrared action spectrum of the most stable syn-conformer of the methyl-substituted 
Criegee intermediate, CH3CHOO, is observed in the 4100 to 4350 cm-1 range with UV LIF 
detection of the OH products resulting from unimolecular decay.  The IR features are attributed to 
combination bands involving one quantum of excitation in various CH stretching modes along 
with excitation of the lower frequency methyl umbrella, CH wag, CCO bend, and or methyl scissor 
vibrations.  The distinctive rotational band contours of several features are analyzed, confirming 
that the spectral carrier is syn-CH3CHOO at a rotational temperature of 10 K with homogeneous 
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broadening attributed to rapid IVR.  The observed combination bands are assigned by 
comparison with the strongest transitions in the computed IR absorption spectrum on the basis of 
frequency and transition type (a/b or c). 
The unimolecular decay rates are determined from the temporal appearance of OH 
products following vibrational activation of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH+i region.  In the energy 
range from 4100 to 4350 cm-1, the experimental rise times vary from ca. 650 to 310 ns and 
correspond to rates of 1.5 to 3.2 × 106 s-1.  RRKM calculations of the microcanonical dissociation 
rates k(E) for syn-CH3CHOO are obtained using two tunneling models, Eckart and SCTST, which 
agree with one another and predict rates from 2 to 4 × 106 s-1 in the 4100 to 4350 cm-1 range.  
While the experimental and computed rates are similar in this deep tunneling region, there are 
notable discrepancies at 4346.5 and 4107.8 cm-1 where the experimental rates are slower (by 
24% and 31%, respectively) than the predicted RRKM dissociation rates.  The deviations are 
likely related to the sparse density of states for syn-CH3CHOO at these energies, although other 
plausible origins of the discrepancies are considered.   
The experimental and theoretical decay rates of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH+i region 
(4100-4350 cm-1) are 50 to 100 times slower than found in the CH stretch overtone region (5600-
6100 cm-1), which lies in the vicinity of the TS barrier at 17.05 kcal mol-1 (5963 cm-1).20  The 
slower rates are attributed to the reduced tunneling probability at energies ca. 2000 cm -1 below 
the TS barrier.  For syn-CH3CHOO under atmospheric conditions, the thermal unimolecular 
decay rate k(T) is predicted to have significant contribution from microcanonical rates k(E) at 
energies much below the TS barrier that undergo 1,4 H-atom transfer by tunneling and then 
dissociate to OH products.  The thermal decay rates k(T) for syn-CH3CHOO under atmospheric 
conditions (200-350 K, high pressure limit) are adjusted based on the experimental 
microcanonical rates k(E) obtained in the deep tunneling regime, yielding k(T) = 122 s-1 at 298 K. 
Supplementary Material 
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See Appendix II for further details about features observed in the IR action spectrum, 
unimolecular decay rates, computed IR transitions, rotational band contour analysis, and RRKM 
calculations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Tunneling effects in the unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO 
Criegee intermediates to OH radical products 
 
This work has been previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics, 146, 134307 
(2017).  Experimental research was performed with graduate student Yi Fang, and Marsha I. 
Lester.  Theoretical research was performed in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein 
(Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory) and Anne B. McCoy 
(Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle). 
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I.  Introduction 
Alkene ozonolysis is a major oxidative loss pathway for biogenic and anthropogenic 
alkenes, and also an important source of hydroxyl radicals (OH) in the Earth’s atmosphere.1  
Ozonolysis proceeds through the cycloaddition of ozone across the C=C bond to form a primary 
ozonide, which rapidly decomposes to form energized carbonyl and carbonyl oxide species, the 
latter known as the Criegee intermediate.  Under atmospheric conditions, some of the newly 
formed Criegee intermediates will promptly decay to OH products.2  Alternatively, the Criegee 
intermediates will be collisionally stabilized and undergo thermal unimolecular decay to OH 
products3 or bimolecular reaction with trace species in the atmosphere.4-8 
The OH product yield from alkene ozonolysis is significantly greater for alkyl-substituted 
alkenes than ethene.1, 9  For example, ozonolysis of internal alkenes with a terminal (CH3)2C=C 
group, such as 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene (also referred to as tetramethyl ethylene, TME), will 
produce (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates, the focus of the present study, and subsequently 
form OH products with a high yield of ca. 90%.10  More recently, this laboratory detected OH 
radicals produced concurrently with Criegee intermediates generated via an alternative synthetic 
route, and again found that OH formation is much greater from (CH3)2COO and other alkyl-
substituted Criegee intermediates than CH2OO.11   
The unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO to OH products has been predicted to follow a 
1,4-hydrogen transfer mechanism with computed stationary points indicated in Figure 1.  An -H 
atom on the syn methyl group transfers to the terminal O atom via a five-membered, ring-like 
structure transition state (TS) and forms 1-methylethenylhydroperoxide (MHP), a methyl-
substituted vinyl hydroperoxide species.  The newly formed MHP is highly energized and 
undergoes a rapid dissociation along the O-O bond to produce OH and 1-methyl-ethynyloxy 
radicals.1, 12  The 1,4-hydrogen transfer process has a TS barrier of 16.16 kcal mol-1 (5651 cm-1) 
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Figure 1.  Computed energies and geometries of stationary points along the unimolecular decay 
pathway from the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate to OH products.  The reaction follows a 1,4-
hydrogen transfer mechanism to 1-methylethynylhydroperoxide (H2C=C(CH3)OOH, MHP) via a 
transition state (TS), followed by prompt dissociation to OH + 1-methyl-ethynyloxy (H2CC(CH3)O) 
products.  In the experiment, the IR laser excites (CH3)2COO combination bands involving one 
quantum of CH stretch (CH) and another lower frequency mode (i) at energies more than 1000 
cm-1 below the TS barrier.  The resulting OH products are detected by UV laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) on the OH A2+-X2 transition.  The rate of appearance of OH products k(E) is 
measured by varying the IR-UV time delay. 
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derived from high-level electronic structure calculations with zero-point energy (ZPE) and other 
corrections.13 
Previously, this laboratory measured the rate coefficients k(E) for unimolecular decay of 
(CH3)2COO to OH products at selective energies E in the vicinity of the TS barrier,13 and also 
carried out analogous studies for syn-CH3CHOO and CH3CH2CHOO.13, 14  The unimolecular 
decay rate for (CH3)2COO was determined to be on the order of 107 s-1 at energies near the 
barrier with corresponding OH appearance times of 30.0 to 18.5 ns at energies from 5610 to 5971 
cm-1.  The experimental rates k(E) were found to be in near quantitative agreement with 
microcanonical rates computed from statistical RRKM theory including quantum mechanical 
tunneling, validating the barrier height obtained from high level electronic structure calculations.  
Master equation modeling was also used to predict the thermal decay rate for (CH3)2COO to OH 
products under atmospheric conditions of 369 s-1 at 298 K,13 which will be revised slightly in the 
present work.  In addition, thermal decay rates for syn-CH3CHOO and CH3CH2CHOO, again 
based on experimentally validated microcanonical rates, were determined to be 122 and 279 s-1, 
respectively.14, 15  Much earlier, Olzmann et al. computed a unimolecular decay rate for 
(CH3)2COO of 250 s-1 for a thermal ensemble at 298 K in the high pressure limit.16 
Given the importance of thermal decay of alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates as a 
source of OH radicals in the atmosphere, a number of laboratory studies have been performed to 
investigate the thermal decay rate to OH products.  For (CH3)2COO, a very early study by Kroll et 
al. yielded thermal OH appearance rates of 6.4 ± 0.9 s-1 (100 Torr) and 2.7 ± 0.7 s-1 (10 Torr) from 
ozonolysis of 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene.3  Recently, Newland et al. reported a (CH3)2COO 
unimolecular decay rate of 151 ± 35 s-1 derived from ozonolysis of 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene.17, 18  
Most recently, the thermal unimolecular decay rate of (CH3)2COO has been studied directly under 
laboratory flow cell conditions by Smith et al. and Chhantyal-Pun et al., yielding rates of 361  49 
s-1 (298 K, 200 Torr) and 305  70 s-1 (293 K, 10-100 Torr), respectively.8, 19 
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In addition to unimolecular decay, (CH3)2COO can be removed from the atmosphere by 
bimolecular reaction with trace species.6, 8  The bimolecular reaction of Criegee intermediates 
with SO2 is thought to have atmospheric significance as an oxidant of SO2, forming SO3, H2SO4, 
and aerosols.20, 21  For (CH3)2COO, the bimolecular reaction with SO2 has a near gas-kinetic rate 
of 1.3 × 10−10 cm3 s−1;6 this would correspond to an effective rate of ca. 30 s-1 in an environment 
with a SO2 concentration of 10 ppb.22  By comparison, the bimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO 
with water monomer or dimer is relatively slow, even at 70% relative humidity where the effective 
loss rate is less than 80 s-1.6  As a result, thermal unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO is expected 
to be the dominant loss channel for stabilized Criegee intermediates in the atmosphere.  By 
contrast, for the simplest Criegee intermediate CH2OO, reaction with water dimer is very fast and 
is predicted to dominate its atmospheric loss.23, 24  For CH2OO and alkyl-substituted Criegee 
intermediates lacking an -hydrogen in the syn position (e.g. anti-CH3CHOO), unimolecular 
decay follows a completely different ‘hot acid’ (or ester) pathway that begins with isomerization to 
dioxirane, and yields CO, CO2, organic acids, and radicals.25-27  Recent experimental 
measurements indicate that unimolecular decay of CH2OO is slow based on pseudo first-order 
analysis of CH2OO kinetic loss processes ( 11.6 ± 8.0 s-1)28 and time-resolved experiments of 
ethene ozonolysis (0.19 ± 0.07 s-1).29 
Experimental and theoretical studies of the microcanonical k(E) and thermal k(T) 
unimolecular decay rates of syn-CH3CHOO have demonstrated the importance of quantum 
mechanical tunneling through the TS barrier associated with 1,4 H-atom transfer that leads to OH 
products.13, 15, 26, 30, 31  Recently, this laboratory measured rates for appearance of OH products 
following excitation of syn-CH3CHOO at specific energies in the vicinity of the TS barrier (17.05 
kcal mol-1; 5963 cm-1) and at energies as much as 2000 cm-1 below barrier.13, 15  The energy-
dependent experimental rates k(E) are in excellent agreement with RRKM calculation of 
microcanonical dissociation rates for syn-CH3CHOO that take into account tunneling using semi-
classical transition state theory (SCTST) or Eckart models.13, 15  Without tunneling, the 
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unimolecular decay rate would be zero below the TS barrier and noticeably slower in the vicinity 
of the barrier.  In addition, the thermal unimolecular decay rate k(T) under atmospheric conditions 
was predicted using master equation modeling based on the experimentally validated k(E) rates 
and TS barrier.  The thermal decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO was most recently determined to be 
122 s-1 at 298 K, after refinement based on k(E) measurements in the deep tunneling regime.15  
In the absence of the tunneling, the thermal decay rate at 298 K would be 2 orders of magnitude 
slower at 1.4 s-1.  In an earlier computational study, Kuwata et al. emphasized the importance of 
tunneling in the thermal decay rate k(T) (0.39 s-1 at 298 K) for syn-CH3CHOO to products under 
atmospheric conditions.26  Other recent theoretical work by Nguyen et al. and Long et al. predict 
the thermal unimolecular decomposition rate for syn-CH3CHOO to OH products to be 124 s-1 and 
328 s-1 at 298 K, respectively, in studies that also include the effects of tunneling.30, 31 
The present study extends our experimental and theoretical investigation of the 
unimolecular decay rates for (CH3)2COO to OH products from energies in the vicinity of the TS 
barrier13 to the deep tunneling regime at energies much below the barrier.  Initiation of the 1,4 
hydrogen transfer process at these lower energies provides a stringent test of tunneling effects in 
the experimental rates and RRKM calculations.  It also extends our understanding of thermal 
unimolecular decay under atmospheric conditions, which is shown to be dominated by tunneling 
at energies that are considerably below the TS barrier. 
II. Methods 
The (CH3)2COO and CH3CHOO Criegee intermediates are generated in a pulsed 
supersonic jet, as described in previous work.11  Briefly, 2,2-diiodopropane (CH3)2CI2 or 1,1-
diiodoethane CH3CHI2 precursor is entrained in 20% O2/Ar carrier gas at 20 psi and pulsed 
through a 1 mm ID quartz capillary reactor tube into vacuum.  CH3CHI2 is prepared using the 
synthesis described by Friedrich et al.;32 (CH3)2CI2is prepared using the same method, but 
starting from acetone.  The diiodo precursor is photolyzed using the 248 nm output of a KrF 
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excimer laser (Coherent Compex 102, 20 Hz, 100 mJ/pulse), which is loosely focused along the 
2.5 cm length of the capillary tube using a cylindrical lens.  This generates monoiodide radicals 
which subsequently react with O2 to produce (CH3)2COO or CH3CHOO Criegee intermediates.  
The Criegee intermediates are collisionally stabilized in the capillary tube, and then cooled in the 
supersonic expansion to a rotational temperature of 10 K.33  The reaction gas mixture is 
intersected 1 cm downstream from the exit of the capillary in the collision-free region by counter-
propagating IR and UV laser beams.  The IR pump laser is gently focused to a diameter of 
approximately 2 mm; the UV laser is more loosely focused to a diameter of approximately 5 mm.  
The smaller IR beam spot is centered within the larger UV beam. 
Tunable IR radiation (15 mJ/pulse, 6 ns FWHM) is obtained from the idler output of an 
optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA, LaserVision; 0.15 cm-1 bandwidth) pumped by 
an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Precision II 8000, 10 Hz).  The UV radiation (4.5 
mJ/pulse, 5 ns FWHM) is generated by frequency-doubling the output of a Nd:YAG (Continuum 
Powerlite 7020, 532 nm, 20 Hz) pumped dye laser (ND 6000) to probe OH products on the A2+ - 
X23/2 (1,0) Q1(3) line.  The resulting fluorescence on the OH A2+ - X23/2 (1,1) transition passes 
through a 313 nm filter with a 10 nm bandwidth and is detected with a gated photomultiplier tube 
(Electron Tubes 9813QB).  The signal is preamplified and captured using a digital storage 
oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6050A).  An active background subtraction scheme (IR on – 
IR off) is used to remove OH background signal (IR off), which arises from the unimolecular 
decay of energized Criegee intermediates in the capillary and subsequent cooling of the OH 
products in the supersonic expansion. 
Statistical RRKM theory34 is employed to calculate the energy dependent unimolecular 
dissociation rate k(E) for (CH3)2COO 
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where E0 is energy of the transition state (TS) barrier,  is the sum of states at 
the TS, N(E) is the density of states of the (CH3)2COO reactant, and h is Planck’s constant.  The 
effective symmetry numbers, σeff, are 1 for the reactant with 1 symmetry plane and 1/2 for the 
transition state with no symmetry and 2 enantiomers.  The rovibronic properties and energies of 
the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate, TS barrier, and MHP products required for the RRKM 
calculations are computed from electronic structure theory employing the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ 
hybrid density functional method35 with anharmonic zero-point energy corrections, as reported 
previously.13  Higher level energies were obtained from an estimate of the CCSD(T) complete 
basis set limit coupled with corrections for higher order excitations, core-valence interactions, 
relativistic effects, and diagonal Born-Oppenheimer effects, as reported previously.13  The sum 
and density of states are computed using anharmonic vibrational frequencies, and methyl 
torsional modes are treated as one-dimensional hindered rotors.  Tunneling is implemented using 
either the asymmetric Eckart model36 or semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST),37 as 
described in previous work.15   
III. Results 
Two types of experiments are carried out: (1) The IR action spectrum of (CH3)2COO is 
obtained by scanning the IR pump laser from 3900 to 4600 cm-1, which is the combination band 
(CH+i) region involving CH stretch (CH) and another lower frequency mode (i), at a fixed IR-UV 
time delay of 1.5 s.  (2) The temporal profile of the OH products is measured by varying the time 
delay between IR pump and UV probe lasers in 50 ns increments between -200 ns and 7000 ns 
following IR excitation of (CH3)2COO at specific energies.  IR activation of (CH3)2COO in the 
combination band (CH+i) region prepares the Criegee intermediates at energies significantly 
below (ca. 1750 to 1050 cm-1) the transition state (TS) barrier of 16.16 kcal mol-1 (5651 cm-1).13  
Unimolecular decay of the vibrationally activated (CH3)2COO occurs via quantum mechanical 
tunneling through the TS barrier and leads to OH products, which are detected by UV laser 
‡
0( - )G E E
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induced fluorescence (LIF).  In both types of experiments, the OH X23/2 (v=0, J=3.5) products 
are probed on the OH A2+ - X23/2 (1,0) Q1(3) transition, which provides the best signal-to-
background ratio for OH LIF detection. 
A. IR action spectrum 
As shown in Figure 2, the IR action spectrum of (CH3)2COO in the CH+i region consists 
of 5 strong features between 3900 to 4600 cm-1, specifically at 4043.2, 4243.8, 4295.6, 4327.2, 
and 4429.6 cm-1, which are indicated with ticks in the upper panel.  (CH3)2COO is excited on 
these five strongest IR transitions in subsequent direct time-domain measurements of the 
appearance of OH products (Sec. B).  For some features, higher resolution scans revealed 
rotational band contours that can be analyzed (Sec. C).  Additional weaker features are 
observed,38 but have insufficient signal for lifetime measurements. 
The theoretically predicted anharmonic frequencies and intensities for CH+i combination 
bands of (CH3)2COO in the 3900 to 4600 cm-1 region are obtained with second-order vibrational 
perturbation theory at the (VPT2) B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory as implemented in 
Gaussian 09.39  The predicted IR stick spectrum is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2 and 
assignments, IR wavenumbers, relative intensities, and transition types are detailed in Table S1.  
The strongest IR transitions in this spectral region are predicted to arise from one of six CH 
stretch modes (1-4, 18, 19) in combination with a lower frequency C-H bend, methyl umbrella, 
methyl rock, or C-C stretch mode (see Table S2).13  The computed IR stick spectrum shows 
transitions at similar energies as features observed experimentally.  However, it is worth noting 
that the experimental IR action spectrum has other factors that contribute to the observed 
intensities.  These include the rate of unimolecular decay to OH products (Sec. B) and the 
rotational band contour of each vibrational transition (Sec. C), which are considered below (Sec. 
D).  These factors are taken into account in the simulation shown in the middle panel of Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  Upper panel: Experimental IR action spectrum obtained for (CH3)2COO in the 
combination band (CH+i) region from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 via UV LIF detection of OH products at 
a fixed IR-UV time delay of 1.5 μs.  Ticks (blue) indicate IR excitation energies utilized for direct 
time-domain measurements of the appearance of OH products.  Middle panel: Computed IR 
spectrum (bottom panel) convoluted with a Gaussian linewidth (4 cm-1) representing the 
rotational band contour of each vibrational transition (see also Table S4).  The intensities also 
account for variation in the OH appearance rate with excitation energy based on RRKM 
calculations using the SCTST tunneling model.  Bottom panel:  Calculated anharmonic IR stick 
spectrum for combination bands of (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate at B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level 
of theory (Table S1). 
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B. Unimolecular decay rates 
1. Experimental rate measurements 
Direct time-domain measurements of the rate of appearance of OH product are obtained 
following IR excitation of (CH3)2COO on five features in the CH+i combination band region.  The 
upper panel of Figure 3 illustrates a representative temporal profile of OH products arising from 
IR excitation of (CH3)2COO at 4295.6 cm-1.  The temporal profile the OH products has been 
shown to be well represented by a dual exponential function 
.13  The exponential rise of OH products with rate krise 
arises from unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO, while the exponential fall off with rate kfall results 
from the loss of Criegee intermediates and OH products from the spatial region irradiated by the 
probe laser.15  The fall off is primarily due to the terminal velocity of the free jet expansion, 
reflecting the experimental setup, and the kinetic energy release to OH products following 
unimolecular decay.40, 41 
The appearance of OH products from unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO excited in the 
CH+i combination band region occurs even more slowly than observed for syn-CH3CHOO 
prepared at similar energies.15  This is evident by comparing the appearance of OH products 
following IR excitation of (CH3)2COO at 4295.6 cm-1 and syn-CH3CHOO at 4107.8 cm-1 under the 
same experimental conditions in Figure 3.  For both syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO excited in 
the CH+i combination band region, the rates for appearance of OH products and fall off due to 
molecules moving out the probe laser volume are similar in magnitude and cannot be 
simultaneously determined.  For syn-CH3CHOO, the fall rate can be separately determined from 
its longtime behavior (2000-7000 ns), which is dominated by the exponential fall off ( 95% 
contribution indicated by gray symbols and dashed line).15  Longer IR-UV delay times are  
( )( ) exp( ( ) ) exp( )rise fall fallF t A k k t k t= − − + + −
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Figure 3.  Representative temporal profiles of OH products following IR activation of (CH3)2COO 
at 4295.6 cm-1 (top panel) and syn-CH3CHOO at 4107.8 cm-1 (bottom panel).  For both systems, 
the OH LIF intensity is recorded as a function of IR-UV time delay.  For syn-CH3CHOO, the 
longtime behavior (2000-7000 ns) is dominated by the exponential fall off (gray symbols for  
95% contribution and dashed line) due to molecules moving out of the spatial region irradiated by 
the UV probe laser.  For (CH3)2COO, the exponential fall off dominates (gray symbols for  95% 
contribution) only at longer IR-UV delay times of 5000-7000 ns (top panel), and thus the rate of 
the fall off term is derived from syn-CH3CHOO (bottom panel).  The change in color from red to 
blue to gray represents increasing contribution of the fall off term in the temporal profile of the OH 
products.  (See Table S3 for experimental rise and fall rates.) 
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achieved in the present work by expanding the size of the probe UV laser beam in the interaction 
region, yielding kfall = 0.57 ± 0.02 × 106 s-1, corresponding to an exponential fall off time of 1750 ± 
70 ns, for the data shown in Figure 3 (see also Table S3).  For (CH3)2COO, however, the 
exponential fall off dominates (gray symbols indicate  95% contribution) only at very long IR-UV 
delay times (5000-7000 ns) due to its slower rate of appearance of OH products.  As a result, the 
fall rate in (CH3)2COO temporal profiles is separately derived from syn-CH3CHOO measurements 
recorded each day under the same experimental conditions. 
The rate of appearance of OH products following IR excitation of (CH3)2COO at 4295.6 
cm-1 is deduced using kfall (and associated ±1 uncertainty) obtained from the longtime decay of 
syn-CH3CHOO recorded on the same day (Figure 3).  A nonlinear least-squares fit of the OH 
profile for (CH3)2COO then yields a risetime krise of 0.62 ± 0.09 × 106 s-1, which corresponds to an 
OH appearance time of 1620 ± 230 ns.  The OH appearance rate krise, arising from unimolecular 
decay of (CH3)2COO, along with its ±1 uncertainty from repeated measurements are determined 
at five excitation energies.  The experimental results are plotted in Figure 4 and tabulated in 
Table S3.  For (CH3)2COO, the OH appearance rates measured increase monotonically from ca. 
3 × 105 to 9 × 105 s-1 with increasing energy in this region. 
2. RRKM calculations 
Statistical RRKM theory is employed to calculate the microcanonical dissociation rate for 
(CH3)2COO k(E) at energies E significantly below the TS barrier using two different tunneling 
models, Eckart and SCTST.  The SCTST calculations are carried out using the Multiwell program 
suite.42  The RRKM calculations are based on previous high-level electronic structure calculations 
for (CH3)2COO, including the ZPE-corrected TS barrier for the rate-limiting 1,4 hydrogen transfer 
step of 16.16 kcal mol-1 (5651 cm-1) with an imaginary frequency of 1572 i cm-1, and exothermicity 
of the 1-methylethynylhydroperoxide (H2C=C(CH3)OOH) incipient product relative to (CH3)2COO 
of 15.90 kcal mol-1.13   
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Figure 4.  Rates for appearance of OH products and corresponding lifetimes (semi-log scales) 
from unimolecular decay of IR activated (CH3)2COO at five energies in the 3900 to 4600 cm-1 
region.  The error bars represent ±1σ uncertainty in rates from repeated measurements and 
propagation of errors.  (See also Table S3 for experimental rates.)  The statistical RRKM rates 
k(E) are computed in the same energy E range using original Eckart (blue line), adjusted Eckart 
(dark blue line), and semi-classical transition state theory (SCTST, dashed blue line) models for 
tunneling.   
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The computed RRKM unimolecular dissociation rates range from ca. 2 × 105 to 2 × 106 s-1 at 
energies from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 as shown in Figure 4; the experimental rates are also plotted for 
comparison.  The RRKM rates derived from the Eckart model are about 20% higher than those 
predicted from the SCTST model in this deep tunneling region, with the rates predicted from the 
SCTST model in better agreement with experiment (including uncertainty) at the five excitation 
energies.  The small difference between the two calculations may arise from the effective 
anharmonicities of the Eckart potential and the SCTST formalism.  Nevertheless, the very good 
agreement of experiment with statistical RRKM theory at these energies suggests that the initial 
CH+i excitation is randomized by IVR within (CH3)2COO prior to unimolecular decay, which 
proceeds via tunneling through the TS barrier.  The RRKM dissociation rate also depends on the 
total angular momentum, but only very weakly over the range of experimentally relevant range of 
J < 10 (see Figure S6 of Ref. 13). 
3. Rotational band contour analysis 
Two of the stronger features observed in the IR action spectrum exhibit distinctive 
rotational band contours, although most appear to involve transitions to overlapping or strongly 
mixed vibrational states.  Expanded views of the feature centered at 4428.9 cm-1 is shown in 
Figure 5 and the 4243.8 cm-1 feature is shown in Figure S1.  A nonlinear least-squares fitting 
procedure using the PGOPHER program43 is utilized to simulate the rotational band contours 
based on ground state rotational constants for (CH3)2COO from Fourier transform microwave 
(FTMW) experiments44 or computed at the CCSD(T)-F12b/HaDZ level of theory;41 the rotational 
constants are assumed to be unchanged upon vibrational excitation.   
The feature at 4428.9 cm-1 (band origin) is well described as a pure b-type transition with 
a rotational temperature Trot10 K with homogeneous (Lorentzian) line broadening of 1.8 cm-1 as 
shown in Figure 5.  The Lorentzian linewidth corresponds to a lifetime of 3 ps, indicating rapid 
dynamics due to intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR).  (A simulation at the IR  
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Figure 5.  Expanded view of the 4428.9 cm-1 feature (black) in the IR action spectrum of jet-
cooled (CH3)2COO.  Superimposed simulation (red) of the rotational band contour for (CH3)2COO 
is based on experimental FTMW or calculated rotational constants,41, 44 b-type transition, 
homogeneous broadening with Lorentzian linewidth of 1.8 cm-1, and rotational temperature of 
10 K.  A simulation at the laser bandwidth (blue) is displayed for comparison.  A Gaussian line 
profile with FWHM of 4 cm-1 (gray) is used as an approximate representation of the breadth of 
the rotational band contour.  Theory predicts a 2+7 combination band with a similar frequency, 
relative intensity, and a/b-type transition at 4431.9 cm-1.  This combination band involves the in-
plane C-H stretch (2) and C-H symmetric bend (7) modes. 
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laser bandwidth with Gaussian linewidth of 0.15 cm-1 is displayed for comparison.)  The b-type 
character of this rotational band contour is indicative of a combination band with overall A 
symmetry.  Theory predicts a 2+7 combination band with similar frequency, relative intensity, 
and a/b-type transition at 4431.9 cm-1.  This combination band involves the in-plane C-H stretch 
(2) and C-H symmetric bend (7) modes. 
In addition, the rotational contour of the feature at 4243.8 cm-1 is dominated by a central 
Q-branch and is well fit as a pure c-type transition as shown in Figure S1.  The simulation is 
based on the same rotational temperature and a slightly narrower Lorentzian linewidth of 1.2 cm-
1 corresponding to an IVR time of 4 ps.  (A simulation at the IR laser bandwidth is shown for 
comparison.)  The c-type transition is indicative of a combination band with overall A symmetry.  
Theory predicts a 10+18 combination band involving the asymmetric out-of-plane C-H stretch 
(18) and asymmetric C-C stretch (10) modes with similar frequency, relative intensity, and c-type 
transition at 4244.4 cm-1.   
4. Simulation of the IR action spectrum 
The intensities of features in the experimental IR action spectrum (Figure 2, top panel) 
recorded at fixed IR-UV delay of 1.5 s are derived from several factors:  The intrinsic oscillator 
strength of the CH+i transitions (Sec. A, Figure 2, bottom panel), the rate of unimolecular decay 
(Sec. B, Figure 4), and the breadth and potential overlap of the rotational band contours (Sec. C) 
of individual features.   
The OH temporal profiles at each excitation energy can be simulated using the 
(CH3)2COO unimolecular decay rates from the SCTST calculations for krise and a typical 
experimental value for kfall (5.3 ± 0.2 × 105 s-1).  Because the exponential rise and fall occur on 
similar timescales, the OH temporal profile will not reach its maximum amplitude before starting to 
decay.  At 1.5 µs, the observed amplitude is expected to be reduced by a factor of 5 to 2.5 with 
increasing energy from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 compared to the maximum amplitude that would be 
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observed for a hypothetical OH appearance curve with kfall=0.  At lower energies, where the 
unimolecular decay rate is slower, this scaling factor makes the intensities of the features appear 
smaller than those at higher energies, where the unimolecular decay rate is faster.  The 
simulation of the IR action spectrum (Figure 2, middle panel) takes into account the amplitude at 
a 1.5 s IR-UV delay time. 
As discussed in Sec. C, the experimentally observed features in the IR action spectrum 
have a breadth, which arises from the rotational band contour and line broadening.  The breadth 
is approximated by a 4 cm-1 FWHM Gaussian lineshape based on simulation of an isolated 
vibrational transition at 4428.9 cm-1 (Figure 5).  Transitions that are more closely spaced than this 
effective width will merge together into a single feature, rather than appear as separate resolved 
peaks.  This effect suggests that the predicted feature at 4327.2 cm-1 results from several strong, 
closely spaced vibrational transitions that merge into a single feature.  The simulation of the IR 
action spectrum (Figure 2, middle panel) includes a convolution that accounts for the breadth of 
each vibrational transition.  Table S4 identifies the combination bands contributing to the 
strongest calculated IR features after weighting according to lifetime and convoluting with a 
Gaussian width. 
IV. Discussion 
Unimolecular decay rates k(E) for (CH3)2COO have previously been obtained at energies 
in the vicinity of the TS barrier (16.16 kcal mol-1, 5651 cm-1) that leads to OH products.13  This 
was achieved by vibrational activation of (CH3)2COO in the CH stretch overtone (2CH) region 
from 5600 to 6000 cm-1 with time-resolved detection of the OH products.  In the present study, 
unimolecular decay rates k(E) for (CH3)2COO to OH products are measured at energies 
significantly below the TS barrier, where H-atom transfer from syn-methyl to the terminal O atom 
proceeds exclusively by tunneling through the TS barrier to initiate unimolecular decay.  
(CH3)2COO is prepared with energies in the 3900 to 4600 cm-1 region, more than 1000 cm-1 
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below the TS barrier, by IR excitation of CH+i combination bands, and the resultant unimolecular 
decay rate to OH products is measured directly in the time domain under collision free conditions.  
The unimolecular decay rates k(E) for (CH3)2COO at energies of 3900-4600 cm-1 are on the order 
of 105 s-1 (Figure 4, Table S3).  The rates are about 100 times slower than those obtained 
previously in the 5600-6000 cm-1 energy region (107 s-1),13 as shown in Figure 6.  A similar 100-
fold decrease in unimolecular decay rate was seen for syn-CH3CHOO to OH products at lower 
energies (3900-4600 cm-1) compared to energies (5600-6100 cm-1) near its TS barrier (17.05 kcal 
mol-1, 5963 cm-1), as shown in Figure S2.  The unimolecular decay rates for (CH3)2COO are ca. 5 
times slower than those for syn-CH3CHOO in the 3900-4600 cm-1 region;15 an analogous 5-fold 
decrease in rate was found for (CH3)2COO compared to syn-CH3CHOO in the 5600-6100 cm-1 
region.13 
The unimolecular decay rates measured for (CH3)2COO in the 3900-4600 and 5600-6000 
cm-1 regions agree well with microcanonical RRKM calculations of the rates that include tunneling 
(Eckart and SCTST models) as shown in Figure 6.  The agreement of experiment with statistical 
theory indicates that the initial vibrational excitation is fully randomized within the Criegee 
intermediate prior to unimolecular decay.  The decreased unimolecular decay rate for (CH3)2COO 
at energies substantially below the barrier (3900-4600 cm-1) is attributed primarily to the reduced 
tunneling probability in the H-atom transfer step; a reduced tunneling probability was also found 
for syn-CH3CHOO in this energy region (Figure S2).  Without tunneling, the calculated rates are 
dramatically different than experiment with slower unimolecular rates above and no reaction 
below the TS barrier.   
Previously, deviations between experimental and predicted RRKM (both Eckart and 
SCTST models) decay rates were found for syn-CH3CHOO in the deep tunneling region, in 
particular at 4107.8 and 4346.5 cm-1.15  These deviations were attributed to fluctuations in the 
decay rate arising from the sparsity of vibrational states at these low energies with only ca. 25 
states/cm-1 on average at 4000 cm-1.15  In this system, slight adjustment of Eckart parameters 
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Figure 6.  Experimental and computed microcanonical dissociation rates k(E) (semi-log scale) for 
the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate to OH radical products in the energy E range from 3000 to 
7000 cm-1.  Experimental rates (black symbols) are obtained from the temporal profiles of OH 
products following IR activation of (CH3)2COO at energies near and significantly below the TS 
barrier (dashed vertical gray line) of 16.16 kcal mol-1 (5651 cm-1).13  Statistical RRKM rates k(E) 
are computed using original Eckart (blue line), adjusted Eckart (dark blue line), and semi-classical 
transition state theory (SCTST, dashed blue line) models for tunneling.  The importance of 
tunneling through the TS barrier is illustrated by the RRKM rates computed without tunneling 
(black line).   
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 was used to reproduce the average of the experimental rate measurements at these energies for 
subsequent Master equation modeling of the thermal decay rate.   
For (CH3)2COO, the nine additional vibrational degrees of freedom including an extra 
methyl rotor dramatically increase the density of states to 970 states/cm-1 at 4000 cm-1, and 
therefore fluctuations in the decay rates are not expected.  The slower unimolecular decay rates 
k(E) for (CH3)2COO compared to syn-CH3CHOO in the deep tunneling regime and in the vicinity 
of TS barriers is principally due to the much higher density of states for (CH3)2COO; the slightly 
lower TS barrier for (CH3)2COO compared to syn-CH3CHOO (ca. 0.9 kcal mol-1) is less important.   
In the deep tunneling region (3900-4600 cm-1), the microcanonical rates for unimolecular 
decay of (CH3)2COO based on the original Eckart model (TS barrier at 5651 cm-1; imaginary 
frequency of 1572 cm-1) are predicted to be a little faster (ca. 20%) than experiment.  As a result, 
the Eckart parameters are adjusted slightly with a 5% decrease in the imaginary frequency (80 
cm-1) and less than 1% decrease in TS barrier (40 cm-1).  There are no changes in the adjusted 
rate near 6000 cm-1 and a 25% reduction near 4000 cm-1.  The adjusted Eckart model is then in 
excellent agreement with the experimental data at energies substantially below and in the vicinity 
of the TS barrier as shown in Figures 4 and 6, and is utilized in subsequent master equation 
modeling of the thermal decay rate. 
For Criegee intermediates at thermal equilibrium in the atmosphere, the thermal 
unimolecular decay rate k(T) in the high pressure limit can be expressed in terms of the 
microcanonical decay rates k(E) over a range of energies E as follows45  
 
Here, N(E) is the density of vibrational states of the Criegee intermediate and 
 is an exponential Boltzmann factor representing the population distribution of the 
Criegee intermediates.  The individual terms in the integrand are shown in the top panel of Figure 
7.  The Boltzmann factor decreases exponentially with energy, while both the microcanonical rate  
 −( ) ( ) ( )exp( )Bk T k E N E E k T dE
−exp( )BE k T
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Figure 7. Top panel: Energy-dependent microcanonical rate coefficient k(E) (red), density of 
reactant states per cm-1 N(E) (blue), and Boltzmann population factor exp(-E/kBT) at 300 K (black) 
for unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO plotted on semi-log scales.  The product of these three 
terms gives the relative contributions of k(E) at different energies to the overall rate coefficient 
k(T) for thermal decay of (CH3)2COO to OH products.  Bottom panel: Relative contributions of 
energy-dependent rate coefficients k(E) to the overall thermal rate coefficient k(T) at 300 K. 
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k(E) and density of states N(E) increase significantly with energy.  The product of these three 
terms reveals the relative contribution of different energies to the thermal decay rate k(T), as 
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 7.  The product of the terms shows that energies at ca. 4200 
cm-1 make the largest contribution to the thermal decay rate of (CH3)2COO at 300 K.  By 
comparison, energies at ca. 3000 cm-1 make the greatest contribution to k(T) for syn-CH3CHOO 
at 300 K.15  The largest contribution is at higher energy for (CH3)2COO due to its higher density of 
states N(E) compared to syn-CH3CHOO.  This analysis shows that experimental measurement 
and/or theoretical modeling of the microcanonical decay rates k(E) at energies significantly below 
the TS barrier, as in the present study, are highly relevant to predicting the thermal decay rate 
k(T) under atmospheric conditions.  This analysis also shows that thermal decay occurs 
predominantly at energies significantly below the TS barrier.  
Master equation modeling provides a connection between the experimental and/or 
computed microcanonical decay rates k(E) and the thermal decay rates k(T), which are important 
in atmospheric and combustion environments.  In the present study, master equation modeling is 
carried out to obtain the thermal decay rates k(T) for (CH3)2COO to OH products at 
atmospherically relevant temperatures in the high pressure limit (see Supplementary Material of 
Ref. 13).  The thermal decay rates for (CH3)2COO are predicted with the original and slightly 
adjusted Eckart models for tunneling and plotted in Figure 8.  The deviation between these two 
plots provides an estimate of the uncertainty in the thermal decay rates.  In the 200 to 350 K 
range, the thermal rate constants predicted with the adjusted Eckart model are well represented 
by the modified Arrhenius expression 4.83  10-74 T28.60 exp(3426/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1 with T in 
K.  A thermal decay rate of 276 s-1 is predicted for (CH3)2COO at 298 K under atmospheric 
conditions (high pressure limit) using the adjusted Eckart model; this prediction supersedes our 
earlier value of 369 s-1 based on the original Eckart model.13  Two recent thermal unimolecular 
decay rate studies of (CH3)2COO under laboratory flow cell conditions by Smith et al. and 
Chhantyal-Pun et al., yielding rates of 361 ± 49 s-1 (298 K, 200 Torr) and 305 ± 70 s-1 (293 K, 10- 
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Figure 8.  Thermal decay rates k(T) predicted from master equation modeling of the unimolecular 
decay of (CH3)2COO in the high pressure limit as a function of temperature.  The black (solid), 
blue (solid), and red (dashed) lines denote the thermal decay rates using the original Eckart 
model from Ref. 13, the adjusted Eckart model, and a model that neglects tunneling, respectively.  
Also shown as data points with uncertainties are recent thermal decay rate measurements for 
(CH3)2COO from Ref. 19 (circles) and Ref. 8 (triangles).   
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100 Torr), respectively,8, 19 are in good agreement with the adjusted Eckart rate.  The 
temperature-dependent rate measurements of Smith et al. from 283 to 323 K are also in good 
accord with the predicted thermal rates.  Also shown in Figure 8 is the thermal decay rate 
predicted in the absence of tunneling (8.6 s-1 at 298 K), which is 1-4 orders of magnitude slower 
than when the effects of tunneling are included.  This is another indication that tunneling plays a 
significant role in the thermal decay of (CH3)2COO under atmospheric conditions. 
Recently, the thermal decay rate k(T) for syn-CH3CHOO to OH products was predicted to 
be 122 s-1 at 298 K under atmospheric conditions (high pressure limit), again based on 
experimental measurements and slightly adjusted Eckart parameters in RRKM calculations of 
k(E).15  Other recent purely computational studies report thermal decay rates for syn-CH3CHOO 
of 124 and 328 s-1 at 298 K.30, 31  The thermal decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO is predicted to be 
about 2 slower than that for (CH3)2COO (Figure 8), primarily because of its 300 cm-1 (0.9 kcal 
mol-1) higher TS barrier.  The density of vibrational states has similar effects on the transition 
state and reactant canonical partition functions, and therefore does not affect the relative thermal 
rates.  Unimolecular decay of CH2OO is predicted to occur by a completely different 
mechanism25-27 with a slower rate deduced recently from analysis of CH2OO kinetic loss 
processes ( 11.6 ± 8.0 s-1)28 and time-resolved measurements of ethene ozonolysis under 
atmospheric conditions (0.19 ± 0.07 s-1).29 
V. Conclusions 
IR action spectra of the dimethyl-substituted Criegee intermediate (CH3)2COO have been 
recorded in the 3900-4600 cm-1 region at energies significantly below the TS barrier (16.16 kcal 
mol-1, 5651 cm-1) leading to OH products, which are detected.  The IR features are attributed to 
combination bands (CH+i) involving CH stretch (CH) and lower frequency modes (i), including 
C-C stretch and C-H bend vibrations.  Analysis of the rotational band contours of two features 
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confirms that the spectral carrier is (CH3)2COO at a rotational temperature of 10 K with 
homogeneous broadening attributed to rapid (ps) IVR.   
The unimolecular decay rates k(E) of (CH3)2COO prepared at five specific energies in the 
3900-4600 cm-1 region are then measured directly in the time-domain through the appearance of 
OH products.  Experimental OH appearance rates of 3 × 105 to 9 × 105 s-1 are obtained, which 
are in very good agreement with microcanonical RRKM calculations of (CH3)2COO unimolecular 
decay rates that include H-atom tunneling (Eckart and SCTST models) through the TS barrier 
that leads to OH products.  The unimolecular decay rates in this deep tunneling regime are about 
100 times slower than those observed previously at 5600-6000 cm-1 in the vicinity of the TS 
barrier.13  The (CH3)2COO decay rates k(E) are also about a factor of 5 times slower than syn-
CH3CHOO at comparable energies, primarily due to its higher density of vibrational states.13, 15 
The (CH3)2COO thermal decay rate k(T) under atmospheric conditions (200-350 K, high 
pressure limit) is predicted to have significant contributions from microcanonical rates with 
tunneling at energies significantly below the TS barrier.  An adjusted thermal decay rate of 276 s-1 
at 298 K is predicted based on experimental microcanonical rates in both the 3900-4600 and 
5600-6000 cm-1 ranges.  The predicted thermal rate is in good accord with recent experimental 
measurements.8, 19 
Supplementary Material 
See Appendix III for further details about rotational band contour analysis, computed IR 
transitions, unimolecular decay rates, and RRKM calculations. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Selective deuteration illuminates the importance of tunneling in 
the unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates to hydroxyl 
radical products 
 
This work has been previously published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
114, 12372 (2017).  Experimental research was performed with graduate students Amy M. Green 
and Yi Fang, and Marsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was performed in collaboration with 
Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National 
Laboratory). 
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I. Introduction 
Ozonolysis of volatile alkenes originating from biogenic and anthropogenic sources is an 
important source of hydroxyl radicals (OH), a key oxidant in the troposphere (1).  The TORCH 
Campaign near London, UK showed that about 1/3 of daytime OH and essentially all of nighttime 
OH are produced by alkene ozonolysis, while the PUMA field campaign near Birmingham, UK 
attributed nearly half of OH radicals in the summertime and most of the OH radicals in wintertime 
to this mechanism (2-4).  Alkene ozonolysis occurs by addition of ozone across the C=C double 
bond to form a primary ozonide, which rapidly decomposes to an energized Criegee intermediate 
(R1R2COO) and carbonyl coproduct in a highly exothermic process (1).  Under atmospheric 
conditions, the Criegee intermediates may undergo unimolecular decay to OH and other products 
(1, 5-9).  Alternatively, collisional stabilization and bimolecular reaction of the Criegee 
intermediates may occur with water vapor, SO2, and other atmospheric species (10-15).  The 
relative importance of the unimolecular and bimolecular processes depends on the size and 
conformation of the Criegee intermediate as well as the atmospheric abundance of the reaction 
partners.  
Unimolecular decay of syn alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates, such as syn-
CH3CHOO, proceeds via a 1,4-hydrogen atom transfer mechanism.  An α-hydrogen on the syn-
alkyl group transfers to the terminal O atom via a five-membered cyclic transition state (TS) to 
form vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP), which is followed by rapid homolysis of the O-O bond to release 
OH + vinoxy radical products (6, 16, 17) as illustrated for syn-CH3CHOO in Figure 1.  For syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, a combination of prompt and thermal unimolecular decay to OH 
products is the dominant atmospheric loss process (7, 18-20).  For example, recent master 
equation modeling of 2,3 dimethyl-2-butene ozonolysis under atmospheric conditions (1 atm, 298 
K) is shown to produce chemically activated (CH3)2COO (average energy of ca. 24 kcal mol−1) 
that decays to OH products on prompt (10-9 s) and thermal (10-3 s) timescales with comparable 
yields (7).  On the other hand, Criegee intermediates that lack a syn alkyl group, i.e. CH2OO and  
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Figure 1.  Energies and geometries of stationary points along the unimolecular decay pathway 
from the syn-CD3CHOO Criegee intermediate to OD products.  The reaction follows a 1,4-
deuterium atom transfer mechanism to vinyl deuteroperoxide (VDP, D2C=CHOOD) via a cyclic 
transition state (TS), followed by prompt dissociation to OD + vinoxy (CD2CHO) products.  In the 
experiment, the IR laser is resonant with a CH stretch overtone (2CH).  The resulting OD 
products are detected by UV laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the OD A2+-X23/2 (1,0) 
Q1(3.5) transition.  In the molecular structures, the D-atoms are indicated in gold, while the H-
atom is shown as white. 
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anti-CH3CHOO, are predicted to decay via a ring closure pathway through a dioxirane 
intermediate (3-membered cyclic peroxide) to a complex array of products including OH radicals 
(8, 21).  For CH2OO and anti-CH3CHOO, bimolecular reaction with water dimer is the primary 
atmospheric decay pathway (12-14). 
Recently, this laboratory carried out microcanonical rate measurements for the 
unimolecular decay of the more stable syn conformers of alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates, 
namely syn-CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO, and syn-CH3CH2CHOO, to OH radical products at energies 
in the vicinity of the TS barrier (~6000 cm-1) (20, 22).  The experiments were conducted by IR 
activation of the Criegee intermediates in the CH stretch overtone region (2CH) and time-
resolved detection of the resultant OH products under collision-free conditions.  The experimental 
OH appearance rates were in excellent agreement with complementary statistical RRKM theory 
that incorporates quantum mechanical tunneling (20).  Subsequently, OH radical products were 
observed following vibrational activation of combination bands involving CH stretch and another 
lower frequency mode of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO at energies as much as ~2000 cm-1 
below the TS barrier (18, 19).  At these energies, the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction is classically 
forbidden and must proceed exclusively via quantum mechanical tunneling.  Direct IR-UV time-
domain measurements revealed much slower rates of appearance for OH products, which were 
generally in very good agreement with statistical RRKM theory including tunneling.  In addition, 
the experimentally validated microcanonical decay rates k(E) for the syn alkyl-substituted Criegee 
intermediates were extended using master equation modeling to derive thermal decay rates k(T) 
in the high pressure limit.  The resultant thermal decay rates (18-20, 22), which are in accord with 
other recent experimental and computational studies (23-26), were also found to have significant 
contribution from tunneling under atmospheric conditions.  
The quintessential assessment to verify the role of tunneling in a chemical reaction is via 
isotopic (H/D) substitution, which increases the mass of the particle and slows tunneling through 
the TS barrier.  When tunneling is important, deuteration of the syn methyl-substituted Criegee 
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intermediate is expected to significantly slow the rate of 1,4 D-atom transfer leading to OD 
products.  Deuteration decreases the imaginary frequency along the reaction coordinate, 
effectively increasing the breadth of the barrier (in mass weighted coordinates), and slightly 
increases the barrier height due to zero-point energy (ZPE) effects, both of which slow tunneling.  
Deuteration also lowers the frequencies of other vibrational modes, e.g. CD stretches (ca. 2200 
cm-1) compared to CH stretches (ca. 3000 cm-1), which increases the density of reactant states at 
a given energy N(E) and slows unimolecular decay (27).  In addition, deuteration slows the 
thermal decay rate (23, 24, 28). 
The present study examines the importance of tunneling in the unimolecular decay of 
syn-CH3CHOO by using selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO, which maintains a CH stretch (1) 
and associated vibrational overtone transition (21) at ~6000 cm-1 in the vicinity of the TS barrier 
as shown in Figure 1.  As will be shown, the vibrationally activated syn-CD3CHOO undergoes 1,4 
D-atom transfer from the CD3 group to the terminal O-atom, resulting in release of OD products.  
A direct time domain measurement of the appearance of OD products yields the unimolecular 
decay rate for syn-CD3CHOO in the vicinity of the TS barrier.   
Complementary RRKM calculations of k(E) including tunneling are carried out for 
selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO at energies near the TS barrier, and compared with the 
experimental rate of appearance of OD products.  The importance of H/D tunneling through the 
TS barrier is evaluated by detailed comparisons with previous experimental and theoretical 
studies of the unimolecular decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO (19, 20).  In addition, thermal decay 
rates k(T) for deuterated systems are computed using master equation modeling.  Finally, a 
significant kinetic isotope effect  is elucidated (27), demonstrating the importance 
of quantum mechanical tunneling in the unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO to hydroxyl radical 
products. 
KIE H Dk k=
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II. Results 
Unimolecular decay of selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO Criegee intermediates to 
OD + vinoxy radical products is examined experimentally and theoretically.  Two types of 
experiments are performed: (1) An IR action spectrum of syn-CD3CHOO is obtained by scanning 
the IR pump laser in the CH stretch overtone (2CH) region at a fixed IR pump - UV probe delay of 
100 ns.  (2) Direct time-domain measurements of the rate of appearance of OD products are 
recorded following vibrational activation of syn-CD3CHOO.  In this case, the IR-UV time delay is 
stepped in 2 or 50 ns increments.  In both types of experiments, the OD X23/2 (v=0, J=3.5) 
products are detected by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the OD A2+-X23/2 (1,0) Q1(3.5) 
transition.  Complementary theoretical calculations are carried out to predict the IR absorption 
spectrum of selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO and fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO, along 
with RRKM calculations of the microcanonical unimolecular decay rates for the deuterated 
Criegee intermediates.   
Anharmonic frequencies and IR intensities in the 3900-6300 cm-1 region are computed at 
the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level (29, 30) with second order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) 
for syn-CH3CHOO, fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO, and selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO 
Criegee intermediates and shown in Figure 2.  As reported previously (17, 19, 20), IR transitions 
involving two quanta of CH stretch excitation (e.g. 2ν1) of syn-CH3CHOO are located in the 5600-
6100 cm-1 region in the vicinity of the TS barrier (17.05 kcal mol-1; 5960 cm−1).  Another group of 
IR transitions are predicted in the 3900-4600 cm-1 region at energies as much as 2000 cm-1 below 
the TS barrier, which correspond to combination bands composed of one quantum each of CH 
stretch and another lower frequency mode (e.g. ν1+ν4).   
For comparison, the fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO Criegee intermediate is predicted to 
exhibit an analogous set of IR transitions.  The reduction in CH fundamental frequencies from 
3000-3200 cm-1 to 2100-2300 cm-1 upon deuteration (Table S1) shifts the ca. two-fold weaker IR 
transitions involving two quanta of CD stretch excitation of syn-CD3CDOO to the 4200-4600 cm-1  
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Figure 2. Calculated anharmonic IR stick spectra for three isotopologues of the syn methyl-
substituted Criegee intermediate at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  Upper Panel: syn-
CH3CHOO (red) from Ref. 19.  Middle panel: syn-CD3CDOO (green).  Lower panel: syn-
CD3CHOO (purple).  The lower panel also shows the experimental feature observed at 6055.0 
cm-1 (purple data, black fit) via IR action spectroscopy with OD LIF detection. 
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region (Figure 2 and Table S2).  IR transitions involving three quanta of CD stretch excitation of 
syn-CD3CDOO are anticipated in the vicinity of ~6000 cm-1; however, their IR transition strengths 
are expected to be at least an order of magnitude weaker.   
In selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO, the focus of the present study, a similar set of 
IR transitions are anticipated for the carbonyl oxide CH (ν1) stretch and various methyl CD (ν2, ν3, 
ν13) stretches (Table S1).  As shown in Figure 2 (Table S2), a strong CH stretch overtone (2ν1) is 
predicted at 6042.5 cm-1.  Several other weaker transitions are located in the 4000-4600 cm-1 
range involving two quanta of CD stretch (e.g. 2ν2) or combination bands involving CH stretch 
and a lower frequency mode (e.g. ν1+ν5).  Additional very weak transitions are predicted in the 
5100-5400 cm-1 region.  The weaker transitions are not expected to be observable. 
Experimentally, the IR action spectrum of syn-CD3CHOO was scanned in the 6030-6080 
cm-1 range with UV LIF detection of the resultant OD products with an IR-UV time delay of 100 ns.  
One feature is observed at 6055.0 cm-1 as shown in Figure 3.  Only one IR transition of syn-
CD3CHOO is anticipated near 6000 cm-1 (Figure 2) and thus the observed feature is ascribed to 
the strong CH stretch overtone (2ν1) transition predicted at 6042.5 cm-1.  No OH products are 
detected upon excitation of syn-CD3CHOO at 6055.0 cm-1, confirming that unimolecular decay 
arises from D-atom transfer and leads exclusively to OD products. 
The assignment is further validated by simulation of the rotational band contour using the 
PGOPHER spectral simulation program (31).  The simulation is generated using calculated 
rotational constants for syn-CD3CHOO (32), which differ only slightly from the experimental  
rotational constants for syn-CH3CHOO (33), and the hybrid a/b-type transition (a:b = 1:2) 
predicted by theory for 2ν1.  As shown in Figure 3, a simulation with band origin at 6055.0 cm-1, 
rotational temperature of ca. 10 K, and homogeneous broadening with a Lorentzian linewidth of 
2.7 cm-1, corresponding to an intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) lifetime of ~2 ps, is in 
good accord with the experimental band contour.  
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Figure 3.  Experimental IR spectral feature (purple) observed at 6055.0 cm-1 (band origin) for 
syn-CD3CHOO with UV LIF detection of OD products.  The superimposed simulation (black) of 
the rotational band contour utilizes calculated rotational constants, a/b-type transition (1:2 a:b), 
homogeneous broadening with Lorentzian linewidth of 2.7 cm-1, and rotational temperature of 
10 K.  A simulation at the 0.15 cm-1 laser bandwidth (gray) is also displayed. 
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The experimental rate of appearance of OD products is obtained from direct time-domain 
measurements following CH stretch overtone (2ν1) excitation at 6055.0 cm-1 of the selectively 
deuterated syn-CD3CHOO Criegee intermediate.  As shown in Figure 4, scanning the IR-UV time 
delay in 2 ns steps reveals a slower exponential appearance of OD products from unimolecular 
decay of IR activated syn-CD3CHOO than the more rapid appearance of OH products arising 
from IR activated syn-CH3CHOO at a similar energy (5709.0 cm-1) (20).   
The OD product temporal profile from IR activated syn-CD3CHOO is also measured with 
50 ns IR-UV time delay increments to capture the long time behavior as shown in Figure S1.  The 
overall temporal profile is well represented by a dual exponential function that encompasses the 
rise (krise) and fall (kfall) rate constants as well as the laser time resolution of 5.0  0.1 ns (20).  krise 
is the rate constant for appearance of OD products and corresponding unimolecular decay of syn-
CD3CHOO.  kfall is purely experimental in nature, which arises from the molecules moving out of 
the UV probe volume due to the terminal velocity of the free jet expansion and the kinetic energy 
release to the OD products following unimolecular decay (34, 35).  At long time delays, the 
temporal profile is dominated by the exponential fall off term.  Repeated measurements yield kfall 
= 8.0  0.5  105 s-1, which is fixed in the subsequent determination of krise.  The exponential rise 
rate constant is then separately determined to be krise = 3.0  0.3  107 s-1, corresponding to an 
OD appearance time of 33.3  2.8 ns.  The uncertainty (1) in krise is derived from repeated 
measurements and takes into account the uncertainty (1) in kfall.   
The microcanonical dissociation rate constants k(E) for the selectively deuterated syn-
CD3CHOO Criegee intermediate are also computed with RRKM theory.  Tunneling is taken into 
account using semi-classical transition state theory (SCTST) (36) and asymmetric Eckart (37) 
models that incorporate anharmonic frequencies.  The D-atom transfer step is taken to be rate 
limiting for unimolecular decay to OD products.   
The RRKM calculations are based on previous high-level electronic structure calculations 
of the TS barrier for syn-CH3CHOO (20), and changes in the anharmonic frequencies and ZPE of  
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Figure 4. Temporal appearance profile and fit of OD products arising from IR activation of syn-
CD3CHOO at 6055.0 cm-1 (purple).  The temporal profile of OH products arising from IR activation 
of syn-CH3CHOO at 5709.0 cm-1 (red) from Ref. 20 is shown for comparison.  A laser limited OH 
appearance curve (gray) derived from the IR and UV laser pulse widths and experimental fall off 
(Figure S1) is also shown.  
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the Criegee intermediate reactant and transition state upon deuteration (Tables S1 and S3).  
Upon selective deuteration of syn-CD3CHOO, the TS barrier increases to 17.74 kcal mol-1 (6205 
cm-1) and the imaginary frequency associated with 1,4 D-atom transfer decreases to 1325i cm-1; 
see below for comparison of these parameters with other isotopologues.  The computed RRKM 
rate coefficients using Eckart and SCTST tunneling models are predicted to be 2.94  107 s-1 and 
2.62  107 s-1 (corresponding to lifetimes of 34.0 ns and 38.2 ns), respectively, for selectively 
deuterated syn-CD3CHOO at 6055.0 cm-1, which are in very good agreement with the 
experimental measurement.  The agreement of experiment with statistical RRKM theory for the 
unimolecular decay rate of syn-CD3CHOO further validates the computed TS barrier and 
demonstrates the importance of quantum mechanical tunneling.  The agreement also shows that 
the initial CH stretch overtone excitation (21) is rapidly randomized by IVR prior to unimolecular 
decay.  The energy-dependent RRKM unimolecular decay rates for selectively deuterated syn-
CD3CHOO are predicted over a wide range of energies as shown in Figure 5 (Table S4).   
The anti-conformer of CD3CHOO is expected to undergo unimolecular decay through a 
three-membered ring closure to form a dioxirane intermediate and ultimately yield many products 
including OH (1).  Selective deuteration allows one to distinguish between syn-CD3CHOO that 
yields OD and anti-CD3CHOO that produces OH, as shown previously in hexene ozonolysis (38).  
As a result, the vibrational frequencies and IR spectrum of anti-CD3CHOO were also computed at 
the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory (Figure S2 and Tables S1, S2).  An experimental search 
was conducted for the strongest 21 transition predicted at 5986.1 cm-1 using action spectroscopy 
with OH LIF detection on the A-X (1,0) Q1(3.5) line.  Indeed, a weak transition was observed at 
5979.0 cm-1 that is tentatively ascribed to anti-CD3CHOO.  The OH products were rapidly formed 
within the time resolution of the lasers ( 5 ns), which is consistent with RRKM calculations based 
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on theoretically predicted TS barriers to dioxirane (21, 28, 39).
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Figure 5.  Energy-dependent unimolecular decay rates k(E) for syn methyl-substituted Criegee 
intermediates and associated kinetic isotope effects (KIE) for selectively and fully deuterated 
systems on semi-log scales.  Lower panel: Experimental OD appearance rate for IR activated 
syn-CD3CDOO (purple symbol) and OH appearance rates for syn-CH3CHOO (red symbols, Refs. 
19, 20) are shown, along with computed RRKM rates for unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO 
(red), syn-CD3CHOO (purple), and syn-CD3CDOO (green) with asymmetric Eckart (solid lines) 
and semi-classical transition state (SCTST, dashed lines) tunneling models.  The transition state 
(TS) barrier energies (vertical dashed lines) for syn-CH3CHOO (red and black), syn-CD3CHOO 
(purple and black), and syn-CD3CDOO (green and black) are also indicated.  Upper panel: KIE 
reveals the relative unimolecular decay rates for syn-CH3CHOO compared to syn-CD3CHOO 
(purple) or syn-CD3CDOO (green) at each energy. 
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III. Discussion 
Selective deuteration of syn-CH3CHOO provides an effective means to examine the 
kinetic isotopic effect associated with H/D-atom transfer from the methyl group to the terminal O 
atom.  The energy-specific activation of syn-CD3CHOO is afforded by IR excitation of a strong CH 
stretch overtone (21) transition at 6055.0 cm-1, which is followed by statistical unimolecular 
decay of syn-CD3CHOO to OD + CD2CHO products on a 33.3  2.8 ns timescale with k(E) = 3.0 
 0.3  107 s-1.  Additional IR transitions arising from CD stretch overtone and combination bands 
are predicted to occur in the 4000-4600 cm-1 energy range.  However, these excitation energies 
are in the deep tunneling regime, where RRKM calculations including tunneling indicate 
unimolecular decay rates for syn-CD3CHOO to OD products that are orders of magnitude slower 
(103 to 105 s-1; see Figure 5 and Table S4).  The latter are too slow to measure under the current 
experimental conditions, which is limited by the timescale (ca. 1-2 s) for molecules moving out of 
the probe laser detection region (18, 19), and will not be observed in the IR action spectrum.  In 
addition, the weak IR transitions of syn-CD3CHOO predicted in the 5100-5400 cm-1 region will 
result in slow unimolecular decay (105 to 106 s-1), and are not expected to be observable in the IR 
action spectrum. 
Selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO differs from the previously studied syn-CH3CHOO 
system in that the rate-limiting H-atom transfer step leading to OH products is now a D-atom 
transfer process that yields OD products.  At 6055.0 cm-1, the unimolecular decay time of syn-
CD3CHOO is 33.3  2.8 ns, while that of syn-CH3CHOO was limited by the laser time resolution 
(20).  Since experiment and RRKM theory are in excellent accord for syn-CD3CHOO at 6055.0 
cm-1 and for syn-CH3CHOO at slightly lower energies, we utilize RRKM theory with tunneling for 
the unimolecular decay time for syn-CH3CHOO at 6055.0 cm-1 (3.7 ns) to deduce a 10-fold 
increase in lifetime upon selective deuteration of the methyl-substituted Criegee intermediate.  
Equivalently, this corresponds to a KIE of ca. 10.  A portion of this increase, specifically a factor of 
3.4, can be explained by the increase in N(E) at 6055.0 cm-1 upon selective deuteration (Figure 
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S3).  The balance is primarily due to the decreased probability of tunneling through the TS barrier 
for D-atom vs. H-atom transfer.   
The rate of change of the unimolecular decay rate with energy is also greater for 
selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO than syn-CH3CHOO.  As shown in Figure 5, the 
unimolecular decay rate for syn-CD3CHOO increases 10,000-fold from 3900 to 6300 cm-1 (Table 
S4), while that for syn-CH3CHOO increases by a factor of 400 (see Table S4 of Ref. 19).  The 
KIE changes from 8 to 200 across this energy range, with the largest KIE at energies significantly 
below the TS barrier in the deep tunneling regime.  A small portion of this effect can be attributed 
to the increase in N(E) (by a factor of 2.8 to 3.4) upon selective deuteration at these energies 
(Figure S3).  The large KIE at these energies demonstrates the importance of quantum 
mechanical tunneling, which is much less probable for D-atom vs. H-atom transfer. 
Deuteration of the methyl-group of the Criegee intermediate results in changes in the TS 
barrier height and imaginary frequency.  Figure 6 shows an anharmonic ZPE-corrected 
asymmetric Eckart potential in mass-weighted coordinates to illustrate these changes.  The TS 
barrier increases by ~4% from 17.05 kcal mol-1 (5960 cm-1) for syn-CH3CHOO to 17.74 kcal mol-1 
(6205 cm-1) for selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO.  This is a result of a larger reduction in the 
ZPE of the reactant than that of the TS upon deuteration.  The imaginary frequency along the 
reaction coordinate for H/D atom transfer also decreases by ca. 22% from 1696i cm-1 for syn-
CH3CHOO (20) to 1325i cm-1 for syn-CD3CHOO.  The imaginary frequency is related to the 
curvature at the top of the barrier and results in an increase in the breadth of the Eckart potential 
(in mass-weighted coordinates) for syn-CD3CHOO.  These factors reduce the probability of 
tunneling through the TS barrier associated with D-atom transfer for syn-CD3CHOO compared to 
that for H-atom transfer in syn-CH3CHOO. 
The k(E) for fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO are also computed with RRKM theory using 
the Eckart and SCTST tunneling models.  The ZPE corrected TS barrier for fully deuterated syn-
CD3CDOO (17.72 kcal mol-1; 6199 cm-1) and imaginary frequency (1321i cm-1) are nearly  
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Figure 6.  Anharmonic zero-point corrected asymmetric Eckart potentials plotted in mass-
weighted coordinates (reduced mass µ and distance a0) of the transition state critical oscillator for 
reaction of syn-CH3CHOO (red) and syn-CD3CHOO (purple) to vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP, 
H2C=CHOOH) and vinyl deuteroperoxide (VDP, D2C=CHOOD) via 1,4 H- and D-atom transfer, 
respectively.  The curvature of the potential barrier at the transition state (TS) is determined by 
the imaginary frequency of 1696i cm-1 for syn-CH3CHOO (Ref. 20) and 1325i cm-1 for syn-
CD3CHOO.  Small change in TS barrier height and negligible change in VHP/VDP asymptote 
arise from changes in ZPE.   
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identical to those for selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO, and the resultant Eckart potential 
(Figure 6) is essentially unchanged for the fully deuterated (not shown) and selectively deuterated 
systems.  As a result, the tunneling probability at a given energy will be approximately the same 
for the selectively and fully deuterated systems.  However, k(E) for fully deuterated syn-
CD3CDOO are slower by a factor of ca. 1.5 compared to syn-CD3CHOO as shown in Figure 5 
(Table S4) due to the slightly higher N(E) for syn-CD3CDOO (Figure S3).  Specifically at 6055.0 
cm-1, the unimolecular decay rate (lifetime) computed for fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO is 1.80  
107 s-1 (55.6 ns) and 1.93  107 s-1 (51.8 ns) for the Eckart and SCTST tunneling models, 
respectively, and yields a KIE of 14.  The KIE changes from 11 to 260 across the energy range 
from 6300 to 3900 cm-1 as tunneling becoming increasingly important.  The large KIE signifies the 
reduced probability of tunneling upon deuteration, although a small portion of this change is due 
to the increase in N(E) (by a factor of 3.8 to 5.1).   
The slow unimolecular decay rate of fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO to OD products 
makes it difficult to detect via IR action spectroscopy.  The RRKM calculations indicate that syn-
CD3CDOO excited on IR transitions in the 4200-4600 cm-1 range (Figure 2), assigned to 
transitions involving two quanta of CD stretch excitation, will decay too slowly to OD products (ca. 
104 to 105 s-1) to be observed under the current experimental conditions.  While syn-CD3CDOO 
prepared with three quanta of CD stretch (e.g. 3ν1) near ~6000 cm-1 would have appropriate 
unimolecular decay rates (ca. 107 s-1) for experimental observation, these IR transitions are 
anticipated to be at least an order of magnitude weaker than those involving two quanta of CD 
stretch excitation (e.g. 2ν1).  Preliminary attempts to obtain an IR action spectrum of the fully 
deuterated syn-CD3CDOO Criegee intermediate in the 2νCD and 3νCD energy regions were not 
successful.   
The thermal unimolecular decay rates k(T) for the selectively and fully deuterated syn 
methyl-substituted Criegee intermediates have been computed under atmospheric conditions 
using master equation modeling; thermal rates for syn-CH3CHOO have been reported previously 
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(19, 20, 25, 26).  Under these conditions, the rates are predicted to be in the high pressure limit, 
where the thermal rate can be expressed as a Boltzmann-weighted average over k(E) and N(E), 
 (40).  Note that the higher N(E) for the fully deuterated 
syn-CD3CDOO compared to selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO results in essentially the same 
thermal rates, aside from a minor effect due to their slightly different TS barriers arising from ZPE 
corrections.  Over the 200 to 350 K (1 atm) range, the thermal rates for syn-CD3CHOO (Figure 7) 
and syn-CD3CDOO (not shown) are nearly indistinguishable.  The thermal decay rates for syn-
CH3CHOO (Figure 7) are significantly faster than the deuterated systems primarily due to 
enhanced tunneling for H-atom transfer.  At 298 K, the thermal decay rates for both deuterated 
Criegee intermediates are ca. 3 s-1 compared to 166 s-1 for syn-CH3CHOO (19, 20).  By contrast, 
the effective first-order rate constants for syn-CH3CHOO and anti-CH3CHOO with water vapor are 
estimated to be 101 s-1 and 104 s-1, respectively, at typical atmospheric concentrations of [H2O] 
= 1  1017 to 5  1017 cm-3 (14).  Thus, thermal unimolecular decay will be the primary 
atmospheric loss process for syn-CH3CHOO, while bimolecular reaction with water vapor is 
expected to be the main atmospheric decay pathway for the less stable anti-CH3CHOO 
conformer.   
As shown in Figure 7, the thermal rates without tunneling follow simple Arrhenius 
behavior with slopes indicative of the TS barrier heights.  Thermal rates incorporating tunneling 
show significantly enhanced rates with strong curvature evident in the Arrhenius plots at lower 
temperatures, which can be represented by modified Arrhenius expressions (see Supplementary 
Materials).  At 298 K, tunneling enhances the thermal decay rate of syn-CH3CHOO by a factor of 
100 and to a lesser degree (10-fold) for syn-CD3CHOO and syn-CD3CDOO.  The syn methyl-
substituted Criegee intermediate is predicted to have a large KIE of 52 at 298 K upon deuteration, 
and ranges from 15 (350 K) to more than 4200 (200 K) at temperatures relevant to the 
troposphere.   
( ) ( ) ( )exp( )Bk T k E N E E k T dE −
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Figure 7.  Thermal decay rates k(T) predicted for syn methyl-substituted Criegee intermediates 
and associated kinetic isotope effects (KIE) upon deuteration on semi-log scales.  Lower panel: 
Arrhenius plots of thermal decay rates computed using master equation modeling in the high 
pressure limit as a function of inverse temperature from 200 to 350 K.  Thermal rates for syn-
CD3CHOO (purple) are compared with those for syn-CH3CHOO (red; Ref. 20) incorporating 
tunneling (solid lines) and neglecting tunneling (dashed lines).  Upper panel: KIE reveals the 
thermal decay rates for syn-CH3CHOO compared to syn-CD3CHOO (purple) incorporating 
tunneling (solid line) and neglecting tunneling (dashed line). 
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This work demonstrates the importance of quantum mechanical tunneling in the energy-
dependent (3900-6300 cm-1) and thermal (200-350 K) unimolecular decay rates of syn-
CH3CHOO to OH radical products.  Selective deuteration of syn-CD3CHOO is shown to slow the 
rate of unimolecular decay to OD products by 10-fold in the vicinity of the TS barrier, primarily due 
to the decreased probability of tunneling in D-atom vs. H-atom transfer.  Moreover, deuteration is 
shown to give rise to a large kinetic isotope effect (KIE) of ca. 50 in the thermal unimolecular 
decay rate of syn-CH3CHOO at 298 K.  The large KIE emphasizes the importance of tunneling in 
enhancing the thermal decay rate of the syn methyl-substituted Criegee intermediate to OH 
products, which needs to be taken into account in atmospheric models of OH production. 
IV. Materials and Methods 
The methods utilized for IR action spectroscopy and time-resolved dynamics of syn-
CH3CHOO to OH radical products have been described previously (17, 19, 20).  In the present 
study, the 1,1-diiodoethane-2,2,2-d3 (CD3CHI2) precursor is prepared using the general 
procedures of Friedrich et al. (41), starting from acetaldehyde-2,2,2-d3 (99% purity, 98% D, 
Sigma Aldrich).  1H, 2H, and 13C NMR and high-resolution mass spectrometry confirm selective 
deuteration of the methyl group.  Additional details are given in Supplementary Materials and 
Methods. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CH Stretch Activation of CH3CHOO: 
Deep Tunneling to Hydroxyl Radical Products 
 
This work has been previously published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 123, 2557 
(2019).  Experimental research was performed with graduate student Vincent J. Esposito, 
postdoctoral researcher Shubhrangshu Pandit, and Marsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was 
performed in collaboration with Anne B. McCoy (Department of Chemistry, University of 
Washington, Seattle). 
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1.  Introduction  
Hydroxyl radicals (OH) are key atmospheric oxidants that initiate the breakdown of trace 
species in the Earth’s lower atmosphere.  Alkene ozonolysis is an important non-photolytic source 
of OH radicals.  Both atmospheric modeling and field studies suggest that alkene ozonolysis is 
the main source of OH radicals at nighttime and a significant source (up to 24%) during the 
daytime.1-5  Additionally, alkene ozonolysis is of particular significance as a source of OH radicals 
in wintertime, when low UV light levels reduce photolytic OH production.1  In boreal forests and 
terrestrial rainforests, where alkene concentrations are high, up to 13% of total OH radicals are 
predicted to be formed from alkene ozonolysis.5 
Alkene ozonolysis proceeds by addition of ozone (O3) across the C=C double bond to 
form a primary ozonide (POZ), which rapidly decomposes to carbonyl and a carbonyl oxide 
species, the latter known as a Criegee intermediate, in a highly exothermic process.6  Upon 
formation in the atmosphere, internally excited Criegee intermediates may undergo prompt 
unimolecular decay to produce OH radicals and other products.  Alternatively, the Criegee 
intermediates may be collisionally stabilized and undergo thermal unimolecular decay7-9 or 
bimolecular reaction with other atmospheric species including water vapor and SO2,10-15 which 
may result in atmospheric aerosol formation.16-17 
The atmospheric fate of the Criegee intermediates depends on both their substituents 
and conformational forms.  For syn-alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates, such as syn-
CH3CHOO, unimolecular decay proceeds via 1,4 H-atom transfer, in which an α-H-atom on the 
syn-alkyl group transfers to the terminal oxygen atom via a 5-membered cyclic transition state 
(TS), to form vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP).8, 18-20  For syn-CH3CHOO, the TS barrier has been 
predicted to be 17.05 kcal mol-1 (5968 cm-1).21  Subsequent O-O bond cleavage produces OH 
and vinoxy radicals, as shown in Figure 1.8, 18-20  For syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, 
unimolecular decay to OH via this mechanism is predicted to be the dominant atmospheric loss 
process.9, 21-23  For Criegee intermediates lacking an alkyl α-H-atom, such as CH2OO, this  
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Figure 1.  Reaction coordinate for the unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO.  The unimolecular 
reaction involves a 1,4 H-atom transfer to vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP, H2C=CHOOH) via a 
transition state (TS), followed by dissociation to produce OH and vinoxy radical products.  
Experimentally, IR excitation is used to excite syn-CH3CHOO in the νCH region (3000 cm-1), 
which corresponds to approximately half of the TS barrier to reaction.  The OH radical products 
are state-selectively detected via UV laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).  
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pathway is unavailable.  Unimolecular decay may still occur, but will proceed by alternative 
reaction mechanisms and lead to numerous products.24-27 
Recently, this laboratory carried out energy-dependent rate measurements for the 
unimolecular decay to OH products of a series of syn-alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates, 
including syn-CH3CHOO.21-23, 28-31  In these studies, IR radiation is used to vibrationally activate 
the Criegee intermediates, which provides sufficient energy to surmount or tunnel through the TS 
barrier.  A variably delayed UV laser pulse then probes the resulting OH products by laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF).  Initially, these experiments were undertaken at energies in the 
vicinity of the TS barrier (ca. 6000 cm-1), which are accessed via IR excitation of vibrational 
transitions with two quanta of CH stretch (2νCH).  For syn-CH3CHOO, the unimolecular decay 
rates are on the order of 108 s-1 in this energy regime.  The experimentally observed OH 
appearance rates are in near quantitative agreement with complementary microcanonical 
statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) rate calculations incorporating quantum 
mechanical tunneling.21  
Subsequently, OH radical products were observed following IR activation of syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO at energies significantly below the TS barrier (ca. 4000 cm-1).  In 
these experiments, IR excitation accesses combination bands involving one quantum of CH 
stretch and one quantum of another, lower frequency vibrational mode (νCH + νi).  At these 
energies, OH production from syn-CH3CHOO occurs at a 100-fold slower rate (106 s-1).  Again, 
the experimentally observed OH appearance rates are in good agreement with microcanonical 
RRKM calculations incorporating tunneling.  At energies nearly 2000 cm-1 below the TS barrier, 
the reaction occurs exclusively via quantum mechanical tunneling.22-23  
The importance of tunneling in the unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates has been 
further verified by energy-dependent rate measurements of a partially deuterated isotopologue of 
syn-CH3CHOO, syn-CD3CHOO.  In this experiment, syn-CD3CHOO is vibrationally activated with 
two quanta of CH stretch (2νCH), initiating a 1,4 deuterium atom transfer and resulting in OD 
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products, which are detected by LIF.  The heavier deuterium atom slows the tunneling rate, and 
results in a significant energy-dependent kinetic isotope effect (KIE) of ca. 10 at ca. 6000 cm-1.29 
The experimentally verified microcanonical rate calculations have been extended to 
predict thermal unimolecular decay rates k(T) in the high pressure limit under atmospheric 
conditions.  The thermal decay rate for syn-CH3CHOO at 298 K is predicted to be 166 s-1, and 
agrees with subsequent theoretical predictions.22, 32-33  For the selectively deuterated syn-
CD3CHOO, the predicted thermal rate at 298 K is only 3 s-1.29  The large thermal KIE provides 
further evidence of the importance of tunneling in the unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates under atmospheric conditions.  
For thermalized Criegee intermediates under atmospheric conditions, k(T) can be 
represented as a Boltzmann weighted average of the microcanonical rates k(E) over a range of 
energies:34 
𝑘(𝑇) ∝ ∫ 𝑘(𝐸)𝑁(𝐸) exp (−
𝐸
𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 𝑑𝐸  
Here, N(E) is the density of vibrational states of the Criegee intermediate and exp(-E/kBT) 
is a Boltzmann factor representing the population distribution of the Criegee intermediates.  While 
the Boltzmann factor decreases exponentially with energy, both the microcanonical rate k(E) and 
the density of states N(E) increase rapidly with energy.  The product of the three terms of the 
integrand, as shown in Figure 2, reflects the relative contribution of k(E) at different energies to 
the thermal rate k(T).  At 300 K, k(T) has large contributions from energies around 3000 cm-1, far 
below the TS barrier, further illustrating the importance of tunneling under thermal decay 
conditions.22  By comparison, for (CH3)2COO, k(T) had its largest contribution from slightly higher 
energies at ca. 4200 cm-1.23   
In this work, we demonstrate the production of OH radicals following IR activation of syn-
CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental region.  We report an IR action spectrum of syn-
CH3CHOO in the 2850 to 3150 cm-1 region with detection of OH products.  Experimental  
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Figure 2.  Relative contributions of energy-dependent rate coefficients k(E) to the thermal decay 
rate coefficient k(T) for syn-CH3CHOO at atmospherically relevant temperatures T= 260-320 K.  
The shaded regions represent energy regions in which unimolecular decay from syn-CH3CHOO 
to OH has been experimentally observed: 2νCH (blue),21 νCH+νi (yellow),22 and νCH (red, present 
work). 
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vibrational frequencies and transition types are compared with complementary theoretical 
calculations of syn-CH3CHOO.  Vibrational coupling calculations are carried out to provide further 
insight on observed spectral features and the first stage of intramolecular vibrational dynamics in 
this energy regime.  Excitation at ca. 3000 cm-1, approximately half of the TS barrier height, is 
shown to result in significantly slower unimolecular decay than observed at higher energies.  
Finally, a pronounced orbital alignment of the OH products is observed that reflects the reaction 
pathway leading to dissociation of syn-CH3CHOO. 
2.  Methods 
The syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate is generated in a pulsed supersonic expansion 
as described previously.20-22, 35  Briefly, the 1,1-diiodoethane precursor is entrained in 10% O2/Ar 
carrier gas at a pressure of 20 psi and introduced into a quartz capillary reactor tube via a pulsed 
valve where it is photolyzed by the 248 nm output of a KrF excimer laser (Coherent Compex Pro 
50, 20 Hz, 40 mJ/pulse), which is loosely focused along the length of the capillary tube using a 
cylindrical lens.  The monoiodo radical reacts with O2 to create the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee 
intermediate, which is collisionally stabilized and cooled to a rotational temperature of 10 K in a 
supersonic expansion into vacuum.  Approximately 1 cm downstream, the gas mixture is 
intersected in the collision-free region by counter-propagating and spatially overlapped IR and UV 
laser beams.  The IR pump and UV probe are loosely focused to beam diameters of 
approximately 1 mm and 3 mm, respectively.  
The tunable IR radiation excites the syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental (νCH) 
region, initiating unimolecular decay, and the UV laser probes the OH X2Π3/2 (v=0) product by LIF.  
The IR radiation (11 mJ/pulse, 7 ns FWHM) is the idler output of an infrared optical parametric 
oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA, LaserVision) pumped by the 1064 nm output of an injection-
seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Surelite EX, 10 Hz, 680 mJ/pulse; NP photonics Rock Fiber 
Laser Seeder).  The Nd:YAG pump laser is operated in seeded and unseeded modes, giving rise 
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to OPO/OPA bandwidths of 0.15 cm-1 and 0.9 cm-1, respectively, for higher and lower resolution 
scans.  The UV probe (3.5 mJ/pulse, 6 ns FWHM) is the frequency-doubled output of a Nd:YAG 
(Continuum Precision II 7020, 532 nm, 20 Hz) pumped dye laser (ND6000, Rhodamine 590 dye), 
which utilizes an autotracker (Inrad Autotracker III) with a KDP doubling crystal.  The resultant OH 
X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) radicals are probed on Q1 and P1 lines of the A2Σ+ - X2Π3/2 (1,0) transition under 
saturated LIF conditions.36 Active background subtraction (IR on – IR off) is implemented to 
remove background OH, which arises from unimolecular decay of energized Criegee 
intermediates in the capillary tube and subsequent cooling in the free jet expansion.  The OH A-X 
(1,0) Q1(3) line gives the best signal to background ratio in the IR action spectra.  The 
fluorescence emitted on the OH A2Σ+ - X2Π3/2 (1,1) band is collected with a gated photomultiplier 
tube (Electron Tubes 9812QB).  The output signal is pre-amplified and displayed on a digital 
storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 44Xi) interfaced with a computer for processing.   
A computed anharmonic IR absorption spectrum for syn-CH3CHOO is evaluated at the 
B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory using vibrational second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) as 
implemented in the Gaussian 16 program suite.37  Intensities and transition types calculated 
before and after variational correction to the VPT2 wavefunction are reported in Table S1. 
RRKM theory is also utilized to predict the statistical, energy-dependent unimolecular 
dissociation rate k(E) of syn-CH3CHOO as described previously.21-22  Tunneling is incorporated 
using an SCTST model38-43 as implemented in Multiwell.44-46  The energy-dependent 
microcanonical unimolecular dissociation rate constant k(E) at a given energy E is given by:47 
𝑘(𝐸) =  
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓∗
 
𝐺‡(𝐸 − 𝐸0)
ℎ 𝑁(𝐸)
 
where E0 is the TS energy barrier to reaction, G‡(E-E0) is the sum of states at the TS, 
N(E) is the density of states of the Criegee intermediate, and h is Planck’s constant.  The 
effective symmetry numbers eff for the reactants and eff* for the TS are 1 and ½, respectively.  
The methyl torsion is treated as a one-dimensional hindered rotor.  Previously, the energies of 
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syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate, the TS barrier, and the VHP necessary for the kinetic rate 
calculations were obtained using high-level electronic structure theory [CCSD(T, full)/CBS with 
corrections] with anharmonic zero-point-energy.21  The rovibronic properties of the syn-
CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate and the TS are calculated at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of 
theory as implemented in Gaussian 16, and are given in Table S2 and S3. 
3.  Results 
The syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate is vibrationally activated at ca. 3000 cm-1 via IR 
excitation in the CH stretch fundamental region.  This energy is approximately half of the TS 
barrier associated with the 1,4 H-atom transfer that leads to OH products.  Vibrationally activated 
syn-CH3CHOO undergoes unimolecular decay to OH via quantum mechanical tunneling.  The 
OH radical products are detected by subsequent UV excitation and LIF.  In this work, two types of 
experiments are performed: (1) The IR pump laser is scanned at a fixed IR-UV time delay to 
generate an IR action spectrum of jet-cooled syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediates.  (2) 
Following IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO at a known feature in the IR action spectrum, the UV 
probe wavelength is varied to measure the product state distribution of the resulting OH radicals. 
3.1  IR Action Spectrum 
The experimental IR action spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO with detection of OH products is 
obtained by scanning the IR pump laser in the CH stretch fundamental region at a fixed IR-UV 
time delay of 1200 ns.  The OH products, which result exclusively from tunneling through the TS 
barrier, are detected by LIF on the OH A2Σ+-X2Π3/2 Q1(3) transition.  A low resolution (0.9 cm-1) 
scan of the IR action spectrum reveals four strong features, as shown in Figure 3 (top panel).  
Following initial survey scans, subsequent high resolution (0.15 cm-1) scans of each feature were 
performed to reveal their rotational band contours, as shown in Figure 3 (middle panel).   
IR action spectroscopy differs from IR absorption spectroscopy, in that IR activation of 
the spectral carrier must lead to OH products in order for a signal to be observed.  As a result, the  
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Figure 3.  (Top) Experimental IR action spectrum at low IR resolution (OPO bandwidth of 0.9 
cm-1) observed for the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate in the CH stretch fundamental (νCH) 
region from 2850 to 3150 cm-1 with UV LIF detection of OH products at an IR-UV time delay of 
1200 ns.  (Middle) Experimental IR action spectrum of the prominent spectral features recorded 
at higher IR resolution (OPO bandwidth of 0.15 cm-1) at the same time delay.  (Bottom) 
Computed anharmonic IR spectrum (VPT2) at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  CH 
stretch fundamentals (ν1, ν2, ν3, and ν13) and a CO stretch overtone (2ν4) are predicted in this 
energy region. 
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observed intensities in the IR action spectrum depend not only on the intrinsic IR transition 
strengths (as in theoretically predicted IR spectra or direct IR absorption measurements) but also 
on the OH product yield at a specific time delay, and by extension on the OH appearance rate, as 
further discussed in Section 4.  Additionally, because IR activation must lead to OH production in 
order to observe signal, it is unlikely that anti-CH3CHOO contributes to the observed IR action 
spectrum.  The unimolecular decay of anti-CH3CHOO is predicted to proceed via a 1,3 ring-
closure mechanism to dioxirane with a high calculated TS barrier of 15.3-15.7 kcal mol-1 (5355-
5495 cm-1),24, 33 followed by decay to many products including a small yield of OH.48  This 
pathway involves a heavy atom motion, does not proceed by quantum mechanical tunneling, and 
therefore will not accessible at the energy range utilized in this work.25  
The IR absorption spectrum in the νCH region is predicted theoretically at the 
B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory using VPT2 with variational correction to the VPT2 
wavefunction and is also shown in Figure 3 (bottom panel).  The predicted spectrum exhibits five 
strong IR transitions in this energy region.  Four of these are the fundamentals in the four CH 
stretches (ν1, ν2, ν3, ν13).  Of these, three involve A vibrations and are predicted to be a-type (ν2) 
or mixed a/b-type (ν1 and ν3) transitions where the transition dipole moment is in the plane of the 
molecule.  Only one, ν13, is predicted to be a c-type transition, involving an A vibration, in which 
the transition dipole moment is perpendicular to the molecular plane.  The other strong transition 
arises from two quanta of CO stretch (2ν4), and is predicted to be a-type.  There are several other 
two quanta transitions predicted in this energy regime, arising from either overtones of 
combination bands of other lower frequency modes.  However, based on calculations at this level 
of theory, none of these are predicted to have appreciable IR intensity.  Additional details on 
calculated transitions are given in Table S1. 
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3.2  Rotational Band Contour Analysis and Vibrational Assignments 
Each of the features observed in the IR action spectrum display rotational structure, 
although some features have more distinctive rotational band contours than others.  Expanded 
views of each feature, along with rotational band contour fits are shown in Figures 4, 5, and S1.  
In all cases, the simulations are based on experimentally determined rotational constants, which 
are assumed to be unchanged upon vibrational excitation.49  The simulations include a Gaussian 
linewidth of 0.15 cm-1 associated with the IR laser bandwidth; a simulation at the laser linewidth is 
also shown in each figure for comparison.  The remaining parameters of the spectral simulations, 
including band origins, transition type, homogeneous (Lorentzian) broadening, and rotational 
temperature, are determined via a least-squares fit using the PGOPHER spectral simulation 
program.50  The fit parameters for each feature are given in Table S4.  
The most defined rotational band contour is observed for the feature at 2907.8 cm-1, 
shown in Figure 4a.  The experimental feature is fit to an a/b (0.60/0.40) transition type with a 
rotational temperature of ca. 10 K and a homogenous (Lorentzian) line broadening of 0.31 cm-1.  
This feature is assigned to the ν3 methyl in-plane CH stretch, predicted at 2916.2 cm-1, with a 
calculated a/b (0.30/0.70) transition type.  
A less distinctive rotational band contour is seen for the strongest experimentally 
observed feature at 3020.0 cm-1, shown in Figure 4b.  Here, the experimental feature is fit to an 
a/b (0.56/0.44) transition type, again with a rotational temperature of ca. 10 K.  Interestingly, this 
feature exhibits a significantly greater Lorentzian broadening of 1.4 cm-1, which may arise from 
vibrational couplings discussed in Section 4.  This feature is assigned to the ν2 methyl in-plane 
CH stretch, predicted at 3032.6 cm-1, which is calculated to be an a-type transition. 
We also observe a feature at ca. 3078 cm-1.  The OPO/OPA system exhibits a ca. 20% 
variation in power when scanned across this feature, because the OPO crystals are near normal 
incidence.  As a result, the experimental spectrum is linearly power corrected.  The frequency of 
this feature matches reasonably well with the strong carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1) predicted at  
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Figure 4.  Expanded views of the spectral features (black) at (a) 2907.8 cm-1 and (b) 3020.0 cm-1 
in the IR action spectrum of jet-cooled syn-CH3CHOO with superimposed rotational contour 
simulations (red) using experimental rotational constants.49  These features are assigned to the 
(a) ν3 methyl in-plane CH stretch and (b) ν2 methyl in-plane CH stretch.  Spectral simulations 
indicate a rotational temperature of 10 K, Lorentzian linewidths of (a) 0.31 cm-1 and (b) 1.4 cm-1, 
and a/b-transition types of (a) 0.60/0.40 and (b) 0.56/0.44.  Rotational band simulations at the 
OPO bandwidth of 0.15 cm-1 (gray) are included for comparison. 
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3097.4 cm-1.  However, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure S1, this feature is unique in that its 
overall breadth is significantly greater than the other features observed in this region, suggesting 
that there may be another state coupled to ν1.  When the whole feature is fit to a rotational band 
contour, we find a surprisingly high rotational temperature of ca. 20 K compared to that observed 
for other syn-CH3CHOO features in the CH stretch fundamental (νCH), combination band (νCH+νi), 
and overtone (2νCH) regions of ca. 10 K.   Because the experimental conditions are the same in 
this and prior studies,21-22 it is unlikely that the rotational temperature of this feature would be so 
different.  A more plausible explanation is that an adjacent, overlapping lower intensity transition 
(see Figure S1) is gaining strength by coupling to ν1 (see Sec. 4.1), and causes the feature to 
appear broader (full-width half-max (FWHM) of 11.5 cm-1 as opposed to a typical FWHM of ca. 8 
cm-1 for a typical a/b type feature at 10 K).  If we fit only the lower-frequency half of the feature to 
a rotational band contour, we find a more reasonable rotational temperature of 9.1 K, and thus we 
slightly favor this option.  We note that in both cases, the fitted regions of the 3078 cm-1 feature 
are well represented as mixed a/b-type transition, consistent with the theoretically predicted ν1 
transition type, and with a relatively large Lorentzian line width of ca. 2 cm-1.  Differences 
between the experimental and calculated transition types will be discussed in Section 4. 
Finally, we observe a feature centered at ca. 2935 cm-1, shown in Figure 5.  The overall 
shape of this feature is not consistent with a single a/b- or c-type transition; it exhibits two quite 
sharp peaks and one broader peak.  However, the feature is well represented by a fit to two 
overlapping transitions.  One is an a/b (0.77/0.23) type transition with a band origin at 2934.8 cm-
1.  The other is a c-type transition with a band origin at 2932.0 cm-1.  The overall contour is again 
simulated with a rotational temperature of ca. 10 K.  Here, the Lorentzian linewidth is 0.66 cm-1.  
However, this is likely only an estimate of the homogeneous broadening, which is assumed to be 
equal for the two overlapping features.  The upper panel of Figure 5 shows the two overlapping 
rotational band contours and the sum deduced in the spectral simulation.  The experimental 
feature is tentatively assigned to the overlapping 2ν4 (a-type) CO stretch overtone and ν13 (c-type)  
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Figure 5.  (Lower)  Expanded view of the feature centered at ca. 2935 cm-1 (black) in the 
experimental IR action spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO.  The superimposed rotational contour fit (red) 
involves two overlapping transitions with band origins at 2932.0 cm-1 (c-type) and 2934.8 cm-1 
(a/b-type).  The simulation utilizes experimental rotational constants,49 a Lorentzian linewidth of 
0.66 cm-1, and a rotational temperature of 10 K.  A simulation at the laser bandwidth (gray) is 
included for comparison.  (Upper)  Simulated rotational band contours for the two contributing 
transitions: a c-type transition at 2932.0 cm-1 (blue) assigned to the ν13 methyl out-of-plane 
asymmetric CH stretch and an a/b type transition at 2934.8 cm-1 (green) assigned to the CO 
stretch overtone 2ν4.  The sum of the two simulations (red) is shown in both panels. 
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methyl out-of-plane asymmetric CH stretch, predicted at 2923.5 cm-1 and 2930.9 cm-1, 
respectively.  Due to the different symmetries of the 2ν4 (A) and the ν13 (A) states, there is no 
coupling between them, and the feature can be represented as a sum of two distinct, non-
interacting, but overlapping bands. 
3.3  OH Product State Distributions 
The rotational state distributions of the nascent OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) products are also 
determined following IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO on the ν2 and ν3 transitions at 3020.0 and 
2907.8 cm-1, respectively.  The UV probe laser power is sufficient to fully saturate the OH A-X 
(1,0) transitions.  As a result, the LIF intensities measured on OH A-X (1,0) Q1 and P1 lines can 
be directly related to the relative population of the OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) rotational levels utilizing a 
degeneracy term, rather than the Hönl-London factors required in the unsaturated case.36, 51  (We 
were unable to eliminate a small contribution from overlapping satellite lines.)  The nascent OH 
X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) rotational distribution obtained by probing A-X (1,0) Q1 and P1 lines following syn-
CH3CHOO ν2 excitation is shown in Figure 6; a similar distribution is observed upon ν3 excitation.  
In both cases, the OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) product distribution peaks at N=2-3 and falls off to higher N.  
(Note that the population of N=1 products cannot be determined due to its very large background 
from OH generated in the source and cooled in the expansion.)  Similar OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) 
distributions are obtained upon IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO in the combination (νCH+νi) and 
CH stretch overtone (2νCH) regions.20 
Additional information can be obtained by comparison of the population distributions 
derived from Q1 and P1 lines.  Each of the OH rotational levels is split into two closely spaced λ-
doublet components, arising from the interaction between the electronic angular momentum and 
rotational angular momentum in OH.52-54  P1 lines monitor the Π(A) λ-doublet and Q1 lines probe 
the Π(A) λ-doublet.52, 55  The Π(A) or Π(A) notation refers to whether the electronic wave 
function is symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to reflection in the OH plane of rotation.52, 56   
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Figure 6. (Upper) Population of OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) product rotational levels derived from 
saturated LIF measurements on the OH A2Σ+ - X2Π3/2 (1,0) transition following IR excitation of 
syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental (νCH) region at 3020 cm-1.  OH Q1 lines (cyan) 
preferentially probe Π(A) -doublet levels, while OH P1 lines (black) preferentially probe Π(A) -
doublet levels (top scheme).  The smooth curves through the data points represent a fit of the 
observed OH product rotational distribution to a Boltzmann distribution with rotational temperature 
(Trot) of 365 K for Q1 lines (cyan) and 535 K for P1 lines (black) for N=2-5 levels.  (Lower) The 
reduced degree of electron alignment (DEA)red deduced for OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) products following 
IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO on a CH stretch fundamental (νCH) at 3020 cm-1 (black), 
combination band at 4107.8 cm-1 (red), and CH stretch overtone (2νCH) at 6082.8 cm-1 (blue).20  
The purely electronic component of the electron alignment (DEA)el (gray) in low OH rotational 
levels is taken into account in the analysis.  Half-filled p orbital alignment of the OH product 
perpendicular to the OH rotation plane (cyan) is designated as (DEA)red = -1, alignment in the OH 
rotation plane (black) results in (DEA)red = +1, and no alignment gives (DEA)red = 0.
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As shown in Figure 6, the Π(A) λ-doublet is favored over the Π(A) level for N=2-4, indicating a λ-
doublet population inversion.52  This preferential population of the upper Π(A) λ-doublet of the 
OH products is observed upon IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO in three energy regimes:  CH 
fundamental (νCH), combination (νCH+νi), and overtone (2νCH) regions.  This preference provides 
dynamical information, which is explored in Section 4.3. 
4.  Discussion 
In this study, we show that unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO can be driven by IR 
excitation at ca. 3000 cm-1, which corresponds to an energy of approximately half of the 
calculated TS barrier (5968 cm-1).  The discussion focuses on the mode-specific couplings 
between the optically bright and nearby dark states, and subsequent intramolecular vibrational 
redistribution among a sparse density of states (ca. 5 states/cm-1) that leads to reaction.  
Statistical RRKM rates including quantum mechanical tunneling are evaluated for unimolecular 
decay of syn-CH3CHOO in this deep tunneling regime, and compared with an estimate of the OH 
appearance rate based on experiment.  Lastly, the pπ orbital alignment of the OH products is 
attributed to a dynamical effect arising from geometric changes along the reaction coordinate 
leading to products. 
4.1  IR Action Spectroscopy and Vibrational Couplings 
The predicted IR absorption spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental 
region (2850 to 3150 cm-1) exhibits five strong transitions.  Each of these transitions is observed 
and assigned in the experimentally observed IR action spectrum.  The overall agreement 
between the experimental and theoretically predicted energies of the transitions is quite good, 
confirming the identity of syn-CH3CHOO as the spectral carrier. 
There are several experimental observables that provide insight into the anharmonic 
couplings between vibrational modes in this energy region.  For example, the methyl out-of-plane 
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symmetric CH stretch, ν3, which exhibits the most distinctive experimentally observed rotational 
band contour, exhibits an experimental transition type of a/b = 0.60/0.40.  This agrees much 
better with the calculated deperturbed anharmonic transition type (a/b=0.74/0.26) than that 
calculated after variational correction to the VPT2 wavefunction (a/b=0.30/0.70).  This difference 
between the two calculated transition types is due to the inclusion of mixing between the first 
overtone of the CO stretch (2ν4) and ν3 in the variational corrected calculation.  We note that the 
experimentally observed energy separation between ν3 and 2ν4 is significantly larger than that 
predicted at this level of theory (27 vs 7 cm-1, respectively).  It is therefore likely that the 
calculation overestimates the degree of mixing of these two vibrational states (ν3 and 2ν4), 
leading to a calculated transition type that differs from experiment when the ν3/2ν4 coupling is 
included. 
We also observe marked differences in Lorentzian line broadening among different 
features (see Table S4), which is likely related to mode-specific coupling that initiates 
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR).  Specifically, the methyl out-of-plane 
symmetric CH stretch fundamental (ν3) exhibits the smallest Lorentzian broadening of only 0.31 ± 
0.01 cm-1, while the carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1) and the methyl in-plane CH stretch (ν2) show 
significantly larger Lorentzian line broadenings of 1.9 ± 0.1 cm-1 and 1.41 ± 0.03 cm-1, 
respectively.  The first overtone of the CO stretch (2ν4) exhibits an intermediate broadening of 
0.66 ± 0.02 cm-1.  However, due to the overlap of 2ν4 and the out-of-plane, asymmetric CH 
stretch (ν13), the determination of the broadening of this feature is less certain.  We considered, 
but cannot completely exclude, the possibility of IR power broadening of the rotational band 
contours, even though we observe a linear power dependence (Figure S2).  Nevertheless, this 
alone would not explain the markedly different Lorentzian line widths observed for features with 
similar intrinsic oscillator strength in the CH stretch fundamental region. 
In previous work on IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO in the 2νCH and νCH+νi energy regions 
(ca. 6000 and 4000 cm-1, respectively),20-22 Lorentzian line broadening was related to the 
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timescale for IVR following excitation of a particular vibrational mode, which occurred on a 
several picosecond timescale.  Within each energy region, the many observed spectroscopic 
features exhibit similar Lorentzian line broadenings.  The spectroscopic features in the νCH+νi 
region exhibit a smaller Lorentzian line broadening and corresponding longer IVR lifetime as 
compared to the features in the 2vCH region, which is consistent with a lower density of states in 
the lower energy region. 
IVR is generally considered to be a tiered process; following IR excitation of a particular 
spectroscopically bright vibrational state, there is an initial energy transfer to a subset of nearby 
doorway states that are strongly coupled to this bright state.  From this subset of strongly coupled 
doorway states, energy can then flow into a group of states that are more weakly coupled to the 
bright state, and so on through successive tiers of states, until the entire manifold of states in the 
nearby energy range is accessed and IVR is complete.57 
In this work, we excite vibrational transitions at significantly lower energy.  As shown in 
Figure S3, the density of states in this energy region is extremely low (ca. 5 states/cm -1), and is 
on the order of the threshold vibrational state density for IVR.58-59  As a result, there are only a 
few near-resonant dark states for any given bright state.  The majority of these states involve the 
low-frequency HCCO torsional mode (ν18, hereafter referred to as νtor).   As described in 
supporting information (SI), we calculate the torsional energy levels and find that a harmonic 
approximation of the torsional frequency is fairly good near the bottom of the torsional well.  The 
torsional energy levels are given in Table S5.    
Further, in order for the first tier of IVR to occur, the bright state must have significant 
coupling to a subset of these dark states that are close in energy to the bright state.   We 
therefore look for specific couplings between the broadened carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1) and 
methyl in-plane CH stretch (ν2) and near-degenerate dark states, which could promote the initial 
tier of IVR and lead to the significant Lorentzian line broadening observed for these features.  We 
focus on states with two quanta in CH bends or wags that involve the same CH bond as the 
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stretch of interest.  This choice is motivated by the importance of 2:1 bend/stretch Fermi 
resonances involving CH stretching vibrations.60-61  We are especially interested in states 
involving the νtor, as torsional modes are known to accelerate IVR.62  With these criteria in mind, 
we identify the ν5 + ν14 + νtor combination state as one that is close in energy to the ν2.  As ν5 and 
ν14 are the symmetric and asymmetric methyl scissors, they satisfy the two quanta in the bend 
criterion.  Based on VPT2 calculations, the energy difference between these two states is 6 cm-1.  
We have used VPT2 to calculate the off-diagonal coupling between these two states, and obtain 
a coupling matrix element of -23.6 cm-1.  This excited state that contains three quanta of 
excitation is not included in the VPT2 calculation as implemented in Gaussian, and as a result, 
the energy and coupling needed to be obtained outside of that code using the approaches 
described in the SI. 
There is a second state with three quanta, ν4 + ν14 + νtor, which is calculated to be 9 cm-1 
lower in energy than the fundamental in the carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1).  This state involves 
excitation in the CO stretch (ν4) as well as the asymmetric methyl scissor (ν14) and does not 
reflect two quanta in bending motions of the carbonyl oxide CH.  As a result, the coupling 
between the carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1) fundamental and this combination state (ν4 + ν14 + νtor) 
is expected to be weaker, and indeed, it is calculated to be -7 cm-1 or approximately a third of the 
coupling involving the ν2 fundamental. 
In addition, there are anharmonic couplings between the two fundamentals and between 
the two combination states, which are larger than the couplings between each fundamental and 
its nearby combination state (see Table S10).  A schematic representation of the couplings is 
shown in Figure S4.  As discussed above, the matrix element that couples the methyl in-plane CH 
stretch (ν2) fundamental to its nearby combination state (ν5 + ν14 + νtor) is larger than the one that 
couples the carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1) fundamental to its nearby combination state (ν4 + ν14 + 
νtor).  However, analysis of the four-state system, including all of the off-diagonal couplings in 
Table S10, shows that both ν1 and ν2 gain dark-state character.  This analysis is consistent with 
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the broader Lorentzian linewidths observed experimentally for the ν1 and ν2 features relative to 
other features in the IR action spectrum in this region.   
4.2  Unimolecular Reaction Dynamics 
Importantly, IVR is necessary in order for unimolecular decay to OH products to occur 
following IR excitation.  Previous theoretical analysis suggests that four vibrational modes are 
most relevant in the hydrogen transfer reaction leading to OH: the two out-of-plane CH stretches 
(ν3 and ν13), the HCCOO ring closing mode (ν12) and methyl torsion (νtor).19  In order for 
unimolecular reaction to occur, anharmonic couplings must exist between the vibrational states 
accessed via IR excitation and the modes involved in the reaction coordinate.  This group 
measured OH appearance rates following IR excitation of 2νCH (ca. 6000 cm-1) and νCH+νi (ca. 
4000 cm-1) and found that experimentally measured rates agreed well with RRKM rates including 
tunneling.  No mode-specific effects were observed.  This indicates that a statistical distribution of 
near-resonant vibrational states is achieved on a significantly faster timescale than the 
unimolecular reaction, which occurs on a few ns timescale following 2νCH excitation, and on a 
100’s of ns timescale following νCH+νi excitation. 
We have calculated statistical energy-dependent RRKM rates k(E) incorporating quantum 
mechanical tunneling via semi-classical transition state theory (SCTST) for the 1,4 H-atom 
transfer reaction from syn-CH3CHOO to VHP in the CH stretch fundamental energy region (2850-
3150 cm-1).  The rates are given in Figure S5 and Table S6.  The unimolecular reaction rates in 
this energy regime are predicted to be much slower (k(E)  1-2 x 105 s-1).  As shown in Figure S3, 
the density of states of the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate is quite low (ca. 5 states/cm-1), 
and on the order of the threshold vibrational state density (10 states/cm-1) required for extensive 
population relaxation by IVR under jet cooled conditions.58-59  (By contrast, a Boltzmann 
distribution under atmospheric conditions will not be subject to the initial state selectivity arising 
from IR activation.)  RRKM theory relies on a statistical population of all vibrational states, which 
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is achieved through fast and complete IVR.  With such a sparse density of states, it is possible 
that IVR of syn-CH3CHOO is incomplete and that the unimolecular decay rates in this energy 
regime may differ from RRKM theory.  With incomplete IVR, mode-specific effects may occur in 
the unimolecular decay rates, which could increase or decrease the rate depending on the initial 
coupling between optically bright and dark states and subsequent coupling to modes that 
promote reaction.  That said, the appearance of OH products demonstrates that there is some 
degree of intramolecular energy redistribution from the initially excited CH stretches to the modes 
that evolve into the reaction coordinate.   
The OH appearance rate impacts the observed intensity of spectral features in the IR 
action spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO.  We have shown previously that the temporal profile of the 
OH products can be modeled by a dual exponential function, 𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐴(− exp(−(𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 + 𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙)𝑡) +
exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑡)).  The exponential rise comes from the unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates, while the fall is a purely experimental factor that arises from syn-CH3CHOO and 
OH moving out of the probe region.  The exponential fall-off occurs on a 1-2 μs timescale.  An 
exponential rise time that is significantly longer than the exponential fall time will significantly 
decrease the intensity of features observed at a fixed IR-UV time delay, because IR activated 
syn-CH3CHOO will move out of the probe region before undergoing unimolecular decay to OH 
products.  For example, at a rise time of 10 μs and a typical experimental fall time of 1.5 μs, only 
ca. 5% of the intrinsic intensity of a given IR transition will be observed in the IR action spectrum 
at the peak of its OH appearance time profile.  This reduction in peak intensity is illustrated in 
Figure S6 for a series of simulated rise times. 
When the OH rise time is longer (e.g. greater than 2 μs) than the experimental fall time, it 
is not possible to quantitatively measure the syn-CH3CHOO unimolecular decay rate.  In this limit, 
OH appearance time profiles will be very similar for a variety of slow OH appearance times (see 
Figure S6).  Thus, we place a lower limit of 2 s for the OH appearance time following IR 
excitation of syn-CH3CHOO at ca. 3000 cm-1. 
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The observed experimental intensity also gives qualitative information about the OH 
appearance rates.  Theoretical intensities of CH stretch fundamentals are predicted to be 
approximately an order of magnitude stronger than those for overtones or combination bands.  
The experimental intensities observed for the CH stretch fundamental transitions at a fixed IR-UV 
time delay of 1200 ns (near the peak of the OH appearance time profile) are similar in magnitude 
to those observed following excitation of combination bands or overtones under the same 
experimental conditions and near the peaks of their OH appearance time profiles (ca. 500 and 
100 ns, respectively).  The significant decrease in the observed OH signal following CH stretch 
fundamental excitation relative to the theoretically predicted transition strength is consistent with a 
slow (several microsecond or slower) timescale for unimolecular decay to OH products. 
4.3  OH Orbital Alignment 
An intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) has been computed at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ 
level of theory to obtain insight on the structural changes that occur along the reaction pathway 
for 1,4 H-atom transfer of syn-CH3CHOO, starting from the 5-membered cyclic TS to the vinyl 
hydroperoxide (VHP, H2C=CHOOH) intermediate, which is formed prior to OO bond fission and 
dissociation to OH (see Figure 1).  Representative geometric structures along the pathway shown 
in Figure 7 reveal a dramatic change in the orientation of the transferred hydrogen atom and 
newly formed OH bond with respect to the OOCC heavy atom plane.  At the TS, the newly 
formed OH bond is tilted only slight away from the OOCC heavy atom plane.  The tilt is defined 
by an HOOC dihedral angle  between the HOO and OOC planes with =20 at the TS.  
However, the progression of geometric structures along the IRC shows that the OH bond tilts 
significantly out of the OOCC plane to an obtuse HOOC dihedral angle  of greater than 106 for 
VHP.  This geometrical change along the IRC will exert a torque in the plane perpendicular to the 
O-O bond axis and is expected to induce rotational excitation of the OH radical product as the O-
O bond breaks.  As a result, the OH fragment rotational motion will be orthogonal to the  
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Figure 7. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) computed for 1,4 H-atom transfer of syn-CH3CHOO, 
starting from its 5-membered cyclic transition state (TS), to the vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP, 
H2C=CHOOH) intermediate prior to dissociation to OH + vinoxy products.  The calculations are 
performed at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory without zero-point-energy corrections.  
Representative geometric structures along the path (red points) are shown with , the angle 
between the HOO and OOC planes, increasing from an acute (20.1) to an obtuse angle (106.5).  
The resultant torque will induce OH product rotation as the O-O bond breaks.  The OH rotation 
will be orthogonal to the half-filled p orbital of the OH radical product (cyan), and results in 
preferential population of the OH Π(A) -doublet levels. 
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elongating O-O bond axis, which breaks and results in a half-filled p orbital of the OH radical 
product along this axis.   
The degree of electron alignment DEA in the OH products can be derived from the λ-
doublet preference observed experimentally according to52, 55 
 
However, the experimentally derived DEA includes contributions from two sources: (1) 
dynamical alignment effects and (2) intrinsic electronic wave function mixing effects, (DEA)el, the 
latter of which occur at low to moderate N as described in detail elsewhere.63  Dividing the 
experimentally derived DEA for each OH product rotational level by (DEA)el yields the reduced 
DEA, (DEA)red, shown in Figure 6 (bottom panel).  (DEA)red = -1 indicates that the unpaired p 
orbital is completely aligned perpendicular to the OH rotation plane, (DEA)red = 0 implies no 
alignment, and (DEA)red = +1 shows that the unpaired p orbital is fully aligned in the OH rotation 
plane.   
The OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N=2-4) product rotational states observed upon unimolecular decay 
of IR activated syn-CH3CHOO show a significant degree of p orbital alignment perpendicular to 
the OH rotation plane.  IR excitation in the CH fundamental (νCH), combination (νCH+νi), and 
overtone (2νCH) regions yield similar p orbital alignments.  In each case, the p orbital alignment 
is greatest for the most populated N=2 level with (DEA)red  -1, and decreases as the population 
drops off toward higher N as shown in Figure 6 (bottom panel).  
The observed p orbital alignment perpendicular to the OH rotation plane is consistent 
with the computed IRC:  The newly formed OH bond of VHP is moving out of the OOCC heavy 
atom plane, while rapid O-O bond breakage results in the half-filled p orbital of OH in the heavy 
atom plane.  The strong p orbital alignment observed perpendicular to the OH rotation plane 
demonstrates that the VHP intermediate, although transient, plays an important role in the 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO to OH products. 
Π(A )-Π(A )
DEA
Π(A ) Π(A )
 
=
 +
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5.  Conclusions 
Infrared activation of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental region (2850 to 3150 
cm-1) at energies ca. 3000 cm-1 below the TS for 1,4 H-atom transfer and associated unimolecular 
decay is shown to lead to OH radical products.  The resultant IR action spectrum acquired using 
UV LIF detection of the OH products reveals all four of the CH stretch fundamentals (ν1, ν2, ν3, 
ν13) and the CO stretch overtone (2ν4) predicted to have strong IR transition strengths.  The 
rotational band contours of the features are analyzed to yield band origins and transition types, 
which are in good accord with theoretical predictions.  Distinctly different Lorentzian line 
broadening is observed for the CH stretch features, indicating that there are mode-specific 
couplings between the optically bright states and nearby states.  Complementary theoretical 
calculations suggest that cubic and quartic couplings to nearby states are likely involved in this 
first step of IVR. 
The OH X2Π3/2 (v=0, N) product rotational levels populated upon unimolecular decay 
show a strong -doublet preference, indicating a significant degree of pπ orbital alignment 
perpendicular to the rotation plane of the OH products.  Theoretical mapping of the reaction 
pathway leading to VHP reveals that the OH bond rotates out of the heavy atom plane prior to O-
O bond breakage.  Taken together, this is expected to lead to the -doublet preference observed 
experimentally.  This shows that the VHP intermediate, while transient, plays an observable role 
in the unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO. 
Statistical RRKM theory predicts slow unimolecular decay rates (k(E)  1-2 x 105 s-1 or 5-
10 s timescale) for syn-CH3CHOO in the 3000 cm-1 energy region.  Experimentally, unimolecular 
decay is too slow to be measured directly,22-23 but is estimated to occur on a several microsecond 
or slower timescale.  The sparse density of states in this region (ca. 5 states/cm-1) suggests that 
IVR may be incomplete and unimolecular decay rates may exhibit deviations from statistical 
behavior.  Nevertheless, the appearance of OH products demonstrates that the initially prepared 
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CH stretch fundamental and CO stretch overtone states couple to nearby dark states that lead to 
OH radical products via quantum mechanical tunneling through the TS barrier. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Four Carbon Criegee Intermediate from Isoprene Ozonolysis: 
Methyl Vinyl Ketone Oxide Synthesis, Infrared Spectrum, 
and OH Production 
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performed by graduate student Nisalak Trongsiriwat and Patrick J. Walsh.  Theoretical research 
was performed in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering 
Division, Argonne National Laboratory). 
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1. Introduction 
Isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene) is the most abundant volatile organic compound 
(VOC) in the Earth’s troposphere after methane, with global emissions estimated at ca. 500 
Tg/year.1  In the atmosphere, the predominant removal pathways for isoprene (and other 
alkenes) are by reaction with the hydroxyl radical (OH), ozone (O3), and the nitrate radical (NO3; 
nighttime only).2-4  Globally, ozonolysis removes ca. 10% of isoprene,5 and is an important 
pathway to OH radicals during daylight and nighttime conditions.6  The OH radical is the most 
important oxidant in the lower atmosphere and is sometimes referred to as “the atmosphere’s 
detergent”.7  The OH yield from isoprene ozonolysis, however, is not well determined and may be 
pressure dependent.8  In the earlier works, experimentally measured OH yields ranged from as 
low as ca. 20% to as high as ca. 70% depending on the method used for OH detection.8-13  
Recent measurements indicate an overall OH yield from isoprene ozonolysis of ca. 25%.5, 14-15 
Alkene ozonolysis proceeds via highly energized carbonyl oxide species, termed Criegee 
intermediates, which represent a critical branching point controlling the products formed from this 
important class of reactions.  The alkene ozonolysis reaction (Scheme 1) begins by cycloaddition 
of O3 across a C=C double bond to form a primary ozonide (POZ).7  Isoprene has two distinct 
double bonds and can therefore produce two different POZs.  Due to the asymmetry of each 
double bond, subsequent decomposition of each POZ can produce two Criegee intermediates 
and their corresponding carbonyl coproducts.5, 9, 16-17  Ozonolysis at the C(1)=C(2) bond results in 
CH2OO or methyl vinyl ketone oxide ((CH2=CH)(CH3)COO, MVK-OO)18 with their corresponding 
coproducts, methyl vinyl ketone ((CH2=CH)(CH3)CO, MVK) or formaldehyde (CH2O), 
respectively.  Ozonolysis at the C(3)=C(4) bond results in either CH2OO or methacrolein oxide 
((CH2=C(CH3))CHOO, MACR-OO) with their corresponding coproducts, methacrolein 
((CH2=C(CH3))CHO, MACR) or formaldehyde, respectively.  Combined experimental and 
theoretical evidence indicates an overall branching for isoprene ozonolysis of ca. 58% CH2OO, 
ca. 23% MVK-OO and ca. 19% MACR-OO.5, 19  This work focuses on MVK-OO, which is  
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Scheme 1.  Criegee intermediates and co-products formed in ozonolysis of isoprene. 
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predicted to be the more abundant four-carbon unsaturated Criegee intermediate and the major 
source of OH radicals from atmospheric isoprene ozonolysis.5  MVK-OO is expected to differ 
substantially from previously investigated Criegee intermediates because of its extended  
conjugation across the vinyl and carbonyl oxide functional groups.20  MVK-OO is predicted to 
exhibit four conformers as shown in Figure 1.  Here, syn and anti refer to the orientation of the 
methyl group with respect to the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group, while cis and trans 
refer to the orientation of the C=C and C=O bonds with respect to one another.  The relative 
stabilities of the four conformers of MVK-OO differ by only ca. 3 kcal mol-1, yet significant barriers 
restrict interconversion between them, as discussed below.16 
In general, the atmospheric fate of the RRCOO Criegee intermediates is highly 
dependent on the conformation and nature of its substituents (R, R).21  In the atmosphere, 
Criegee intermediates can undergo prompt or thermal unimolecular decay to OH radicals and 
other products.7, 22-25  Alternatively, collisionally stabilized Criegee intermediates can undergo 
bimolecular reaction with other atmospheric species, including water vapor and SO2,26-32 which 
may result in aerosol formation and impact climate.33  For syn-alkyl substituted Criegee 
intermediates, such as syn-CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO, and the syn conformers of MVK-OO, 
unimolecular decay to OH is predicted to be the dominant atmospheric loss process.24, 34-36  This 
reaction proceeds via a 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism, whereby a syn-alkyl α-H atom transfers 
to the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group via a 5-membered ring transition state (TS) to 
produce a vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP) species, which subsequently decays to generate OH, as 
shown in Scheme 2.23, 37-39  Criegee intermediates lacking a syn-alkyl α-H atom, such as CH2OO, 
anti-CH3CHOO, anti conformers of MVK-OO (which have a more strongly bound vinylic α-H 
atom), and MACR-OO (which has no α-H atom) may decay unimolecularly via alternative 
pathways, but these are not anticipated to result in significant OH production.16-17, 21, 40-41  In 
particular, Criegee intermediates with a vinyl substituent in the syn position, such as anti-MVK-
OO or syn-MACR-OO, are predicted to undergo an electrocyclic ring-closing reaction via a low  
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Scheme 2.  Unimolecular decay of syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates to OH radical. 
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Figure 1.  Optimized structures and zero-point corrected energies (kcal mol-1) computed for the 
four conformers of the methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-OO) Criegee intermediate.  Geometries 
are optimized at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  Energies are calculated at the 
ANL0-B2F level of theory (Table S2).  
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barrier to form a 5-membered ring structure (cyc-CH2OOC(CH3)CH, dioxole).5, 16, 21  As a result, 
the syn conformers of MVK-OO are predicted to be the major source of OH radicals from 
isoprene ozonolysis.5 
For Criegee intermediates with only an H atom substituent in the syn position, such as 
CH2OO or anti-CH3CHOO, reactions with the water monomer and dimer are predicted to be the 
most important removal pathways in the atmosphere.28, 30-31  However, for MVK-OO, reactions 
with water and water dimer are theoretically predicted to be very slow for all four conformers.42-45  
Indeed, experimentally, there is no evidence for reaction between water vapor and MVK-OO 
during isoprene ozonolysis.5   
In 2012, a new alternative synthetic route enabled direct experimental measurements of 
various small, prototypical Criegee intermediates.46-47  In this method, a gem-diiodo alkane 
precursor is photolyzed to produce a monoiodo alkyl radical, which subsequently reacts with O2 
to produce the Criegee intermediate.  This class of reactions has proven useful for the production 
of a variety of Criegee intermediates including CH2OO,47-48 CH3CHOO,46, 49-50 (CH3)2COO,51-52 
and CH3CH2CHOO.52  The four-carbon MVK-OO and MACR-OO Criegee intermediates 
generated in isoprene ozonolysis, which are arguably the most atmospherically relevant, have not 
been synthesized via this same method, because their corresponding gem-diiodo precursors are 
extremely reactive and cannot be prepared and purified.  As a result, there has been no direct 
detection of MVK-OO prior to this report. 
Recently, this group has studied several small prototypical Criegee intermediates, 
including syn-CH3CHOO,39 (CH3)2COO,38 and syn-CH3CH2CHOO,53 using IR action spectroscopy 
with detection of OH radical products under collision-free conditions.  IR activation of Criegee 
intermediates with two quanta of CH stretch (2νCH) accesses energies in the vicinity of the TS 
barrier to the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction, and provides sufficient energy for the Criegee 
intermediates to surmount or tunnel through this barrier enroute to OH products.  This laboratory 
has also carried out rate measurements for unimolecular decay of the Criegee intermediates 
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using IR activation with time-resolved detection of the resultant OH radical products.36, 53  The 
experimentally determined OH appearance rates were found to be in excellent agreement with 
complementary statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) calculations utilizing high 
level theoretical evaluation of the TS barrier height and incorporating quantum mechanical 
tunneling.   
We anticipate that the syn-MVK-OO conformers will undergo a similar alkyl H-atom 
transfer mechanism to form OH radical products.  As a result, we employ the sensitive and 
selective IR action spectroscopy technique to study the unimolecular decay of MVK-OO to OH.  
Several groups have predicted theoretical barriers for this process for the syn conformers of 
MVK-OO.  For syn-trans-MVK-OO, these predictions range from 17.5 to 18.8 kcal mol-1 (6120 to 
6575 cm-1),6, 16, 21, 44 depending on the level of theory used, while for syn-cis-MVK-OO, they range 
from 16.9 to 18.4 kcal mol-1 (5910 to 6435 cm-1).6, 16, 44  [Note that barrier, well depth, and other 
energy terms utilized herein refer to zero-point (ZPE) corrected values.]  IR activation of MVK-OO 
in the CH stretch overtone region at ca. 6000 cm-1 is therefore expected to provide sufficient 
energy to surmount or tunnel through the reaction barrier and lead to OH products.  
In this paper, we present the first direct observation of the MVK-OO Criegee 
intermediate.  We introduce a new synthetic method that is used to produce the MVK-OO Criegee 
intermediate.  We report the IR action spectrum of MVK-OO in the CH stretch overtone region 
with detection of OH radical products, which provides an IR fingerprint for MVK-OO and 
demonstrates that IR activation of MVK-OO leads to OH and other products (OH products).  
Additionally, we present experimental measurements of the energy-dependent unimolecular 
decay rates for MVK-OO to OH products.  Finally, we report theoretical calculations of electronic 
structure, vibrational frequencies, unimolecular decay mechanisms, and microcanonical and 
thermal decay rates for MVK-OO.  
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2. Methods 
2.1  Synthesis 
A novel synthetic route is used to generate the methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-OO) 
Criegee intermediate starting from a (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene precursor as introduced in 
Scheme 3.  The synthesis and characterization of the precursor are described in detail in the 
Supporting Information (SI, Sec. S1.1 and Figures S1-S3).  Photolysis of 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene at 
248 nm results in preferential dissociation of the weaker allylic C(1)-I bond, rather than the vinylic 
(sp2-hybridized) C(3)-I bond, due to resonance stabilization of the resultant allylic monoiodoalkene 
radical product Int(1).54 
The unique aspect of the present approach is based on the two resonance structures of 
the allylic monoiodoalkene radical Int(1).  Although the radical center is initially formed at the C(1) 
carbon, delocalization will lead to the preferred radical site on the C(3) carbon due to its higher 
degree of substitution.54  Subsequent reaction with O2 is barrierless at the more stable carbon C(3) 
radical site as explained below.  Addition of O2 is expected to transiently form an energized 
iodoalkene peroxy radical Int(2), which can readily rotate about the C−C and C−O bonds before 
dissociation of I resulting in formation of the four conformers of MVK-OO.  The O2 reaction step is 
similar to that leading to other Criegee intermediates from their corresponding geminal diiodo 
precursors.47-49, 52, 55   
Our theoretical calculations (see SI Sec. S1.2) examine the minimum energy pathway 
(MEP) for O2 addition to Int(1) at the C(3) vs. C(1) site.  As shown in Figure S4, a barrierless MEP 
is found for O2 addition at C(3), while a saddle point is identified along the MEP for C(1), the latter 
causing a rate-limiting bottleneck for O2 addition.  As a result, the barrierless O2 addition to Int(1) 
at the C(3) site is strongly favored both energetically and kinetically over addition at C(1). 
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Scheme 3.  Alternate synthetic route to MVK-OO. 
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2.2  Experimental Methods 
The production of Criegee intermediates in a pulsed jet expansion has been described 
previously.48-49, 52  In the present study, the diiodoalkene precursor is heated (60 °C) in a pulsed 
valve (Parker General Valve Series 9) with a Peltier thermoelectric heating module (Laird 
Technologies, PC4).  The temperature is monitored with a thermocouple (Cole-Parmer, Type K 
digital thermometer).  Heating increases the vapor pressure of the precursor and substantially 
increases the MVK-OO signal.  The precursor is seeded in a 10% O2/Ar carrier gas (30 psig), and 
pulsed through a nozzle (1 mm orifice) into a quartz capillary tube reactor (ca. 25 mm length, 1 
mm ID).  The precursor is photolyzed along the length of the capillary using the cylindrically 
focused 248 nm output (25 mJ pulse-1) of a KrF excimer laser, which induces C-I bond 
dissociation.  Subsequent reaction of the resonance-stabilized monoiodoalkene radical with O2 
forms the MVK-OO Criegee intermediate.  MVK-OO is initially detected by photoionization using 
10.5 eV (118 nm) vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation on the m/z = 86 mass channel of a 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS, RM Jordan) as shown in Figure S6 and described in 
SI (Sec. S2; computed ionization energies for MVK-OO conformers are given in Table S1). 
For IR pump – UV probe studies, MVK-OO is collisionally stabilized in the capillary and 
cooled in a free jet expansion to a rotational temperature of ~10 K.38-39  Approximately 1 cm 
downstream in the collision free region, the gas mixture is intersected by counterpropagating and 
spatially overlapped IR pump and UV probe laser beams.  The IR pump and UV probe lasers are 
focused to diameters of approximately 2 and 5 mm, respectively, in the interaction region.  
Tunable IR radiation is used to excite MVK-OO in the CH stretch overtone (2νCH) region, initiating 
unimolecular decay, and the UV laser then probes the resultant OH X2Π3/2 (v=0) products via 
laser induced fluorescence (LIF).   
The tunable IR radiation (~20 mJ/pulse, 6 ns FWHM) used for spectroscopic experiments 
is the signal output of an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA, Laservision; 0.15 cm -1 
bandwidth), pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Precision II 8000, 10 Hz).  
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For rate measurements, the OPO/OPA is pumped with an unseeded Nd:YAG laser, yielding 
tunable IR radiation of ~30 mJ/pulse with a 0.9 cm-1 bandwidth.  The UV radiation (~4 mJ/pulse, 6 
ns FWHM) is generated by frequency doubling the output of an Nd:YAG (Continuum 7020; 532 
nm, 20 Hz) pumped dye laser (ND6000, Rhodamine 590 dye).  The UV radiation is fixed on the 
OH A2Σ+ - X2Π3/2 (1,0) Q1(3.5) transition.  Fluorescence is collected on the OH A2Σ+ - X2Π3/2 (1,1) 
band with a gated photomultiplier tube (Electron Tubes 9813 QB).  The output signal is 
preamplified and displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 44Xi) 
interfaced with a computer for processing.  An active background subtraction scheme (IR on-IR 
off) is used to remove background OH, which arises from the unimolecular decay of energized 
Criegee intermediates in the capillary and subsequent cooling in the free jet expansion. 
Two types of experiments are performed: (1) The IR pump laser is scanned over the 2νCH 
energy region (5750-6260 cm-1) at a fixed IR-UV time delay.  Here, the time delay is set to 800 
ns, which provides the optimal signal.  The experimental method for acquiring IR action spectra of 
Criegee intermediates has been described previously.34-35, 38-39  (2) The IR pump wavelength is 
fixed on a particular feature in the IR action spectrum, and the time delay between the IR pump 
and UV probe lasers is stepped in 20 ns increments to measure the time dependent appearance 
rate of OH radical products from IR-activated MVK-OO, as described previously for other Criegee 
intermediates.34-36, 53   
2.3  Theoretical Methods 
Complementary electronic structure calculations are carried out to characterize the 
energies of each MVK-OO conformer, barriers to conformational isomerization, as well as 
transition state (TS) barriers and products of various unimolecular reactions.  The present ab 
initio calculations were mostly performed with a slightly modified version of the ANL0-F12 
approach described previously.56  This approach (which we label as ANL0-B2F for ease of 
reference) is based on estimates of the complete basis set (CBS) CCSD(T) limit, (via CCSD(T)-
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F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ calculations) together with a series of 
corrections as described in the SI (Sec. S3).  It differs from the ANL0-F12 approach by the 
replacement of the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ harmonic and B3LYP anharmonic rovibrational analyses 
with a B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ analyses.  We have also chosen to neglect the diagonal Born 
Oppenheimer correction (DBOC) since it is often difficult to evaluate for transition states and 
rarely significant.  
Our prior studies of related Criegee intermediates dissociations indicate that for 
rovibrational properties the B2PLYP-D3 approach is an effective alternative to CCSD(T) 
evaluations, at least for the initial H transfer from a Criegee intermediate to a 
vinylhydroperoxide.36  Furthermore, for a set of 147 molecules the CCSD(T)/CBS/B2PLYP-D3 
energies are lower than the CCSD(T)/CBS//CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ ones, indicating that the B2PLYP-
D3 geometries are more accurate that CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ ones.  Meanwhile, for a set of 82 
molecules the RMSD for B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ and CCSD(T)/CBS ZPE values is only 0.11 kcal 
mol-1.  Thus, we expect the accuracy for the ANL0-B2F approach to be fairly similar to that for the 
ANL0-F12 approach, i.e. 2σ error bars of ~0.2-0.3 kcal mol-1 for species with at most modest 
multireference character56 (e.g., CCSDT(Q) corrections of 1.2 kcal mol-1 or less).  It is not clear 
how much the uncertainty is increased for species such as the Criegee intermediates of interest 
here where the multireference character is quite significant (perhaps a factor of two larger is a 
reasonable estimate; cf. Fig. 14 of Ref. 56).  It is perhaps worth noting though that our prior 
calculations with this methodology for various Criegee intermediate dissociations have yielded 
barrier heights that agree with experiment to much better than even the smaller uncertainties.36, 53  
The present ANL0-B2F stationary point energies are summarized in Table S2. 
We are also interested in a number of aspects of the potential energy surface for which 
single reference methods are not appropriate.  In particular, pathways involving stationary points 
with radical pairs or diradical configurations (see Tables S3-S5) require a multireference 
description.  To explore the energetics of each of these pathways, we employ complete active 
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space wave functions with both multi-reference second order perturbation theory (CASPT2) and 
multi-reference singles and doubles configuration interaction (MRCISD+Q) including a fixed 
Davidson correction for the effect of higher order excitations.  The uncertainties in the energies 
from these multireference calculations are likely much larger but still quite modest; i.e., 2σ error 
bars of 1 kcal mol-1 or less (depending on the configuration).  The electronic structure calculations 
described here were performed with Gaussian 0957 (for the B2PLYP-D3 calculations), MOLPRO58 
(for the CASPT2, MRCISD+Q, and CCSD(T) evaluations), and CFOUR59 (for most of the 
CCSDT(Q) calculations). 
The IR spectra of MVK-OO in the 2νCH energy region is computed at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-
pVTZ level of theory60-62 using vibrational second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) as 
implemented in Gaussian 09,57 which has been previously demonstrated to provide highly 
accurate anharmonic vibrational frequencies for other Criegee intermediates.34-35, 63  The results 
of these calculations are given in Table S6.  For kinetic rate calculations, the rovibrational 
parameters (anharmonic fundamental vibrational frequencies, anharmonicity matrix and potential 
energy surfaces for methyl and vinyl torsional motion) of the reactants and transition states are 
also calculated at the same B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  Calculated anharmonic 
fundamental vibrational frequencies are given in Table S7 for the reactants and Table S8 for the 
TS. 
Statistical RRKM theory is utilized to compute the energy-dependent unimolecular decay 
rate k(E) of syn-MVK-OO.  The microcanonical rate constant k(E) is given by64 
𝑘(𝐸) =
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
‡
𝐺‡(𝐸 − 𝐸0)
ℎ𝑁(𝐸)
 
where E0 is the TS barrier energy, G‡(E-E0) is the sum of vibrational states at the TS, 
N(E) is the density of vibrational states in syn-MVK-OO, and h is Planck’s constant.  The effective 
symmetry numbers σeff are 1 for the reactants with a plane of symmetry, and ½ for the transition 
states with no symmetry and 2 enantiomers.  The RRKM calculations utilize the computed 
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energies and rovibrational properties of syn-MVK-OO, the TS, and products.  The sums and 
densities of states are evaluated using anharmonic vibrational frequencies.  The methyl and vinyl 
torsional modes of the syn-MVK-OO reactants and the vinyl torsional mode of the TS are treated 
as one-dimensional hindered rotors, as described in SI (Sec. S5).  Tunneling is included in the 
RRKM calculations using either a one-dimensional asymmetric Eckart model as implemented in 
MESS65-66 or semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST)67-72 as implemented in Multiwell.73-75  
Additional RRKM calculations are carried out for unimolecular decay of anti-MVK-OO via ring 
closure to dioxole as described in SI (Sec. S5). 
3. Results 
The present study focuses on the IR action spectroscopy of MVK-OO, and the ensuing 
unimolecular decay dynamics and OH radical production.  The experimental IR action spectrum 
of MVK-OO with detection of OH products is obtained by scanning the IR pump laser in the CH 
stretch overtone (2νCH) region at a fixed IR pump-UV probe time delay.  In separate experiments, 
the IR-UV time delay is stepped to determine the rate of OH appearance following the vibrational 
activation of MVK-OO.  In both types of experiments, the OH (v=0, J=3.5) products are detected 
by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the OH A2Σ+-X2Π3/2 (1,0) Q1(3.5) transition to obtain the 
best signal-to-background ratio; the OH signal intensity peaks at J=2.5.  Complementary 
theoretical calculations are carried out to predict the IR absorption spectra of the MVK-OO 
conformers (Sec. 3.2) and energy-dependent unimolecular dissociation rates k(E) from syn-MVK-
OO conformers to OH products (Sec. 3.3). 
3.1  MVK-OO Conformers 
The minimum energy structures and ZPE corrected energies of the four conformers of 
MVK-OO are shown in Figure 1, and are in good agreement with previous theoretical 
predictions.6, 16  The four MVK-OO conformers have similar energies with the highest energy anti-
cis conformer predicted to lie only 3.1 kcal mol-1 higher in energy than the lowest energy syn-
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trans conformer; all four conformers are expected to be produced via the new synthetic route.  
The zero-point corrected barriers to interconversion between the conformers are also evaluated 
and shown in Figure S7.  The barriers to interconversion between the two syn conformers or the 
two anti conformers are predicted to be relatively low (<10 kcal mol-1), while the barrier to 
interconversion between the syn and anti conformers is quite high (ca. 30 kcal mol-1). 
The computed reaction coordinate for the unimolecular decay of syn-MVK-OO 
conformers to OH products is shown in Scheme 4 and Figure 2.  The reaction proceeds via a 1,4 
alkyl H-atom transfer mechanism through a 5-membered ring transition state (TS) to produce 2-
hydroperoxybuta-1,3-diene ((CH2=CH)(CH2)COOH, HPBD, (1a)), followed by rapid homolysis of 
the O-O bond to produce OH and oxybutadiene ((CH2=CH)(CH2)CO, OBD, (2a)) radicals.  An 
expanded theoretical mapping of the HPBD decay pathway is given in Sec. 4.1.  The pathway 
from the lowest energy syn-trans-MVK-OO conformer (0 kcal mol-1) takes place via a TS barrier 
of 18.0 kcal mol-1, while the higher energy syn-cis-MVK-OO conformer (1.8 kcal mol-1) is 
predicted to have a TS barrier at 19.2 kcal mol-1.  Due to the low barrier to isomerization between 
the cis and trans conformers, unimolecular decay of the syn-cis conformer will mostly proceed via 
the lower energy TS with an effective barrier of 16.2 kcal mol-1.  The incipient HPBD (1a) product 
is computed to be 12.0 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than syn-trans-MVK-OO.  The resulting OBD 
(2a) and OH radical products are predicted to be 7.8 kcal mol-1 higher in energy relative to syn-
trans-MVK-OO.   
3.2  IR Action Spectroscopy of MVK-OO 
3.2.1 Computed IR Absorption Spectrum 
Anharmonic vibrational frequencies and IR intensities in the CH stretch overtone region 
computed for the four conformers of MVK-OO are shown in Figure 3 and listed in Table S6.  
MVK-OO exhibits six high frequency normal mode vibrations (2900-3200 cm-1) attributed to CH 
stretches.  Four of these stretches involve in-plane motions (ν1-ν4) and two involve out-of-plane  
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Scheme 4.  Unimolecular decay pathway for IR activated syn-trans-MVK-OOa to OH radical 
products with zero-point corrected energies (kcal mol-1). 
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Figure 2.  Computed reaction coordinate for unimolecular decay of syn-MVK-OO conformers to 
OH products.  The reaction proceeds via a 1,4 alkyl H-atom transfer mechanism through a 5-
membered ring-like transition state (TS) to produce 2-hydroperoxy-buta-1,3-diene 
((CH2=CH)(CH2)COOH, HPBD, 1a), followed by rapid homolysis of the O-O bond to produce OH 
and oxybutadiene ((CH2=CH)(CH2)CO, OBD, 2a) radicals.  Stationary points along the reaction 
for the lowest energy syn-trans-MVK-OO conformer are shown (cyan line).  Also shown are 
stationary points for the less stable syn-cis-MVK-OO conformer (solid purple line) and its higher 
energy transition state (TS) (dashed purple line).  The energy scale denotes ZPE corrected 
energies for the stationary points.  The IR pump laser (red arrow) excites syn-MVK-OO in the CH 
overtone region (2CH).  The OH products are detected by UV probe laser (black arrow) induced 
fluorescence (LIF) on the OH A-X (1,0) transition. 
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motions: one in-phase (ν5) and one out of phase (ν21).  Fundamental frequencies of these modes 
are given in Table S7.  As a result, 21 IR transitions are expected for each conformer in the 2νCH 
region (5750-6300 cm-1):  Six CH stretch overtones (e.g. 2ν1) and 15 CH stretch combinations 
comprised of one quantum each of two different CH stretches (e.g. ν1+ν2), although some of 
these features are not predicted to have appreciable IR intensity.  It should be noted that the 
intensities shown in these stick spectra reflect only the intrinsic calculated intensity of each IR 
transition and assume equal population of the conformers. 
The highest energy transition predicted for each of the four MVK-OO conformers in the 
CH stretch overtone region arises from two quanta of the vinyl out-of-phase CH stretching mode 
(2ν1).  For syn-MVK-OO, the 2ν1 transitions of the trans and cis conformers lie within ca. 10 cm-1 
of one another (6200.0 and 6210.4, respectively) and are the most intense transitions in this 
spectral region (with cis ca. 20% weaker than trans).  In contrast, the 2ν1 transitions of the trans 
and cis conformers of anti-MVK-OO are predicted to be separated by ca. 55 cm-1, and are shifted 
to lower (trans at 6185.8 cm-1) and higher (cis at 6242.9 cm-1) frequency of the syn-MVK-OO 
transitions.  The 2ν1 transition of the anti-trans conformer is 2-fold stronger than that of anti-cis, 
and anti-trans has an overlapping ν1+ ν2 transition.  Similar trends are predicted for the 
fundamental ν1 transitions (Table S7).   
Other prominent transitions in the computed IR spectra of anti-MVK-OO arise from two 
quanta excitation of the out-of-phase, out-of-plane, methyl CH stretch (2ν21) at 5871.3 and 5877.9 
cm-1 for the anti-cis and anti-trans conformers, respectively.  By contrast, the 2ν21 transitions for 
the syn-cis and syn-trans conformers are predicted at significantly lower energy, 5822.3 and 
5833.4 cm-1, respectively, and are much weaker in intensity.  Most other strong IR transitions for 
the four conformers are clustered between 5900 and 6150 cm-1. 
In the syn conformers, the methyl CH stretch overtone (2ν21) transitions are weaker in 
intensity and shifted to lower energy due to the intramolecular interaction between methyl group 
and the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group.  In the anti conformers, the vinyl CH stretch  
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Figure 3.  Computed anharmonic IR stick spectra for the four conformers of MVK-OO in the CH 
stretch overtone 2CH region at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  (Top panel) syn-cis-
MVK-OO (purple) and syn-trans-MVK-OO (cyan).  (Bottom panel) anti-cis-MVK-OO (blue) and 
anti-trans-MVK-OO (orange).  Strong transitions attributed to the vinyl out-of-phase CH stretching 
mode (21) and out-of-phase, out-of-plane, methyl CH stretch (221) are labeled. 
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overtone (2ν1) transitions are perturbed by the interaction of the vinyl group with the terminal 
oxygen.  These interactions give rise to the distinctive 2ν21 and 2ν1 transitions (Figure 3) 
predicted for the syn and anti conformers, respectively. 
In general, the computed IR spectra for the two syn conformers are very similar to one 
another, as are the computed IR spectra for the two anti conformers.  Due to the high barrier (ca. 
30 kcal mol-1) separating the syn and anti conformers (see Figure S7), the syn and anti 
conformers are chemically distinct species at the IR excitation energies explored in this work 
(5750-6300 cm-1, 16.4-18.0 kcal mol-1).  However, the excitation energies are significantly higher 
than the predicted barriers separating the cis and trans conformers (ca. 10 kcal mol-1), which may 
interconvert upon vibrational activation.  Thus, in Figure 4, the computed IR transitions for the two 
syn conformers are combined as are those for the two anti conformers, and then are convoluted 
with a Gaussian width of 3 cm-1 (FWHM).  This width corresponds to the typical breadth of a 
simulated rotational band contour at 10 K as shown in Figure S8.  In addition, the broadened 
spectra for the syn and anti conformers are summed together in Figure 4 assuming equal 
populations of the four conformers.  
3.2.2 Experimental IR Action Spectrum 
The experimental IR action spectrum of MVK-OO is obtained in the 5750-6260 cm-1 
region with UV LIF detection of the resulting OH radical products at an IR-UV time delay of 800 
ns, and is shown in Figure 4.  Peak positions and relative intensities are given in Table S9.  The 
IR-UV time delay is selected based on the experimentally determined OH appearance rates (Sec. 
3.3.1).  The most intense feature in the spectrum appears at 6200.4 cm-1, and is ascribed, based 
on its IR frequency and relative intensity, to the overlapping 21 transitions of syn-cis- and syn-
trans-MVK-OO, as indicated by cyan vertical shading in Figure 4.  Other relatively strong, sharp 
and isolated features in the experimental IR action spectrum agree remarkably well with predicted 
transitions for anti-MVK-OO conformers and are denoted by orange vertical shading in Figure 4.   
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Figure 4.  Experimental IR action spectrum of MVK-OO (black points) recorded in the CH stretch 
overtone 2CH region with UV laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection of OH at an IR-UV time 
delay of 800 ns.  A smoothed fit (gray shaded area) that includes experimental uncertainty (±1.5 
σ) is superimposed on the experimental data.  The computed IR absorption spectra for the four 
conformers of MVK-OO (total, gray), the two syn conformers (syn, cyan) and the two anti 
conformers (anti, orange) are shown for comparison.  The computed IR spectra are a convolution 
of the stick spectra (Figure 3) for the syn and anti conformers with a Gaussian profile (3 cm-1 
width), representing the rotational band contour at ca. 10 K, and summed to give the total.  The 
four conformers are assumed to be equally populated. The vertical shaded areas represent 
segments of the experimental spectrum attributed to the syn conformers (blue) and the anti 
conformers (orange) of MVK-OO in comparison with theory.  Asterisks indicate features at which 
experimental rate measurements are performed.
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Specifically, the feature at 5869.6 cm-1 agrees well in IR frequency and relative intensity with the 
calculated overlapping 2ν21 transitions of the anti-trans and anti-cis conformers.  In addition, the 
feature at 6174.2 cm-1 agrees with the computed 2ν1 and overlapping ν1+ν2 transitions of anti-
trans-MVK-OO.  A much smaller feature at 6234.2 cm-1 is consistent with the predicted 2ν1 
transition of anti-cis-MVK-OO. 
Additionally, the experimental IR action spectrum exhibits two relatively strong and quite 
broad features centered at ca. 6040 and 5975 cm-1.  The feature at 6040 cm-1 is consistent with a 
combination of overlapping transitions predicted theoretically for syn and anti conformers, most 
notably the ν3+ν4 and 2ν3 transitions of anti-cis-MVK-OO, and 2ν2 and 2ν3 transitions of syn-cis-
MVK-OO.  The feature at 5975 cm-1 is broader and stronger than suggested from the sum of the 
calculated transitions for syn- and anti-MVK-OO.  The predicted spectrum, however, considers 
only two quanta vibrational changes and second-order couplings.  This feature may arise from 
three or more quanta vibrational changes and/or higher order couplings between vibrational 
modes of MVK-OO, which will be explored in future work.  Several weak features between 5750 
and 5850 cm-1 are also observed, where both syn and anti conformers are predicted to have 
weak transitions.  The overall shape of the experimentally observed IR action spectrum agrees 
qualitatively with the total spectrum computed for MVK-OO.  
It is important to note that IR action spectroscopy differs from IR absorption spectroscopy 
in that the vibrationally excited molecule must generate OH products.  For syn conformers, 
unimolecular decay to OH products proceeds via the 1,4 alkyl H-atom transfer pathway predicted 
for syn-MVK-OO (Figure 2 and Scheme 4) and other syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates.  
However, the mere observation of OH radical products following excitation of spectroscopic 
features attributed to anti conformers is surprising.  The anti conformers of MVK-OO lack a syn-
alkyl α-H atom available for facile transfer, suggesting that OH is formed by a different 
mechanism.  Possible pathways from anti-MVK-OO to OH products are considered in the 
Discussion (Sec. 4.2).  We also considered the possibility that other isomers of MVK-OO, e.g. 
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HPBD and dioxole, could contribute to the IR action spectrum.  However, these species have 
their own distinctive IR transitions (see Figure S9), are more stable (see Table S2) than MVK-OO, 
and will not undergo unimolecular decay to OH at the experimental excitation energies.   
3.3  Unimolecular Decay of MVK-OO to OH products 
3.3.1 Experimental Rate Measurements 
The experimental rate of appearance of OH products is obtained from direct time-domain 
measurements following excitation of several features in the IR action spectrum ascribed to MVK-
OO by comparison with theory.  The OH products appear on a hundreds of nanosecond time 
scale, and fall off on a greater than 1 μs time scale.  The temporal profiles of the OH products are 
fit to a dual exponential function as in previous work.34-36, 53, 63  The exponential rise of OH 
products is attributed to the unimolecular decay of MVK-OO, while the slower exponential fall 
arises from purely experimental factors due to molecules moving out of the spatial region 
irradiated by the UV probe laser.  A representative temporal profile of the OH products (Figure 
S10) along with details of the fitting procedure are given in the SI (Sec. S4).   
 
IR excitation of the strongest feature at 6200.4 cm-1 results in an exponential OH 
appearance rate of (2.3 ± 0.2)  106 s-1 (with ±1σ uncertainty), corresponding to a lifetime of 430 ± 
30 ns.  This feature is attributed to the 2ν1 transition of syn-MVK-OO.  IR excitation at 6174.2 cm-1 
yields a faster exponential rise rate of (3.2 ± 0.4)  106 s−1, corresponding to a lifetime of 310 ± 40 
ns.  This feature is ascribed to the 2ν1 transition of anti-trans-MVK-OO based on theory, but lies 
on the shoulder of the stronger syn-MVK-OO feature at 6200.4 cm-1.  (A reliable rate 
measurement was not feasible for a weaker feature attributed to anti-MVK-OO at 5869.6 cm-1.)  
Finally, IR excitation of the broad and unassigned feature at 5975.4 cm-1 results in a slower OH 
appearance rate of (1.4 ± 0.3)  106 s-1, corresponding to a lifetime of 710 ± 150 ns.  The 
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experimental OH rise and fall rates are summarized in Table S10; the OH appearance rates are 
also plotted in Figure 5. 
3.3.2 RRKM Calculations 
Statistical RRKM theory is utilized to compute the energy-dependent unimolecular decay 
rates k(E) for the lowest energy syn-trans conformer of MVK-OO (see Sec. 3.1).  Quantum 
mechanical tunneling is included using an asymmetric Eckart model or semi-classical transition 
state theory (SCTST), which incorporate anharmonic vibrational frequencies, given in Table S7 
for the reactants and Table S8 for the TS.  The computed RRKM rates are predicted to increase 
uniformly with excitation energy as shown in Figure 5 and listed in Table S11.  The computed 
unimolecular decay rate for syn-trans-MVK-OO at 6200 cm-1 of 2.79  106 s-1 (Eckart) or 3.08  
106 s-1 (SCTST) agrees well with the experimentally measured rate for appearance of OH radical 
products following IR excitation of syn-MVK-OO (21) of (2.3 ± 0.2)  106 s-1.  The 6200 cm-1 
excitation energy lies slightly below the computed syn-trans TS barrier (6288.7 cm-1) 
demonstrating the importance of tunneling in the generation of OH products.  The agreement 
between experiment and theory validates the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism and TS barrier for 
unimolecular decay of syn-trans-MVK-OO to OH products.  In addition, the agreement 
demonstrates that the syn-trans conformer of MVK-OO is the principal spectral carrier near the 
peak of the strong 21 feature in the IR action spectrum at 6200.4 cm-1 with minimal contribution 
from the 21 transition of the syn-cis conformer, theoretically predicted at 6210 cm-1, as explained 
below. 
Due to the small barrier to isomerization between the cis and trans conformers of syn-
MVK-OO, the two conformers are assumed to freely interconvert at energies near the TS barrier.  
As a result, the higher energy syn-cis conformer of MVK-OO (1.8 kcal mol-1) will mostly proceed 
via the lower energy TS with an effective barrier of 16.2 kcal mol-1.  Furthermore, 21 excitation of 
the higher energy syn-cis conformer will access a higher vibrational state of syn-MVK-OO.  These  
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Figure 5.  Experimentally observed rates and corresponding lifetimes (semi-log scales) for 
unimolecular decay of IR-activated MVK-OO to OH products (gray points) with ±1σ uncertainty 
from repeated measurements (Table S10).  Statistical RRKM rates for syn-trans-MVK-OO (cyan) 
are shown for comparison using asymmetric Eckart (solid cyan line) and SCTST (dashed cyan 
line) tunneling models. 
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factors lead to the prediction of a ca. 4x faster RRKM rate for syn-cis-MVK-OO [9.99  106 s-1 
(Eckart) or 1.06  108 s-1 (SCTST) as shown in Figure S11 (Table S11)] than computed for syn-
trans-MVK-OO at 6200 cm-1.  Indeed, the predicted RRKM rates for syn-cis-MVK-OO are much 
faster than any of the experimental rates (Table S10).  This suggests that the higher energy syn-
cis conformer makes minimal contribution at 6200 cm-1 due to less abundance of this conformer 
or the 21 transition of syn-cis-MVK-OO is shifted to higher wavenumber as predicted 
theoretically.   
The experimental OH appearance rate at 6174.2 cm-1 is more rapid than that observed 
for the higher energy feature at 6200.4 cm-1 assigned to syn-trans-MVK-OO.  This is not 
consistent with the general RRKM trend of slower rates at lower energies, e.g. as shown for syn-
trans-MVK-OO (Figure 5).  As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, the position of the observed feature at 
6174.2 cm-1 is consistent with the 21 transition predicted for anti-trans-MVK-OO.  Nevertheless, 
the experimental rate at 6174.2 cm-1, (3.2 ± 0.4)  106 s-1, does not differ sufficiently from the 
computed RRKM rate for syn-trans-MVK-OO at this energy [2.63  106 s-1 (Eckart) or 2.92  106 
s-1 (SCTST)] to exclude the possibility of contribution to the rate from partial overlap of the 
adjacent syn-trans-MVK-OO feature at 6200.4 cm-1.  Despite the similarity in rate, the position of 
this and other spectroscopic features in Figure 4 (orange shading) are consistent with IR 
transitions predicted theoretically for anti-MVK-OO.  In Sec. 4.2, we consider plausible pathways 
from anti conformers of MVK-OO to OH products. 
The computed unimolecular decay rate for syn-trans-MVK-OO at 5975 cm-1 of 1.66  106 
s-1 (Eckart) or 1.87  106 s-1 (SCTST) is also in good agreement with the experimentally 
measured OH appearance rate of (1.4 ± 0.3)  106 s-1 for IR-activated MVK-OO at this energy.  
This suggests that there may be a contribution from syn-trans-MVK-OO to the broad feature in 
the IR action spectrum at 5975 cm-1, although contributions from other conformers cannot be 
ruled out. 
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The energy-dependent unimolecular decay rates for MVK-OO to OH products may alter 
the intensities observed in the IR action spectrum at a fixed IR-UV time delay.  For syn-trans-
MVK-OO over the energy range (6260 to 5750 cm-1) of the IR action spectrum, the OH 
appearance time will increase (280 ns to 1000 ns) toward lower energy.  This will decrease the 
intensity observed at a fixed delay of 800 ns by a factor of 2 toward the lower energy extreme as 
shown in Figure S12, making it more difficult to observe the weaker transitions predicted at lower 
energy.  Nevertheless, we expect to be able to detect vibrationally activated MVK-OO that decays 
to OH products on a microsecond or faster timescale (see SI Sec. S4). 
4. Discussion 
Qualitative agreement between the overall shape of the experimental IR action spectrum 
and calculated IR absorption spectrum (Figure 4) demonstrate that MVK-OO is the spectral 
carrier and indicate the formation of OH radicals from MVK-OO.  The OH production mechanism 
from syn-MVK-OO is described in the Results (Sec. 3), illustrated in Scheme 4, and discussed 
further in Sec. 4.1.  Plausible mechanisms for OH production from anti-MVK-OO are presented in 
Sec. 4.2, but are less certain and will require further investigation.  The chemical names, 
chemical formulas, abbreviations, and labels used in the schemes and text are summarized in 
Table S13. 
4.1  syn-MVK-OO 
It is well accepted that OH production from Criegee intermediates with syn-alkyl 
substituents proceeds via 1,4 alkyl H-atom migration from the syn-alkyl group to the terminal O 
atom.23, 37-39  Syn-MVK-OO is predicted to follow this same mechanism (Figure 2 and Scheme 4).  
The high-level calculation of the TS barrier in this work agrees within 1 kcal mol-1 of the previously 
predicted barriers for this process (see Table 1).  In addition, the computed RRKM rate with 
tunneling for unimolecular decay of syn-trans-MVK-OO is in quantitative agreement with the 
experimentally observed rate of OH production near the peak of the strong feature at  
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Table 1.  Comparison of ZPE corrected stationary point energies (kcal mol-1). 
Species Labels 
CCSD(T)// 
B3LYPa 
CBS-
QB3b 
MCG3c 
CCSD(T)// 
M06-2Xd 
Present 
Work 
Minima 
syn-trans-MVK-OO  0 0 0 0 0 
syn-cis-MVK-OO  1.5 1.7   1.76 
anti-trans-MVK-OO  2.5 2.9   2.57 
anti-cis-MVK-OO  2.7 2.9   3.05 
trans-HPBD 1b -14.9 -14.7   -13.83 
cis-HPBD 1a -13.7 -12.9   -12.02 
dioxole 11  -25.6   -24.28 
trans-dioxirane 6a -17.0 -17.1   -15.28 
cis-dioxirane 6b -18.2 -18.6   -16.77 
diradical 12  -23.1   -18.1 
Transition States 
syn-trans-MVK-OO to cis-
HPBD 
 18.8 18.0 18.34 17.5 17.96 
syn-cis-MVK-OO to trans-
HPBD 
 19.9 19.1 18.64e  19.19 
anti-trans-MVK-OO to 
AHP 
 24.4 21.7f  23.6e 24.57 
anti-cis-MVK-OO to 
dioxole 
  13.9  13.9e 15.06 
anti-cis-MVK-OO to cis-
dioxirane 
 24.9 24.9   25.38 
cis-dioxirane to syn-cis-
MVK-OO 
 21.0 20.9  21.0 21.35 
anti-trans-MVK-OO to 
trans-dioxirane 
 20.0 19.7  19.8e 19.93 
trans-dioxirane to syn-
trans-MVK-OO 
 22.1 22.2   22.44 
syn-trans to anti-trans 
MVK-OO 
  26.0   30.93 
syn-cis to anti-cis MVK-
OO 
  23.5   30.63 
dioxole to diradical   -4.9   -2.5 
diradical to β-dicarbonyl   -19.5   -18.7 
a Ref. 6. 
b Ref. 16. 
c Ref. 44. 
d Ref. 21.  Note that this work does not distinguish between cis and trans conformers of MVK-OO; 
only syn and anti conformers are identified. 
e The energies of TS barriers in Ref. 21 are added to the ground state energies of the relevant 
reactant reported in this work.  We therefore add the TS barrier reported in Ref. 21 to the energy 
for syn-cis-MVK-OO reported herein. 
f We repeated the calculation for anti-trans-MVK-OO to AHP using the CBS-QB3 method and 
obtained a barrier of 24.2 kcal mol-1, which is in much better accord with the present work. 
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6200.4 cm-1.  This confirms that the IR spectral feature arises primarily from syn-trans-MVK-OO 
and validates the TS barrier for the 1,4 alkyl H-atom transfer mechanism.  
The unimolecular decay of syn-trans-MVK-OO (430 ± 30 ns) is significantly slower than 
previously observed for syn-CH3CHOO (6.7 ± 0.2 ns at 5709 cm-1), (CH3)2COO (18.5 ± 1.0 ns at 
5971 cm-1) and syn-CH3CH2CHOO (39.2 ± 2.6 ns at 5961 cm-1) upon 2CH excitation.36, 53  The  
slower unimolecular decay for syn-trans-MVK-OO is primarily due to its higher TS barrier (18.0 
kcal mol-1) compared to syn-CH3CHOO (17.05 kcal mol-1), (CH3)2COO (16.16 kcal mol-1) and syn-
CH3CH2CHOO (16.46 kcal mol-1),36, 53 and larger density of states in the 2CH region.  For syn-
trans-MVK-OO and previously studied syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates, H-atom 
tunneling significantly enhances the unimolecular decay rate and allows for OH production at 
energies much below the TS barrier.34-36, 53, 63 
Thus far, we have considered the rate-limiting 1,4 H-atom transfer pathway from syn-
MVK-OO to HPBD (cis-HPBD, 1a), followed by a simple barrierless O-O bond dissociation to 
form OH + OBD (cis-OBD, 2a) products (see Scheme 4).  However, further theoretical 
investigation using multireference methods reveals that dissociation of HPBD (1a) is not a simple, 
barrierless bond cleavage reaction, but rather the potential energy surface for this process is fairly 
complex and may lead to additional products as shown in Scheme 5.  Note that in Scheme 5 and 
the discussion that follows in Sec. 4.1, we provide energies relative to the separated OH + OBD 
(2b) products.  This scheme is analogous to that recently suggested by Kuwata et al. for thermal 
decay of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO.76  For simplicity, we display the reaction pathway from 
the lowest energy conformer of HPBD (trans-HPBD, 1b).  [The cis-HPBD (1a) conformer is also 
accessible and will readily isomerize to the trans-HPBD (1b).]   
The unimolecular reaction pathway of HPBD (1b) begins with O-O bond elongation, 
passes over a small submerged saddle point (SP) at -3.2 kcal mol-1, and leads to intermediate 
well RC(1) where OH + OBD (2b) are weakly interacting in the long-range region of the potential.  
Further elongation of the O-O bond continues smoothly (no SP) to OH + OBD (2b) products.   
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Scheme 5.  Unimolecular decay pathways for 2-hydroperoxybut-1,3-diene (HPBD) with zero-
point corrected energies (kcal mol-1) relative to syn-trans-MVK-OO (black/blue) and OH + 
oxybutadiene (OBD) asymptote (red). 
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Within the shallow well RC(1) (-4.8 kcal mol−1), the H-side of the OH radical is in a strong 
hydrogen bonding interaction with the O-site of OBD.  These features along the minimum energy 
dissociation coordinate of HPBD are consistent with previous theoretical studies of the reaction 
coordinate for syn-CH3CHOO to OH radical products.77-78  
Alternatively, a roaming-induced unimolecular decay process may occur that involves the 
isomerization of the complex (RC(1)).  In particular, the OH radical may roam in a relatively flat 
potential region from one side of the resonance stabilized OBD (2b) moiety to the other side to 
form another distinct weakly interacting hydrogen bonded complex (RC(2)), in which the O-side of 
OH radical is pointing toward the CH2 group of the OBD (2b) fragment.  Notably, the roaming SP 
(-4.4 kcal mol-1) for this OH reorientation process (RC(1)  RC(2)) lies considerably below the 
asymptotic energy of OH + OBD (2b).  The second complex (RC(2)) may also undergo a 
barrierless (no SP) dissociation to OH + OBD (2b) products.  An alternative roaming-induced 
isomerization reaction may occur from RC(2) by addition of the OH fragment to the CH2 group of 
the OBD fragment to yield 1-hydroxybut-3-en-2-one (HB, 3) in a deep well (-89.2 kcal mol-1).  
Under the collision free conditions of the present experiments, HB (3) formed via roaming would 
likely dissociate via CC bond fission to different radical products (4 + 5) that lie lower in energy 
(ca. 8.3 kcal mol-1) than OO fission to OH + OBD (2b) products.  Although not explored here, the 
pathway from HB (3) to products (4 + 5) may include a sequence of submerged SP (denoted 
‘barrierless’ in Scheme 5).  Under thermalized conditions, the roaming path may result 
predominantly in collisional stabilization of HB (3) in its deep well.  Such a roaming induced 
isomerization pathway provides an explanation for the observation of hydroxy acetone in recent 
experiments involving thermalized (CH3)2COO.76, 79  Thus, the roaming pathway from HPBD (1b) 
to HB (3) could potentially reduce the OH yield from IR-activated syn-MVK-OO.  
The MEP for the roaming mechanism from HPBD (1b) to HB (3) is shown in Figure 6 
using coordinates that reflect the distance and the angular orientation of OH relative to OBD (2b).  
The saddle points (SP) along the roaming pathway lie at least 4 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than  
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Figure 6.  Minimum energy path for the roaming mechanism from trans-2-hydroperoxybuta-1,3-
diene (trans-HPBD, (1b)) to hydroxybutenone (HB, (13)) is displayed as a function of two 
coordinates, CO bond distance (RCO) and OCO angle (θOCO), as shown on the inset structure.  
The calculations are performed using the CASPT2(6e,6o)/cc-pVTZ method/basis.  The color 
gradient represents the electronic energy (kcal mol-1) with zero taken to be the separated OH and 
trans-oxybutadiene (trans-OBD, (2b)) products.  Points include roaming complexes RC(1) and 
RC(2) and saddle points (SP) along the pathway from HPBD to HB.
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the OH + OBD (2b) product asymptote.  As a result, the roaming dynamics (i.e. the reorientation 
of OH between RC(1) and RC(2)) and the roaming mediated isomerization from RC(2) to HB (3) 
become accessible at a lower energy than OO bond fission.  Thus, one might expect roaming to 
be a significant component of the dynamics under atmospheric conditions, which could alter the 
overall OH yield and the products formed from atmospheric isoprene ozonolysis. 
4.2 anti-MVK-OO 
Some features observed in the experimental IR action spectrum in the CH stretch 
overtone (2CH) region are consistent with theoretically predicted IR transitions of anti-MVK-OO.  
In this section, we explore several unimolecular reaction routes theoretically to ascertain their 
viability as a source of OH from anti conformers of MVK-OO.  In general, energies shown in 
schemes are relative to the lowest energy syn-trans conformer of MVK-OO.  Note that the anti-
trans and anti-cis conformers lie 2.6 and 3.1 kcal mol-1 higher in energy, respectively, resulting in 
lower effective barriers for unimolecular reactions of anti conformers.  An IR excitation energy of 
5750-6260 cm-1 (16.4-17.9 kcal mol-1) is utilized in the present experiments, which is much 
greater than the isomerization barrier between the two anti-MVK-OO conformers (ca. 8 kcal mol-
1).  As a result, the same reaction pathways should be relevant for both anti-cis and anti-trans 
conformers. 
4.2.1. anti to syn conformational isomerization 
Two different anti to syn isomerization pathways for MVK-OO are shown in Scheme 6.  
The first involves internal rotation about the C=O bond, as predicted previously.16, 21  We have 
explored this isomerization pathway using a multireference description due to the diradical 
configurations of the transition state.  The lowest barrier to internal rotation is predicted to be 30.6 
kcal mol-1 between the anti-cis and syn-cis conformers.  Our calculated barriers are ca. 5-9 kcal 
mol-1 higher than those predicted by Kuwata et al.16  Most importantly, the predicted barriers are 
>10 kcal mol−1 greater than the excitation energies used in this experiment, indicating that this  
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Scheme 6.  Two different isomerization pathways from anti-MVK-OO to syn-MVK-OO with zero-
point corrected energies (kcal mol-1). 
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isomerization process cannot be a feasible pathway to OH radical products.  We have also 
considered a second multistep anti to syn isomerization pathway in our calculations:  ring closure 
to a dioxirane (6a) intermediate, followed by ring opening to syn-MVK-OO, as shown by the red  
arrows (anti-trans-MVK-OO to 6a to 6b to syn-cis-MVK-OO) within the dashed box in Scheme 6.  
The minimum energy route along this isomerization pathway involves surmounting a relatively 
high barrier of 21.4 kcal mol-1 for the isomerization from 6b to syn-cis-MVK-OO.  At the excitation 
energies in this study, this rate-limiting step is expected to be very slow (ca. 10-1 s−1).  Therefore, 
isomerization from anti- to syn-MVK-OO and subsequent unimolecular decay is unlikely to be the 
mechanism by which OH is produced from anti-MVK-OO. 
4.2.2. Vinyl H-atom transfer 
Alternatively, an H-atom transfer from the vinyl substituent of anti-MVK-OO could 
produce a chemically excited hydroperoxide species (3-hydroperoxybuta-1,2-diene, AHP, 7) and 
lead to OH radical products.  As indicated in Scheme 7 and Table 1,16, 44 1,4 vinyl H-atom transfer 
is feasible for anti-trans-MVK-OO, while 1,5 vinyl H-atom transfer is viable for anti-cis-MVK-OO.  
These reactions involve H-atom transfer, and may occur by tunneling at energies significantly 
below the TS barrier.  In this work, we employ higher level theoretical calculations and predict a 
barrier of 24.6 kcal mol-1 for anti-trans-MVK-OO.  This barrier is ca. 7 kcal mol-1 higher than that 
for syn-MVK-OO conformers (see Scheme 4), which can be understood by the loss of extended 
conjugation and the higher ring strain in the nonplanar TS geometry.  At the excitation energies in 
this experiment, RRKM rate calculations with tunneling for vinyl 1,4 H-atom transfer indicate that 
the OH appearance rate would be extremely slow (ca. 103 s-1).  Vereecken et al. previously 
reported a very high barrier of >40 kcal mol-1 for 1,5 vinyl H-atom transfer in anti-cis-MVK-OO, 
and thus we have not explored this pathway.21  Therefore, the present calculations indicate that a 
vinyl H-atom transfer mechanism is unlikely to be a significant source of OH products from anti-
MVK-OO conformers.  
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Scheme 7.  Vinyl hydrogen atom transfer mechanisms from anti-MVK-OO to OH radical products 
with zero-point corrected energies (kcal mol-1). 
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4.2.3 Dioxole pathways 
We consider a third general decay pathway for anti-MVK-OO that starts with an 
electrocyclic ring closing of the anti-cis conformer to dioxole (11) and could lead to OH products  
as shown in Scheme 8.  The transition states for the rearrangement from (11) to (12), (12) to (13), 
and then (13) to (14) are associated with diradical configurations.  As a result, these TS energy 
calculations employ a multireference description.  Our calculated effective barrier of 12.0 kcal 
mol-1 for this isomerization process of anti-cis-MVK-OO is in reasonably good agreement with the 
11.0 kcal mol-1 barrier predicted by Kuwata et al.16 and the 11.9 kcal mol-1 barrier predicted by 
Vereecken et al.21  The anti-cis-MVK-OO to dioxole (11) pathway is predicted to have a 
significantly lower barrier than any other removal pathway for anti conformers considered in this 
or other works.  Unimolecular decay rates from anti-MVK-OO to dioxole (11) are computed using 
RRKM theory as detailed in SI and shown in Figure S13. This dioxole (11) formation is predicted 
to be rapid (ca. 108 s-1) and thus, the dominant removal pathway for vibrationally activated anti-
MVK-OO.    Although there is no direct experimental evidence for isomerization of MVK-OO to 
dioxole (11), recent theoretical work by Kuwata et al. predicts that the dioxole (11) yield from 
MVK-OO could be as high as 36-42%.16  Thus, several possible pathways from dioxole (11) to 
OH radical products are explored theoretically in our high level electronic structure calculations.   
As shown in Scheme 8, the anti-cis-MVK-OO to dioxole (11) reaction is exothermic by 
27.4 kcal mol-1.  Thus, the dioxole product (11) will be formed with a large amount of internal 
energy and can undergo further unimolecular processes.  Kuwata et al. showed that dioxole (11) 
may decay via the homolytic O-O bond fission to form a diradical (12).16  Our calculation of the 
effective barrier from dioxole (11) to this diradical (12) is 21.8 kcal mol-1, indicating that the ring-
opening process from 11 to 12 will be facile.  Next, the ring-opened diradical (12) can rearrange 
to a number of closed-shell dicarbonyl molecules as previously predicted by Kuwata et al.16  
One possible rearrangement of the diradical (12) could lead to a β-dicarbonyl compound 
(3-oxobutanal, 13) through an intramolecular 1,2 H-atom transfer from C(α) to C(β).  This H-atom  
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Scheme 8.  Mechanisma from anti-MVK-OO to OH products via dioxole intermediate with zero-
point corrected energies (kcal mol-1). 
 
a OH production from enol compound (14) likely involves a series of unimolecular rearrangements 
and is not well understood. 
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migration step leading to the β-dicarbonyl (13) product is highly exothermic (ca. -70 kcal mol-1).  
As a result, numerous unimolecular rearrangements and dissociation pathways from the 
chemically activated β-dicarbonyl (13) will be energetically accessible under collision free 
conditions.  Barrierless fission of the C(α)-C(β) or C(β)-C(γ) bond can lead to various bimolecular 
products, but is not expected to generate OH products.  Our preliminary rate calculations 
estimate these CC bond fission reactions to be very fast and likely the dominant anti-MVK-OO 
removal path.  
We have also considered several possible rearrangement pathways starting from 
chemically activated β-dicarbonyl (13) that can lead to OH products.  Previous theoretical work on 
similar diketone compounds (e.g. acetylacetone, CH3C(O)CH2C(O)CH3, and malonaldehyde, 
HC(O)CH2C(O)H) indicates that an isolated dicarbonyl compound with sufficient internal energy 
(ca. 100 kcal mol-1) could tautomerize via an intramolecular H-atom transfer to an enol form over 
a barrier of ca. 60 kcal mol-1.80-81  The resulting enol compounds are predicted to be more stable 
than the dicarbonyl tautomers due to the extended π-conjugation and intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding.  There are many such energetically feasible rearrangement processes for chemically 
activated β-dicarbonyl (13) to various enol compounds, where the barriers along the reaction 
pathway would be readily surmounted.  
Here, we consider a representative keto-enol tautomerization pathway from the β-
dicarbonyl (13) to an enol (14) over an effective TS barrier of ca. 55 kcal mol-1.  The enol (14) will 
be formed with sufficient internal energy to undergo unimolecular decay and release the OH 
product in a single step process.  Alternatively, the enol (14) could undergo multistep 
isomerization to other stable molecules with a OH group, which then readily dissociate to OH and 
a coproduct (15).  The lowest energy coproduct (15) is predicted to be 1-oxobut-2-enyl with three 
resonance structures.  Our high-level electronic structure calculations predict all the stationary 
points following dioxole (11) to be downhill relative to anti-MVK-OO and thus energetically 
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accessible.  A theoretical treatment of unimolecular rates and OH yields is still needed, and will 
be the subject of future work. 
Alternatively, it is possible that OH is formed via a UV-assisted photodissociation 
pathway.  A UV light driven pathway to OH from enol compounds, including 14, has some 
precedence in the literature.  For the enol form of acetylacetone (β-diketone), Mesaadia et al. 
found a strong  to * transition centered at 260 nm, which extended to ca. 310 nm.82  In a 
different experiment, Yoon et al. observed OH products following excitation of the enol 
acetylacetone tautomer to the (,*) state.83-84  In our experiment, 289 nm radiation is used for 
OH A-X (1,0) Q1(3.5) LIF detection.  Hence, a UV light driven OH production pathway from the 
enol tautomer (14) cannot be ruled out.  In this scenario, two sequential single-photon processes 
might lead to OH production.  The first photon would pump the enol molecules to the electronic 
excited state and trigger the OH dissociation.  A second UV photon would then probe the nascent 
OH X23/2 (v=0, J=3.5) products within the 6 ns UV laser pulse (ca. 4 mJ pulse-1).  In this UV 
assisted pathway, formation of the enol compounds would likely be the rate-limiting step.   
Finally, it is possible that the reaction occurs via a different mechanism that has not yet 
been considered.  At this point, we can only speculate on the mechanism(s) leading from anti 
conformers of MVK-OO to OH products.  We anticipate that selective deuteration of MVK-OO in 
future experiments, which is analogous to a previous study of partially deuterated syn-
CD3CHOO,63, 85 will provide further insight on the mechanistic pathway(s) leading to OH and/or 
OD products.   
4.3. Thermal Decay of MVK-OO 
Master equation modeling has been utilized to extend the microcanonical rates k(E) to 
thermal rates k(T) for unimolecular decay from syn-MVK-OO to HPBD and from anti-MVK-OO to 
dioxole under atmospheric conditions, as described previously for other Criegee intermediates.34-
36, 53  At 1 atm, master equation calculations suggest that the thermal rates for syn and anti MVK-
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OO are within 1% and 10% of the high pressure limit, respectively.  The resultant thermal rates 
are displayed as an Arrhenius plot (semilog plot of k(T) vs. 1000/T) in Figure 7. 
For the unimolecular decay of syn-MVK-OO, the thermal rate at 298 K is predicted to be 
33 s-1.  This is in very good accord with a thermal decay rate previously computed for 
syn-MVK-OO of 50 s-1 by Vereecken et al.21  The syn-MVK-OO thermal rate is significantly slower 
than the thermal unimolecular decay rates computed for syn-CH3CHOO (166 s-1),35 (CH3)2COO 
(276 s-1),34 and syn-CH3CH2CHOO (279 s-1),53, 86 as a result of the higher TS barrier associated 
with 1,4 H-atom transfer from syn-MVK-OO to HPBD.20  The thermal decay rate for syn-MVK-OO 
is also slower than typically assumed rates (100-200 s-1) for thermal loss of stabilized Criegee 
intermediates in atmospheric models.87-88  In the 200 to 350 K range, the thermal rate constant 
(high-pressure limit) is well represented by the modified Arrhenius expression k(T) = (2.46  10-76) 
T29.09 exp(3545/T).  The curvature of the Arrhenius plot for syn-MVK-OO is indicative of the 
importance of tunneling in the thermal unimolecular decay process.  Although the thermal rate 
signifies the unimolecular loss rate of syn-MVK-OO under atmospheric conditions, it may not 
equal the rate of OH production due to the possibility of stabilization of HPBD and the likely 
contribution of the roaming pathway leading to HB products. 
While the mechanism from anti-MVK-OO to OH is not well understood, the most 
important unimolecular loss process of anti-MVK-OO is predicted to be the electrocyclization 
reaction to dioxole.  We calculate a relatively fast thermal unimolecular reaction rate to dioxole of 
2140 s-1, due to the low TS barrier for this process.  This reaction does not involve tunneling and, 
as a result, the thermal rate can be represented by a simple Arrhenius expression, k(T) = (1.94  
1012) exp(-6150/T).   
Unimolecular decay is expected to be the predominant removal pathway for both syn- 
and anti-MVK-OO under thermal conditions in the atmosphere.  Much slower effective rates are 
predicted for bimolecular reaction of MVK-OO with water and water dimer under atmospheric 
conditions (e.g. 70% RH).42-44  However, the bimolecular rates for MVK-OO with trace  
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Figure 7.  Arrhenius plot of the thermal decay rates k(T) predicted for syn-MVK-OO to 2-hydroxy-
buta-1,3-diene (HPBD, cyan) and anti-MVK-OO to dioxole (orange).  The curvature in the 
temperature-dependent thermal rates for syn-MVK-OO (cyan) originates from tunneling.  Rates 
are computed using master equation modeling in the high pressure limit, and are plotted as a 
function of inverse temperature from 200 to 350 K.
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atmospheric species, including SO2 and NOx, are not known and are important targets for future 
research. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper presents the first direct observation of the MVK-OO Criegee intermediate, 
which is the primary source of OH radicals in isoprene ozonolysis.  MVK-OO is characterized by 
IR action spectroscopy in the CH stretch overtone region (5700 to 6300 cm-1) with detection of 
OH products.  Spectral features in the IR action spectrum are in accord with calculated IR 
transitions of MVK-OO.  Additionally, energy-dependent OH appearance rates from MVK-OO are 
measured and compared with theoretical predictions. 
The unimolecular decay of syn-MVK-OO to OH products proceeds via a 1,4 H-atom 
transfer to HPBD followed by O-O bond cleavage to OH + OBD radical products.  The 
experimentally measured OH appearance rate from vibrationally activated syn-MVK-OO at 6200 
cm-1 agrees with the predicted RRKM rate including tunneling.  This corroborates syn-MVK-OO 
as a spectral carrier, confirms the H-atom transfer mechanism as the rate-determining step, and 
validates the calculated TS barrier (18.0 kcal mol-1).  In addition, a roaming pathway is predicted 
to occur with the separating OH + OBD fragments reorienting at long range, leading to 1-
hydroxybut-3-en-2-one (HB) or other products, and potentially reducing the OH yield. 
The production of OH radicals from anti-MVK-OO is unexpected:  previous work has 
predicted that anti-MVK-OO should be at most a minor source of OH.5, 16, 21  The mechanism of 
OH production from anti-MVK-OO is not well understood.  Several possible pathways for OH 
production from anti-MVK-OO are investigated theoretically.  Anti to syn isomerization pathways 
via internal rotation or 1,3 cyclization as well as vinyl H-atom transfer pathways are predicted to 
have barriers that are too high to facilitate unimolecular decay of anti-MVK-OO to OH under the 
present experimental conditions.  Instead, anti-MVK-OO is expected to rapidly isomerize to the 
dioxole intermediate in a highly exothermic process.  The internally excited dioxole can then 
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undergo various unimolecular processes, such as O-O bond fission followed by rearrangement to 
a -dicarbonyl and keto-enol tautomerization.  However, only some dioxole decay pathways are 
predicted to yield OH products.  Further theoretical work is needed to understand the mechanism 
for OH production from anti-MVK-OO.  Additionally, planned experiments utilizing selective 
deuteration of MVK-OO will help to elucidate the mechanism from anti-MVK-OO to OH products. 
Under atmospheric conditions, the thermal rate for unimolecular decay of syn-MVK-OO is 
predicted to be considerably slower (33 s-1 at 298 K, 1 atm) than those for previously studied 
alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates,38-39, 53 primarily because of its 1-2 kcal mol-1 higher 
barrier.  This provides an increased time window for syn-MVK-OO to undergo bimolecular 
reactions with atmospheric species, although the rates for such processes have not been 
experimentally measured.  In addition, the OH product asymptote for syn-MVK-OO is higher than 
those in previously studied systems, suggesting an increased probability for collisional 
stabilization of the HPBD intermediate compared to other vinyl hydroperoxides.  The OH product 
asymptote also lies considerably above the saddle point for roaming, indicating an increased 
likelihood of forming and therefore collisionally stabilizing the HB product from the roaming 
pathway.  These processes may reduce the OH yield from syn-MVK-OO in the atmosphere.  
Finally, the thermal decay rate for anti-MVK-OO (2140 s-1 at 298 K, 1 atm) is predicted to be 
significantly faster than that for syn-MVK-OO.  Many unimolecular processes and products are 
possible after initial decay to a dioxole intermediate. 
This is the first report of the four carbon, unsaturated MVK-OO Criegee intermediate, 
which is formed during isoprene ozonolysis.  The novel synthetic procedure presented here 
opens up the possibility for many future experimental studies of this highly atmospherically 
relevant species.  These include further spectroscopic studies, investigation of unimolecular 
decay under thermal conditions, kinetic rate measurements of bimolecular reactions with 
atmospheric species, and identification of products and yields. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Experimental and theoretical studies of the doubly-substituted 
methyl-ethyl Criegee intermediate: 
Infrared action spectroscopy and unimolecular decay to OH 
radical products 
 
Experimental research was performed with postdoctoral researcher Anne S. Hansen and Marsha 
I. Lester.  Theoretical research was performed in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein 
(Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory). 
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1. Introduction 
Criegee intermediates (R1R2COO) are carbonyl oxide species generated in the 
atmosphere by alkene ozonolysis.1  Alkenes, which originate from both biogenic and 
anthropogenic sources, are collectively the most abundant class of volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) in the atmosphere after methane.2  Ozonolysis is a major removal pathway for alkenes, 
and also an important non-photolytic source of hydroxyl (OH) radicals.  Sometimes termed the 
atmosphere’s detergent, OH radicals are a key oxidant that initiate the breakdown of many trace 
atmospheric species.  Atmospheric modeling and field studies suggest that alkene ozonolysis 
accounts for essentially all OH radicals at nighttime and a significant portion (up to 1/3) during the 
daytime.3-7  Alkene ozonolysis is a particularly important source of OH radicals in heavily forested 
environments, where local concentrations of biogenic VOCs are highest,7 as well as during 
wintertime, when low UV light levels reduce photolytic OH production.3  
Alkene ozonolysis proceeds by cycloaddition of ozone (O3) across a carbon-carbon 
double bond to form a primary ozonide (POZ), which then decomposes to form a Criegee 
intermediate and a carbonyl co-product.1  This process is highly exothermic, and the nascent 
Criegee intermediates are formed with a high degree of internal excitation.1  Upon formation, 
some portion of the excited Criegee intermediates will undergo prompt unimolecular decay that 
yields OH radicals and other products.  Alternatively, the Criegee intermediates may be 
collisionally stabilized, thermalized, and undergo unimolecular decay via a variety of mechanisms, 
again producing OH and other products,8-11 or may undergo bimolecular reaction with other 
atmospheric species including H2O, SO2, NOx, and organic acids.12-25  Bimolecular reactions of 
Criegee intermediates may result in the formation of atmospheric aerosols.26, 27  The relative 
importance of these various removal pathways is highly dependent on the substituents (R1, R2) of 
the Criegee intermediate as well as its conformational form.11  
As shown generally in Scheme 1, Criegee intermediates with an alkyl H-atom on the α-
carbon syn to the carbonyl oxide group (regardless of the other substituent) readily undergo  
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Scheme 1: General 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism for the unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates with a syn-alkyl α H-atom. 
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unimolecular decay by a 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism.  The H-atom transfers to the terminal 
oxygen via a 5-membered ring transition state (TS) to form a vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP).  The 
VHP then rapidly decomposes to produce OH and a vinoxy radical.10, 28-30  While this 
unimolecular pathway is predicted to be most important for simple, syn-alkyl substituted Criegee 
intermediates, there are other unimolecular reaction pathways available to Criegee intermediates 
that lack an α alkyl H-atom syn to the carbonyl oxide group as well as Criegee intermediates with 
more complex functionalized substituents.11, 31-34   
For Criegee intermediates with only an H-atom substituent in the syn position (rather than 
an alkyl group or other substituent), such as CH2OO and anti-CH3CHOO, reactions with water 
vapor (monomer and dimer) are expected to be the dominant removal pathway in the 
atmosphere,14, 16, 17 and unimolecular reaction rates are predicted to be much slower.11  In 
contrast, for simple syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates, such as syn-CH3CHOO and 
(CH3)2COO, unimolecular reaction via the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism is predicted to be the 
primary loss process,35-40 while reaction with water vapor is relatively slow.15, 19, 25 
In 2012, a new alternative synthetic method enabled the direct experimental detection of 
a variety of small, prototypical Criegee intermediates.18, 19  In this method, a gem-diiodoalkane 
precursor is either photolyzed or passed through an electric discharge41-46 to generate a 
monoiodo alkyl radical, which subsequently reacts with oxygen to form the Criegee intermediate.  
This method has been employed to generate a variety of simple Criegee intermediates including 
CH2OO,18, 47 CH3CHOO,19, 48, 49 (CH3)2COO,50, 51 CH3CH2COO,51 and (CH3)(CH3CH2)COO,43 the 
latter of which is the subject of this work.  A variation on this method has also been recently 
applied to produce methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-oxide)31, 52 and methacrolein oxide (MACR-
oxide),53 the two four-carbon unsaturated Criegee intermediates formed in isoprene ozonolysis.  
This group has recently employed infrared (IR) action spectroscopy to study several 
Criegee intermediates by detecting OH radical products under collision-free conditions.  This 
method has been applied to syn-CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO, syn-CH3CH2CHOO and MVK-oxide.29-
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31, 36-40, 54  The Criegee intermediates are activated via IR excitation, which provides sufficient 
energy to surmount or tunnel through the TS barrier for the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction.  This 
group has also performed time-resolved measurements of the rate of appearance of OH radical 
products following IR activation of the Criegee intermediates.31, 36-39, 54  The experimentally 
determined rates are in near-quantitative agreement with statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-
Marcus (RRKM) calculations which incorporate quantum mechanical tunneling. The RRKM 
calculations utilize high-level theoretical calculations of the TS barrier and include no adjustable 
parameters, so comparison with experiment provides a rigorous test of the theoretical methods 
and assumptions. 
Here, we extend the IR action spectroscopy method to the methyl-ethyl substituted 
Criegee intermediate [MECI, (CH3CH2)(CH3)COO] at energies in the vicinity of its TS barrier.  
MECI is a prototypical Criegee intermediate arising from the ozonolysis of branched, asymmetric 
alkenes.  As with other asymmetrically substituted Criegee intermediates, such as CH3CHOO and 
CH3CH2CHOO, there exist two groups of conformers that differ in the orientation of the carbonyl 
oxide group, as shown in Figure 1.  In MECI, the carbonyl oxide group may be oriented toward 
either the methyl (anti) or the ethyl (syn) substituent.  In each case, the ethyl substituent has two 
orientations that differ by internal rotation about the C(2)-C(3) bond, leading to four minimum 
energy structures (atoms are numbered in Figure 1 for convenience).  The four conformers are 
predicted to have similar energies (within 1 kcal mol-1), yet significant barriers exist between 
them.  MECI was recently observed for the first time by Endo and coworkers via Fourier transform 
microwave spectroscopy (FTMW).43, 55  The four predicted conformational forms of MECI were 
observed with similar relative abundances.  
MECI is unique among the Criegee intermediates studied by IR action spectroscopy thus 
far, in that both the anti and syn conformers may undergo the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction as 
shown in Figure 2.  The unimolecular reactions for the anti and syn conformers will proceed via 
different TS structures with different associated barrier heights, which have been previously  
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Figure 1: Optimized B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ structures of the methyl ethyl Criegee intermediate 
(MECI).  The anti conformers have the C(1) methyl group adjacent to the terminal oxygen of the 
carbonyl oxide, while the syn conformers have the C(3) methyl group closest to the terminal 
oxygen. The anti1 and syn1 conformers have Cs symmetry, whereas anti2 and syn2 have C1 
symmetry and a degeneracy of 2. Relative zero point corrected energies (ANL0-B2F, in kcal mol-
1) are also given.  
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predicted to be 16.5 and 15.6 kcal mol-1, respectively.11  For anti conformers, the H-transfer 
occurs from the CH3 group of the methyl substituent, while for syn conformers it occurs from the 
methylene group (CH2) of the ethyl substituent.  The thermal rates for these processes at 298 K 
in the high pressure limit have been predicted to be 433 and 689 s-1, respectively, where the 
slower rate is predicted for the anti conformers that undergo unimolecular reaction via a higher 
TS barrier.11  All four conformers are predicted to produce OH, and are therefore expected to be 
observed in the IR action spectrum. 
In this work, we present the IR action spectrum of MECI, which is compared to a 
theoretically predicted IR absorption spectrum of multiple conformers of MECI.  The Criegee 
intermediate is IR excited in the CH overtone region (2νCH), inducing unimolecular decay that 
leads to OH products.  Additionally, energy-dependent unimolecular rate measurements are 
performed.  The experimentally determined rates are compared with computed RRKM rates, 
incorporating quantum mechanical tunneling and utilizing high-level theoretical calculations for 
the determination of the TS barrier heights.  Comparison between MECI and previously studied 
Criegee intermediates provides insight into substituent effects on the unimolecular decay. 
2. Methods 
2.1 Experimental Methods 
MECI is formed from the 2,2-diiodobutane (CH3CI2CH2CH3) precursor in a pulsed jet 
expansion.  The synthesis of the precursor is performed in-house using a slightly modified version 
of the procedures by Friedrich et al. and Pross and Sternhell,43, 56-58 beginning from a 2-butanone 
precursor (see Scheme S1; further details are given in supplementary information (SI)).  The 
production of Criegee intermediates in a pulsed jet expansion has been described previously for 
other small, alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates,47, 48, 51 and is discussed briefly here.  The 
precursor is heated (50 °C) in a pulsed valve (Parker General Valve Series 9) using a Peltier 
thermoelectric heating module (Laird Technologies, PC4) and the temperature is monitored with a 
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thermocouple (Cole-Parmer, Type K digital thermometer).  Heating increases the vapor pressure 
of the precursor and affords better MECI signal.31  The precursor is seeded in a 20% O2/Ar carrier 
gas (30 psig) and pulsed through the valve and an affixed quartz capillary reactor tube (ca. 25 
mm length and 1 mm ID) into a vacuum chamber.  The precursor is photolyzed at the tip of the 
capillary using the cylindrically focused 248 nm output of a KrF excimer laser (ca. 25 mJ/pulse, 
Coherent COMPex Pro 50F) to produce a monoiodo radical (CH3CICH2CH3), which subsequently 
reacts with O2 to form MECI (see Scheme S2).  The MECI is collisionally stabilized and 
thermalized in the capillary, and cooled in the supersonic jet expansion to a rotational 
temperature of ca. 10 K.29, 30  
MECI is initially detected by photoionization using 10.5 eV (118 nm) vacuum ultraviolet 
(VUV) radiation on the parent m/z = 88 mass channel of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-
MS, RM Jordan) as described previously for other Criegee intermediates.47, 48, 51, 52  From this 
experiment, initial experimental conditions (e.g. temperature and pressure of carrier gas) are 
optimized. 
Subsequently, IR action spectroscopy with laser induced fluorescence (LIF) detection of 
OH radical products is used to probe MECI.  The tunable IR radiation (ca. 40 mJ/pulse, 5 ns 
FWHM) is the signal output of an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA, Laservision; 
0.9 cm-1 bandwidth) pumped by an unseeded Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, Continuum Surelite EX, 
10 Hz).  The UV beam (ca. 3 mJ/pulse, 5 ns FWHM) is obtained by frequency doubling (KDP, 
Inrad) the output beam generated from an Nd:YAG (Continuum 7020; 532 nm, 20 Hz) pumped 
dye laser (ND6000, Rhodamine 590 dye).  The UV probe is fixed on the OH A2Σ+-X2Π3/2 (1,0) 
Q1(3.5) transition (17710 cm-1).  The laser pulse widths and temporal overlap of the pulses are 
measured using a photodiode (Thorlabs DET210).  The Q-switches of the Nd:YAG lasers 
generating the IR pump and UV probe pulses are externally triggered by digital pulse/delay 
generators (BNC Model 565, BNC Model 500, and SRS Model DG 535). 
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Approximately 1 cm downstream from the tip of the capillary, overlapping IR-pump 
(focused to ca. 2 mm diameter) and UV-probe (focused to ca. 5 mm diameter) beams intersect 
with the gas mixture containing stabilized MECI in the collision-free region of the expansion. IR 
radiation excites the stabilized MECI, initiating unimolecular decay.   
The resulting OH X2Π3/2 products are probed via UV LIF on the OH A2Σ+-X2Π3/2 (1,0) 
Q1(3.5) transition.  The fluorescence emitted on the OH A2Σ+-X2Π3/2 (1,1) transition is collected 
using f/1 optics, passed through 313 nm band pass and 295 nm long pass filters, and detected 
with a gated photomultiplier tube (Electron Tubes 9813 QB).  An active background subtraction 
scheme (IR on-IR off) is used to remove background OH signal, which arises from the 
unimolecular decay of energized MECI formed in the capillary and subsequent cooling in the free 
jet expansion.  The output signal is preamplified and displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope 
(LeCroy WaveRunner 44Xi) interfaced with a computer for processing.  
2.2 Theoretical methods 
Electronic structure calculations are performed to characterize the energies of the MECI 
conformers, relevant TS barriers, and products.  Energies are calculated at the ANL0-B2F level of 
theory (CCSD(T)-F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ), as described 
previously31, 59 and detailed in SI.  The IR absorption spectrum of MECI in the CH stretch 
overtone (2νCH) region is computed at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory using vibrational 
second order perturbation theory (VPT2) as implemented in Gaussian16.60 The VPT2 
calculations were performed utilizing XSEDE resources.61 For kinetic rate calculations, the 
rovibrational parameters (anharmonic fundamental vibrational frequencies, anharmonicity matrix 
of the reactants and TS, potential energy surface for methyl and ethyl torsions) are also 
calculated at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory; see SI for more details.  Statistical RRKM 
theory is utilized to compute the energy-dependent unimolecular decay rate k(E) for MECI. 
Quantum mechanical tunneling is included using semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST) as 
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implemented in Multiwell 201962 or a one-dimensional Eckart barrier as implemented in MESS.63, 
64  k(E) is given by:65 
𝑘(𝐸) =
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
‡
𝐺‡(𝐸 − 𝐸0)
ℎ𝑁(𝐸)
 
where G⧧(E − E0) is the tunneling-weighted sum of vibrational states at the TS, N(E) is the density 
of vibrational states of MECI, σeff and σeff⧧ are the effective symmetry numbers of the reactant and 
TS, E0 is the TS barrier energy, and h is Planck’s constant.  Further details on the implementation 
of RRKM calculations are given in SI. 
3. Results 
This work focuses on the IR action spectroscopy of MECI and the resultant release of OH 
products.  The experimental IR action spectrum of MECI with detection of OH products is 
obtained by scanning the IR pump wavelength in the 2νCH region at a fixed IR pump-UV probe 
time delay.  The experimental IR action spectrum is compared with the theoretically calculated IR 
absorption spectrum of MECI.  In subsequent experiments, the IR wavelength is fixed on a 
specific transition in the IR action spectrum to vibrationally activate MECI at a particular energy, 
and the IR-UV time delay is stepped to determine the rate of OH appearance.  This is then 
compared with calculated statistical RRKM rates for the unimolecular decay of MECI.   
3.1 Reaction Energetics 
3.1.1. Conformers of MECI 
The minimum energy structures of the four conformers of MECI are shown in Figure 1.  
The anti conformers have the methyl substituent pointing toward the terminal O-atom, while syn 
conformers have the ethyl substituent pointing toward the terminal O-atom.  In addition, the 
conformers differ in the orientation of the ethyl side chain (conformers with the ethyl side chain in 
the Cs symmetry plane are designated as anti1 and syn1, while conformers with the ethyl side 
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chain out of the Cs symmetry plane are designated as anti2 and syn2).  The four conformers are 
predicted to have very similar energies (including zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections, see Table 
S1).  anti1 is the lowest energy conformer as found previously.  syn2 is the highest energy 
conformer (0.8 kcal mol-1 higher in energy than anti1); prior calculations at a lower level of theory 
found that the syn1 conformer had the highest energy.  A comparison of conformer energies 
computed in this work and previously is given in Table S2.11, 43  All conformers are expected to be 
formed in the experiment.43  The barrier between anti and syn conformers is expected to be very 
high (ca. 37 kcal mol-1).11  As a result, anti and syn conformers of MECI will not interconvert upon 
IR activation and are treated as chemically distinct species.  
3.1.2 Computed Reaction Coordinate 
Both anti and syn conformers of MECI are expected to undergo unimolecular reaction via 
a 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism, as shown in Figure 2.  For anti conformers, the reaction 
proceeds by transfer of an H-atom from the methyl C(1) atom, while for syn conformers the H-
atom transfers from the ethyl C(3) atom.  Five TS structures are located and are shown in Figure 
S1 along with energies in Table S3.  Three of these TS structures are associated with anti-MECI; 
two TS are linked to syn-MECI.  The lowest energy TS for anti-MECI, designated as anti2-TSb, 
has an energy of 16.1 kcal mol-1 relative to anti1-MECI.  At anti2-TSb, the ethyl group is rotated 
out of the heavy atom plane and located on the opposite side of the molecule from the 
transferring H-atom, which is also out of the heavy atom plane.  For syn-MECI, the lowest energy 
TS structure is syn1-TS, with an energy of 15.4 kcal mol-1 relative to syn1.  Here, the ethyl group 
lies in the heavy atom plane of the molecule.  For simplicity, only the lowest energy anti and syn 
TS barriers are shown in Figure 2.   
The anti-MECI H-atom transfer reaction leads to a 2-hydroperoxybut-1-ene intermediate 
(HPB-1), while the syn-MECI H-atom transfer reaction leads to a 2-hydroperoxybut-2-ene 
intermediate (HPB-2).  Three minimum energy structures are located for HPB-1 and two are 
located for HPB-2, as shown in Figure S2.  The HPB-1 and HPB-2 intermediates undergo rapid  
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Figure 2:  Reaction coordinate for unimolecular decay of anti-MECI (top) and syn-MECI (bottom) 
conformers to OH. The anti-MECI conformers undergo a 1,4-hydrogen transfer to 2-
hydroperoxybut-1-ene (HPB-1), while the syn-MECI conformers undergo a 1,4 H-atom transfer to 
2-hydroperoxy-but-2-ene (HPB-2) followed by a rapid decomposition to OH and butanone-1-yl 
(anti-MECI), or butanone-3-yl (syn-MECI) radicals. The anharmonic zero-point corrected energies 
are calculated with ANL0-B2F.  
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O-O bond homolysis to yield OH, and a butanone-1-yl or butanone-3-yl radical, respectively.  
There are two conformers each of the butanone-1-yl and butanone-3-yl products, as shown in 
Figure S3.  For simplicity, only the lowest energy HPB intermediate and product conformer 
energies are designated in Figure 2. 
3.2 IR Action Spectroscopy 
3.2.1 Computed IR absorption spectrum 
Anharmonic vibrational frequencies and IR intensities in the 2νCH region are computed for 
the four conformers of MECI (Figure 1).  Each conformer exhibits 8 high-frequency vibrational 
modes ascribed to CH stretches.  For anti1 and syn1, 5 of the 8 CH stretches are of A symmetry 
with the transition dipole moment oriented in the heavy-atom plane, while the other 3 have A 
symmetry with the transition dipole moment oriented perpendicular to the heavy-atom plane.  The 
same symmetry distinction cannot be made for the CH stretches of the anti2 and syn2 
conformers, as there is no plane of symmetry.  Fundamental frequencies and descriptions of all 
calculated vibrational modes are given in Table S4. 
The calculated IR absorption spectra of the conformers of MECI are presented in Figure 
3; the strongest calculated IR transitions are tabulated in Table S5.  In the 2νCH energy region, 
there are 28 predicted IR transitions for each conformer: 8 CH stretch overtones (e.g. 2ν1) and 20 
combination bands involving one quantum each of two different CH stretches (e.g. ν1 + ν2).  Some 
of these transitions are predicted to have low intensity and are not expected to be observed 
experimentally.  Only two quanta changes are considered in the predicted IR absorption 
spectrum; higher order excitations are not included.  Note that the stick spectrum in Figure 3 
reflects the intrinsic calculated intensity of the IR transitions and assumes equal populations of 
the four conformers. 
While the majority of the predicted transitions are closely spaced and of similar intensity, 
there are several distinctive transitions for both anti and syn conformers that are either isolated or  
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Figure 3: Calculated anharmonic infrared absorption spectra at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of 
theory in the CH stretch overtone region for the two anti conformers (top, blue and pink) and two 
syn conformers (bottom, orange and chartreuse) of the (CH3)(CH3CH2)COO Criegee 
intermediate.   
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of significantly higher intensity compared to nearby transitions.  These distinctive features are 
influenced by intramolecular interactions associated with the different conformers (shown in 
Figure 1).  In particular, both anti1 and anti2 conformers have long range intramolecular 
interactions between the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group and the methyl H-atoms on 
the C(1) carbon.  In contrast, for syn conformers, there is a long range interaction between the 
terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group and the methylene H-atoms on the C(3) carbon atom.  
The two methylene H-atoms are equivalent in syn1, while only one of the methylene H-atoms 
interacts with the terminal oxygen in syn2. 
For the two anti conformers, the most intense transitions predicted in the 2νCH energy 
region correspond to two quanta of the symmetric CH stretch on the methylene (CH2) group (2ν5 
at 5683.1 cm-1 for anti1 and 2ν7 at 5754.8 cm-1 for anti2) as shown in Figure 3.  The anti1 
transition is considerably stronger than that for anti2.  The corresponding normal modes (ν5 and 
ν7) are depicted in Figure S4.  By contrast, the corresponding transitions for the syn conformers 
are predicted to be weaker and shifted to higher energy (2ν5 at 5788.3 cm-1 for syn1 and 2ν7 at 
5821.6 cm-1 for syn2, not labeled in Figure 3).  This is attributed to intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding between the methylene H-atoms and the terminal oxygen in syn conformers.66 
For the syn conformers, the most intense transitions in the 2νCH region (Figure 3) are 
attributed to two quanta of the asymmetric, out of plane CH stretch on the C(1) methyl group (2ν24 
at 5862.5 cm-1 for syn1 and 2ν5 at 5850.5 cm-1 for syn2; both depicted in Figure S4).  The 
corresponding transitions for the anti conformers have significantly lower intensity (2ν24 at 5872.5 
cm-1 for anti1 and 2ν5 at 5761.5 cm-1 for anti2, not labeled in Figure 3).  In the anti conformers, the 
C(1) methyl H-atoms experience a long-range intramolecular interaction with the terminal oxygen 
of the carbonyl oxide group, and thus have a different chemical environment than the equivalent 
C(1) methyl H-atoms of the syn conformers.  The syn1 conformer also exhibits two isolated 
transitions at significantly lower energy than the rest of its CH stretch overtone transitions.  These 
syn1 transitions involve a combination of methylene symmetric and asymmetric C(3)H stretch (ν5 + 
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ν25 at 5656.9 cm-1) and a methylene asymmetric C(3)H stretch overtone (2ν25 at 5649.5 cm-1; 
depicted in Figure S4).  In the syn1 conformer, the C(3) methylene H-atoms are unique in two 
ways:  First, they are on a second degree carbon.  Second, they have a long-range interaction 
with the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group.  This distinct chemical environment leads to 
ν5 + ν25 and 2ν25 at the significantly lower energies than other 2νCH transitions. 
The barriers between anti1 and anti2 or syn1 and syn2 have been predicted to be quite 
low (1.6 and 2.4 kcal mol-1, respectively, in good agreement with previously predicted values),43 
and the two anti (or two syn) conformers will readily interconvert upon IR excitation.  Therefore, in 
Figure 4, the IR transitions for the two anti conformers are combined, as are the IR transitions for 
the two syn conformers.  In both cases, the spectra are convoluted with a Gaussian with a width 
of 3.5 cm-1, which represents the typical breadth of a simulated rotational band contour as shown 
in Figure S5, to facilitate comparison with the experimental spectrum.  Additionally, the 
broadened spectra for the anti and syn conformers are summed in Figure 4, assuming equal 
populations of the four conformers. 
3.2.2 Experimental IR Action Spectrum 
The experimental IR action spectrum of MECI is obtained in the 2νCH energy region with 
UV LIF detection of OH radical products on the A-X (1,0) Q1(3.5) transition at a fixed IR-UV time 
delay of 800 ns and a scanning speed of 0.05 cm-1/s.  The experimental spectrum from 5550 to 
6100 cm-1 is shown in Figure 4, and is presented as the average of several scans, with the gray 
shaded area showing a smoothed version of the spectroscopic data.  The IR-UV time delay was 
selected based on preliminary measurements of the OH appearance rate to give the largest OH 
LIF signal. The experimental spectrum is more congested than predicted by theory, as discussed 
in Section 4. 
Several large features dominate the experimental IR action spectrum.  The most intense 
feature is centered at ca. 5735 cm-1.  There is also a distinctive feature in the spectrum centered 
at ca. 5660 cm-1.  A third, similarly intense and significantly narrower feature is centered at ca.  
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Figure 4: Calculated anharmonic infrared absorption spectra at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of 
theory in the CH stretch overtone region for the two anti conformers (blue) and two syn 
conformers (orange) of the (CH3)(CH3CH2)COO Criegee intermediate.  In each case the 
spectrum is convoluted with a Gaussian width of 3.5 cm-1, which represents a typical breadth of a 
rotational band contour as determined by simulation using experimentally determined rotational 
constants (ref. 43, 55).  The gray line represents the sum of the syn and anti spectra.  The 
experimental IR action spectrum with OH LIF detection, taken at a fixed IR-UV time delay of 800 
ns is shown for comparison.  Black points represent experimental data, while the gray shaded 
area represents the uncertainty (1) from repeated spectral measurements.  Stars indicate 
features where time-domain OH appearance rate measurements are performed.  
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5970 cm-1.  In all three cases, the breadth of these experimental features is wider than the 
breadth of a simulated rotational band contour for a single transition of MECI at 10 K.  
Additionally, the experimental spectrum does not return to baseline in between the largest 
observed features.  This suggests that multiple transitions contribute to each of these observed 
features, which prevents fitting of the rotational band contour to extract the band origin, transition 
type, etc.  Additional scans at a higher IR resolution, utilizing an injection-seeded Nd:YAG 
pumped OPO/OPA (LaserVision, 30 mJ/pulse, 0.15 cm-1 resolution) did not reveal any additional 
structure in the IR action spectrum. 
Following IR excitation of MECI at 5735 cm-1, the UV probe wavelength is varied to 
measure the product state distribution of the resulting OH X2Π3/2 radicals, as shown in Figure S6. 
The Π(A′′) λ- doublet (Q1) is favored over the Π(A′) level (P1) for N = 2−4, as found previously in 
analogous experiments for other Criegee intermediates.29, 30, 40  The origin of this preference has 
been discussed previously.40 
3.3 Unimolecular decay of MECI to OH products 
3.3.1 Experimental Rate Measurements 
The rate of appearance of OH radicals products from MECI unimolecular decay is 
obtained via direct time-domain measurements following IR excitation of two features in the MECI 
IR action spectrum, marked with stars in Figure 4.  The OH products appear on a hundreds of 
nanosecond timescale, and fall off on a microsecond timescale.  The OH appearance is attributed 
to the unimolecular decay of MECI, while the fall is a purely experimental effect that arises from 
molecules moving out of the UV probe region.   
The temporal profile of the OH products is fit to a dual exponential function as described 
previously.31, 36-39, 54  Initially, the entire temporal profile is measured by stepping the delay 
between the IR and UV lasers in 40 ns increments to determine the fall-off time, kfall, (ca. 5 × 105 
s-1, see Figure S7 and Table S6).  Subsequently, the first 600 ns of the temporal profile is 
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measured with smaller time steps (3 ns) and fit to evaluate krise utilizing the same dual 
exponential function with fixed kfall determined in the previous step.  The analysis also takes into 
account the temporal resolution of the IR and UV lasers.  Representative temporal profiles and 
additional details of the fitting procedure are given in SI. 
IR excitation of the strongest feature at ca. 5735 cm-1 results in an exponential OH 
appearance rate of (3.7 ± 1.1) × 106 s-1 (with a ±1σ uncertainty), corresponding to a lifetime of 
270 ± 90 ns.  IR excitation of the higher energy feature at ca. 5970 cm-1 yields a faster rate of (8.8 
± 3.2) × 106 s-1, corresponding to a lifetime of 110 ± 40 ns.  A rate measurement was also 
attempted for the feature at ca. 5660 cm-1.  This feature has similar signal-to-noise as that at 
5970 cm-1, yet we are unable to extract a quantitative value for krise from the fit.  As further 
discussed in supplementary information, this suggests a slower OH appearance rate than that 
observed following IR excitation at 5735 cm-1.  The experimentally observed rise and fall times 
are summarized in Table S6; the OH appearance rates are also plotted in Figure 5. 
3.3.2 RRKM Calculations 
Statistical RRKM theory is utilized to compute the energy-dependent unimolecular decay 
rates k(E) for the four conformers of MECI.  Quantum mechanical tunneling is included via either 
SCTST or a one dimensional Eckart model.  The calculations incorporate anharmonic vibrational 
frequencies given in Table S4 for the reactants and Table S7 for the transition states.  As with 
other alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates,31, 36-40 tunneling is expected to contribute 
significantly to the rate of 1,4 H-atom transfer and associated unimolecular decay of MECI in the 
2νCH energy regime.  The calculated RRKM rates are shown in Figure 5.  The anti and syn 
conformers can both undergo the 1,4 H-atom transfer reactions, but react via distinct TS barriers 
and are treated separately in the RRKM calculations. 
The barrier between anti1 and anti2 (with ground state energies of 0.0 and 0.2 kcal mol-1, 
respectively) is significantly lower than the excitation energy used in this work, and free 
interconversion between the two conformers is expected to occur.  Because anti1 and anti2 are  
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Figure 5: Rates and lifetimes for the unimolecular reactions of the MECI conformers: anti1 (blue), 
anti2 (pink), syn1 (orange) and syn2 (chartreuse).  Rates are computed using RRKM theory, 
including quantum mechanical tunneling via a one-dimensional Eckart model.  Also shown are 
the experimentally determined unimolecular reaction rates (grey points) with ±1σ error bars from 
fitting of experimental data.  
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connected via internal rotation about the C(2)-C(3) bond, both conformers are included in the 
density of states calculation via the inclusion of the ethyl rotor as a one-dimensional torsional 
potential.  Details of the torsional potentials are given in SI (Table S8 and S9). 
For anti-MECI, which reacts via H-atom transfer from the C(1) methyl group, the lowest 
energy TS is predicted to be anti2-TSb, with an energy of 16.1 kcal mol-1 and an imaginary 
frequency of 1719i cm-1, see Tables S3 and S7.  Two other TS structures are found for 1,4 H-
atom transfer from the C(1) methyl group at higher energies (16.3 kcal mol-1 for anti1-TS and 16.5 
cm-1 for anti2-TSa).  The three transition states are connected by internal rotation about the C(2)-
C(3) bond.  All three transition states are taken into account in the sum of states calculation by the 
inclusion of the ethyl rotor as a one-dimensional torsional potential.  At a given IR excitation 
energy, the anti2 conformer, which has a higher ground state energy, will be excited to a higher 
rovibrational state than anti1, resulting in a faster rate, despite the fact that both conformers react 
via the same TS barrier.  
Similarly, the syn1 and syn2 conformers (with ground state energies of 0.0 and 
0.3 kcal mol-1, respectively) are both taken into account in the density of states via the inclusion of 
internal rotation about the C(2)-C(3) bond, and are expected to interconvert freely.  The lowest 
energy TS for the syn conformers, which react via H-atom transfer from the C(3) methylene group, 
is predicted to be syn1-TS, with an energy of 15.4 kcal mol-1 and an imaginary frequency of 1718i 
cm-1.  One other TS is located for H-atom transfer from the C(3) methylene group (syn2-TS at 18.8 
kcal mol-1, with an imaginary frequency of 1703i cm-1).  Here, the two TS structures are not 
connected by internal rotation.  Therefore, RRKM rates for reaction via syn1-TS and syn2-TS are 
calculated separately, and the two rates are summed to give the total decay rate.  However, the 
syn2-TS barrier is 3.4 kcal mol-1 higher than the syn1-TS and makes a negligible contribution.  
Although the two syn TS structures are not connected by internal rotation, the two syn reactants 
can still interconvert, and are therefore both likely to react via the same, lower energy syn1-TS 
barrier.  The syn2 conformer, which has a higher ground state energy than the syn1, will be 
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excited to a higher rovibrational state at a given IR excitation energy, and will therefore decay 
more quickly. 
The unimolecular decay rates for the four conformers of MECI, calculated using the 
Eckart model for quantum mechanical tunneling are shown in Figure 5.  The rates of reaction for 
the four conformers are predicted to be very similar (within a factor of 1.5 of one another).  For 
the lowest energy anti1 conformer, the rates range from (3.7-12) × 106 s-1 over the energy region 
presented here (5550 to 6100 cm-1).  The anti2 conformer reacts 1.2 times faster, due to the 0.2 
kcal mol-1 higher ground state energy for anti2.  The syn1 unimolecular decay rate ranges from 
(4.3 to 11) × 106 s-1 over this energy region.  The syn2 conformer reacts 1.2 times faster, again 
due to its slightly higher (0.3 kcal mol-1) ground state energy.  The unimolecular decay rates 
calculated using the SCTST model are approximately 50% slower than those calculated using the 
Eckart model for anti and 30% slower for syn.  The SCTST results are shown in Figure S8, and 
differences between the two models are discussed in supplementary information.  
4. Discussion 
In this section, we compare the experimental IR action spectrum with the theoretically 
predicted IR absorption spectrum for doubly substituted MECI.  We also compare the 
experimental energy-dependent OH appearance rate with statistical RRKM rates computed for 
unimolecular decay of MECI, which incorporate quantum mechanical tunneling.  Master equation 
modeling is used to extend the results to thermal conditions relevant to the atmosphere.  We 
compare and contrast the results for MECI with simpler Criegee intermediates studied previously.  
This provides valuable insight into fundamental properties of the Criegee intermediate and 
substituent effects on the unimolecular reaction dynamics, under both energy-dependent and 
thermal conditions. 
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4.1 IR Action Spectroscopy 
The IR action spectrum obtained for MECI is qualitatively similar to the predicted IR 
absorption spectrum, as shown in Figure 4, supporting MECI as the spectral carrier.  The overall 
span of the IR action spectrum (ca. 5630 to 6000 cm-1) agrees well with the wavenumber range of 
IR transitions predicted for MECI in the 2νCH region.  This demonstrates that IR activation of many 
different vibrational states and/or conformers of MECI yield OH products.  However, spectral 
congestion limits our ability to assign experimental features to individual transitions of specific 
MECI conformers.  Nevertheless, we consider plausible assignments of the most distinctive 
features in the IR action spectrum.  The strongest experimental feature at 5735 cm-1 can be 
ascribed to the cluster of overlapping anti transitions (3 transitions of the anti2 conformer and 2 
transitions of the anti1 conformer) predicted at ca. 5760 cm-1, which is ca. 25 cm-1 higher than the 
experimental feature.  Alternatively, the 5735 cm-1 feature could be attributed to the sharp anti 
transitions predicted at ca. 5680 cm-1 (comprised of 2 overlapping transitions of anti1), which is 
ca. 45 cm-1 lower than the observed feature.  Both options assign the experimental feature at 
5735 cm-1 to anti-MECI.  There are no IR transitions predicted for syn-MECI over a 130 cm-1 span 
(5660 to 5790 cm-1) encompassing the experimental feature at 5735 cm-1. 
The sharp anti1 transitions calculated at 5680 cm-1 (also considered above) could instead 
be associated with the experimental feature at 5660 cm-1, which is observed ca. 20 cm-1 lower 
than the predicted transitions.  Alternatively, the observed feature at 5660 cm-1 could be attributed 
to syn-MECI transitions at 5650 cm-1 (two overlapping syn1 transitions), which lie 10 cm-1 lower 
than the observed feature.  The higher energy region of the 2νCH spectrum from 5800 to 6000 cm-
1 is predicted to have many closely spaced IR transitions for both anti and syn MECI conformers.  
A third distinctive experimental feature at 5970 cm-1, which lies in this higher energy region, is 
likely to have contributions from both anti and syn MECI conformers. 
Based on frequency shifts alone, the 5735 cm-1 experimental feature is more likely 
associated with the cluster of anti transitions predicted at ca. 5760 cm-1.  The experimental 
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feature at 5660 cm-1 would then likely have contributions from anti1 transitions at 5680 cm-1 
and/or the syn transitions at 5650 cm-1.  We note that the relative populations of the four 
conformers are assumed to be equal and are not known.  Endo et al. previously observed nearly 
equal populations of the syn and anti-MECI at an estimated temperature of 1100 K.43  However, 
their conditions, where the Criegee intermediates are formed in an electric discharge, are 
different than the ones used in this study, where photolysis is used to break the C-I bond of the 
diiodoalkane precursor in a quartz capillary reactor prior to supersonic expansion.  Thus, it is 
certainly possible that the higher energy syn conformers are less populated than anti conformers 
in the present experiment. 
The experimental spectrum exhibits significantly more congestion than predicted by 
theory.  For example, the strong experimental features at 5735 and 5660 cm-1, described above, 
are broader and less structured than anticipated based on rotational band contour simulations 
(see Figure S5).  Further, the predicted spectrum shown in Figure 4 (including Gaussian 
broadening to represent the rotational band contour) is significantly more sparse than observed 
experimentally; moreover, the experimental spectrum does not return to baseline in the 2CH 
region.  We hypothesize that the observed congestion could be due to strong couplings between 
zero-order states that carry significant IR oscillator strength (bright states) and nearby states 
involving two or more quanta of excitation that lack intrinsic IR oscillator strength (dark states).  
Dark states involving low frequency torsional modes are known to enhance such coupling.67  
MECI has three low-frequency torsional modes and, thus, there will be a large number of dark 
states involving torsion in this energy regime.   
In the time domain, the strong coupling between bright and dark states results in rapid 
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR).68  Previous work has shown that IVR in syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO occurs on a picosecond timescale in the 2νCH region.29, 30  The larger 
density of states and presence of multiple torsional modes suggests that IVR may be even faster 
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for MECI.  IVR occurs on a much faster timescale than the OH appearance rate, as required for 
statistical unimolecular decay.   
In the frequency domain, the strong couplings may cause changes in the observed 
spectral intensities due to intensity borrowing effects between coupled states.  In particular, IVR 
may increase the relative intensity of nearby dark states.  This could explain the high level of 
spectral congestion observed in the 2νCH region.   
4.2 Measured and Predicted OH Appearance Rates 
We report RRKM rates calculated for 1,4 H-atom transfer reactions for the four 
conformers of MECI, each of which leads to OH radical products.  The rates for the four MECI 
conformers predicted with the Eckart tunneling model are within a factor of 1.5 of one another in 
the 5550 to 6100 cm-1 energy region.  The similar RRKM rates predicted for each conformer 
suggests that the relative intensities observed for different conformers in the IR action spectrum 
(at an IR-UV time delay of 800 ns) will not be significantly affected by their OH appearance rates.   
The experimental OH appearance rates measured at 5970 cm-1 ((8.8 ± 3.2) × 106 s-1) is in 
excellent agreement with the predicted RRKM rates, which range from (9.3 to 11.6) × 106 s-1 for 
the four MECI conformers.  The experimental rate measured at 5735 cm-1 ((3.7 ± 1.1) × 106 s-1) is 
slightly slower than the predicted RRKM rates at this energy, which range from (5.7 to 7.6) × 106 
s-1 for the four MECI conformers, but still in reasonably good agreement.  The agreement 
between the predicted unimolecular decay rates and the experimentally observed OH 
appearance rates gives confidence in the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism, and associated barrier 
heights and imaginary frequencies.  Small changes in the barrier heights,31, 37 or imaginary 
frequencies could easily bring the predicted rates into quantitative agreement with the 
experimental rates.  We considered, and cannot exclude the possibility, that multiple conformers 
excited at a given energy could contribute to the observed unimolecular decay rate.  In this case, 
the OH appearance rate would be the sum of exponential functions associated with the different 
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conformers.  For MECI, however, the RRKM rates for different conformers at a given energy are 
not predicted to be sufficiently distinct to resolve their contributions in the experimental OH 
appearance rate measurement. 
It is surprising that the RRKM rates predicted for the four conformers of MECI are so 
similar, because the TS barrier for the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction of anti-MECI is 0.6 kcal mol-1 
higher than that for syn-MECI.  One might expect the change in TS barrier to result in a significant 
difference in the rates for syn- and anti-MECI at energies in the vicinity of the TS barrier.  
However, there are other factors that impact the sum of states at the TS.  Specifically, anti-MECI 
retains an ethyl rotor and a methyl rotor at the TS.  In contrast, in syn-MECI, H-atom transfer from 
the methylene group “locks” the ethyl rotor into place and two methyl rotors are preserved.  The 
ethyl rotor contributes a greater number of states compared to a methyl rotor (at a given energy), 
and allows for interconversion between three different TS structures of similar energy, leading to 
a larger sum of states at the TS for anti-MECI compared to syn-MECI.  This enhances the 
unimolecular decay rate for anti-MECI compared to syn-MECI, mitigating the effect of the higher 
TS barrier and resulting in similar RRKM rates for the different conformers.  In addition, the 
uncertainty associated with the experimental rate measurements (30-40%) encompass the 
range of RRKM rates predicted for the four conformers of MECI, precluding assignment of the 
different conformers based on the measured OH appearance rate. 
The calculated RRKM rates are sensitive to the treatment of hindered rotors used in the 
calculation.  Vereecken et al. previously reported thermal unimolecular reaction rates k(T) for a 
variety of Criegee intermediates, including those with low frequency torsional modes.11  They 
argue that the inclusion of hindered rotors is not necessary, as errors will more or less cancel out 
in the sum and density of states.  To test this hypothesis in the case of the energy-dependent rate 
k(E) calculations, we perform an analogous calculation treating the hindered rotors as low 
frequency vibrational modes.  This treatment results in a factor of 1.4-1.8 change in the predicted 
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rates (see Figure S9), demonstrating that appropriate treatment of torsional modes is important in 
evaluating the energy-dependent unimolecular decay rates accurately. 
The treatment of the torsional modes as hindered rotors provides a more realistic view of 
the energy-dependent unimolecular reaction rate.  However, even this treatment has limitations.  
Most notably, thus far hindered rotors have only been considered as one-dimensional potentials.  
Coupling between torsional modes, as well as between a torsional mode and other vibrational 
modes are not considered in the calculation and could have significant effects on the calculated 
rates.  Efforts are currently underway to calculate multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces 
(PES), where the coupling between the different hindered rotors is considered, and implement 
these PES into rate calculations.  
4.3 Comparing the conformers of MECI 
For singly substituted Criegee intermediates, such as CH3CHOO or CH3CH2CHOO, the 
syn conformers are generally more stable, owing to the intramolecular interaction between the 
terminal oxygen and the H-atoms on the alkyl group.  The differences in energy between syn and 
anti conformers of singly substituted Criegee intermediates are on the order of 3-4 kcal mol-1.42, 69, 
70  In contrast, for the doubly substituted MECI, the anti conformers [C(1)H3 pointing toward 
terminal O] are slightly lower in energy than the syn conformers [C(3)H2 pointing toward terminal 
O].  The ground state energies of the MECI conformers are within 1 kcal mol-1 of one another.  
There is not a significant energetic preference because both anti and syn conformers of MECI 
have intramolecular interactions with the terminal O atom. 
Both anti and syn MECI undergo 1,4 H-atom transfer reactions, but proceed via different 
TS barriers.  The lower TS barrier for syn-MECI (15.4 kcal mol-1 relative to syn1-MECI) can be 
understood based on the relatively weaker CH bond on the secondary C(3) atom compared to that 
on the primary C(1) atom of anti-MECI, which has a higher TS barrier (16.1 kcal mol-1 relative to 
anti1-MECI).  As Vereecken et al. note, this CH bond strength argument may not hold if there is 
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significant branching on either substituent of the Criegee intermediate due to unfavorable 
interactions between bulky substituents.11  However, for methyl or ethyl substituents, the lower 
barrier for H-atom transfer from the more substituted carbon is consistent with the relative rates 
predicted by their structure-activity relationships. 
A related effect is observed in the relative product asymptote energies of anti and syn 
MECI.  For anti-MECI, the OH + butanone-1-yl energy is 3.9 kcal mol-1 above the reactant 
energy. For syn-MECI, in contrast, the OH + butanone-3-yl energy is 1.9 kcal mol-1 below the 
reactant energy.  The relative energies of the butanone-1-yl and butanone-3-yl products can be 
rationalized based on the location of their radical centers.  For butanone-1-yl, the radical is 
delocalized between the C(1) carbon and the oxygen, while for butanone-3-yl, the radical is 
delocalized between the C(3) carbon and the oxygen.  As the C(3) carbon is a secondary carbon, 
the radical will be more stable, leading to a lower energy for the butanone-3-yl. 
4.4 Comparison to other Criegee intermediates 
Further insights into substituent effects on H-atom transfer barriers and unimolecular 
decay rates can be obtained from previous investigations of alkyl substituted Criegee 
intermediates36-39 and the MVK-oxide Criegee intermediate formed from isoprene ozonolysis.31  
Previously predicted TS barrier heights and rates are given in Table 1 along with barrier heights 
and rates for anti and syn-MECI presented in this work.  A lower barrier for H-atom transfer from 
a secondary carbon was observed for syn-CH3CH2CHOO as compared to a higher barrier for H-
atom transfer from a primary carbon in syn-CH3CHOO (16.5 and 17.1 kcal mol-1, respectively).30, 
38  The TS barrier for H-atom transfer in syn-CH3CH2CHOO is 0.6 kcal mol-1 lower than that for 
syn-CH3CHOO, which is analogous to the 0.6 kcal mol-1 change in the transition state barrier for 
syn vs. anti MECI. 
The H-atom transfer reaction for (CH3)2COO also occurs from a primary carbon, but the 
TS barrier is 16.2 kcal mol-1,29 nearly 1 kcal mol-1 lower than for syn-CH3CHOO (17.1 kcal mol-1).  
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Table 1: Calculated transition state (TS) barrier heights (kcal mol-1), microcanonical RRKM rates 
(k(E), s-1) at 6000 cm-1, and thermal rates (k(T), s-1) at 298 K for a series of Criegee 
intermediates.  
Criegee intermediate TS barrier k(E)a,b k(T) 
syn-CH3CHOOc 17.05 2.6 x 108 170 
syn-CH3CH2CHOOd 16.46 2.5 x 107 280 
anti-MECI 16.14 9.9 x 106 480 
syn-MECI 15.89 1.0 x 107 620 
(CH3)2COOc 16.16 6.0 x 107 370 
syn-MVK-oxidee 18.00 1.8 x 106 30 
 
a: Calculated using an Eckart tunneling model. 
b: Rates are given for the lowest energy conformer of the specified Criegee intermediate. 
c: Fang et al., 2016, ref. 36 
d: Fang et al., 2016, ref. 37 
e: Barber et al., 2018, ref. 31 
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In (CH3)2COO, the electron donating effect of the spectator methyl group (anti to terminal O atom) 
stabilizes the electron-deficient carbon at the TS, leading to its lower TS barrier.  Similarly, the 
barrier for syn-MECI H-atom transfer is ca. 1 kcal mol-1 lower than for syn-CH3CH2CHOO, again 
due to the stabilizing effect of the spectator methyl group in syn-MECI.  In addition, the TS barrier 
for (CH3)2COO (16.2 kcal mol-1) is similar to that for anti-MECI (16.1 kcal mol-1), which has a 
spectator ethyl group that lowers the TS barrier.   
The four-carbon unsaturated Criegee intermediate, syn-MVK-oxide, has an 18.0 kcal mol-
1 TS barrier for 1,4 H-atom transfer.31  By contrast, the four-carbon saturated Criegee 
intermediate, anti-MECI, has a much lower TS barrier (16.1 kcal mol-1).  Both involve H-atom 
transfer from a methyl group to the terminal O-atom, but their TS barriers differ by ca. 2 kcal mol-
1.  The dramatic difference in TS barrier heights between syn-MVK-oxide and anti-MECl, as well 
as the barrier-lowering effect from spectator alkyl substituents, suggests that even a substituent 
not involved in the H-atom transfer can have a significant effect on the unimolecular reaction 
energetics and rates. 
The barrier height is not the only factor that effects the microcanonical unimolecular 
decay rates.  For example, the H-atom transfer reactions from anti1-MECI and (CH3)2COO have 
nearly identical TS barrier heights (16.2 vs. 16.1 kcal mol-1, respectively),29 yet the calculated 
energy dependent rate for anti1-MECI is approximately a factor of 6 slower than that previously 
observed for (CH3)2COO in the 2CH energy region.  The slower unimolecular decay rate of anti1-
MECI can be attributed to the ratio between the density of states of the reactant N(E) and the 
sum of states at the transition state G⧧(E − E0).  Anti-MECI has 9 additional vibrational degrees of 
freedom (dof) compared to (CH3)2COO.  One is a low frequency ethyl torsional mode, which 
makes a large contribution to N(E) and G⧧(E − E0).  The effect of these additional vibrational dof 
is significantly greater on N(E) than G⧧(E − E0) at a given energy.  For example, at 6000 cm-1, 
N(E) for anti-MECI is a factor of ca. 80 greater than that for (CH3)2COO.  In contrast, G⧧(E − E0) 
for the anti-MECI TS is only greater than that for (CH3)2COO by a factor of ca. 15.  Therefore, the 
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ratio of G⧧(E − E0) to N(E) is decreased by a factor of ca. 5 in anti-MECI compared to the ratio for 
(CH3)2COO, giving a corresponding factor of 5 decrease in the rate.  A similar effect was 
observed in the comparison between (CH3)2COO and syn-CH3CHOO, where the addition of a 
methyl group reduced the rate for (CH3)2COO by a factor of ca. 5, despite the fact that the barrier 
for (CH3)2COO is 0.6 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than that for syn-CH3CHOO.37   
4.5 Thermal unimolecular decay of MECI 
Master equation modeling is used to extend the calculated energy dependent 
unimolecular decay rates k(E) to predict thermal decay rates k(T) for the unimolecular decay of 
stabilized anti and syn MECI to HPB-1 and HPB-2, which subsequently decay to produce OH, 
under atmospheric conditions.  At 1 atm, master equation modeling calculations indicate that the 
thermal rates are near the high pressure limit.  The resulting thermal rates predicted from 200-
350 K are displayed in Figure 6 as an Arrhenius plot (semilog plot of k(T) vs. 1000/T).  In both 
cases, the Arrhenius plot exhibits a strong curvature, which is indicative of tunneling in the H-
atom transfer reaction.  In the 200-350 K range, the thermal rate constants for anti-MECI are well 
represented by the modified Arrhenius expression (5.9 × 10−69)T26.7exp(1502/T) s-1.  For syn-
MECI, the thermal rate constants are well represented by the modified Arrhenius expression (9.7 
× 10-72)T27.7exp(1509/T) s-1. 
For the unimolecular decay of anti-MECI, the thermal decay rate at 298 K is predicted to 
be 480 s-1.  For syn-MECI, a faster rate of 620 s-1 is predicted, due to its lower TS barrier.  The 
predicted rates are in good agreement with those previously reported by Vereecken  et al. (433 s-
1 for anti-MECI and 689 s-1 for syn-MECI).11  The agreement between the values reported here 
with those reported by Vereecken et al. is likely coincidental; there are multiple differences in the 
two calculations including the barrier heights, imaginary frequencies, treatment of internal 
rotation, and treatment of anharmonicity in the density and sum of states calculation.  We note 
that the thermal rate calculated for anti-MECI is ca. 30% faster than that previously predicted for  
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Figure 6: Arrhenius plot of the thermal decay rates k(T) predicted for the unimolecular decay of 
anti-MECI and syn-MECI to 2-hydroperoxybut-1-ene (HPB-1) and 2-hydroperoxybut-2-ene (HPB-
2), respectively, via the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism.  Rates are computed using master 
equation modeling in the high pressure limit, and are plotted as a function of inverse temperature.  
Curvature in the plots originates from quantum mechanical tunneling.   
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(CH3)2COO (369 s-1 at 298 K),37 despite their extremely similar TS barrier heights, demonstrating 
that there are structural effects beyond the TS barrier height that contribute to thermal 
unimolecular decay rates.  Importantly, the rates predicted for MECI are significantly faster than 
the ca. 100 s-1 rate constants typically assumed for the thermal loss of stabilized Criegee 
intermediates in global atmospheric models.6   
5. Conclusions 
We report the IR action spectrum of the doubly-substituted MECI in the 2νCH energy 
region with detection of OH products.  MECI exhibits 4 conformers, which differ in the orientation 
of the carbonyl oxide group with respect to the methyl and ethyl substituents, as well as the 
orientation of the ethyl side chain.  All four conformers of MECI undergo 1,4 H-atom transfer, 
originating from either C(1) methyl hydrogens (anti-MECI) or the C(3) methylene hydrogens (syn-
MECI), to the terminal oxygen followed by rapid release of OH radical products.   
Comparison of the experimentally acquired IR action spectrum with the theoretically 
predicted IR absorption spectrum for the four conformers of MECI reveals that the overall span of 
the spectrum (ca. 5630 to 6000 cm-1) is in good agreement with the predicted spectrum.  The 
observed and theoretical spectra are qualitatively similar, particularly at low energies (below 5800 
cm-1), where long range intramolecular interactions between the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl 
oxide group and either the C(1) methyl hydrogens (anti-MECI) or the C(3) methylene hydrogens 
(syn-MECI) give rise to isolated features at distinctive energies.  The experimental spectrum 
exhibits significant congestion, which is attributed to coupling between spectroscopic bright states 
and nearby dark states.  The coupling is likely enhanced by several low frequency torsional 
modes. 
The OH appearance rates are measured upon excitation of the strongest features in the 
IR action spectrum.  The rates are on the order of 106-107 s-1, in good agreement with computed 
RRKM rates for anti and syn conformers of MECI at these energies.  The microcanonical 
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unimolecular decay rates for MECI include quantum mechanical tunneling and incorporate high 
level electronic structure calculations of the TS barriers as well as the rovibrational properties and 
torsional barriers.  Despite the different TS barriers predicted for the unimolecular decay of anti 
and syn-MECI (16.1 and 15.4 kcal mol-1, respectively), the RRKM rates are predicted to be quite 
similar (within a factor of 1.5 over the energy range presented here).  The similarity is attributed to 
the enhanced sum of states at the anti-TS due to the ethyl torsion, which is not present at the 
syn-TS.  This mitigates the effect of the higher TS barrier for anti-MECI. 
Master equation modeling is used to extend the energy-dependent rates to thermal rates 
under atmospheric conditions.  Thermal rates at 298 K (1 atm) are predicted to be 478 s-1 and 
617 s-1 for anti-MECI and syn-MECI, respectively.  The rates are much faster than the 100 s-1 rate 
commonly used in atmospheric chemistry models.6  It is anticipated that, similar to other doubly-
substituted Criegee intermediates, e.g. (CH3)2COO,15 the reaction of MECI with water vapor 
(monomer and dimer), should be slow and unimolecular decay will likely be the dominant 
atmospheric removal pathway.11 
Comparison with other previously studied Criegee intermediate systems, including syn-
CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO, syn-CH3CH2CHOO, and MVK-oxide, provides insight into substituent 
effects.  In each system, unimolecular decay proceeds by the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism, 
and quantum mechanical tunneling plays an important role.  However, the substituents of each 
Criegee intermediate have significant effects on the TS barrier height.  The barrier is lower for H-
atom transfer from a secondary carbon (as for syn-MECI and syn-CH3CH2CHOO) compared to a 
primary carbon (as for anti-MECI and syn-CH3CHOO), due to the lower bond strength associated 
with a CH bond on a secondary carbon.  There are also significant effects on the TS barrier from 
the spectator substituent not involved in the H-atom transfer.  The presence of an alkyl group as a 
spectator substituent (as in the doubly substituted Criegee intermediates (CH3)2COO and MECI) 
has an electron donating effect that stabilizes the TS and lowers the barrier.  In contrast, the 
presence of a vinyl group in the unsaturated four-carbon Criegee intermediate syn-MVK-oxide 
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increases the barrier dramatically compared to the saturated four-carbon Criegee intermediate 
MECI.  The substituents of the Criegee intermediates also affect the unimolecular decay rates 
beyond altering TS barrier heights.  Hindered rotors make important contributions to sums and 
densities of states, and by extension can impact on the unimolecular decay rate under both 
energy-dependent and thermal conditions.  Even in cases where two Criegee intermediates (such 
as (CH3)2COO and anti-MECI) have similar TS barriers (16.1 vs. 16.2 kcal mol-1, respectively), 
differences in the number of hindered rotors at the reactant, the TS, or both can significantly alter 
the unimolecular decay rate.  The effect of hindered rotors is more pronounced in the density of 
states of the reactant compared to the sum of states at the TS, and thus may have significant 
impact on energy-dependent unimolecular decay rates.  However, hindered rotors may still have 
a noticeable impact on the thermal unimolecular decay rate under atmospheric conditions.  MECI 
is more complex than previously studied alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediates, and the present 
study provides an important test of structure-function relationships predicted for unimolecular 
decay of Criegee intermediates.11 
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CHAPTER 9 
Vinoxy Radical Laser Induced Fluorescence as a Probe of 
Criegee Intermediate Chemistry 
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1. Introduction 
Vinoxy radicals (CH2CHO) and substituted analogues with vinoxy functionality 
(C(R1R2)C(R3)O) are intermediates in a number of atmospheric  and combustion processes.1, 2  
One important source of vinoxy radicals in the troposphere is alkene ozonolysis.  In this reaction, 
ozone adds across a C=C double bond to form a primary ozonide (POZ), which then 
decomposes to yield a carbonyl oxide, known as the Criegee intermediate, as well as a carbonyl 
coproduct.  The alkene ozonolysis reaction is highly exothermic, and the nascent Criegee 
intermediates are therefore formed with a high degree of internal excitation.3 Some portion of the 
Criegee intermediates will promptly undergo unimolecular decomposition.  The remaining Criegee 
intermediates will be collisionally stabilized, and either undergo thermal unimolecular decay,4-7 or 
bimolecular reactions with other atmospheric species.8-12   
For simple, substituted Criegee intermediates with an α alkyl H-atom in the syn position, 
the primary atmospheric removal pathway is predicted to be unimolecular reaction,13-16 which 
occurs via a 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism, and is shown generally in Scheme 1.  The α H-atom 
transfers to the terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group to yield a vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP) 
intermediate.  The VHP then rapidly decomposes to yield OH, along with a vinoxy radical.1, 6, 17, 18  
The initial substituents of the Criegee intermediate will determine the corresponding substituents 
of the vinoxy radical or a substitututed vinoxy analogue, as shown in Scheme 1.  While much 
experimental work exists on OH production from Criegee intermediates,13-22 neither vinoxy 
radicals nor their substituted analogues have been directly detected from the unimolecular 
reactions of Criegee intermediates.   
In the atmosphere, the vinoxy radical and its substituted analogues may undergo 
unimolecular decay or bimolecular reaction.  There are two potential pathways for unimolecular 
decay of the vinoxy radical. The first is dissociation to yield ketene and an H atom. The second 
proceeds via rearrangement to an acetyl radical, followed by decomposition to yield a methyl 
radical and carbon monoxide.  The first pathway is expected to dominate with a branching ratio of  
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Scheme 1: Generic H-atom transfer reaction for Criegee intermediates to OH and vinoxy 
products.  Also shown are the Criegee intermediates and cooresponding vinoxy radicals 
considered in this Chapter. 
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approximately 2:1.23  The rates associated with these unimolecular reactions have not been 
reported, but the high barriers associated with them (ca. 40 kcal mol-1)23 suggest they should be 
relatively slow.  
Bimolecular reaction of vinoxy radicals and their substituted analogues can occur with a 
variety of atmospheric species, including NO2,23, 24 NO,25  and O2.25-27  The reaction with O2 is 
predicted to be the most likely oxidation pathway of the vinoxy radical, due to the large 
atmospheric abundance of O2 compared to other possible oxidants.26 The reaction of vinoxy with 
O2 has been shown experimentally to be quite fast, with rate constants on the order of 10-13 cm3 
s-1 at 298 K in the high pressure limit.25-27 Rate constants 5-7 times faster than these have been 
observed for the reactions of 1-methylvinoxy (CH2C(CH3)O) and 2-methylvinoxy (CH3CHCHO) 
with O2.28, 29 The vinoxy + O2 reaction proceeds by a nearly barrierless addition to the carbon-
centered vinoxy radical to form an oxoalkylperoxy radical30 (though the vinoxy radical in its 
ground state can be drawn in two resonance forms, with the radical site on either the oxygen or 
carbon atom, it is understood that the unpaired electron is primarily localized on the carbon 
atom).31-33  Substituted vinoxy analogues are expected to react with O2 via a similar mechanism.28  
These oxoalkylperoxy radicals are a subset of peroxy radicals (RO2), important intermediates in a 
variety of atmospheric processes.34  The oxoalkylperoxy radical, once formed, may either 
dissociate back to reactants, or react unimolecularly via several different mechanisms to form 
various products, including OH radicals.  For the simplest, unsubstituted vinoxy radical, the yield 
of OH from the reaction with O2 is ca. 20%.26, 30, 35 The oxoalkylperoxy radicals associated with 
larger vinoxy radicals may also undergo autoxidation, whereby successive H-atom transfer 
reactions and O2 additions yield low-volatility organic compounds that are implicated in the 
formation of secondary organic aerosols.36 
In the laboratory, vinoxy radicals and their methyl-substituted analogues, 1-methylvinoxy 
and 2-methylvinoxy, have been generated via 193 nm photolysis of vinyl-substituted ethers, or by 
the reaction of alkenes (ethene and propene) with O(3P) atoms.  Thus, there is extensive 
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experimental work on their reactivity and spectroscopy.  Vinoxy, 1-methylvinoxy and 2-
methylvinoxy have been detected via laser induced fluorescence (LIF) on their B̃ A″ 
2
 - X̃ A″ 
2
 
transition.  The LIF spectrum of the simplest vinoxy radical was first observed by Inoue and 
Akimoto in a fast-flow reactor cell.31  Subsequent work further characterized the LIF spectrum, as 
well as the dispersed fluorescence spectrum (DF) of the vinoxy radical under both jet-cooled37 
and ambient conditions.24, 38  The jet-cooled LIF and DF spectra are vibrationally resolved, and 
are assigned based on theoretical calculations of vibrational modes in both the B̃ A″ 
2
 and X̃ A″ 
2
 
states. The vibrationally resolved features within the B̃-X̃ system also exhibit rotational structure, 
allowing for the determination of the geometry of the vinoxy radical.  LIF spectra have also been 
reported for the 1-methylvinoxy and 2-methylvinoxy radicals.39-44  The 2-methylvinoxy radical 
exhibits 2 stereoisomers, cis-2-methylvinoxy and trans-2-methylvinoxy; spectroscopic features 
attributed to both conformers have been observed.39, 42, 44  Again, the LIF spectra are vibrationally 
resolved, and provide information about the vibrational modes of the respective vinoxy radicals in 
the B̃ A″ 
2
 state.  For all vinoxy radicals for which LIF spectra have been reported, the spectra 
terminate at significantly lower excitation energy than expected based on the absorption spectra, 
indicating predissociation of the B̃ A″ 
2
 state.37-42, 44  This predissociative behavior has been 
confirmed by fast-beam photodissociation experiments.45 
In 2012, an alternative synthetic method was developed to efficiently produce Criegee 
intermediates via photolysis of a diiodoalkyl species and subsequent reaction with oxygen.46, 47  
This method has been coupled to a free jet expansion to generate cold, stabilized Criegee 
intermediates in a collision free environment, including syn-CH3CHOO,48 (CH3)2COO,49 syn-
CH3CH2CHOO,49 and (CH3)(CH3CH2)COO (see Chapter 8). UV LIF on the OH A-X (1,0) 
transition has been employed to detect OH radicals from the unimolecular decay of these Criegee 
intermediates.13-19, 50-52  Initially, OH products from the unimolecular decay of internally excited 
syn-CH3CHOO were detected at early times following 248 nm photolysis of CH3CHI2 in the 
presence of O2.50 In subsequent experiments, infrared (IR) excitation was used to provide cold 
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Criegee intermediates with the energy required to surmount or tunnel through the TS barrier (15-
18 kcal mol-1 depending on the Criegee intermediate)13-19, 51, 52 for the 1,4 H-atom transfer 
reaction that leads to OH radical products, which were again detected by UV LIF.  The IR-pump 
UV-probe scheme is used to acquire IR action spectra of the Criegee intermediates, as well as 
measure energy-dependent OH appearance rates. This method is limited, however, in that it can 
only be used to study Criegee intermediates that produce OH radicals at energies accessible via 
infrared activation, such as those with a α syn-alkyl H-atom, which can undergo unimolecular 
decay via the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism. 
In this chapter, the first direct detection of vinoxy radicals and their substituted analogues 
from the decay of Criegee intermediates is accomplished via UV LIF on the B̃-X̃ transition.  Two 
alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates are considered, syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, which 
decay via the 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism.  The unimolecular reaction of syn-CH3CHOO 
produces the vinoxy radical, CH2CHO, while the unimolecular reaction of (CH3)2COO produces 
the 1-methylvinoxy radical, CH2C(CH3)O, as shown in Scheme 1.  The B̃-X̃ transitions of these 
two radicals have distinct electronic origins, and vibrationally-resolved LIF spectra, providing a 
spectroscopic fingerprint of vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy and allowing for unambiguous 
identification. A similar detection scheme may be used to study the unimolecular reactions of two 
unsaturated, four-carbon Criegee intermediates formed during the ozonolysis of isoprene, the 
most abundant non-methane VOC in the Earth’s atmosphere.  Some conformers of these 
Criegee intermediates are predicted to produce vinoxy radicals via an alternative unimolecular 
reaction mechanism involving a dioxole intermediate;52-55 to date no direct experimental evidence 
exists for this reaction pathway. 
2. Methods 
The generation of the syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates in a pulsed 
supersonic expansion has been described previously.48, 49  Briefly, the 1,1-diiodoethane 
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(CH3CHI2) or 2,2-diiodopropane ((CH3)2CI2) is entrained in a 20% O2/Ar gas mixture at a backing 
pressure of 25 psig and pulsed through a pulsed valve (Parker Hannefin Series 9 Miniature 
Solenoid Valve, 500 μs pulse width), which is gently heated to ca. 50 °C using a Peltier 
Thermoelectric module in order to increase the vapor pressure of the diiodoalkane precursor.52  
The gas pulse travels through a quartz capillary reactor tube (1 mm ID, 25 mm length), and into 
vacuum (base pressure 10-6 torr).  The diiodo alkane precursor is photolyzed with 355 nm 
radiation from a frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Powerlite 8000, ca. 20 mJ/pulse, 6 
ns FWHM, 10 Hz), which is cylindrically focused onto the tip of the capillary.  The resulting 
monoiodo radical (CH3CHI or (CH3)2CI) reacts with O2 to produce the Criegee intermediate (syn-
CH3CHOO or (CH3)2COO, respectively). 
In previous experiments, 248 nm light from a KrF excimer laser (Coherent COMPEX 50) 
was used to photolyze the diiodoalkane precursors.  However, these precursors also absorb 355 
nm light, albeit slightly less strongly. 248 nm photolysis was found to result in a large scattered 
light signal from the photolysis laser at ca. 400 nm, which precluded the detection of the vinoxy 
LIF signal, with fluorescence in the 350-450 nm region.37  The origin of this scattered light is 
thought to be phosphorescence of the quartz lenses used in front of the photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) detector upon irradiation with 248 nm light.56  Thus, 355 nm light was used instead. A 248 
nm photon provides ca. 60 kcal mol-1 of excess energy beyond what is required to photolyzed the 
C-I bond of the diiodoalkane precursor.57   The 355 nm photon energy is significantly lower, and 
provides only ca. 30 kcal mol-1 of excess energy, but is still well above the energy needed to 
photodissociate the diiodoalkane precursor to form the monoiodoalkene radical, which 
subsequently reacts with oxygen to form the Criegee intermediate. 
While the detailed energetics associated with the formation of syn-CH3CHOO and 
(CH3)2COO from their respective diiodoalkane precursors have not been reported, these 
processes are analogous to the formation of the simplest Criegee intermediate formaldehyde 
oxide (CH2OO) from its diiodoprecursor, CH2I2. Velocity map imaging (VMI) studies of the 
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photodissociation of CH2I2 estimate that 80% of the excess energy from 355 nm photolysis is 
partitioned into the resulting CH2I monoiodo radical.57, 58  When the CH2I radical reacts with O2 (a 
nearly thermoneutral process with a ΔHrxn of ca. 1 kcal mol-1),59 it is anticipated that a large 
portion of the energy will be retained as internal excitation of the nascent CH2OO Criegee 
intermediate.   
Given a similar process for the formation of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, it is 
expected that at least 80% of the excess energy from 355 nm photolysis of CH3CHI2 or (CH3)2CI2 
is partitioned into internal excitation of the resulting alkyl-substituted CH3CHI or (CH3)2CI radicals.  
The actual energy partitioning to internal excitation of the monoiodo radicals may be greater due 
to the larger number of vibrational degrees of freedom of the substituted monoiodo radicals 
compared to CH2I.  Assuming a similar, nearly thermoneutral O2 addition to the CH3CHI or 
(CH3)2CI radicals, some portion of the resulting syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee 
intermediates are born with high enough internal energy to undergo prompt unimolecular decay 
prior to cooling.  The OH and vinoxy or 1-methylvinoxy radicals that result from the prompt decay 
of syn-CH3CHOO or (CH3)2COO, respectively, are cooled in the supersonic expansion alongside 
the remaining Criegee intermediates. 
Approximately 1 cm downstream from the tip of the capillary, in the collision-free region of 
the expansion, the gas mixture is intersected by a UV laser beam, which excites the cold vinoxy 
radicals on their B̃ A″ 
2
 - X̃ A″ 
2
 band. Tunable UV radiation (0.5-3 mJ/pulse depending on 
wavelength, 5 ns FWHM) is generated by frequency doubling (InRad Autotracker III, KDP-C 
Crystal) the output of an Nd:YAG (Continuum Powerlite 7020, 10 Hz) pumped dye laser 
(Continuum ND6000, LDS 698 dye, ca. 675-725 nm fundamental frequency), which is loosely 
focused to a diameter of ca. 2 mm in the interaction region.   The frequency doubled dye laser 
wavelength is scanned across a portion of the B̃ A″ 
2
 - X̃ A″ 
2
 band of each of the vinoxy radicals; 
the wavelength at the beginning and end of each scan is calibrated using a wavemeter (Coherent 
WaveMaster). The resulting fluorescence is detected with a gated photomultiplier tube (Electron 
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Tubes 9813QB) after passing through a 400 nm bandpass filter (Thorlabs FBH400-40, center 
wavelength: 400 nm, bandwidth: 40 nm, maximum transmission: >90%), which spans the central 
portion of the vinoxy DF spectrum.37  The signal is preamplified and captured on a digital storage 
oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner 44Xi) which is interfaced with a computer for processing. 
Based on previously reported fluorescence lifetimes, which range from ca. 50-200 ns for vinoxy 
and 90-120 ns for 1-methylvinoxy in the energy regions presented here,37, 40 the fluorescence 
signal was integrated for 220 ns following the UV probe laser pulse. 
3. Results 
We present two LIF spectra attributed to the vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy radical.  In the 
first case, the LIF spectrum is acquired following photolysis of the CH3CHI2 precursor, where the 
resulting monoiiodo radical reacts with oxygen to yield the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate.  
The syn-CH3CHOO decays to OH and the vinoxy radical.  The LIF spectrum of the vinoxy radical 
is acquired in the 333-348 nm range. In the second case, the LIF spectrum is acquired following 
photolysis of the (CH3)2CI2 precursor, where the resulting monoiodo radical reacts with O2 to yield 
the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate. Here, the (CH3)2COO undergoes unimolecular decay to 
produce OH and the 1-methylvinoxy radical.  The LIF spectrum of the 1-methylvinoxy radical is 
acquired in the 355-361 nm range.  In both cases, fluorescence is collected in the 400 ± 20 nm 
range.   
The experimentally observed spectra are shown in Figures 1 and 2.  Based on 
comparison to previously published spectra,37, 40, 41 we identify these spectra as arising from the 
B̃-X̃ transitions of the vinoxy radical and the 1-methylvinoxy radical, respectively.  This 
assignment is consistent with the predicted mechanisms for the unimolecular decay of the syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, which produce either the vinoxy or the 1-methylvinoxy radical, 
respectively, as the coproducts of OH.  In both cases, the entire spectrum is not scanned; the 
spectra have been extensively mapped previously,37, 40, 41 and a full analysis of the LIF spectrum  
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Figure 1: LIF spectrum taken following photolysis of CH3CHI2 and subsequent reaction of the 
resulting monoiodo radical with O2 to form the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate.  The 
spectrum is attributed to the B̃-X̃ transition of the vinoxy radical, CH2CHO, which forms from the 
unimolecular decay of the syn-CH3CHOO and is cooled in the supersonic expansion.  The 
strongest features are assigned, based on comparison with the previously reported LIF spectrum 
in reference 37 (Figure 4). 
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Figure 2: LIF spectrum taken following photolysis of (CH3)CHI2 and subsequent reaction of the 
resulting monoiodo radical with O2 to form the (CH3)2CHOO Criegee intermediate.  The features 
with astrisks are attributed to the B̃-X̃ transition of the 1-methylvinoxy radical, CH2C(CH3)O, which 
forms from the unimolecular decay of the (CH3)2CHOO and is cooled in the supersonic 
expansion, based on comparison with the previously reported LIF spectra in references 40 and 
41 (Figures 2 and 3, respectively).  The two features marked with question marks are not thought 
to arise from the 1-methylvinoxy radical. 
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is not the goal of this work. Instead, a small section of the spectrum, which can be accessed via 
the use of the frequency doubled output from a single laser dye, is scanned in order to confirm 
the identity of the vinoxy or 1-methylvinoxy product. 
3.1 LIF of Vinoxy from syn-CH3CHOO 
The LIF spectrum taken following photolysis of the CH3CHI2 precursor is in excellent 
agreement with the LIF spectrum for the B̃ A″ 
2
 - X̃ A″ 
2
 transition of vinoxy previously reported by 
Brock et al.37  We observe the electronic origin (00
0
) at 28787 cm-1, in good agreement with the 
previously reported electronic origin at 28784 cm-1.37  It should be noted that Brock et al. reported 
band origins from rotational band contour analyses, while only peak positions are reported here, 
which explains the small discrepancies in reported transition frequencies.37  Two other high-
intensity observed features, which are shifted to higher frequency relative to the electronic origin 
by 920 cm-1 and 1121 cm-1, are in good agreement with the features previously reported at 
relative frequencies of 917 and 1122 cm-1.37, 60 These features have been previously assigned to 
the 80
1
 and 70
1
, where ν7 is the CH2 scissor mode, and ν8 is the CC stretching mode.37, 60 There are 
some small discrepancies in relative intensities of features between the spectrum reported here 
and in previous work. However, in both this experiment and previous work, spectra were not 
normalized to laser intensity.  Additionally, the filter used to select the wavelengths of 
fluorescence emission detected in this study (400 +/- 20 nm bandpass) are different than those 
used by Brock et al. (400 nm longpass).  These two filters encompass different portions of the DF 
spectrum from vinoxy, which shifts as a function of the excitation energy.37  This may help to 
explain the small differences in observed relative intensities. 
When the excitation energy axis of Figure 1 is expanded, it is apparent that there is 
rotational structure associated with the vibrationally resolved transition.  In Figure 3, the 00
0
 
transition is shown in an expanded view as an example.  Although the resolution of the 
frequency-doubled dye laser used in the experiment is 0.16 cm-1, the survey scan presented here  
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Figure 3: Expanded view of the 00
0 band observed in the experimental LIF spectrum of the B̃-X̃ 
transition of the vinoxy radical (red).  The spectrum is overlayed with a rotational band contour fit 
(black), which uses previously determined rotational constants for the B̃ state (ref. 36) and X̃ state 
(ref. 58 and 59).  The spectrum is fit to an a/b-type (0.6/0.4) transition, with a rotational 
temperature of 15 K. 
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is performed at a high scanning speed such that only ~2 points/cm-1 are collected.  The actual 
reported spectrum is therefore at a much lower resolution.  Nevertheless, the observed rotational 
band contour can be fit using experimentally determined rotational constants for the vinoxy 
radical,37, 61, 62 a low rotational temperature of 15 K, and an a/b type transition, in agreement with 
previously reported results.37  This provides further confirmation that the spectral carrier is indeed 
the vinoxy radical. 
To further confirm the identity of the vinoxy radical, the fluorescence lifetime is measured 
on the 00
0
 transition, and is shown in Figure 4.  The tail of the fluorescence decay trace can be fit 
to a single exponential function to extract an estimated fluorescence lifetime of 210 ns; no attempt 
was made to deconvolute the observed fluorescence decay from either the excitation laser pulse 
or the instrument response.  This lifetime is in reasonably good agreement with the lifetime 
previously reported by Brock et al. of 190 +/- 2 ns, where deconvolution with the excitation laser 
pulse and the instrument response was considered.37  The agreement provides further evidence 
that the observed fluorescence arises from the vinoxy radical. 
3.2 LIF of 1-methylvinoxy from (CH3)2COO 
The LIF spectrum taken following photolysis of the CH3CHI2 precursor has several 
intense features that can clearly attributed to the B̃ A″ 
2
 - X̃ A″ 
2
 transition of 1-methylvinoxy, based 
on comparison to the previously reported LIF spectrum by Williams et al.40, 41  In this case, the 
electronic origin (00
0
) has been previously reported at 27283 cm-1, but has low intensity and was 
not scanned here.40, 41 We do observe two strong features shifted to higher frequency relative to 
the electronic origin by 483 and 589 cm-1, in good agreement with previously observed features at 
relative frequencies of 481 and 586 cm-1.40, 41 As above, only approximate band positions are 
reported here, which are compared to the band origins reported previously.  The observed feature 
at 589 cm-1 exhibits a shoulder at 597 cm-1, which again agrees well with a similar, previously 
reported shoulder at a relative frequency of 598 cm-1.40, 41  A pair of weaker features at relative  
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Figure 4: Vinoxy fluorescence lifetime measurement.  The experimentally observed fluorescence 
decay trace (black) is corrected by subtracting contributions from scattered light from the 355 nm 
photolysis laser and UV probe laser, and the tail is fit to a single exponential function (red) to 
extract an approximately fluorescence lifetime of 210 ns. 
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frequencies of 681 and 714 cm-1 are also observed, in good agreement with a similarly shaped 
pair of features at relative frequencies of 680 and 719 cm-1.40, 41  In the 1-methylvinoxy case, the 
assignment of the vibrationally resolved features in experimentally observed LIF spectrum is less 
straightforward than for vinoxy, due to the presence of a methyl torsional mode in both the ground 
and electronically excited state.40, 41  All five of the features discussed above are attributed to 
transitions between pure torsional levels in the ground and excited electronic states.41 
Several features in the LIF spectra are observed which do not correspond to features in 
the previously reported spectra for jet-cooled 1-methylvinoxy.  In the previously reported 
spectrum, only 1 feature with significant intensity was observed from 28000-28200 cm-1 (717-917 
cm-1 higher in energy than the electronic origin).  Several other weak features were attributed to 
hot bands.  In the spectrum presented in Figure 2, however, there are two very strong features in 
this energy range: one broad feature or cluster of features centered at ca. 28050 cm-1 (767 cm-1 
higher in energy than the electronic origin), and a strong, sharp feature at 28100 cm-1 (817 cm-1 
higher in energy than the electronic origin). Possible origins of these features are discussed in 
Section 4.1. 
The LIF spectrum of the vinoxy radical and the 1-methylvinoxy radical are distinctly 
different, with no overlapping transitions. The 00
0
 transition of the 1-methylvinoxy radical LIF 
spectrum at 27283 cm-1 lies ca. 1500 cm-1 lower in energy than that of the vinoxy radical at 28784 
cm-1.31, 37, 40, 41  The full spectrum of the 1-methylvinoxy extends over a broader range (ca. 2700 
cm-1) compared to the range of the spectrum of vinoxy itself (1400 cm-1).  Further, the spectrum of 
the 1-methylvinoxy radical is significantly more complex, exhibiting approximately 50 bands, due 
to the presence of a methyl torsional mode in both the X̃ and B̃ states.40  The difference between 
the two vinoxy spectra demonstrates that vinoxy radicals with different substituents can be 
detected selectively by LIF. 
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4. Discussion 
In this work, we present the LIF spectra of the vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy radicals, 
formed from the unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO. To our knowledge, this 
represents the first direct detection of vinoxy radicals from the unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates, demonstrating that LIF can be a useful probe of Criegee intermediate chemistry 
beyond OH production. 
4.1. Spectra of vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy 
The vinoxy spectrum is in excellent agreement with previously reported LIF spectra for 
this radical.  The 1-methylvinoxy spectrum, however, contains two extra features in the energy 
range presented in this work, one centered at ca. 28050 cm-1 (767 cm-1 higher in energy than the 
electronic origin), and one at 28100 cm-1 (817 cm-1 higher in energy than the electronic origin), 
which are not previously reported in the 1-methylvinoxy LIF spectrum.  One possibility is that 
these feature could be hot bands, arising from excitation of vibrationally excited radicals that are 
incompletely cooled in the jet, but this seems unlikely.  While hot bands were previously observed 
in the LIF spectrum of the jet-cooled 1-methylvinoxy radical, they were uniformly very weak in 
intensity.40, 41  The bands we observer are very intense, and would imply either an extremely large 
Franck-Condon factor, or a large population in the vibrationally excited state. 
It is more likely that the feature arises from a different molecule.  It is known that there is 
a facile reaction between the 1-methylvinoxy radical and O2,28, 29 which is in excess in the gas 
mixture.  If the 1-methylvinoxy reacts with O2 it will form an RO2 radical.29  While the RO2 radical 
itself is expected to absorb at a higher energy (200-340 nm) than the excitation energies used 
here (ca. 360 nm), and is not known to strongly fluoresce, it can undergo various unimolecular H-
atom transfer reactions and subsequent decay.30  The possible products of this reaction are 
numerous, and some of them could contribute to the LIF spectrum.  Further mapping of the 
spectrum would help to elucidate if there are additional bands not present in previous studies.  
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Fluorescence lifetime measurements on the unassigned bands at 28050 and 28100 cm-1 could 
be compared to other nearby bands to help determine if they arise from the same or different 
species.  Nevertheless, the two spectra provide conclusive evidence that the vinoxy and 1-
methylvinoxy radicals are indeed formed as predicted from the unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates. 
4.2. Potential for Future Work 
4.2.1. Vinoxy radicals from isoprene-derived Criegee intermediates 
Isoprene is the most abundant non-methane VOC in the Earth’s atmosphere, with an 
annual flux into the atmosphere of ca. 500 Tg.63  Globally, ca. 10% of isoprene is removed by 
reaction with O3.  The isoprene ozonolysis reaction is shown in Scheme 2.  O3 can add across 
either of the two C=C double bonds to produce two distinct POZs.  These POZs are asymmetric, 
and can decompose to yield 4 different pairs of Criegee intermediate and carbonyl oxide 
products, including three distinct Criegee intermediates: CH2OO, methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-
oxide), and methacrolein oxide (MACR-oxide).52-54, 64-66 
This group has recently accomplished the first direct detection of MVK-oxide and MACR-
oxide.52, 66  An alternative synthetic method is used to generate these Criegee intermediates, 
wherein either 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene or 1,3-diiodo-2-methyl propene, is photolyzed to generate a 
monoiodo alkene radical, which is then reacted with O2 to form MVK-oxide or MACR-oxide, 
respectively.52, 66  Both MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide exhibit two sets of conformers, as shown in 
Figure 5.53, 54, 65  The terminal oxygen of the carbonyl oxide group can point toward the vinyl 
substituent (anti-MVK-oxide and syn-MACR-oxide), or away from the vinyl substituent (syn-MVK-
oxide and anti-MACR-oxide); this notation is adopted from the work of Nguyen et al.64  The barrier 
to internal rotational about the C=O bond is very high (~30 kcal mol-1),52-54 and thus the syn and 
anti conformers are expected to behave as chemically distinct species.  In addition, for a given 
syn or anti orientation, the C=C and C=O double bonds can have either a cis or trans orientation  
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Scheme 2: The isoprene ozonolysis reaction. Ozone can add across either of the two double 
bonds to give two distinct primary ozonides, which then decompose to yield four sets of products, 
including three distinct Criegee intermediates: methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-oxide), 
methacrolein oxide (MACR-oxide), and the simplest Criegee intermediate, formaldehyde oxide 
(CH2OO).  The Scheme is adapted from reference 51, Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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with respect to one another, as shown in Figure 5.  However, as the barrier to interconversion 
between cis and trans conformers, which involves rotation about a C-C single bond, are low, the 
two can readily interconvert and are expected to have similar chemistry. While MVK-oxide and 
MACR-oxide are constitutional isomers of each other, they cannot interconvert and are also 
chemically distinct. 
The syn and anti conformers of MVK-oxide and MACR-oxide are expected to have 
markedly different chemical reactivity from one another.  For conformers where the terminal 
oxygen points away from the vinyl group (syn-MVK-oxide and anti-MACR-oxide), the 
unimolecular chemistry is thought to be similar to previously observed alkyl substituted Criegee 
intermediates.  Syn-MVK-oxide can undergo a 1,4 H-atom transfer from the methyl group to the 
terminal oxygen, to produce a hydroperoxybutadiene (HPBD) intermediate, which then 
decomposes to yield OH and an oxybutadiene radical (OBD), as shown in Scheme 3.51, 53, 55, 65  
The OBD radical contains vinoxy functionality. This pathway proceeds via a TS barrier of 18.0 
kcal mol-1-, with a strong contribution from quantum mechanical tunneling.52  The unimolecular 
decay of syn-MVK-oxide is analogous to the 1,4 H-atom transfer reactions previously observed 
for other syn-alkyl substituted Criegee intermediates.  This mechanism has recently been 
validated via the measurement of energy-dependent OH appearance rate measurements, which 
were found to be in excellent agreement with predicted statistical unimolecular reaction rates 
including quantum mechanical tunneling for the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction.52 
For anti-MACR-oxide, where the terminal oxygen points toward a single H-atom 
substituent, unimolecular reaction occurs via a 1,3-ring closure mechanism to produce a 
substituted dioxirane intermediate, with a barrier of 18.3 kcal mol-1.55 This reaction is analogous to 
the unimolecular decay of other Criegee intermediates with an H-atom substituent in the syn 
position, such as CH2OO or anti-CH3CHOO.55  This pathway is not expected to be the dominant 
removal pathway of anti-MACR-oxide in the atmosphere, as the anti-MACR-oxide reaction with  
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Scheme 3: The 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction of syn-MVK-oxide.  The reaction proceeds via a 5-
membered ring transition state (TS) to a 2-hydroperoxybutadiene (HPBD) intermediate, which 
then decomposes to yield 2-oxybutadiene (OBD) and OH radical products, as described in 
reference 51, Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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Figure 5: Structures of methyl vinyl ketone oxide (MVK-oxide) and methacrolein oxide (MACR-
oxide).  Each molecule has two sets of conformers which differ in the orientation of the terminal 
oxygen with respect to the substituents.  Within each set (syn or anti), there are two 
conformations, which differ in the orientation of the two double bonds with respect to one another 
(cis or trans). The cis/trans conformers can readily interconvert, while the syn and anti conformers 
are chemically distinct species. 
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water vapor (monomer and dimer) at typical atmospheric water vapor concentrations67 is thought 
to be much faster than unimolecular decay.55, 68 
For conformers where the terminal oxygen points toward the vinyl group (anti-MVK-oxide 
and syn-MACR-oxide), a new unimolecular reaction pathway becomes available, as shown in 
Scheme 4.52-55  Via a multistep reaction mechanism, this pathway may result in the formation of 
vinoxy radical products, which could be detected by LIF.   
The initial step of this reaction involves an electrocyclic ring closure, where the terminal 
oxygen forms a bond with the terminal carbon of the vinyl group, giving a 5-membered ring 
dioxole intermediate.  Several groups have predicted the barrier for this reaction to be extremely 
low (11.0-12.0 kcal mol-1 for anti-MVK-oxide52, 53, 55 and 11.9-12.8 kcal mol-1 for syn-MACR-
oxide),54, 55 leading to relatively fast predicted thermal rates on the order of 103 s-1.52, 55  Because 
the reaction is so fast, it is expected to be a dominant removal pathway for anti-MVK-oxide and 
syn-MACR-oxide under atmospheric conditions.  To date, however, there has been no direct 
experimental validation of this proposed pathway.  In the discussion that follows, all energies are 
given relative to the anti-MVK-oxide Criegee intermediate (unless otherwise noted).  Detailed 
calculations of the unimolecular rearrangement pathway from dioxole, to further products 
including vinoxy radicals, have been performed for the anti-MVK-oxide case;52 an analogous 
pathway is expected for syn-MACR-oxide.54, 55 
As previously reported, the dioxole intermediate is significantly lower in energy (-27.4 kcal 
mol-1)52 than the Criegee intermediate reactant. Thus, the dioxole will be formed with a high 
degree of internal excitation and can undergo subsequent unimolecular processes. The likely 
next step in this reaction mechanism is O-O bond cleavage (via a submerged TS barrier of -5.6 
kcal mol-1)52 and ring opening to yield a diradical species (-21.2 kcal mol-1),52 which can then 
isomerize to yield a number of closed shell dicarbonyl species as previously proposed by Kuwata 
et al.53  The lowest energy of these is a β-dicarbonyl compound, which forms from the diradical 
via an intramolecular 1,2 H-atom transfer (via a submerged TS barrier of -21.2 kcal mol-1).  The β- 
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Scheme 4: Lowest energy unimolecular reaction pathway for a syn-vinyl substituted Criegee 
intermediate.  The reaction proceeds via a dioxole intermediate to products with vinoxy 
functionality.  Two cases are considered: anti-MVK-oxide and syn-MACR-oxide.  Numbers are 
given in kcal mol-1, with ground state energies in black and transition states energies in blue with 
brackets, for the anti-MVK-oxide case.  Apart from the last step of the reaction (C-C bond 
cleavage), the scheme and associated energetics have been previously published in reference 
51, Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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dicarbonyl species is a stable, closed shell molecule nearly 70 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than the 
Criegee intermediate reactant.52  As a result, a number of unimolecular pathways are available 
which are reasonable when compared to the energy of the reactant, despite having high TS 
barriers relative to the β-dicarbonyl.  
Recently, this group detected OH radicals from the unimolecular decay of vibrationally 
activated anti-MVK-oxide under collision free conditions.  The mechanism proposed (see 
Chapter 7, and Barber et al., 2018)52 for the generation of OH radicals involves a tautamerization 
from the β-dicarbonyl to one of several enols via a barrier of ca. 60 kcal mol-1 (not shown in 
Scheme 4).52  The resulting enol compound would then have sufficient energy to undergo 
unimolecular decay and release OH, or could undergo further unimolecular rearrangement to 
other stable molecules with OH groups and then dissociate.  It is alternatively possible that OH is 
formed via UV photodissociation of either the enol or the β-dicarbonyl,69, 70 which has been shown 
to occur at wavelengths similar to that used for OH LIF detection.  It is unclear what role the 
reaction pathways that produce OH might play under thermal conditions, where collisional 
stabilization could in principle occur at any one of the intermediates described, and the UV-
assisted mechanism would not be available. 
However, none of these reaction pathways is predicted to be the dominant unimolecular 
decay mechanism.52  Rather, it is anticipated that barrierless fission of either the Cα-Cβ or Cβ- Cγ 
bond, which preliminary rate calculations for the anti-MVK-oxide case suggest should be 
extremely fast, will be the dominant removal pathway.  As shown in Scheme 4, the products of 
these reactions include vinoxy radicals and substituted vinoxy analogues.  For anti-MVK-oxide, 
Cα-Cβ fission would yield a 1-methylvinoxy radical and a formyl radical coproduct with an energy 
of -20.6 kcal mol-1 relative to the anti-MVK-oxide reactant, while Cβ-Cγ fission would yield a vinoxy 
radical and an acetyl radical coproduct, with an energy of 21.3 kcal mol-1.  For syn-MACR-oxide, 
fission of either bond would yield the same 2-methylvinoxy and formyl radical products; 
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calculations of the energetics associated with this process for syn-MACR-oxide have not yet been 
performed, but it is anticipated that the pathway will be similar to anti-MVK-oxide. 
A similar experiment as the one presented in this chapter could be used to detect vinoxy 
radicals from the unimolecular decay of anti-MVK-oxide and syn-MACR-oxide.  Either 1,3-
diiodobut-2-ene or 1,3-diiodo-2-methyl propene can be photolyzed with 248 nm light and the 
resultant monoiodoalkene radical reacted with oxygen to yield MVK-oxide or MACR-oxide, 
respectively.52, 66  In the MVK-oxide case, three distinct vinoxy radicals are expected: the OBD 
radical from the unimolecular decay of syn-MVK-oxide, and the vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy 
radicals from the unimolecular decay of anti-MVK-oxide.  The three vinoxy radicals will have 
distinct LIF spectra and can be detected selectively. The vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy can be 
identified unambiguously by comparing their LIF spectra with previously published results. The 
OBD radical has not been detected previously, and its spectrum is expected to be shifted to 
considerably lower energy due to the presence of extended conjugation.71  Comparison with 
quantum mechanical calculations could help confirm its identity as well as aid in initial spectral 
searches.  Additionally, initial experiments with a more direct method of OBD production (see 
Scheme 5)72 could aid in identifying the OBD LIF spectrum.  For MACR-oxide, only a single 
vinoxy radical, 2-methylvinoxy is expected to be produced from the unimolecular decay of the syn 
conformer. An LIF spectrum of 2-methylvinoxy has been previously reported.39, 42, 44  Detection of 
these radicals would provide experimental evidence for this proposed unimolecular decay 
mechanism. 
4.2.2. IR Enhanced Vinoxy Radicals 
Thus far, we have only discussed the detection of “background” vinoxy radicals: those 
formed in the capillary from unimolecular decay of internally excited Criegee intermediates and 
then cooled in the supersonic expansion to a low rotational temperature (15 K) and vibrational 
temperature.  Therefore, the majority of the radicals are in their ground vibrational state and a few 
of the lowest energy rotational levels.  LIF can only probe one electronic transition of the vinoxy  
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Scheme 5: Proposed alternative synthetic route to the 2-oxybutadiene (OBD) radical formed from 
the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction of syn-MVK-oxide.  The 2-ethoxybuta-1,3-diene radical has been 
reported previously in reference 72, and has its UV absorption maximum at 234 nm, suggesting 
that it could be photolyzed by 248 nm light from an excimer laser. 
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radical at a time, so concentrating the radicals in only a few, low energy rovibrational states 
affords greater detection efficiency.   
The ideal experiment is to vibrationally excite cold Criegee intermediates with an infrared 
pump laser, induce unimolecular reaction, and then detect the resulting vinoxy radicals as an 
enhancement in the LIF signal as compared to the background LIF signal without IR excitation.  A 
similar method has been used with great success for detection of OH radicals from the 
unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates.  Multiple types of experiments are possible using 
this technique.  By scanning the IR wavelength at a fixed IR-UV time delay, with the UV 
wavelength fixed on a particular transition of the product vinoxy radical (or substituted analogue), 
an IR action spectrum could be generated.  Comparing the IR action spectrum to previously 
observed IR action spectra with detection of OH products where available, or to calculated IR 
absorption spectra, would confirm the Criegee intermediate as the spectral carrier, and 
definitively attribute vinoxy production to the unimolecular decay of the Criegee intermediate.14-18, 
51, 52  If the IR was fixed on a particular transition in the IR action spectrum and the UV 
wavelength was scanned over the vinoxy LIF spectrum, information could be obtained about the 
vibrational and rotational energy partitioning into the vinoxy product upon dissociation.  If both IR 
and UV wavelengths are fixed, and the time between the IR pump and UV probe are varied, a 
vinoxy appearance rate could be obtained and compared to theoretically predicted unimolecular 
reaction rates to further validate the reaction mechanism and identify the rate-limiting step. 
One challenge associated with these experiments is the expected high degree of 
vibrational excitation in the vinoxy products.  For syn-CH3CHOO, the vinoxy + OH radical product 
asymptote is 665 cm-1 higher in energy than the Criegee intermediate reactant.17  When the syn-
CH3CHOO is vibrationally activated in the vicinity of the TS barrier at ca. 6000 cm-1, there is 5335 
cm-1 of energy released to the vinoxy + OH products.  Previous quasi-classical trajectory 
calculations suggest that a large portion of this available energy is partitioned into rotational and 
vibrational excitation of the vinoxy radical; the distribution of the vibrational energy of the vinoxy 
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radical is predicted to peak at ca. 1500 cm-1, accounting for approximately 30% of the available 
energy.73  Vinoxy analogues formed from the infrared excitation induced 1,4 H-atom transfer 
reaction of other Criegee intermediates are expected to retain a similar or larger percentage of 
the available energy as vibrational excitation, due to the larger number of vibrational degrees of 
freedom.  For the vinoxy radicals formed from Criegee intermediates that decay via the dioxole 
pathway shown in Scheme 4, the reaction is highly exothermic, and the degree of internal 
excitation is anticipated to be even greater.  When the vinoxy radicals are internally excited, the 
population is distributed over a larger number of states compared to the cold vinoxy background.  
Therefore, the LIF spectrum will become more congested with hot band transitions, and the signal 
at an individual excitation energy may be very low.   
To try and overcome this issue, one possibility is to employ a recooling method, similar to 
that used by Zwier and coworkers in their IR-induced population transfer spectroscopy method.74  
In this method, the Criegee intermediate would be infrared excited to induce unimolecular decay 
in the early portion of the supersonic expansion. The resulting vinoxy radicals would then be 
collisionally cooled and detected in the collision-free region of the expansion.  By cooling the 
products, population can be funneled into lower-energy rovibrational states, increasing the 
population probed by LIF at a single excitation energy, and improving the detection efficiency.  
While this would not allow for unimolecular rate measurements, or provide information about the 
vibrational energy distribution of the vinoxy radicals, it would allow for the observation of the 
vinoxy radical following infrared excitation of specific vibrational modes of the Criegee 
intermediate, unambiguously attributing vinoxy radical production to the unimolecular decay of 
specific Criegee intermediates. 
5. Conclusion 
Unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO has been shown to generate 
vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy radicals, respectively, along with OH radicals.  The vinoxy radicals are 
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cooled in a supersonic expansion and detected by UV LIF on their B̃-X̃ transitions.  The UV LIF 
spectra of vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy have been reported previously, but the radicals were 
generated by different photochemical pathways.31, 37, 40, 41, 44, 60  Comparison between the LIF 
spectra presented herein and those reported previously provides unambiguous identification of 
the vinoxy radicals.  The LIF spectra for vinoxy and 1-methylvinoxy have different electronic 
origins (28784 and 27283 cm-1, respectively), and exhibit distinct vibrational structure.  This 
enables selective detection of vinoxy radicals with different substituents, despite their similar 
functionality.   
Two conjugated four-carbon Criegee intermediates from isoprene ozonolysis, anti-MVK-
oxide and syn-MACR-oxide, are predicted to undergo unimolecular decay via a dioxole 
intermediate.52-55  A multistep unimolecular decay mechanism is predicted, which ultimately 
results in the production of various substituted vinoxy radicals.  LIF detection of these vinoxy 
radicals could provide the first experimental evidence of the dioxole pathway, which may be an 
atmospherically important reaction pathway. 
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APPENDIX I 
Real time observation of unimolecular decay of Criegee 
intermediates to OH radical products 
Supplementary Material 
This appendix has been published as online supplementary material in The Journal of Chemical 
Physics, 144, 061102 (2016).  It is a supplement to Chapter 2 of this thesis.  Supplementary 
experimental work was performed with graduate student Yi Fang, postdoctoral researcher Fang 
Liu, and Marsha I. Lester in the Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania.  
Theoretical calculations were performed in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical 
Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory) and Anne B. McCoy 
(Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle). 
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I. Experimental Methods 
The CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates are generated in a pulsed 
supersonic expansion as previously described.1, 2  The 1,1-diiodoethane CH3CHI2 or 2,2-
diiodopropane (CH3)2CI2 precursor is entrained in 20% O2/Ar carrier gas at 20 psi and pulsed 
through a quartz capillary reactor tube into vacuum.  The precursor is photolyzed by the 248 nm 
output of a KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik Complex 102, 20 Hz, 80 mJ/pulse), which is 
loosely focused along the length of the capillary tube using a cylindrical lens.  The photolytically 
generated monoiodide radicals react with O2 to form CH3CHOO or (CH3)2COO.  The Criegee 
intermediates are thermalized in the capillary, cooled in the supersonic expansion to a rotational 
temperature of 10 K, and intersected 1 cm downstream in the collision-free region by 
counterpropagating IR and UV laser beams.  The IR pump and UV probe lasers are gently 
focused to beam diameters of approximately 2 mm and spatially overlapped in the interaction 
region. 
The tunable IR radiation excites syn-CH3CHOO or (CH3)2COO in the CH stretch overtone 
(2CH) region, initiating unimolecular decay, and the UV laser probes the resultant OH X23/2 
(v=0) products using laser induced fluorescence (LIF).  The tunable IR radiation (20 mJ/pulse, 6 
ns FWHM) is the signal output of an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA, 
LaserVision; 0.15 cm-1 bandwidth) pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum 
Precision II 8000, 10 Hz).  The UV radiation (2 mJ/pulse, 5 ns FWHM) is generated by 
frequency-doubling the output of a Nd:YAG (Continuum Surelite II, 532 nm, 20 Hz) pumped dye 
laser (ND 6000).  The OH radicals are probed by the UV laser on selected A2+ - X23/2 (1,0) 
lines near 283 nm.  The fluorescence emitted on the OH A2+ - X23/2 (1,1) band is collimated 
using f/1 optics, passed through a 313 nm bandpass filter, and collected with a gated 
photomultiplier tube (Electron Tubes 9813QB).  The output signal is preamplified and displayed 
on a digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6050A) interfaced with a computer for 
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further processing.  An active background subtraction scheme (IR on − IR off) is implemented to 
remove the background OH signal arising from unimolecular decay of energized Criegee 
intermediates in the capillary and subsequently cooled in the expansion.1, 2 
Temporal OH appearance profiles are obtained following IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO 
and (CH3)2COO in the CH stretch overtone region near 6000 cm-1.  The overtone and/or 
combination band features utilized in the current work are indicated by ticks in Figs. S4 and S5, 
and the corresponding IR excitation energies are listed in Table S1.  The IR action spectra are 
reproduced from prior publications,3, 4 which were recorded by scanning the IR laser with UV 
probe LIF detection of OH products at a fixed IR-UV time delay of 67 ns.  A few of the IR features 
were tentatively assigned.  For example, the syn-CH3CHOO features above 6000 cm-1 involve an 
in-plane carbonyl oxide CH stretch and analogous features observed at 5950 cm-1 in both syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO spectra may be due to an out-of-plane CH stretch motion.  
Nevertheless, most of the IR features appear to be transitions to strongly mixed states with 
significant line broadening arising from rapid (2-3 ps) intramolecular vibrational energy 
redistribution (IVR).   
For time delay measurements, the UV pulse is stepped in 0.5, 2 or 10 ns increments 
relative to the IR pulse for shorter or longer time scans.  The laser pulse widths and temporal 
overlap of the pulses are measured using a photodiode (high speed Si photo detector, 350 MHz, 
Thorlabs DET210).  The Q-switches of the Nd:YAG lasers generating the IR pump and UV probe 
pulses are externally triggered by digital pulse/delay generators (BNC Model 565 and SRS Model 
DG 535) with  0.1 ns resolution. 
A nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure is used to fit the temporal profiles of the OH 
products following IR excitation of syn-CH3CHOO or (CH3)2COO.  A dual exponential function F(t) 
is used to describe the appearance and decay of OH products convoluted with the IR pump and 
UV probe laser pulse widths. 
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Here, krise and kfall are the rate coefficients for appearance and decay of OH products.  
The exponential rise (krise) is indicative of RRKM behavior.5  tIR and tUV are the breadths of the 
IR and UV laser pulses.  The laser pulse profiles measured using a photodiode are separately fit 
to a Gaussian functional form  to determine tIR =3.6(1) ns and tUV 
=3.1(1) ns, which are then fixed.  A, B and C are amplitudes in the fits. 
Representative data and nonlinear least-squares fit of the full temporal profile for OH 
products following IR excitation of (CH3)2COO at 5971 cm-1 is shown in Fig. S1.  The temporal 
scan is performed with IR-UV delay times ranging from -200 ns to 1800 ns in 10 ns steps.  The 
exponential rise occurs on a 10’s of nanoseconds timescale and the exponential fall follows a 
much slower microsecond timescale.  The fit yields kfall = 8.0±1.0 x 105 s-1 (kfall-1 = 1.25±0.16 s).  
The exponential fall is attributed to OH products moving out of the spatial region irradiated by the 
UV probe laser.  This originates from the terminal velocity of the gas expansion orthogonal to the 
laser axis, which is unchanged over the course of the experiments.  Therefore, kfall is fixed (kfall = 
8 x 105 s-1) in the least square fits of OH appearance profiles recorded with 0.5 or 2 ns step size 
to obtain krise (Table S1) for IR activated syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates.  
The temporal scans focus on early times recorded with 0.5 or 2 ns steps in the IR-UV delay. 
The time resolution of the IR pump-UV probe method can be estimated from a 
convolution of the IR pump and UV probe pulses.  A correlation function is used to convolute the 
pulse profiles of the IR and UV lasers, f(t) and g(t),6 
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For Gaussian pulse shapes, the convolution integral is also a Gaussian with pulse width 
.  Using IR and UV pulse widths of tIR =3.60.1 ns and tUV =3.10.1 ns from 
Gaussian fits of the laser profiles, corresponding to FWHM of 6.00.1 ns and 5.10.1 ns, yields a 
time resolution of t =4.80.1 ns.  This estimate is in good accord with the shortest OH rise times 
measured experimentally (4.8±0.2 ns), which are limited by the temporal resolution of the 
combined IR and UV pulses.   
In earlier work,3 Liu et al. reported that the OH products from syn-CH3CHOO appeared 
within the temporal pulse widths of the lasers.  The present work confirms that the OH 
appearance is limited by the laser temporal resolution for the 5951, 5984, and 6082 cm-1 features 
of syn-CH3CHOO, but not the lower energy features.   
II. Theoretical Methods 
New calculations of anharmonic frequencies and relative intensities for CH stretch 
overtones and combination bands of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO are obtained with second-
order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) using B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p), which are shown in the 
lower panels of Figs. S4 and S5 (and listed in Tables S5 and S6).  While the computed IR 
spectrum is similar to that reported previously for syn-CH3CHOO, the span and intensity profile of 
the calculated spectrum for (CH3)2COO is in much better accord with the experimental IR action 
spectrum than the prior calculation (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 4).  For the calculations reported here, the 
stretch overtones are described as linear combinations of the normal modes, which are 
constructed to localize the fundamental CH stretch vibrations onto a single methyl group.  
Analysis of the normal mode frequencies for the methyl CH stretches shows that they come in 
nearly degenerate pairs, indicating weak coupling between these pairs of localized vibrations.  
Second order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) as implemented in Gaussian 09 (G09)7 is 
used to evaluate anharmonic frequencies for the CH stretch overtones and combination bands.  
There are 21 such states for (CH3)2COO.  A 21x21 Hamiltonian matrix is evaluated in which the 
2 2
IR UVt =  + 
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diagonal energies are the anharmonic frequencies, while the off-diagonal elements are evaluated 
using the quartic force constants, rotated into the local mode basis.  The eigenvalues of this 
matrix are the energies for the stick spectrum in Fig. S5 (and Table S6).  Intensities are obtained 
by using the transmission moments obtained from a VPT2 calculation, implemented in G09, for 
the zero-order overtone transitions, and applying the same transformation that was used to 
diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix to rotate the dipole moment matrix to the eigenvalue 
representation.  A similar procedure is used to obtain the calculated stick spectrum for syn-
CH3CHOO, shown in Fig. S4 (and Table S5), except here we no longer need to localize the 
normal modes.  The inclusion of the off-diagonal contributions from quartic terms in the potential 
brings the breadth of the calculated spectrum into better agreement with the measured spectrum 
and indicates that Darling-Dennison type resonances among the CH stretch states is affecting the 
spectrum for these molecules.  Notable discrepancies likely involve anharmonic coupling of CH 
stretches with other modes, such as 1:2 resonances between CH stretches and CH bends. 
The zero-point corrected barrier heights and rates of unimolecular reaction for syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates have also been examined theoretically, 
including the possibility of tunneling.  This is carried out using a combination of high level 
electronic structure evaluations and statistical RRKM theory based predictions of the dissociation 
rate coefficients.  The electronic structure methodology employed is closely related to high level 
methods like HEAT8 and W4,9 which yield uncertainties in the energies on the order of a few 
tenths of a kcal mol-1.  
The properties of the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate and the transition state (TS) 
barrier for isomerization to vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP) and ultimately to OH products are obtained 
with the CCSD(T) method employing the correlation-consistent, polarized-valence, triple-zeta (cc-
pVTZ) basis set of Dunning and Woon.10  The B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ hybrid density functional 
method11 was found to accurately reproduce these CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculated rovibrational 
properties for the syn-CH3CHOO system and was thus used to treat the larger (CH3)2COO 
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system.  The optimized geometries for both the syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO systems are 
reported in Table S7. 
Higher-level energy estimates are obtained via the consideration of a series of 
corrections.  The complete-basis-set (CBS) limit is estimated from two-point extrapolation [l/(l+1)4 
formula]12 of (i) CCSD(T)-F1213 calculations employing the cc-pVTZ-F12 and cc-pVQZ-F12 
bases.14  A correction for higher order excitations is obtained from CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ 
calculations.  A correction for core-valence interactions is obtained from CCSD(T,full)/CBS 
calculations based on extrapolation of results for the cc-pcVTZ and cc-pcVQZ basis sets.15  
Anharmonic vibrational zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections are calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
level via second-order spectroscopic perturbation theory.  A relativistic correction is obtained from 
the difference in the singles and doubles configuration interaction (CI) energy with and without the 
Douglas-Kroll one-electron integrals for CI/aug-cc-pcVTZ calculations.  Diagonal Born-
Oppenheimer corrections (DBOC) are obtained at the HF/cc-pVTZ level for the syn-CH3CHOO 
system.   
The energies and various corrections taken into account are listed in Table S2 and the 
basis set convergence is detailed in Table S3.  Detailed comparisons with related values for a 
large set of stable species from the active thermochemical tables (ATcT) suggest that such high-
level energy estimates should generally have 2 uncertainties of 0.2-0.3 kcal mol-1.  The T1 
diagnostic, which provides some measure of multi-reference contributions to the wavefunctions, 
is 0.036, 0.028, and 0.014 for the syn-CH3CHOO reactants, transition state, and vinyl 
hydroperoxide products, with similar values for the (CH3)2COO system.  These values suggest 
that multireference effects may be of modest significance for the reactants and, to a lesser extent, 
the transition state.  The CCSDT(Q) corrections (see Table S2), which are relatively large in 
these two systems, are expected to capture these multireference effects.  Nevertheless, the 
uncertainty in the predicted barrier height may be somewhat larger than normal, but likely still less 
than 0.5 kcal mol-1.  
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Microcanonical unimolecular rate coefficients are predicted for the isomerization of 
Criegee intermediates to VHP, which is the rate-limiting step in the unimolecular decay to OH 
products.  For RRKM theory,5 the microcanonical rate constant k at energy E is given by 
 
where the effective symmetry numbers (rotational symmetry number divided by number 
of enantiomers) are σeff = 1 for the reactants with a plane of symmetry and  = 1/2 for the 
transition states with no symmetry and 2 enantiomers, E0 is the energy of the TS barrier, 
 is the sum of vibrational states for the transition state, and N(E) is the density of 
vibrational states for the reactant molecule, and h is Planck’s constant.  Statistical RRKM theory 
is employed using the asymmetric Eckart model for tunneling5 and anharmonic vibrational 
frequencies.  The key parameters for the RRKM calculations are summarized here and listed in 
Table S2.  The theoretically calculated dissociation barrier (TS) for syn-CH3CHOO is 17.05 kcal 
mol-1 (5963 cm-1) and that for (CH3)2COO is 16.16 kcal mol-1 (5651 cm-1).  The vinyl 
hydroperoxide incipient products, CH2=CHOOH and CH2=C(CH3)OOH, are predicted to be 18.10 
and 15.90 kcal mol-1 exothermic relative to syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, respectively.  The 
predicted imaginary frequencies for 1,4 H-atom transfer at the syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO 
transition states are 1696 and 1572 cm-1, respectively (Table S8).  The vibrational frequencies 
required for evaluation of the sum and density of states are also given in Table S8.   
The rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator approximation is utilized for all but the methyl torsional 
modes, which are treated as one-dimensional hindered rotors.  Torsional barriers (Table S9) for 
the methyl groups of the Criegee intermediates and transition states are estimated by fitting the 
single term Fourier series representation of the potential to a quadratic expansion at the 
minimum.  This approach generally yields torsional barrier heights that are close enough to the 
actual barriers and is useful in ensuring that the correct harmonic frequencies are reproduced.  
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Here, this approach yields estimated barriers that are within 10% of the actual B2PLYPD3/cc-
pVTZ values.  The low rotational excitation of the Criegee intermediates observed experimentally 
is adopted in the RRKM calculations using J=3 for the Eckart model.  The calculated RRKM 
dissociation rates k(E) and corresponding lifetimes k(E)-1 for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO are 
given in Table S4. 
III. Supplementary Text 
For both Criegee intermediates, RRKM calculations were performed to test the sensitivity 
of the predicted dissociation rates on several factors.  As shown in Fig. S2, increasing/decreasing 
the imaginary frequency at the transition state by 100 cm-1 or decreasing/increasing the zero-
point corrected barrier height by 0.3 kcal mol-1 results in only a small increase/decrease of the 
dissociation rate.  On the other hand, tunneling makes a very substantial contribution to the rate 
of dissociation in the energy range examined experimentally (5600 to 6000 cm-1) and beyond, as 
indicated by computed rates with no tunneling in Fig. S2.  This could not be shown by experiment 
alone using H/D substitution because the CD stretch overtone transitions (2CD) occur at much 
lower frequencies and do not provide sufficient energy to access the barrier region.  The RRKM 
dissociation rate also depends on the total angular momentum as shown in Fig. S6, but only very 
weakly over the range of experimentally relevant range of J < 10. 
In addition, semi-classical transition state theory (SCTST) calculations that incorporate 
tunneling were carried out using the MULTIWELL programs.16  In this case, the vibrational sums 
and densities of states for the Criegee intermediates are calculated using the standard Whitten-
Rabinovitch method with the same parameters given in Tables S8 and S9, while the cumulative 
reaction probabilities that involve tunneling are computed with the sctst code in MULTIWELL with 
B3LYP/cc-PVTZ anharmonicity coefficients.  Here, J=0 is assumed for the Criegee intermediates.  
The SCTST calculations yield essentially the same results as those shown in Fig. 3. 
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Thermal rate constants are also obtained from the one-dimensional master equation.17  
The Lennard-Jones collisional parameters for syn-CH3CHOO are the same as those employed by 
Kuwata et al. in their master equation analysis.18  An exponential down model is employed for the 
energy transfer probability, with the  parameter taken as 200 (T/300 K)0.85.  At 0.01 bar and 300 
K, the decay rates are already within 10% of the high pressure limit.  At atmospheric pressure 
they are within 0.5%.  For (CH3)2COO, the decay rates are even closer to the high pressure limit 
due to the additional vibrational modes.  In the troposphere, the thermal decay rates for both 
Criegee intermediates are taken to be in the high pressure limit and independent of collisional 
energy transfer parameters.  The high pressure limit values of 1.7, 16.1, and 166 s-1 are obtained 
for syn-CH3CHOO at temperatures of 200, 250, and 298 K, respectively.  For (CH3)2COO, the 
predicted rates are 2.1, 27.0, and 369 s-1 at 200, 250, and 298 K, respectively.  Over the 200 to 
350 K temperature range the high pressure rate constant predictions are well reproduced by the 
expressions 2.76 × 10−73 T 27.88 exp(3978/T) and 6.76 × 10−73 T 28.05 exp(3655/T) s-1 for syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, respectively.  Over the 350 to 1000 K temperature range the high 
pressure rate constant predictions are reasonably well fit by the expressions 2.25 × 10−2 T 4.31 
exp(−4871/T) and 148 T 3.19 exp(−5301/T) s-1 for syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO, respectively.  
The former expressions should be of utility for atmospheric modelers, while the latter expressions 
may be of some utility to combustion modelers. 
In recent studies of alkene ozonolysis, the rates for unimolecular decay of the CH3CHOO 
and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates have been reported at room temperatures as a ratio 
(kd/kSO2) relative to their rates for bimolecular reactions with SO2.
19, 20  For estimation of kd, this 
ratio can be combined with recent kSO2 values, specifically kSO2(CH3CHOO) = 3.9 × 10
-11 cm3  
s-1,21 and kSO2((CH3)2COO) = 1.3 × 10
-10 cm3 s-1.22  For CH3CHOO, the reported ratio 
(kd/kSO2) is −14 to 12 × 10
-11 cm-3, giving rise to kd(CH3CHOO) in the range −64 to 47 s-1, whereas 
the reported ratio for (CH3)2COO is 42 to 63 × 10-11 cm-3, resulting in an estimation of 
kd((CH3)2COO) from 546 to 819 s-1.  These values are consistent with the predicted k(298 K) for 
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syn-CH3CHOO (166 s-1) and (CH3)2COO (369 s-1) in the present work.  In addition, the thermal 
loss rate for syn-CH3CHOO is predicted to be greater than the most recent theoretical prediction 
at 24.2 s-1,18 presumably because of the 0.8 kcal mol-1 lower barrier in the present work. 
Following activation in the vicinity of the TS barrier, the Criegee intermediates isomerize 
to VHP, which is then predicted to dissociate to OH products via a saddle point and shallow 
product complex.23, 24  For CH2=CHOOH, RRKM calculations by Kurten et al. yielded rates on the 
order of 1012 s−1 or ps timescale for this latter process from VHP to OH products.23  In addition, 
recent quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations from the TS barrier to OH products indicate 
that the system undergoes IVR within the CH2=CHOOH well on a few ps timescale prior to 
dissociation.24  These rates are three orders of magnitude faster than the rate-limiting step of 1,4 
H-atom transfer for the Criegee intermediates that initiates unimolecular decay to OH products.  
Under atmospheric conditions, the VHP intermediate may be collisionally trapped,25 which would 
require treating VHP as a distinct intermediate in atmospheric models. 
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Figure S1.  Representative temporal profile of OH products (gray points) arising from IR 
excitation of the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate at 5971 cm-1.  The OH probe laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) intensity is measured as the IR-UV time delay is scanned.  The nonlinear 
least-squares fit (black line) yields the OH rise time due to unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO 
and much slower fall time (kfall = 8.0±1.0 x 105 s-1) due to molecules moving out of the UV probe 
laser region.   
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Figure S2. Sensitivity plots of RRKM calculated rates for unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO 
(top panel) and (CH3)2COO (bottom panel) to OH products as a function of excitation energy.  
The significance of tunneling is illustrated by comparing the RRKM rates computed with Eckart 
tunneling (black solid line), also shown in Fig. 3, with those obtained without tunneling (red solid 
line).  The small increase/decrease in rate resulting from increasing/decreasing the imaginary 
frequency (imag) at the transition state by 100 cm-1 is shown by the short/long dashed red lines.  
The small increase/decrease in rate due to decreasing/increasing the barrier height (E0) by 0.3 
kcal mol-1 is shown by the short/long dashed blue lines. 
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Figure S3.  Thermal decay rates predicted from master equation modeling of the unimolecular 
decay of syn-CH3CHOO (red) and (CH3)2COO (blue) in the high pressure limit over a wide range 
of temperatures from 200-700 K.  See text for fits to modified Arrhenius form.   
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Figure S4.  Top panel: Experimental data with 1 uncertainty estimates and RRKM calculation 
(line) of unimolecular decay rates for the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate (also shown in Fig. 
3 of main text).  Gray shaded region indicates rates limited by the experimental time resolution.  
Middle panel: IR action spectrum observed for syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch overtone region 
via LIF detection of OH products at fixed IR-UV time delay of 67 ns (adapted with permission from 
Liu et al., Science 345, 1596 (2014).  Copyright 2014 by AAAS.)  Black ticks indicate IR excitation 
energies utilized for direct time-domain measurements of the appearance of OH products (Top 
panel).  Bottom panel:  Computed anharmonic frequencies and intensities for CH stretch 
overtones and combination bands obtained from matrix diagonalization of the Darling-Dennison 
coupled anharmonic CH stretches, as described in text.  The dashed vertical line in all panels 
corresponds to the calculated barrier height of 17.05 kcal mol-1 (5963 cm-1) described in main 
text.   
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Figure S5. Top panel: Experimental data with 1 uncertainty estimates and RRKM calculation 
(line) of unimolecular decay rates for the (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediate (also shown in Fig. 3 
of main text).  Gray shaded region indicates rates limited by the experimental time resolution.  
Middle panel: IR action spectrum of (CH3)2COO in the CH stretch overtone region via LIF 
detection of OH products at fixed IR-UV time delay of 67 ns (adapted with permission from Liu et 
al., J. Chem. Phys. 141, 234312 (2014).  Copyright 2014 by AIP Publishing LLC.)  Black ticks 
indicate IR excitation energies utilized for direct time-domain measurements of the appearance of 
OH products (Top panel).  Bottom panel: Computed anharmonic frequencies and intensities for 
CH stretch overtones and combination bands obtained from matrix diagonalization of the Darling-
Dennison coupled anharmonic CH stretches, as described in text.  The dashed vertical line in all 
panels corresponds to the calculated barrier height of 16.16 kcal mol-1 (5651 cm-1) described in 
main text.   
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Figure S6.  Plot of the predicted energy dependence of the syn-CH3CHOO (red) and (CH3)2COO 
(blue) dissociation rates kdiss(E) for a variety of angular momentum states J. 
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Table S1.  Experimentally measured OH appearance rates krise and corresponding rise times τ 
from unimolecular decay of IR activated syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates. 
Criegee intermediate IR excitation (cm-1) krise (s-1) τ (ns) 
syn-CH3CHOO 
5603.0 1.4±0.1 x 108 7.2±0.4 
5709.0 1.5±0.1 x 108 6.7±0.2 
5747.6 1.5±0.1 x 108 6.5±0.4 
5818.1 1.7±0.1 x 108 5.9±0.4 
5950.9 2.0±0.1 x 108 5.1±0.3 
5983.5 2.1±0.1 x 108 4.8±0.2 
 6082.2 2.1±0.1 x 108 4.7±0.2 
(CH3)2COO 
5610.3 3.6±0.3 x 107 27.9±2.0 
5655.2 3.3±0.2 x 107 30.0±2.0 
5668.6 3.5±0.3 x 107 29.0±2.2 
5716.3 3.6±0.1 x 107 28.2±1.1 
5730.5 4.2±0.2 x 107 23.8±1.1 
5773.0 4.1±0.3 x 107 24.4±1.8 
5794.2 4.3±0.2 x 107 23.3±1.2 
5873.4 4.6±0.3 x 107 21.7±1.4 
5899.4 4.7±0.3 x 107 21.2±1.4 
5950.3 5.0±0.3 x 107 19.7±1.2 
5971.0 5.4±0.3 x 107 18.5±1.0 
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Table S2.  Energies (kcal mol-1) and various corrections computed for CH3CHOO and 
(CH3)2COO transition states (TS) and vinyl hydroperoxide incipient products relative to the ground 
states of the respective Criegee intermediates. 
Species 
CCSD(T)
-F12/ 
CBSa 
Corrections Energy 
total ZPEb CCSDT(Q)c CVd Rel.e DBOCf Anh.g 
syn-CH3CHOO TS 18.69 -2.13 0.48 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 17.05 
CH2=CHOOH -19.26 0.25 1.05 -0.13 0.05 -0.04 -0.01 -18.10 
(CH3)2COO TS 18.01 -2.37 0.39 0.06 -0.01 N/A 0.08 16.16 
CH2=C(CH3)OOH -17.07 0.26 0.91 -0.09 0.05 N/A 0.05 -15.90 
a. Reference energy. 
b. Zero-point energy. 
c. Correction for higher order excitations. 
d. Correction for core-valence interactions. 
e. Relativistic corrections. 
f. Diagonal Born-Oppenheimer corrections. 
g. Anharmonicity corrections. 
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Table S3.  Basis set convergence of CCSD(T)-F12 energies (kcal mol-1) computed for syn-
CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO transition states (TS) and vinyl hydroperoxide incipient products 
relative to the ground states of the respective Criegee intermediates. 
Species 
 
DZ-F12 
 
TZ-F12 
QZ-F12   CBS 
syn-CH3CHOO TS 18.81 18.72 18.70 18.69 
CH2=CHOOH -19.32 -19.19 -19.23 -19.26 
(CH3)2COO TS 18.10 18.02 18.02 18.01 
CH2=C(CH3)OOH -17.19 -17.03 -17.05 -17.07 
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Table S4.  RRKM unimolecular microcanonical rates and corresponding lifetimes calculated for 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO and (CH3)2COO Criegee intermediates at different 
excitation energies using the asymmetric Eckart model for tunneling. 
syn-CH3CHOO (CH3)2COO 
Energy (cm-1) Rate (s-1) Lifetime (ns) Energy (cm-1) Rate (s-1) Lifetime (ns) 
2961 5.47 x 104 1.83 x 104 2651 5.00 x 103 2.00 x 105 
3061 7.73 x 104 1.29 x 104 2751 7.04 x 103 1.42 x 105 
3161 1.08 x 105 9.26 x 103 2851 9.73 x 103 1.03 x 105 
3261 1.47 x 105 6.80 x 103 2951 1.35 x 104 7.41 x 104 
3361 2.01 x 105 4.98 x 103 3051 1.89 x 104 5.29 x 104 
3461 2.81 x 105 3.56 x 103 3151 2.58 x 104 3.88 x 104 
3561 3.80 x 105 2.63 x 103 3251 3.57 x 104 2.80 x 104 
3661 5.17 x 105 1.93 x 103 3351 4.88 x 104 2.05 x 104 
3761 7.03 x 105 1.42 x 103 3451 6.64 x 104 1.51 x 104 
3861 9.65 x 105 1.04 x 103 3551 9.09 x 104 1.10 x 104 
3961 1.29 x 106 7.75 x 102 3651 1.23 x 105 8.13 x 103 
4061 1.75 x 106 5.71 x 102 3751 1.67 x 105 5.99 x 103 
4161 2.35 x 106 4.26 x 102 3851 2.26 x 105 4.42 x 103 
4261 3.17 x 106 3.15 x 102 3951 3.04 x 105 3.29 x 103 
4361 4.20 x 106 2.38 x 102 4051 4.09 x 105 2.44 x 103 
4461 5.68 x 106 1.76 x 102 4151 5.49 x 105 1.82 x 103 
4561 7.55 x 106 1.32 x 102 4251 7.33 x 105 1.36 x 103 
4661 1.00 x 107 1.00 x 102 4351 9.80 x 105 1.02 x 103 
4761 1.33 x 107 75.19 4451 1.31 x 106 7.63 x 102 
4861 1.77 x 107 56.5 4551 1.73 x 106 5.78 x 102 
4961 2.32 x 107 43.1 4651 2.30 x 106 4.35 x 102 
5061 3.05 x 107 32.79 4751 3.04 x 106 3.29 x 102 
5161 4.00 x 107 25 4851 4.00 x 106 2.50 x 102 
5261 5.19 x 107 19.27 4951 5.27 x 106 1.90 x 102 
5361 6.70 x 107 14.93 5051 6.88 x 106 1.45 x 102 
5461 8.58 x 107 11.66 5151 8.96 x 106 1.12 x 102 
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5561 1.09 x 108 9.17 5251 1.16 x 107 86.21 
5661 1.36 x 108 7.35 5351 1.49 x 107 67.11 
5761 1.68 x 108 5.95 5451 1.89 x 107 52.91 
5861 2.04 x 108 4.9 5551 2.39 x 107 41.84 
5961 2.46 x 108 4.07 5651 2.98 x 107 33.56 
6061 2.92 x 108 3.42 5751 3.69 x 107 27.1 
6161 3.45 x 108 2.9 5851 4.51 x 107 22.17 
6261 4.05 x 108 2.47 5951 5.47 x 107 18.28 
6361 4.71 x 108 2.12 6051 6.57 x 107 15.22 
6461 5.47 x 108 1.83 6151 7.84 x 107 12.76 
6561 6.32 x 108 1.58 6251 9.29 x 107 10.76 
6661 7.26 x 108 1.38 6351 1.09 x 108 9.17 
6761 8.28 x 108 1.21 6451 1.28 x 108 7.81 
6861 9.42 x 108 1.06 6551 1.49 x 108 6.71 
6961 1.07 x 109 0.93 6651 1.72 x 108 5.81 
7061 1.20 x 109 0.83 6751 1.98 x 108 5.05 
7161 1.35 x 109 0.74 6851 2.27 x 108 4.41 
7261 1.51 x 109 0.66 6951 2.58 x 108 3.88 
7361 1.68 x 109 0.6 7051 2.93 x 108 3.41 
7461 1.86 x 109 0.54 7151 3.32 x 108 3.01 
7561 2.06 x 109 0.49 7251 3.74 x 108 2.67 
7661 2.27 x 109 0.44 7351 4.20 x 108 2.38 
7761 2.50 x 109 0.4 7451 4.70 x 108 2.13 
7861 2.74 x 109 0.36 7551 5.24 x 108 1.91 
7961 3.01 x 109 0.33 7651 5.82 x 108 1.72 
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Table S5.  Computed anharmonic frequencies, intensities, and assignments for CH stretch 
overtone and combination bands of syn-CH3CHOO (see Fig. S4, lower panel). 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity Assignmenta 
5674.9 0.110 3 + 13 
5689.1 0.056 213 / 23 
5745.9 0.037 2 + 13 / 23 
5850.7 0.630 213 / 23 / 22 
5914.5 0.211 2 + 3 
5919.9 0.074 21 / 1 + 2 
5936.6 0.109 1 + 13 
5947.6 0.065 1 + 3 
5995.3 0.971 22 / 21 / 2 + 13 
6088.4 0.421 1 + 2 / 21 
a. Includes off-diagonal quartic couplings between the CH stretch overtones and 
combinations not considered in Ref. 3. 
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Table S6.  Computed anharmonic frequencies and intensities for the highly mixed CH stretch 
overtone and combination bands of (CH3)2COO (see Fig. S5, lower panel). 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity 
 
5712.9 0.424 
5730.5 0.101 
5737.0 0.477 
5747.8 0.143 
5771.5 0.191 
5774.1 0.079 
5782.3 0.152 
5783.0 0.051 
5791.2 0.390 
5795.6 0.135 
5840.4 0.141 
5865.2 0.090 
5874.6 0.065 
5882.8 0.130 
5902.5 0.130 
5903.8 0.702 
5915.7 0.132 
5951.0 0.063 
5957.1 0.026 
6011.4 0.066 
6085.1 0.002 
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Table S7.  Geometries computed for the CH3CHOOa and (CH3)2COOb Criegee intermediates, 
their corresponding transition states (TS), and the vinyl hydroperoxide incipient products.  
Species Atom Xc Yc Zc 
syn-CH3CHOO C -0.5364 0 -1.4256 
 C 0.6819 0 -0.5969 
 O 0.5996 0 0.6793 
 O -0.6537 0 1.2017 
 H -0.2910 0 -2.4850 
 H -1.1434 0.8702 -1.1575 
 H -1.1434 -0.8702 -1.1575 
 H 1.7026 0 -0.9561 
syn-CH3CHOO TS C -0.5769 -0.0129 -1.2877 
 C 0.6778 0.0269 -0.6477 
 O 0.6686 0.0099 0.6523 
 O -0.6699 -0.0120 1.0922 
 H -1.0473 -0.4803 -0.1424 
 H -1.2248 0.8458 -1.1112 
 H -0.5767 -0.3668 -2.3113 
 H 1.6655 -0.1303 -1.0654 
CH2=CHOOH C -0.5784 -0.0032 -1.4616 
 C 0.5495 -0.0066 -0.7497 
 O 0.6985 0.0045 0.6136 
 O -0.6021 0.0575 1.2469 
 H -1.5515 0.0252 -0.9983 
 H -0.5008 -0.0140 -2.5385 
 H 1.5400 -0.0178 -1.1882 
 H -0.6750 -0.8595 1.5439 
(CH3)2COO C 1.4538 0.1650 0 
 C 0 0.3840 0 
 C -0.6650 1.710 0 
 O -0.7724 -0.6283 0 
 O -0.1893 -1.861 0 
 H 2.0012 1.1021 0 
 H 1.7146 -0.4503 0.8640 
 H 1.7146 -0.4503 -0.8640 
 H -1.7449 1.5950 0 
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 H -0.3622 2.2835 0.8774 
 H -0.3622 2.2835 -0.8774 
Species Atom Xc  Yc Zc 
(CH3)2COO TS C -0.1329 1.3770 -0.0135 
 C 0.4115 0.0826 0.0739 
 C 1.8281 -0.3479 -0.0277 
 O -0.4585 -0.8896 0.0540 
 O -1.7606 -0.3587 -0.0530 
 H -1.2302 0.8086 -0.5039 
 H -0.7651 1.6815 0.8179 
 H 0.5383 2.1526 -0.3558 
 H 1.895 -1.4120 -0.2378 
 H 2.3174 0.2122 -0.8236 
 H 2.3564 -0.1265 0.8990 
CH2=C(CH3)OOH C -0.2891 1.4661 0.0023 
 C -0.4465 0.1461 -0.0025 
 C -1.7445 -0.5949 0.0135 
 O 0.5667 -0.7864 -0.0259 
 O 1.8628 -0.1541 -0.0926 
 H 2.1422 -0.2408 0.8288 
 H 0.6825 1.9249 -0.0324 
 H -1.1655 2.0917 0.0226 
 H -1.8377 -1.2181 -0.8750 
 H -1.8063 -1.2470 0.8840 
 H -2.5704 0.1093 0.0401 
a. Calculated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level.  
b. Calculated with the B2PLYPD3/CC-pVTZ method.  
c. Coordinates in Angstroms. 
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Table S8.  Harmonic and anharmonic frequencies computed for the Criegee intermediates and 
their corresponding transition states (TS).  
mode 
syn-CH3CHOOa (CH3)2COOb 
Criegee intermediate TS Criegee intermediate TS 
1 3215(3100) 3213(3077) 3169(3028) 3208(3067) 
2 3163(3025) 3198(3080) 3162(3023) 3159(3017) 
3 3085(2936) 3100(2947) 3101(2958) 3126(2985) 
4 3033(2912) 1864(1818) 3088(2938) 3107(2950) 
5 1510(1464) 1552(1501) 3048(2932) 3062(2958) 
6 1469(1428) 1499(1462) 3042(2924) 1854(1854) 
7 1449(1401) 1363(1327) 1533(1485) 1547(1504) 
8 1393(1357) 1273(1247) 1491(1449) 1517(1477) 
9 1302(1271) 1208(1176) 1483(1438) 1486(1446) 
10 1115(1091) 1032(1013) 1461(1424) 1472(1433) 
11 1030(1004) 968(947) 1448(1395) 1416(1386) 
12 972(956) 893(873) 1419(1381) 1367(1330) 
13 937(909) 856(838) 1404(1367) 1348(1315) 
14 713(698) 749(734) 1320(1285) 1088(1067) 
15 673(667) 724(702) 1096(1078) 1040(1013) 
16 441(432) 529(515) 1071(1040) 993(975) 
17 306(305) 492(482) 991(970) 963(944) 
18 200c 1696i 956(933) 929(908) 
19   949(925) 868(852) 
20   820(806) 750(729) 
21   610(603) 667(655) 
22   476(469) 546(530) 
23   359(362) 515(505) 
24   313(312) 360(359) 
25   278(268) 277(272) 
26   194c 124c 
27   160c 1572i 
a. The harmonic frequencies for syn-CH3CHOO are calculated with CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ.  The 
anharmonic frequencies (in parentheses) are obtained by adding B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
anharmonic corrections to the reference harmonic values. 
b. The harmonic frequencies for (CH3)2COO are calculated with the B2PLYPD3/CC-pVTZ 
method.  The anharmonic frequencies (in parentheses) are obtained by adding 
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ anharmonic corrections to the reference harmonic values. 
c. Torsional modes treated as hindered rotors (see Table S9). 
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Table S9.  Torsional barriers for methyl groups of Criegee intermediates and transition state (TS) 
derived from harmonic frequencies. 
Species Torsions Barrier (cm-1) Frequency (cm-1) n fold 
Criegee 
intermediate 
CH3CHOOa methyl 780 200 3 
(CH3)2COOb 
syn- methyl 520 160 3 
anti-methyl 763 194 3 
TS (CH3)2COOb anti-methyl 301 124 3 
a. CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ harmonic frequencies 
b. B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ harmonic frequencies 
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APPENDIX II 
Deep tunneling in the unimolecular decay of CH3CHOO Criegee 
intermediates to OH radical products 
Supplementary Material 
 
This appendix has been published as online supplementary material in The Journal of Chemical 
Physics, 145, 234308 (2016).  It is a supplement to Chapter 3 of this thesis.  Supplementary 
experimental work was performed with graduate student Yi Fang, postdoctoral researcher Fang 
Liu, and Marsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was performed in collaboration with Stephen J. 
Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory) and 
Anne B. McCoy (Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle). 
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Table S1.  Position, transition type, tentative assignment, peak intensity, and integrated intensity 
of strongest features observed in the IR action spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH+i 
combination band region from 3900 to 4600 cm-1. 
Position (cm-1) Transition 
type 
Tentative 
assignment 
Raw peak 
intensity b 
Revised peak 
intensity c 
Integrated 
intensity d 
4107.8 a a/b=3:1 2+8 100 100 100  
4167.9 a mostly b 1+8  32 24 51 
4212.0 a c 7+13 31 22 15 
4277.8 a mostly c 6+13 45 28 37 
4346.5 - 3+14 and 
13+14 
44 32 55 
a. Band origin from rotational contour analysis. 
b. Raw peak intensities in IR action spectra at fixed IR-UV delay (500 ns).   
c. Revised peak intensities after accounting for variations in the OH appearance time (Table 
S2). 
d. Integrated intensities of IR features over frequency (rotational band contour) after 
accounting for variations in the OH appearance time (Table S2). 
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Table S2. Experimentally measured rise rates krise for appearance of OH products and 
corresponding rise times τ from unimolecular decay of IR activated syn-CH3CHOO Criegee 
intermediates at energies significantly below the TS barrier. 
IR excitation energy (cm-1) a Rise rate (106 s-1) b Rise time (ns) b Fall rate (106 s-1) b,c 
4107.8 1.53±0.10 653±41 0.79±0.02 
4167.9 2.41±0.22 416±38 0.85±0.05 
4212.0 2.65±0.31 378±43 0.87±0.06 
4277.8 3.23±0.36 310±34 0.71±0.03 
4346.5 3.18±0.19 314±18 0.84±0.02 
a. Band origin or peak intensity (see Table S1). 
b. 1 uncertainty estimates from repeated measurements. 
c. Exponential fall off rate (kfall) arising from molecules moving out of the spatial region 
irradiated by the UV probe laser is separately fit at long IR-UV delay times (2000-5000 
ns).  Some variation in fall rate arises from daily UV probe laser alignment.  The fall off is 
due to the terminal velocity of molecules in the supersonic expansion and/or the kinetic 
energy imparted to the OH products in the unimolecular decay process.1 
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Table S3.  Predicted IR transitions calculated with vibrational second order perturbation theory 
(VPT2) as implemented in Gaussian 092 using B2PLYPD3/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory for CH+i 
combination bands of syn-CH3CHOO from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 with assignments, wavenumbers, 
and relative intensities of strongest transitions.   
CH+i Wavenumber (cm-1) IR intensity Transition type 
3+15 3922.4 0.23 c 
13+15 3936.3 0.26 a/b 
2+8 4121.5 1.00 a/b 
1+8 4164.0 0.53 a/b 
7+13 4225.7 0.15 c 
6+13 4281.1 0.30 c 
3+14 4319.7 0.21 c 
13+14 4329.0 0.41 a/b 
1+7 4356.4 0.57 a/b 
2+5 4447.9 0.44 a/b 
1+4 4534.9 0.24 a/b 
a. See Table S3 of Ref. 3 for normal modes of syn-CH3CHOO and descriptions.  1, 2, 3, 
and 13 are CH stretches.   
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Figure S1.  Expanded view of 4212.0 feature (black) in the IR action spectrum of jet-cooled syn-
CH3CHOO.  Superimposed simulation (red) of the rotational band contour utilizes experimental 
rotational constants for syn-CH3CHOO,4 homogeneous line broadening with a Lorentzian 
linewidth of 0.5 cm-1, and a rotational temperature of 10 K.  A simulation at the laser bandwidth 
(blue) is displayed for comparison.  
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Figure S2.  Statistical RRKM kinetic rates and corresponding lifetimes (semi-log scales) for 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO to OH products, with densities of states calculated at 
energy intervals of 0.5 cm-1 (gray), 1 cm-1 (cyan), 10 cm-1 (blue) and 100 cm-1 (dark blue).  
Calculations are performed using the SCTST model in Multiwell.5  Experimental data are shown 
with 1 uncertainty for comparison. 
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Figure S3.  Sensitivity plots of RRKM calculated rates with Eckart tunneling model for 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO in the 3900-4600 cm-1 region.  The increase/decrease in 
rate resulting from increasing/decreasing the imaginary frequency (imag) at the transition state by 
100 cm-1 is shown by the short/long dashed red lines.  The increase/decrease in rate due to 
decreasing/increasing the barrier height (E0) by 0.3 kcal mol-1 is shown by the short/long dashed 
blue lines.  
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APPENDIX III 
Tunneling effects in the unimolecular decay of (CH3)2COO 
Criegee intermediates to OH radical products  
Supplementary Material 
 
This appendix has been published as online supplementary material in The Journal of Chemical 
Physics, 146, 134307 (2017).  It is a supplement to Chapter 4 of this thesis.  Supplementary 
experimental work was performed with graduate student Yi Fang, and Marsha I. Lester.   
Theoretical research was performed in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical 
Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory) and Anne B. McCoy 
(Department of Chemistry, University of Washington, Seattle). 
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Figure S1.  Expanded view of the 4243.8 cm-1 feature (black) in the IR action spectrum of jet-
cooled (CH3)2COO.  Superimposed simulation (red) of the rotational band contour for (CH3)2COO 
is based on experimental or calculated rotational constants,1, 2 c-type transition, homogeneous 
broadening with Lorentzian linewidth of 1.2 cm-1, and rotational temperature of 10 K.  A 
simulation at the laser bandwidth (blue) is displayed for comparison.  A 10+18 combination band 
with similar frequency, relative intensity, and c-type transition is predicted at 4244.4 cm-1.  This 
combination band involves the asymmetric out-of-plane C-H stretch (18) and asymmetric C-C 
stretch (10) modes. 
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Figure S2.  Experimental and computed microcanonical dissociation rates k(E) (semi-log scale) 
for the syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate to OH radical products in the energy E range from 
3000 to 7000 cm-1.  Experimental rates (black symbols) are obtained from the temporal profiles 
of OH products following IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO at energies near and significantly below 
the TS barrier (dashed vertical gray line) of 17.05 kcal mol-1 (5963 cm-1).3  Statistical RRKM 
rates k(E) are computed using original Eckart (red line), adjusted Eckart (dark red line), and semi-
classical transition state theory (SCTST, dashed red line) models for tunneling.3, 4  The 
importance of tunneling through the TS barrier is illustrated by the RRKM rates computed without 
tunneling (black line).   
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Table S1.  Predicted strongest IR transitionsa calculated with vibrational second order 
perturbation theory (VPT2) using B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory for CH+i combination 
bands of (CH3)CHOO from 3900 to 4600 cm-1 with assignments, wavenumbers, relative 
intensities, and transition types. 
CH+ib Wavenumber (cm-1) IR intensity Transition typec 
4+11 3965.1 0.49 a/b 
1+12 3994.2 0.24 a/b 
3+22 4001.4 0.48 c 
19+22 4004.0 0.29 a/b 
2+11 4058.1 0.30 a/b 
1+11 4063.4 0.49 b 
18+10 4244.4 0.29 c 
19+9 4290.6 0.40 c 
1+10 4309.5 0.94 a/b 
4+21 4320.7 0.36 c 
19+21 4326.2 0.70 a/b 
3+8 4327.9 0.66 a/b 
18+8 4332.6 0.61 c 
3+7 4360.7 0.33 b 
18+7 4371.1 0.20 c 
3+20 4383.2 0.26 c 
18+20 4397.6 0.54 b 
2+8 4399.3 0.31 b 
1+21 4411.0 0.23 c 
2+7 4431.9 1 a/b 
2+20 4448.9 0.37 c 
1+6 4469.8 0.32 a/b 
a. IR transitions with relative intensities of 20% or greater of the strongest IR transition at 
4431.9 cm-1 are listed.  
b. See Table S2 for vibrational modes of (CH3)2COO and descriptions. 
c. Transitions with more than 90% a (or b) component are labeled as pure a (or b) type 
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Table S2.  Predicted fundamental anharmonic vibrational mode frequencies and descriptions 
computed for (CH3)2COO vibrations in Cs symmetry using the B2PLYPD3/cc-PVTZ level of 
theory. 
Mode Symmetry Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Description 
1 Aʹ 3027.4 out-of-phase in-plane C-H stretch 
2 Aʹ 3020.1 in-phase in-plane C-H stretch 
3 Aʹ 2936.1 in-phase symmetric methyl C-H stretch 
4 Aʹ 2926.5 out-of-phase symmetric methyl C-H stretch 
5 Aʹ 1485.5 C-O stretch 
6 Aʹ 1449.6 syn-C-H symmetric bend 
7 Aʹ 1420.6 anti-C-H symmetric bend 
8 Aʹ 1380.7 anti-methyl umbrella 
9 Aʹ 1366.5 syn-methyl umbrella 
10 Aʹ 1286.0 asymmetric C-C stretch 
11 Aʹ 1040.7 in-phase methyl rock 
12 Aʹ 970.5 out-of-phase methyl rock 
13 Aʹ 924.7 O-O stretch 
14 Aʹ 806.9 Symmetric C-C stretch 
15 Aʹ 603.2 C-O-O bend 
16 Aʹ 361.3 C-C-C bend 
17 Aʹ 302.3 C-C-O-O ring closure 
18 Aʺ 2958.7 asymmetric out-of-plane anti-C-H stretch 
19 Aʺ 2938.5 asymmetric out-of-plane syn-C-H stretch 
20 Aʺ 1448.0 asymmetric anti-C-H bend 
21 Aʺ 1398.4 asymmetric syn-C-H bend 
22 Aʺ 1058.2 in-phase methyl wag 
23 Aʺ 925.9 out-of-phase methyl wag 
24 Aʺ 468.9 C-C-O-O twist 
25 Aʺ 271.5 C-C-O-O deformation 
26 Aʺ 174.2 syn-methyl torsion 
27 Aʺ 146.3 anti-methyl torsion 
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Table S3.  Experimentally measured rise rates krise for appearance of OH products and 
corresponding rise times τ arising from the unimolecular decay of IR activated (CH3)2CHOO 
Criegee intermediates at energies significantly below the TS barrier. 
IR excitation 
energy (cm-1) 
Rise rate krise 
(105 s-1)a 
Rise time τ (ns)a Fall rate kfall (105 s-1)b 
4043.2 3.2 ± 0.8 3160 ± 770 5.3 ± 0.2c 
4243.8 5.2 ± 0.7 1930 ± 230 5.2 ± 0.2d 
4295.6 6.1 ± 0.8 1650 ± 220   5.7 ± 0.2c,d 
4327.2 8.3 ± 1.1 1210 ± 160 5.4 ± 0.3d 
4429.6 8.8 ± 1.6 1150 ±210 5.0 ± 0.3d 
a. 1 uncertainty estimates from repeated measurements and propagation of errors. 
b. Exponential fall off rate (kfall) is separately measured each day following IR activation of 
syn-CH3CHOO.  The exponential fall arises from molecules moving out of the spatial 
region irradiated by the UV probe laser and is fit at long IR-UV delay times (2000-7000 
ns) where kfall dominates ( 95% contribution as shown in Figure 3).  The fall off is due 
to the terminal velocity of molecules in the supersonic expansion and/or the kinetic 
energy imparted to the OH products in the unimolecular decay process.  
c. Fall rate is measured following IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO at 4107.8 cm-1. 
d. Fall rate is measured following IR activation of syn-CH3CHOO at 4346.5 cm-1. 
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Table S4.  Predicted strongest calculated IR transitionsa after weighting according to lifetime and 
convoluting with a Gaussian width (depicted in Figure 2, middle panel) with frequencies, relative 
intensities, and descriptions of contributing vibrational modes. The calculation of anharmonic 
vibrational frequencies is in B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity Contributing CH+i b Mode Descriptions 
3964.9 0.18 4+11 symmetric C-H stretch, methyl rock 
4002.2 0.27 3+22, 19+22 
symmetric C-H stretch, out-of-plane CH stretch, 
methyl wag 
4062.9 0.24 1+11, 2+11 in-plane C-H stretch, methyl rock 
4244.4 0.18 18+10 out-of-plane C-H stretch, C-C stretch 
4290.6 0.28 19+9 out-of-plane C-H stretch, methyl umbrella 
4309.6 0.73 1+10 in-plane C-H stretch, C-C stretch 
4327.2 1 
3+8, 4+21 18+8, 
19+21 
symmetric C-H stretch, out-of-plane C-H stretch, 
methyl umbrella, asymmetric C-H bend 
4360.7 0.25 3+7 symmetric C-H stretch, symmetric C-H bend 
4371.6 0.19 18+7 out-of-plane C-H stretch, symmetric C-H bend 
4383.3 0.22 3+20 symmetric C-H stretch, asymmetric C-H bend 
4398.2 0.64 2+8, 18+20 
in-plane C-H stretch, out-of-plane C-H stretch, 
methyl umbrella, asymmetric C-H bend 
4410.4 0.3 1+21 in-plane C-H stretch, asymmetric C-H bend 
4431.9 0.82 2+7 in-plane C-H stretch, C-H symmetric bend 
4448.9 0.31 2+20 in-plane C-H stretch, asymmetric C-H bend 
4469.8 0.29 1+6 in-plane C-H stretch, symmetric C-H bend 
a. IR transitions with relative intensities of 15% or greater of the strongest feature at 4327.2 
cm-1 are listed.  
b. See Table S2 for vibrational modes of (CH3)2COO and descriptions. 
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APPENDIX IV 
Selective deuteration illuminates the importance of tunneling in 
the unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates to hydroxyl 
radical products 
Supplementary Information 
 
This appendix has been published as online supplementary information in Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences, 114, 12372 (2017).  It is a supplement to Chapter 5 of this thesis.  
Supplementary experimental work was performed with graduate students Amy M. Green and Yi 
Fang, and Marsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was performed in collaboration with Stephen J. 
Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory). 
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Figure S1.  Temporal profile of OD products arising from IR excitation of the syn-CD3CHOO 
Criegee intermediate at 6055.0 cm-1.  The OD LIF intensity is recorded as a function of IR-UV 
time delay.  A step size of 50 ns is used to record a longer time scan to determine the fall off time, 
(kfall = 8.0 ± 0.5 x 105 s-1), which arises from molecules moving out of the UV probe laser region.  
The uncertainty (1) is derived from repeated measurements.   
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Figure S2.  Calculated anharmonic IR stick spectrum for syn- (purple, upper panel) and anti- 
(orange, lower panel) conformers of selectively deuterated CD3CHOO at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ 
level of theory.  Experimental IR action spectral features observed (upper panel; purple data, 
black fit) at 6055.0 cm-1 with OD LIF detection attributed to syn-CD3CHOO and (lower panel; 
orange data and fit) at 5979.0 cm-1 with OH LIF detection ascribed to anti-CD3CHOO. 
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Figure S3.  Density of reactant states per cm-1 for syn-CH3CHOO (red), syn-CD3CHOO (purple) 
and syn-CD3CDOO (green) on semi-log scale.  The density of states are calculated using the 
Densum program in the Multiwell suite (1).  The methyl torsion is treated as a one-dimensional 
hindered rotor. 
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Table S1.  Fundamental harmonic and anharmonic vibrational frequencies and descriptions 
computed for syn-CD3CDOO, syn-CD3CHOO, and anti-CD3CHOO in Cs symmetry. 
Mode Symmetry 
Harmonic 
Frequencya 
(cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
Frequencyb 
(cm-1) 
Description 
syn-CD3CDOO 
 A 2383.0 2285.9 Carbonyl oxide CD stretch 
 A 2352.0 2267.0 Methyl in-plane CD stretch 
 A 2186.7 2108.0 Methyl out-of-plane symmetric CD stretch 
 A 1455.1 1412.3 CO stretch 
 A 1182.4 1153.3 Methyl umbrella 
 A 1062.0 1035.3 Carbonyl oxide CD in-plane wag 
 A 1048.5 1015.8 Methyl symmetric scissor 
 Aʹ 970.4 951.5 CCO bend 
 A 856.3 839.6 OO stretch 
 A 806.2 792.6 CC stretch 
 A 601.6 594.6 COO bend 
 A 277.6 261.5 DCCOO ring closure 
 A 2285.8 2203.1 Methyl out-of-plane asymmetric CD stretch 
 A 1044.5 1024.8 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
 A 883.4 867.1 CCO out of plane bend 
 A 530.9 520.5 Carbonyl oxide out-of-plane CD wag 
 A 406.8 393.5 CCOO out-of-plane ring distortion 
 A 145.3 143.5 syn-methyl torsion 
syn-CD3CHOO 
  A 3226.1 3099.7 Carbonyl oxide CH stretch 
 A 2353.0 2263.1 Methyl in-plane CD stretch 
 A 2186.9 2105.8 Methyl out-of-plane symmetric CD stretch 
 A 1504.3 1459.0 CO stretch 
 A 1308.4 1270.2 Carbonyl oxide CH in-plane wag 
 A 1172.5 1145.9 Methyl umbrella 
 A 1048.6 1023.7 Methyl symmetric scissor 
 A 987.2 967.5 CCO bend 
 A 886.2 868.6 OO stretch 
 A 834.8 818.1 CC stretch 
 A 608.0 600.9 COO bend 
 A 278.1 265.3 DCCOO ring closure 
 A 2285.9 2204.3 Methyl out-of-plane asymmetric CD stretch 
 A 1046.0 1019.2 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
 A 935.4 911.0 CCO out of plane bend 
 A 678.4 661.6 Carbonyl oxide out-of-plane CH wag 
 A 407.9 397.0 CCOO out-of-plane ring distortion 
 A 146.3 147.8 syn-methyl torsion 
anti-CD3CHOO c 
  A 3179.3 3050.6 Carbonyl oxide CH stretch 
 A 2341.4 2261.9 Methyl in-plane CD stretch 
 A 2190.5 2123.5 Methyl out-of-plane symmetric CD stretch 
 A 1500.3 1452.5 CO stretch 
 A 1338.6 1309.2 Carbonyl oxide CH in-plane wag 
 A 1175.4 1146.2 Methyl umbrella 
 A 1068.1 1040.8 Methyl symmetric scissor 
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 Aʹ 1044.5 1016.8 CCO bend 
 A 965.6 942.4 OO stretch 
 A 772.0 759.2 Methyl wag 
 A 537.6 531.0 COO bend 
 Aʹ 300.4 298.4 CCOO in-plane bend 
 A 2292.0 2212.9 Methyl out-of-plane asymmetric CD stretch 
 A 1067.8 1048.3 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
 A 953.1 934.1 CCO out of plane bend 
 A 746.9 732.9 Carbonyl oxide out-of-plane CH wage 
 A 243.4 238.2 CCOO out-of-plane bend 
 A 127.3 117.2 anti-methyl torsion 
a. Harmonic frequencies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
b. Anharmonic frequencies are calculated by adding B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ anharmonic 
corrections to the reference harmonic values. 
c. For anti-CD3CHOO, both harmonic and anharmonic frequencies are calculated at the 
B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
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Table S2.  Strongest IR transitions predicted with second order vibrational perturbation theory 
(VPT2) using B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory for syn-CD3CDOO, syn-CD3CHOO, and anti-
CD3CHOO from 3900 to 6300 cm-1 with assignments, wavenumbers and intensities. 
Assignment Wavenumber (cm-1) IR intensity (km mol-1) 
syn-CD3CDOO 
 +   4253.8 0.11 
 4343.1 0.16 
 4499.8 0.25 
 4537.1 0.73 
 +  4560.1 0.13 
syn-CD3CHOO 
 +  4003.1 0.26 
 +  4052.7 0.30 
 +  4226.8 0.19 
 +  4255.9 0.11 
 4345.3 0.16 
 +  4363.6 0.45 
 +  4450.2 0.10 
 4497.5 0.21 
 +  4534.5 0.17 
 6042.5 1.36 
anti-CD3CHOO 
 +  4063.8 0.55 
 +  4189.5 0.29 
 4227.6 0.10 
 +  4286.2 0.11 
 +  4343.4 0.82 
 +  4357.2 0.13 
 4388.7 0.61 
 +  4460.1 0.11 
 4480.8 0.20 
 +  4523.7 0.27 
 5986.1 0.97 
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Table S3.  Computed harmonic and anharmonic frequencies for the transition states (TS) of  
syn-CD3CHOO and syn-CD3CDOO. 
Mode 
syn-CD3CHOO TS syn-CD3CDOO TS 
aHarmonic 
Frequency (cm-1) 
bAnharmonic 
Frequency (cm-1) 
aHarmonic 
Frequency (cm-1) 
bAnharmonic 
Frequency (cm-1) 
 3213.7 3093.2 2392.5 2313.9 
 2389.5 2306.5 2376.7 2290.2 
 2264.9 2171.9 2262.7 2179.9 
 1528.7 1487.2 1480.6 1438.8 
 1341.1 1314.0 1340.0 1312.9 
 1278.5 1243.3 1238.7 1208.5 
 1239.6 1213.4 1058.0 1030.9 
 1046.5 1019.2 1008.0 986.5 
 993.2 972.0 967.5 947.1 
 947.9 926.9 904.1 888.9 
 886.4 867.5 846.1 829.3 
 878.0 866.1 806.9 792.2 
 728.3 714.9 716.6 703.1 
 667.8 656.7 644.2 632.8 
 620.3 607.4 558.4 546.8 
 455.4 445.5 446.8 437.6 
 417.8 405.1 416.8 404.6 
 1253.4i 1324.8i 1250.2i 1321.3i 
a. Harmonic frequencies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
b. Anharmonic frequencies are calculated by adding B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ anharmonic 
corrections to the reference harmonic values. 
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Table S4. RRKM rates and lifetimes calculated for unimolecular decay of syn-CD3CHOO and 
syn-CD3CDOO using asymmetric Eckart or semi-classical transition state theory (SCTST) model 
for tunneling.  
Energy (cm-1) 
SCTST Eckart 
Rate (s-1) Lifetime (ns) Rate (s-1) Lifetime (ns) 
syn-CD3CHOO 
3000 96.3 1.04 x 107 73.9 1.35 x 107 
3100 1.51 x 102 6.62 x 106 1.19 x 102 8.42 x 106 
3200 2.35 x 102 4.26 x 106 1.86 x 102 5.36 x 106 
3300 3.65 x 102 2.74 x 106 3.12 x 102 3.21 x 106 
3400 5.69 x 102 1.76 x 106 4.93 x 102 2.03 x 106 
3500 8.79 x 102 1.14 x 106 8.23 x 102 1.21 x 106 
3600 1.36 x 103 7.35 x 105 1.24 x 103 8.08  x 105 
3700 2.10 x 103 4.76 x 105 2.01 x 103 4.97 x 105 
3800 3.24 x 103 3.08 x 105 3.10 x 103 3.22 x 105 
3900 4.97 x 103 2.01 x 105 5.02 x 103 1.99 x 105 
4000 7.65 x 103 1.31 x 105 7.71 x 103 1.30 x 105 
4100 1.17 x 104 8.56 x 104 1.21 x 104 8.26 x 104 
4200 1.79 x 104 5.59 x 104 1.86 x 104 5.38 x 104 
4300 2.72 x 104 3.67 x 104 2.87 x 104 3.49 x 104 
4400 4.16 x 104 2.41 x 104 4.45 x 104 2.25 x 104 
4500 6.30 x 104 1.59 x 104 6.94 x 104 1.44 x 104 
4600 9.58 x 104 1.04 x 104 1.05 x 105 9.49 x 103 
4700 1.45 x 105 6.91 x 103 1.59 x 105 6.27 x 103 
4800 2.19 x 105 4.57 x 103 2.43 x 105 4.12 x 103 
4900 3.30 x 105 3.03 x 103 3.72 x 105 2.69 x 103 
5000 4.97 x 105 2.01 x 103 5.61 x 105 1.78 x 103 
5100 7.46 x 105 1.34 x 103 8.48 x 105 1.18 x 103 
5200 1.12 x 106 8.94 x 102 1.26 x 106 7.91 x 102 
5300 1.67 x 106 5.99 x 102 1.91 x 106 5.23 x 102 
5400 2.49 x 106 4.02 x 102 2.83 x 106 3.53 x 102 
5500 3.68 x 106 2.72 x 102 4.23 x 106 2.37 x 102 
5600 5.42 x 106 1.84 x 102 6.20 x 106 1.61 x 102 
5700 7.91 x 106 1.26 x 102 9.05 x 106 1.11 x 102 
5800 1.14 x 107 88.0 1.29 x 107 77.3 
5900 1.61 x 107 62.3 1.83 x 107 54.8 
6000 2.21 x 107 45.3 2.50 x 107 39.9 
6100 2.95 x 107 33.8 3.34 x 107 30.0 
6200 3.83 x 107 26.1 4.30 x 107 23.2 
6300 4.84 x 107 20.7 5.41 x 107 18.5 
6400 6.00 x 107 16.7 6.71 x 107 14.9 
6500 7.37 x 107 13.6 8.22 x 107 12.2 
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6600 8.98 x 107 11.1 1.00 x 108 9.98 
6700 1.09 x 108 9.18 1.21 x 108 8.25 
6800 1.31 x 108 7.64 1.45 x 108 6.91 
6900 1.56 x 108 6.40 1.73 x 108 5.79 
7000 1.85 x 108 5.41 2.03 x 108 4.92 
syn-CD3CDOO 
3000 71.9 1.39 x 107 45.8 2.19 x 107 
3100 1.11 x 102 9.01 x 106 74.8 1.34 x 107 
3200 1.75 x 102 5.71 x 106 1.22 x 102 8.22 x 106 
3300 2.71 x 102 3.69 x 106 1.87 x 102 5.35 x 106 
3400 4.23 x 102 2.36 x 106 3.13 x 102 3.19 x 106 
3500 6.50 x 102 1.54 x 106 5.01 x 102 1.99 x 106 
3600 1.01 x 103 9.89 x 105 7.94 x 102 1.26 x 106 
3700 1.56 x 103 6.43 x 105 1.25 x 103 7.99 x 105 
3800 2.41 x 103 4.15 x 105 1.96 x 103 5.10 x 105 
3900 3.68 x 103 2.72 x 105 3.09 x 103 3.23 x 105 
4000 5.66 x 103 1.77 x 105 4.76 x 103 2.10 x 105 
4100 8.64 x 103 1.16 x 105 7.45 x 103 1.34 x 105 
4200 1.33 x 104 7.53 x 104 1.15 x 104 8.71 x 104 
4300 2.02 x 104 4.96 x 104 1.79 x 104 5.60 x 104 
4400 3.07 x 104 3.26 x 104 2.72 x 104 3.67 x 104 
4500 4.66 x 104 2.15 x 104 4.25 x 104 2.36 x 104 
4600 7.08 x 104 1.41 x 104 6.45 x 104 1.55 x 104 
4700 1.07 x 105 9.35 x 103 9.84 x 104 1.02 x 104 
4800 1.62 x 105 6.18 x 103 1.50 x 105 6.68 x 103 
4900 2.43 x 105 4.11 x 103 2.26 x 105 4.42 x 103 
5000 3.67 x 105 2.72 x 103 3.45 x 105 2.90 x 103 
5100 5.50 x 105 1.82 x 103 5.19 x 105 1.93 x 103 
5200 8.24 x 105 1.21 x 103 7.79 x 105 1.28 x 103 
5300 1.23 x 106 8.13 x 102 1.17 x 106 8.58 x 102 
5400 1.83 x 106 5.46 x 102 1.75 x 106 5.72 x 102 
5500 2.71 x 106 3.69 x 102 2.58 x 106 3.87 x 102 
5600 3.99 x 106 2.51 x 102 3.80 x 106 2.63 x 102 
5700 5.81 x 106 1.72 x 102 5.52 x 106 1.81 x 102 
5800 8.36 x 106 1.20 x 102 7.95 x 106 1.26 x 102 
5900 1.18 x 107 84.7 1.11 x 107 89.8 
6000 1.63 x 107 61.4 1.54 x 107 65.1 
6100 2.18 x 107 45.9 2.05 x 107 48.9 
6200 2.84 x 107 35.3 2.66 x 107 37.6 
6300 3.60 x 107 27.8 3.37 x 107 29.7 
6400 4.50 x 107 22.2 4.19 x 107 23.9 
6500 5.57 x 107 18.0 5.17 x 107 19.3 
6600 6.84 x 107 14.6 6.34 x 107 15.8 
6700 8.34 x 107 12.0 7.74 x 107 12.9 
6800 1.01 x 108 9.92 9.32 x 107 10.7 
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6900 1.21 x 108 8.27 1.11 x 108 8.99 
7000 1.44 x 108 6.97 1.32 x 108 7.56 
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Supplementary Materials and Methods 
A. Synthesis and characterization of precursor 
1,1-diiodoethane-2,2,2-d3 (CD3CHI2) was synthesized following the general procedures of 
Friedrich et al. (2) as shown in Scheme S1.  Acetaldehyde-2,2,2-d3 (1 mL, 99% purity, 98% D, 
Sigma Aldrich) chilled to ~0°C was added to hydrazine monohydrate (4 mL, >99% purity, Alfa 
Aesar) maintained at ca. -20°C in a NaCl/ice bath (1:3) with rapid stirring to produce the 
acetaldehyde hydrazone species.  The chilled reaction was allowed to stir for 1 hour.  The crude 
hydrazone species was extracted with dichloromethane (5 x 5 mL, 0°C) and dried over sodium 
sulfate.  The dried hydrazone solution was chilled in an ice water bath.  Triethylamine (5 mL, 
>99% purity, Fisher Scientific) was added and the mixture was again chilled in an ice bath.  Solid 
iodine (>99.8% purity, Sigma Aldrich) was added slowly with rapid stirring until no more N2 gas 
was evolved and the solution was a deep red/brown color.  The crude product was washed 
successively with water, a saturated sodium thiosulfate solution, 3N HCl, and brine.  The product 
was dried over magnesium sulfate, concentrated in vacuo, and purified via Kugelrohr distillation 
to yield a reddish oil (1.25 g, 26% yield).  Analytical results: 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.20 (s).  
2H NMR (77 MHz, CHCl3) δ 2.88 (s).  13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 38.22 (J(13C-2H) = 19.94 Hz), 
-39.14. HRMS (EI) m/z calculated for CD3CHI2 284.8591, observed 284.8570. 
The NMR shifts for CD3CHI2 are compared with those for a similar partially deuterated 
diiodoethane species, CH3CDI2, reported previously by Anson et al. (3).  The 1HNMR of CD3CHI2 
obtained in the present work exhibits an analogous chemical shift as that observed in the 2HNMR 
for CH3CDI2 (3).  In addition, the 2HNMR of CD3CHI2 shows a similar chemical shift as the 
1HNMR for CH3CDI2 (3).  The 13CNMR spectrum of CD3CHI2 contains two unique carbons at 
similar chemical shifts as those reported for CH3CDI2 (3).  Furthermore, high-resolution mass 
spectrometry (HRMS) employing an electron impact source has identified the parent mass for 
CD3CHI2 (calculated m/z = 284.8591; observed m/z = 284.8570).  The combination of 1HNMR,  
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Scheme S1.  Synthesis of 1,1-diiodoethane-2,2,2-d3. 
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2HNMR, 13CNMR, and HRMS demonstrates that the CD3CHI2 isotopologue has been 
synthesized. 
Acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) can undergo a well-known keto-enol tautomerization in which a 
methyl proton can transfer to the oxygen atom to form vinyl alcohol (CH2=CHOH).  The –OH 
proton in vinyl alcohol is acidic and thereby available to undergo H/D exchange with solvent 
molecules.  Previous theoretical work has established that acetaldehyde is the more stable 
conformer (8-14 kcal/mol) with a significant barrier to tautomerization (70-90 kcal/mol) (4).  In the 
present synthesis, the brief exposure time to nondeuterated solvents and lack of heating minimize 
the possibility of tautomerization from acetaldehyde to vinyl alcohol, which could facilitate H/D 
exchange. Indeed, no loss of deuteration is observed in producing CD3CHI2 from CD3CHO. 
B. Experimental and theoretical methods 
The experimental method for producing syn-CH3CHOO Criegee intermediates in a 
pulsed supersonic expansion have been described previously (5-7).  In the present study, 
selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO is generated by 248 nm photolysis of the CD3CHI2 
precursor and subsequent reaction of the CD3CHI radical with O2 (20% O2/Ar at 25 psig) (8).   
Tunable IR radiation (20 mJ/pulse, 6.0 ns FWHM, 0.15 cm-1 bandwidth) is obtained from 
the signal output of an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (Laservision OPO/OPA) pumped by 
an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Precision II 8000, 1064 nm, 10 Hz).  The UV 
radiation (2 mJ/pulse, 5.7 ns FWHM, 0.08 cm-1 bandwidth) is generated by frequency-doubling 
the output of a Nd:YAG (Continuum 7020, 532 nm, 20 Hz) pumped dye laser (ND6000, 
Rhodamine 640/Rhodamine 610 dye mixture).  As described previously (6), a convolution of the 
IR and UV pulse profiles yields an experimental time resolution of t = 5.0  0.1 ns.  The IR and 
UV laser beams are spatially overlapped and gently focused to 2 mm diameter as they intersect 
the pulsed supersonic expansion in the collision-free region (ca. 1 cm downstream). 
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The UV probe radiation is fixed on the OD A2+ - X23/2 (1,0) Q1(3.5) line, as the OD 
X23/2 (v=0, J=3.5) product state is found to have the largest population.  OD A2+ - X23/2 (1,1) 
emission is collected.  Active background subtraction (IR on – IR off) is used to remove OD 
background (IR off) arising from unimolecular decay of energized Criegee intermediates in the 
capillary, and subsequent cooling in the supersonic expansion.  An analogous scheme is used for 
detecting OH products. 
The infrared spectra of selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO and fully deuterated syn-
CD3CDOO are computed from anharmonic frequencies and intensities calculated using the 
B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ method/basis with second order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) using 
the Gaussian 09 program suite (9).  Previously, the rovibronic properties and energies of the syn-
CH3CHOO Criegee intermediate, the TS barrier, and the VHP incipient product required for the 
kinetic rate calculations were obtained from high level electronic structure theory 
[CCSD(T,full)/CBS with various corrections] with anharmonic zero-point energy (ZPE) (6).  The 
energies of the stationary points along the syn-CH3CHOO, syn-CD3CHOO, and syn-CD3CDOO 
reaction coordinates are equivalent aside from ZPE corrections.  The ZPE for the deuterated 
species are evaluated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory with anharmonic B2PLYPD3/cc-
pVTZ zero point energy corrections. 
The microcanonical rate constant k(E) at a given energy E is given by (10):  
( )
‡
0
‡
( - )
( )
eff
eff
G E E
k E
hN E


=  
Here, E0 is the TS energy barrier, 
‡
0( )G E E−  is the sum of states at the TS, N(E) is the 
density of states of the Criegee intermediate, and h is Planck’s constant.  The effective symmetry 
numbers σeff are 1 for the reactants and 1/2 for the transition states.  The methyl torsion is treated 
as a one-dimensional hindered rotor and all other modes are treated as rigid-rotor harmonic 
oscillators.  The MULTIWELL software package (1) is used to evaluate k(E) for the SCTST 
calculations.   
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Master equation modeling of the thermal rate constants including tunneling are well 
reproduced by modified Arrhenius expressions:  k(T) = 2.76 × 10-73T27.88exp(3978/T) for syn-
CH3CHOO (6), k(T) = 9.18 × 10-73T28.23exp(1870/T) for selectively deuterated syn-CD3CHOO, and 
k(T) = 7.32 × 10−73T28.28exp(1850/T) for fully deuterated syn-CD3CDOO.  In the absence of 
tunneling, the thermal rate constants are well fit by an Arrhenius expression with activation 
energies equivalent to the computed TS barriers.  The thermal decay rates for selectively and 
fully deuterated Criegee intermediates are nearly indistinguishable from one another under 
atmospheric conditions. 
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APPENDIX V 
CH Stretch Activation of CH3CHOO: 
Deep Tunneling to Hydroxyl Radical Products 
Supporting Information 
 
This appendix has been published as online supplementary information in The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry A, 123, 2559 (2019).  It is a supplement to Chapter 6 of this thesis.  
Supplementary experimental work was performed with graduate student Vincent J. Esposito, 
postdoctoral researcher Shubhrangshu Pandit, andMarsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was 
performed in collaboration with Anne B. McCoy (Department of Chemistry, University of 
Washington, Seattle). 
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S1. Calculation of torsional energy levels 
A relaxed scan of the HCCO dihedral angle is performed in 5 degree increments at the 
B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  The resulting potential is then fit to: 
 𝑉(𝜏) =
𝑉3
2
(1 + cos(3𝜏)) (S1) 
where V3 is the maximum value of the potential energy (702.32 cm-1) from the relaxed 
torsional scan and τ is the HCCO dihedral angle.  The calculated points of the potential energy 
scan, as well as the fit are shown in Figure S7.  The Hamiltonian is then given by: 
 −𝑏𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑑2
𝑑𝜏2
+ 𝑉(𝜏) (S2) 
where btor is the rotational constant for the internal rotation of the methyl group, and is 
calculated to be 5.7407 cm-1 based on the moment of inertia for the methyl rotor.  We define Ψ(τ) 
in the basis of particle-on-a-ring wavefunctions,  
 Ψ(𝜏) = ∑ 𝑐𝑘𝜓𝑘(𝜏)𝑘  (S3)  
 𝜓𝑘(𝜏) =
1
√2𝜋
𝑒𝑖𝑘𝜏 (S4) 
And allow k to vary from -1000 to 1000. The Hamiltonian matrix can then be expressed 
as 
 𝐻𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝜓𝑖|?̂?|𝜓𝑗⟩ = (𝑏𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑗
2 +
𝑉3
2
) 𝛿𝑖,𝑗 +
𝑉3
2
(𝛿𝑖,𝑗+3 + 𝛿𝑖,𝑗−3) (S5) 
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix then yields the torsional energy levels for the 
hindered rotor, the first 15 of which are given in Table S5.  States appear in nearly degenerate 
triplets at low energies, consistent with a low tunneling splitting of energy levels near the bottom 
of the potential wells.  Further, the energy difference between the lowest and next lowest groups 
of triplets is calculated to be 176.5 cm-1, similar to the calculated harmonic frequency of the rotor 
(200.2 cm-1).  This suggests that the torsional vibration is well-represented by a harmonic 
approximation at low energies. 
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S2. Evaluation of the off-diagonal coupling terms using perturbation 
theory 
Based on degenerate second order perturbation theory, the off-diagonal coupling terms that 
couple either two fundamentals or a fundamental to a combination band involving excitation in 
three different vibrations can be evaluated using: 
⟨𝜓𝑚|𝐻|𝜓𝑛⟩ = ⟨𝜓𝑚
(0)
|𝐻(2)|𝜓𝑛
(0)
⟩ +
1
2
∑ ⟨𝜓𝑚
(0)
|𝐻(1)|𝜓𝑙
(0)
⟩⟨𝜓𝑙
(0)
|𝐻(1)|𝜓𝑛
(0)
⟩ (
1
𝐸𝑚
(0)
−𝐸𝑙
(0) +
1
𝐸𝑛
(0)
−𝐸𝑙
(0))𝑙  (S6) 
where |𝜓𝑚⟩ and |𝜓𝑛⟩ represent the two states that are to be coupled while |𝜓𝑙
(0)
⟩ 
represents a third zero-order state.  In these calculations, we expand the Hamiltonian to fourth 
order in the normal modes, which have been evaluated as linear combinations of internal 
coordinates (bond lengths and angles) that correspond to the z-matrix provided in Table S8.  In 
these coordinates, the Hamiltonian is expressed as 
 𝐻 = 𝐻(0) + 𝐻(1) + 𝐻(2) (S7) 
where 
 𝐻(0) = ∑
ℏ𝜔𝑖
2
(𝑝𝑖
2 + 𝑞𝑖
2)𝑖=1  (S8) 
 𝐻(1) =
1
2
∑ (
𝜕𝐺𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑞𝑘
𝑝𝑖𝑞𝑘𝑝𝑗 +
1
3
𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗𝑞𝑘)𝑖,𝑗,𝑘  (S9) 
 𝐻(2) =
1
2
∑ (
𝜕2𝐺𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑞𝑘𝜕𝑞𝑙
𝑝𝑖𝑞𝑘𝑞𝑙𝑝𝑗 +
1
24
𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗𝑞𝑘𝑞𝑙)𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑙  (S10) 
The necessary derivatives of the G-matrix and fourth derivatives of the force constants 
are evaluated numerically, following procedures described elsewhere1 with a displacement of 
0.05 in dimensionless units.  The third derivatives of the potential were obtained by applying the 
chain rule to the quartic expansion of the potential, which is obtained from a VPT2 calculation 
performed using Gaussian 09.  The diagonal elements in this analysis are obtained from the 
same VPT2 calculation.  In earlier work,2 one of us showed that while the results of non-
degenerate perturbation theory are insensitive of the coordinates used to expand the 
Hamiltonian, the off-diagonal coupling terms are sensitive to this choice.  Further, while the 
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contribution of the quartic terms to these matrix elements are often readily available from VPT2 
calculations, in some cases the contributions from the terms in 𝐻(1) can exceed those obtained 
considering only the contributions to Eq. S7 from terms involving 𝐻(2).  A summary of the 
anharmonic frequencies and off-diagonal coupling terms is provided in Tables S9 and S10. 
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Figure S1.  Expanded view of the experimentally observed feature (black) centered at ca. 3078 
cm-1 in the IR action spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO ascribed to the carbonyl oxide CH stretch (ν1).  
This feature exhibits an overall breadth that is significantly larger than other features, possibly 
due to another overlapping transition.  We considered two fits of the feature:  (a) The entire 
feature is fit via rotational band contour simulation (red) using experimental rotational constants,3 
which yields a Lorentzian linewidth of 2.1 cm−1, a surprisingly high rotational temperature of 21.3 
K, and a/b-transition type of 0.71/0.29.  (b) Half of the feature is fit via rotational band contour 
simulation (solid red) using the same experimental rotational constants, yielding a similar 
Lorentzian linewidth of 1.9 cm-1, a reasonable rotational temperature of 9.1  0.4 K, and an a/b-
transition type of 0.38/0.62.  These fit parameters are then used to simulate the other half of the 
rotational band contour (dashed red).  The residual experimental intensity presumably arises from 
an adjacent, overlapping lower intensity transition that is coupled to ν1 (see Discussion).  
Rotational band simulations at the laser bandwidth of 0.15 cm-1 (gray) are included for 
comparison.   
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Figure S2.  IR power dependence upon excitation of syn-CH3CHOO features at 3078 cm-1 
(black) and 3020.0 cm-1 (green) with linear regressions fit to the data in the linear regime showing 
the onset of saturation effects.   
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Figure S3.  Calculated density of states for the syn-CH3CHOO reactant in the CH stretch 
fundamental (νCH) region from 2800 – 3200 cm-1 using an energy grain of (a) 100 cm-1, (b) 
10 cm-1, and (c) 1 cm-1. 
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Figure S4.  Schematic representations of the anharmonic couplings involved in the initial tier of 
IVR following excitation of ν1 and ν2 transitions.  The thickness of the arrow represents the 
relative strength of the coupling.  Red arrows represent primarily cubic couplings, yellow arrows 
represent primarily quartic couplings, and orange arrows represent couplings with strong 
contributions from both cubic and quartic terms. 
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Figure S5.  Calculated RRKM rates and associated lifetimes including tunneling in the CH stretch 
fundamental (νCH) region from 2800 –3200 cm-1 using an energy grain of (a) 100 cm-1, (b) 
10 cm-1, and (c) 1 cm-1 
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Figure S6.  Simulated OH temporal profiles using a typical experimental fall time, τfall, of 1.5 μs 
(kfall = 6.67 × 105 s-1) and various rise times, τrise, ranging from 10 to 100,000 ns as indicated in 
the legend.  a) The preexponential factor in each case is set to 1 to illustrate the reduced peak 
intensity with increasing OH rise times.  b) The simulated OH appearance curves are scaled to 
the same maximum intensity of 1 in each case to show the very similar time profiles for τrise 
greater than ca. 2000 ns. 
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Figure S7.  A relaxed scan of the HCCO dihedral angle is performed in 5 degree increments at 
the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory, with a non-zero-point corrected energy calculated at 
each point (points).  The resulting potential is then fit to Eq. S1 (red line).  Also shown are the 
torsional energy levels for the hindered rotor (black lines).  
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Table S1. Predicted anharmonic transitions calculated with vibrational second-order perturbation 
theory (VPT2) utilizing Gaussian 164 at the B2PLYD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory5-7 for syn-
CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental (νCH) region from 2800 – 3200 cm-1.  Symmetry, 
wavenumber, relative intensity, and transition type are included. Results for transitions involving 
up to two quanta of excitation (e.g. fundamentals, combination bands, and overtones) are 
presented 
a. Perturbed transition intensities and transition types are calculated after variational 
correction to the VPT2 wavefunction. 
  
Mode 
Sym-
metry 
Wavenumber 
(cm-1) 
Perturbeda  Deperturbed
a  
IR 
Intensity 
Transition Type IR 
Intensity 
Transition Type 
a b c a b c 
ν5 + ν14 A″ 2831.8 0.00439 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00437 0.00 0.00 1.00 
ν4 + ν6 A′ 2834.0 0.215 0.78 0.22 0.00 0.215 0.78 0.22 0.00 
2ν5 A′ 2847.8 0.578 0.99 0.01 0.00 0.810 1.00 0.00 0.00 
ν4 + ν14 A″ 2882.1 0.0232 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.232 0.00 0.00 1.00 
ν4 + ν5 A′ 2901.4 0.0461 0.98 0.02 0.00 0.459 0.98 0.02 0.00 
ν3 A′ 2916.2 1.52 0.30 0.70 0.00 3.34 0.73 0.27 0.00 
2ν4 A′ 2923.5 2.78 0.97 0.03 0.00 0.165 0.95 0.05 0.00 
ν13 A″ 2930.9 2.02 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.04 0.00 0.00 1.00 
ν2 A′ 3032.6 8.91 1.00 0.00 0.00 8.99 1.00 0.00 0.00 
ν1 A′ 3097.4 3.85 0.59 0.41 0.00 3.66 0.51 0.49 0.00 
ν3 + ν18 A″ 3123.3 0.00123 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00124 0.00 0.00 1.00 
ν13 + ν18 A′ 3139.3 0.269 0.98 0.02 0.00 0.268 0.98 0.02 0.00 
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Table S2. Predicted harmonic and anharmonic vibrational fundamental frequencies calculated 
with vibrational second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) utilizing Gaussian 164 at the 
B2PLYD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory for syn-CH3CHOO.5-7  Mode descriptions and normal mode 
images are also included. 
Mode 
Harmonic 
frequency 
(cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
frequency 
(cm-1) 
Mode Description 
ν1 3222.8 3097.4 
Carbonyl oxide 
CH stretch 
 
ν2 3174.0 3032.6 
Methyl in-plane 
CH stretch 
 
ν3 3037.3 2916.2 
Methyl out-of-
plane symmetric 
CH stretch 
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ν4 1519.9 1475.4 
CO 
stretch/Carbonyl 
oxide CH in-
plane waga 
 
ν5 1472.6 1428.3 
Methyl 
symmetric 
scissor 
 
ν6 1402.4 1365.7 Methyl umbrella 
 
ν7 1327.4 1292.9 
Carbonyl oxide 
CH in-plane 
wag/CO stretcha 
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ν8 1120.3 1094.8 CCO bend 
 
ν9 984.8 967.3 CC stretch 
 
ν10 961.5 937.7 OO stretch 
 
ν11 684.8 678.6 COO bend 
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ν12 302.0 296.4 
HCCOO ring 
closure 
 
ν13 3078.4 2930.9 
Methyl out-of-
plane 
asymmetric CH 
stretch 
 
ν14 1449.8 1403.6 
Methyl 
asymmetric 
scissor 
 
ν15 1038.8 1011.2 
CCO out-of-
plane bend 
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ν16 736.2 720.8 
Carbonyl oxide 
out-of-plane CH 
wag 
 
ν17 462.5 454.6 
CCOO out-of-
plane ring 
distortion 
 
ν18 200.2 201.5 HCCO torsion 
 
a. These mode descriptions supersede those previously published in Ref. 20 of the main text. 
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Table S3.  Predicted harmonic and anharmonic vibrational frequencies calculated with vibrational 
second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) utilizing Gaussian 164 at the B2PLYD3/cc-pVTZ level of 
theory5-7 for the transition state between syn-CH3CHOO and vinyl hydroperoxide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
Mode 
Harmonic 
Frequency (cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
Frequency (cm-1) 
ν1 3220.7 3088.8 
ν2 3206.6 3079.8 
ν3 3103.5 2940.1 
ν4 1842.2 1786.6 
ν5 1548.5 1495.3 
ν6 1500.5 1464.4 
ν7 1355.3 1314.7 
ν8 1274.4 1242.0 
ν9 1216.8 1185.3 
ν10 1036.6 1018.9 
ν11 974.0 949.9 
ν12 910.6 893.0 
ν13 863.2 842.0 
ν14 750.1 731.7 
ν15 733.1 711.6 
ν16 531.8 513.8 
ν17 500.6 491.4 
ν18 1602.4i 1734.3i 
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Table S4.  Band origin, peak intensity, breadth (FWHM), Lorentzian broadening, transition type, 
and rotational temperature obtained from rotational band contour fits for strongest features 
observed in the IR action spectrum of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental region.  
Reported uncertainty is ±1σ. 
a. ν13 and 2ν4 band contours are overlapped; Lorentzian broadening and rotational temperature 
of the two bands were assumed to be equal. 
b. Peak intensity evaluated by integrating the low resolution IR action spectrum. 
c. FWHM calculated by fitting the low resolution IR action spectrum to a Gaussian function. 
d. The fit parameters listed for ν1 are from the fit to the lower energy half of the feature (see 
Figure S1). 
  
Mode 
Band origin 
(cm-1) 
Peak 
Inten-
sityb 
FWHMc 
(cm-1) 
Lorentzian 
Broadening 
(cm-1) 
Transition type 
Rotational 
Temperature 
(K) a b c 
ν1d 3076.66 ± 0.09 0.46 11.5 1.9 ± 0.1 0.38 0.62 0.00 9.1 ± 0.4 
ν2 3019.97 ± 0.01 1.00 7.83 1.41 ± 0.03 0.56 0.44 0.00 10.22 ± 0.08 
ν3 2907.76 ± 0.01 0.57 7.91 0.31 ± 0.01 0.60 0.40 0.00 11.05 ± 0.08 
ν13 2931.95 ± 0.02 
0.34 9.18 
0.66 ± 0.02a 0.00 0.00 1.00 10.44 ± 0.02a 
2ν4 2934.79 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.02a 0.77 0.23 0.00 10.44 ± 0.02a 
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Table S5.  Calculated torsional energy levels of the one-dimensional hindered rotor associated 
with the 3-fold symmetric rotation of the methyl group of syn-CH3CHOO, based on the potential 
generated by a relaxed scan about the HCCO dihedral angle at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of 
theory.  For these calculations, the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. S2 with 𝑏𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 5.7407 cm-1 and V3 
= 702.32 cm-1. 
Eigenstate Energy (cm-1) E-E1 (cm-1) 
1 91.89268 0.00000 
2 91.89333 0.00065 
3 91.89333 0.00065 
4 268.36825 176.47557 
5 268.36825 176.47557 
6 268.39950 176.50682 
7 428.51362 336.62093 
8 429.14820 337.25552 
9 429.14820 337.25552 
10 567.24193 475.34925 
11 567.24193 475.34925 
12 574.12480 482.23211 
13 665.44783 573.55515 
14 692.41349 600.52081 
15 692.41349 600.52081 
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Table S6.  RRKM microcanonical rates and corresponding lifetimes calculated for the 
unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO in the CH stretch fundamental energy region.  Tunneling is 
implemented using an SCTST model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Energy (cm-1) Rate (s-1) Lifetime (ns) 
2800 9.13 x104 1.10 x104 
2810 8.09 x104 1.24 x104 
2820 6.76 x104 1.48 x104 
2830 6.07 x104 1.65 x104 
2840 8.20 x104 1.22 x104 
2850 9.31 x104 1.07 x104 
2860 7.18 x104 1.39 x104 
2870 7.75 x104 1.29 x104 
2880 9.85 x104 1.02 x104 
2890 9.48 x104 1.05 x104 
2900 9.19 x104 1.09 x104 
2910 7.60 x104 1.31 x104 
2920 1.11 x105 9.03 x103 
2930 9.96 x104 1.00 x104 
2940 1.01 x105 9.90 x103 
2950 9.56 x104 1.05 x104 
2960 1.23 x105 8.15 x103 
2970 1.07 x105 9.36 x103 
2980 1.30 x105 7.69 x103 
2990 1.12 x105 8.96 x103 
3000 1.33 x105 7.54 x103 
3010 1.15 x105 8.68 x103 
3020 1.22 x105 8.19 x103 
3030 1.45 x105 6.88 x103 
3040 1.34 x105 7.48 x103 
3050 1.34 x105 7.47 x103 
3060 1.56 x105 6.40 x103 
3070 1.47 x105 6.78 x103 
3080 1.59 x105 6.29 x103 
3090 1.35 x105 7.42 x103 
3100 1.81 x105 5.53 x103 
3110 1.72 x105 5.81 x103 
3120 1.71 x105 5.85 x103 
3130 1.51 x105 6.64 x103 
3140 2.08 x105 4.80 x103 
3150 2.26 x105 4.42 x103 
3160 1.76 x105 5.67 x103 
3170 1.83 x105 5.47 x103 
3180 2.20 x105 4.55 x103 
3190 2.48 x105 4.04 x103 
3200 2.06 x105 4.86 x103 
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Table S7.  Calculated intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) energies (without ZPE correction) and 
relevant molecular parameters at the B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ level of theory along the minimum 
energy pathway starting from H-atom transfer transition state to the minimum energy 
configuration of vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP) leading to OH products. 
IRC 
(Bohr) 
Relative 
Energy (kcal 
mol-1) 
 (deg)  (deg) 
OH 
Distance 
(Å) 
TS 20.11 20.11 89.33 1.38 
0.11 20.33 20.26 89.95 1.33 
0.21 18.99 20.46 90.65 1.28 
0.32 16.76 20.68 91.40 1.22 
0.42 13.79 20.92 92.20 1.17 
0.53 10.36 21.18 93.08 1.13 
0.63 6.85 21.50 94.08 1.08 
0.73 3.65 21.90 95.22 1.04 
0.84 0.99 22.42 96.46 1.01 
0.94 -1.20 23.03 97.58 1.00 
1.05 -3.13 23.71 98.47 0.99 
1.15 -4.90 24.45 99.15 0.99 
1.26 -6.55 25.24 99.65 0.99 
1.36 -8.08 26.09 100.02 0.98 
1.47 -9.50 27.01 100.29 0.98 
1.57 -10.82 28.00 100.49 0.98 
1.68 -12.04 29.06 100.63 0.98 
1.78 -13.16 30.19 100.74 0.98 
1.89 -14.19 31.41 100.82 0.98 
1.99 -15.14 32.70 100.88 0.98 
2.10 -16.01 34.09 100.93 0.98 
2.20 -16.79 35.55 100.98 0.98 
2.31 -17.51 37.11 101.01 0.97 
2.41 -18.16 38.76 101.05 0.97 
2.52 -18.75 40.50 101.08 0.97 
2.62 -19.29 42.34 101.10 0.97 
2.73 -19.77 44.28 101.13 0.97 
2.83 -20.21 46.31 101.15 0.97 
2.94 -20.61 48.44 101.17 0.97 
3.04 -20.97 50.67 101.19 0.97 
3.15 -21.29 52.99 101.20 0.97 
3.25 -21.58 55.40 101.20 0.97 
3.36 -21.84 57.91 101.20 0.97 
3.46 -22.08 60.51 101.19 0.97 
3.57 -22.29 63.21 101.18 0.97 
3.67 -22.48 65.99 101.15 0.97 
3.78 -22.65 68.86 101.11 0.97 
3.88 -22.80 71.81 101.07 0.97 
3.99 -22.93 74.84 101.01 0.97 
4.09 -23.05 77.94 100.95 0.97 
4.20 -23.14 81.11 100.87 0.97 
4.30 -23.23 84.35 100.78 0.97 
4.41 -23.29 87.66 100.67 0.97 
4.51 -23.37 91.04 100.57 0.97 
4.62 -23.41 94.45 100.44 0.97 
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4.72 -23.44 97.91 100.31 0.97 
4.83 -23.45 101.38 100.16 0.97 
VHP -23.46 106.47 99.93 0.97 
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Table S8.  Z-matrix for internal coordinates of syn-CH3CHOO used for the off-diagonal coupling 
term analysis. 
O       
O 1 r1     
C 2 r2 1 a1   
C 3 r3 2 a2 1 t1 
H 3 r4 2 a3 1 t2 
H 4 r5 3 a4 2 t3 
H 4 r6 3 a5 2 t4 
H 4 r7 3 a6 2 t5 
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Table S9.  States involved in the off-diagonal coupling term analysis.  Frequencies for the 
fundamentals are obtained from a VPT2 calculation, while those for combination bands are 
approximated from the anharmonic frequencies of the combination levels without torsion 
excitation. 
State 
Frequency/cm-1 
Harmonic Anharmonica 
|𝑎⟩ = |𝜈1⟩ 3223 3097 
|𝑏⟩ = |𝜈2⟩ 3174.0 3033 
|𝑐⟩ = |𝜈4 + 𝜈14 + 𝜈tor⟩ 3170 3088 
|𝑑⟩ = |𝜈5 + 𝜈14 + 𝜈tor⟩ 3123 3039 
a. Anharmonic frequencies for states with three quanta of excitation are calculated by adding 
the anharmonic frequency for the torsion (205.5 cm-1) obtained from consideration of the 
frequency difference between fundamentals and the corresponding combination band with 
𝜈tor. 
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Table S10.  Matrix elements (in cm-1) calculated using second order vibrational perturbation 
theory.  The H(1) and H(2) columns provide the contribution to the matrix elements that come from 
the terms in Eq. S6 which depend on H(1) and H(2), respectively.  The state labels refer to states 
described in Table S9.   
State 1 State 2 H(1) H(2) Sum 
|𝑎⟩ |𝑏⟩ -2.993 -39.124 -42.116 
|𝑎⟩ |𝑐⟩ -6.871 -0.161 -7.032 
|𝑎⟩ |𝑑⟩ -4.038 -0.195 -4.361 
|𝑏⟩ |𝑐⟩ -0.867 0.205 -0.591 
|𝑏⟩ |𝑑⟩ -13.728 -9.870 -23.598 
|𝑐⟩ |𝑑⟩ 98.508 -1.748 96.760 
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APPENDIX VI 
Four Carbon Criegee Intermediate from Isoprene Ozonolysis: 
Methyl Vinyl Ketone Oxide Synthesis, Infrared Spectrum, 
and OH Production 
Supporting Information 
This appendix has been published as online supplementary information in Journal of the 
American Chemical Society, 140, 10866 (2018).  It is an appendix to Chapter 7 of this thesis.  
Experimental research was performed with graduate student Amy M. Green, postdoctoral 
researcher Shubhrangshu Pandit, and Marsha I. Lester.  Synthetic work was performed by 
graduate student Nisalak Trongsiriwat and Patrick J. Walsh.  Theoretical research was performed 
in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, 
Argonne National Laboratory). 
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S1. Synthesis of MVK-OO 
S1.1 Synthesis of Precursor 
Initially, a Z/E mixture of 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene was synthesized following the general 
procedure of Manickam et al.1, as shown in Scheme S1A.  Anhydrous zinc chloride (0.290 g, 2.13 
mmol, Sigma Aldrich, ≥98%) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to a solution of 
but-2-yn-1-ol (1.00 g, 14.2 mmol, Alfa Aesar, 98%) in dry dichloromethane (10 mL).  In a dark 
fume hood, the colorless heterogeneous mixture was wrapped with aluminum foil and cooled to –
40 °C using an acetonitrile/dry ice bath for 15 min.  Trimethylsilyl iodide (TMSI, 4.40 mL, 31.2 
mmol, Alfa Aesar, 97%) was added dropwise over a period of 40 min.  After the addition was 
complete, the reaction mixture was warmed to 0 °C by replacing the acetonitrile/dry ice bath with 
an ice bath and the reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h.  After 1 h, the mixture was allowed to 
warm to room temperature (rt) by removing the ice bath and the solution was stirred for 16 h.  The 
crude product was filtered over a bed of Celite, and the Celite was then washed with CH2Cl2 (3 x 
20 mL) and concentrated in vacuum.  The crude product was then redissolved in CH2Cl2 (15 mL) 
and washed with saturated Na2S2O3 (2 x 10 mL).  The organic layer was concentrated in vacuum 
to yield a dark brown oil.  The product was further purified via column chromatography on silica 
gel (hexanes:Et2O = 20:1) and then vacuum distilled (67–69 °C/50 mTorr) to yield a brown oil 
(1.30 g, 30% yield, Z/E ~ 10/1).  The 1H NMR spectrum matched the previously published 
literature data for Z-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene.2  1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3):  (Z)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene δ 
5.7 (q, 1H), 3.9 (d, 2H), δ 2.5 (d, 3H).  (E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene δ 6.0 (q, 1H), 4.4 (d, 2H), δ 1.7 (d, 
3H). 
In a modified procedure, (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene was synthesized in higher yield by 
optimizing the procedure of Gras et al.3 that does not require a zinc chloride catalyst, as shown in 
Scheme S1B.  But-2-yn-1-ol (0.54 mL, 7.13 mmol, Alfa Aesar, 98%) was diluted in dry Et2O (10 
mL).  In a dark fume hood, the homogeneous mixture was wrapped with aluminum foil and cooled 
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to -40 °C with an acetonitrile/dry ice bath for 15 min.  TMSI (2.23 mL, 15.6 mmol, Alfa Aesar, 
97%) was added dropwise and with rapid stirring over a period of 30 min.  Following addition of 
TMSI, the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature, stirred for 1 h, and 
quenched with a saturated Na2S2O3 solution (10 mL).  A Z/E mixture of the 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene 
product was extracted with Et2O (3 x 15 mL).  The combined organic phases were washed with a 
brine solution (15 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated under vacuum.  The product was 
purified via column chromatography on silica gel (hexanes:Et2O = 20:1) to yield a brown oil (1.85 
g, 84% yield, Z/E ~ 5/1).  Further purification was conducted to obtain a high quality NMR 
spectrum via column chromatography on silica gel eluted with hexanes to yield a yellow oil (Z/E ~ 
14:1).  For (Z)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3):  δ 5.7 (q, 1H), 3.9 (d, 2H), δ 2.5 (d, 
3H) which is consistent with previous published literature data.2  13C(1H) NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) 
δ 132.1, 106.9, 33.7, 9.4.  For (E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3):  δ 6.0 (q, 1H), 
4.4 (d, 2H), 1.7 (d, 3H).  13C(1H) NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 134.6, 105.5, 22.7, 18.6. HRMS (EI): 
m/z calculated for (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene 307.8559, observed 307.8560.  The full 1H and 13C 
NMR spectra are shown in Figure S1.   
(Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene was further characterized via UV-Vis spectroscopy.  The UV-
Vis of CH2I2 was also acquired in a separate experiment.  Dilute solutions of 
(Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene (0.07 mmol/L) and CH2I2 (0.19 mmol/L) in hexanes were prepared and 
the UV-Vis spectra shown in Figure S2 were recorded with a spectrophotometer (Jasco V-650).  
A previous study of the UV-Vis spectra of CH2I2 in both polar and nonpolar solvents indicated 
virtually no shift in peak absorption wavelengths compared to the gas phase UV spectrum.4  By 
analogy, the peak UV absorption of (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene in the gas phase is expected to be 
similar to that shown in hexanes solvent in Figure S2. 
In addition, the FTIR spectrum of (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene on a KBr plate was obtained 
with an FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Nicolet iS5), and is presented in Figure S3.  A 
complementary theoretical calculation of the fundamental vibrational frequencies of (Z/E)-1,3-
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diiodobut-2-ene is given in a thesis.5  High frequency vibrations (ca. 2900-2960 cm-1) are 
assigned to the methyl CH stretches. CH scissor and CH wag vibrational modes appear in the 
1000-1500 cm-1 energy region.  The sharp feature at ca. 1630 cm-1 is attributed to the alkene 
C=C stretch.  The very strong C-I stretches appear at ca. 500 cm-1. 
S1.2 Oxygen Addition 
As illustrated in Scheme 3 (main text), photolysis of the (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene 
precursor at 248 nm results in prompt dissociation to produce an internally excited allylic 
monoiodoalkene radical Int(1).  Its subsequent reaction with O2 is expected to transiently form an 
iodoalkene peroxy radical intermediate Int(2).   
Theoretical calculations were undertaken to map out C-O distinguished coordinate 
minimum energy paths (MEPs) for additions of O2 to both C(1) and C(3) radical sites of Int(1) at the 
CASPT2(9e,7o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//CASPT2/cc-pVDZ level as shown in Figure S4.  For the C and H 
atoms we employed Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets (cc-pVnZ),6 while for the I atom 
we employed the cc-pVnZ-PP relativistic pseudo-potential versions of these.7  The (9e,7o) active 
space for these calculations correlates with the (3e,3o) π-space of the C4H6 radical coupled with 
the (6e,4o) π-space of the O2 radical.  An IPEA shift8 of 0.25 was employed.  A related study of 
the addition of O2 to propargyl radical9 indicated that such an IPEA shifted CASPT2 approach 
provides a reliable prediction of the shape of the MEP for an oxygen molecule adding to a 
resonantly stabilized radical.  
The calculated MEPs suggests that the addition of O2 to C(3) will be both energetically 
and kinetically favored as illustrated in Figure S4.  The bulky I atom at C(3) might be expected to 
lead to some steric reduction in the rate for addition to C(3) relative to that for C(1).  However, a 
scan of the torsional potentials (shown in Figure S5) suggests that there is actually greater steric 
hindrance for addition at the C(1) site.   
Photoionization of 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene precursor and MVK-OO Criegee intermediate 
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The (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene precursor and photolytically generated MVK-OO Criegee 
intermediate were detected by photoionization using 10.5 eV (118 nm) vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) 
radiation with a Wiley-McLaren linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS, RM Jordan).10  
The 118 nm VUV radiation is generated by frequency-tripling the focused (f = 30 cm, UV fused 
silica lens) third harmonic output (355 nm, 40 mJ/pulse) of an Nd:YAG laser (Continuum 
Powerlite 9010) in a phase-matched Xe/Ar (~1:10) cell, as described previously.11-13  The VUV is 
refocused (f = 20, MgF2 lens) at the center of the interaction region in a TOF-MS.  The residual 
355 nm is spatially separated from the VUV utilizing the difference in their focal properties.   
Photoionization of the (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene precursor is observed on the m/z = 308 
parent mass channel as shown in the upper panel of Figure S6.  Several other fragment mass 
channels including I (m/z = 127), C4H6I (m/z = 181), and I2 (m/z = 254) are observed.  A small 
signal at the m/z = 85 mass channel is attributed to photoionization of dichloromethane (DCM), 
which is a solvent used in the synthetic procedure.  The lower panel of Figure S6 shows the TOF 
mass spectrum obtained when 248 nm excimer radiation is introduced to photolyze the precursor 
in a 20% O2/Ar gas mixture within the quartz capillary reactor tube prior to VUV photoionization.  
The diiodoalkene parent mass channel (m/z = 308) is reduced and the I fragment mass channel 
(m/z = 127) is noticeably enhanced.  The inset displays the new m/z = 86 mass channel attributed 
to the MVK-OO Criegee intermediate, which is not present in the absence of 248 nm photolysis. 
Vertical ionization energies (VIE) and adiabatic ionization energies (AIE) for the four 
MVK-OO conformers are computed at the CCSD(T)-F12/CBS(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYPD3/cc-
pVTZ level of theory.  The computed ionization energies of ca. 8.5-8.8 eV for the four MVK-OO 
conformers (see Table S1) are ca. 2 eV lower than the 10.5 eV photon energy used for ionization, 
indicating that all four conformers of MVK-OO should be detected. 
There are several possible isomers of MVK-OO (C4H6O2) that could potentially be formed 
in the capillary reactor tube, collisionally stabilized, and contribute to the photoionization signal at 
m/z=86.  2-hydroperoxybuta-1,3-diene (HPBD, 1b) could be formed upon 1,4 H-atom transfer of 
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syn-MVK-OO and stabilized prior to dissociation (see Sec. 3.1).  1-Hydroxybut-3-en-2-one (HB, 3) 
could be formed from HPBD via a roaming mechanism (see Sec. 4.1).  In addition, dioxole (11), 
3-oxobutanal (β-dicarbonyl, 13), and various enol tautomers of dicarbonyl (e.g., enol, 14) could 
be formed via unimolecular rearrangement of anti-MVK-OO and stabilized prior to further 
reaction.  There is also a possibility that dioxole could arise from addition of O2 to the 
monoiodoalkene radical following photolysis of the (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobutene precursor as shown in 
Scheme S2.  The computed ionization energies for possible isomers of MVK-OO are given in 
Table S1.  If these species are stabilized, they can be ionized by 10.5 eV radiation and contribute 
to the observed photoionization signal.  Future experiments are planned at the Advanced Light 
Source utilizing tunable VUV radiation that can distinguish between different isomers via their 
ionization thresholds. 
On the other hand, IR transitions of other possible isomers of C4H6O2 are not expected to 
contribute to the IR action spectrum in the CH overtone region (Figure 4).  The other isomers are 
more stable than MVK-OO and will not lead to OH products at the excitation energies used in this 
work (see Tables S2, S3 and S5).  In addition, the computed IR absorption spectra of other 
isomers, e.g. HPBD (1a and 1b) and dioxole (11) (Figure S9), differ substantially from the 
observed IR action spectrum (Figure 4).  For example, HPBD (1a and 1b) lacks CH overtone 
transitions below 5950 cm-1, while dioxole lacks CH overtone transitions in the 5850 to 5950 cm-1 
region.  Thus, IR action spectroscopy provides additional selectivity compared to IR absorption 
spectroscopy since only vibrationally excited molecules that release OH products are detected. 
S2. Details of electronic structure calculations 
S2.1 Single Reference Calculations 
Most of the energies for stationary points reported herein are calculated using the ANL0-
B2F approach, which is slightly modified from the previously reported ANL0-F12 approach.14  It 
involves the determination of the CCSD(T)-F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ 
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electronic energies, together with corrections for higher order electronic excitations (evaluated at 
the CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ level), core-valence interactions (evaluated at the CCSD(T)/CBS(TZ,QZ) 
level using the cc-pcVTZ and cc-pcVQZ basis sets),15 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pcVTZ-DK Douglas-Kroll 
relativistic corrections,16 and B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ vibrational perturbuation theory estimates for 
the zero-point energy.  OH spin-orbit corrections are also included.  The ANL0-B2F stationary 
point energies are summarized in Table S2 together with the various components of the 
calculations.   
For the species reported in Table S2, the T1 diagnostics are reasonably small, with the 
largest values for the MVK-OO isomers (~0.036) and for the transition states connecting the four 
MVK-OO isomers to the dioxirane species (~0.039).  T1 diagnostics larger than 0.03 are 
indicative of significant multireference effects.  However, the CCSDT(Q) correction can generally 
account for the multireference effects, such as might be expected for T1 diagnostics in the 0.03 to 
0.04 range.  Our prior joint theory-experiment studies17-20 of the kinetics and dynamics of the 
decomposition of a range of Criegee intermediates indicate that the inclusion of the 
CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ correction within the ANL0 schemes results in accurate predictions of the 
barrier height for the H-transfer effecting the conversion from a CI to a vinylhydroperoxide. 
The CCSDT(Q) corrections are generally large in Table S2 because they are specified 
relative to the value for the syn-trans-MVK-OO, which itself has significant multireference 
character.  Nevertheless, it is worth noting that there is great variance in the CCSDT(Q) 
corrections with values ranging from -0.3 to 1.8 kcal mol-1.  This large span demonstrates the 
importance of proceeding beyond the CCSD(T) level when aiming for errors below 1.5 kcal mol-1.  
The corrections decrease in magnitude from the harmonic ZPE (-6.0 to 1.9 kcal mol-1), to the 
CCSDT(Q) (-0.3 to 1.8 kcal mol-1), to the core-valence (-0.4 to 0.3 kcal mol-1), to the relativistic (-
0.1 to 0.2 kcal mol-1), and finally the anharmonic ZPE correction (-0.2 to 0.2 kcal mol-1). 
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S2.2 Multireference Calculations 
To explore the energetics of the pathways where single reference methods are not 
appropriate (e.g. bond breaking pathways), we employ complete active space wave functions 
with both multi-reference second order perturbation theory (CASPT2) and multi-reference singles 
and doubles configuration interaction including a fixed Davidson correction for the effect of higher 
order excitations (MRCISD+Q).  In a number of instances, we employ the multireference methods 
to estimate the splitting between the ground electronic state and that for a high spin state at the 
same geometry.  High level CCSD(T)/CBS estimates of the high spin-state energies then yield a 
route to high accuracy energies for the ground state.21 
S2.2.1 Unimolecular decay of HPBD 
Multireference methods are necessary to accurately examine the energetics of the 
dissociation of HPBD, (1a and 1b) and the related roaming mechanism presented in Scheme 5.  
To examine this pathway, we have employed CASPT2 and MRCISD+Q calculations with a 6 
electron, 6 orbital (6e,6o) active space.  This active space correlates with the (5e,5o) -space of  
2-oxybuta-1,3-diene (OBD, 2a and 2b) fragment and the radical orbital of the OH fragment.  
Extrapolations to the CBS limit were obtained from cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ evaluations, while the 
underlying rovibrational analyses were performed with the cc-pVTZ basis set.  The CASPT2 
calculations employ an IPEA shift. 
A detailed summary of the predicted stationary point energies for this interaction between 
the OH and OBD (2a and 2b) fragments is provided in Table S3.  The entries in this table explore 
two further complications to these pathways.  First, the long-range nature of the roaming 
dynamics leads to a near degeneracy of the singlet and triplet states in that region.  Furthermore, 
the presence of degenerate electronic orbitals in the OH product results in another pair of singlet 
and triplet states also being nearly degenerate.  Therefore, there is an effective electronic 
degeneracy of 8 for the dynamics in the roaming region.  It is unclear to what extent these 
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electronic states are coupled on the timescale of the dissociations and isomerizations.  A second 
complication arises from the fact that the OBD fragment has both cis (2a) and trans (2b) torsional 
isomers.  For simplicity, we present only the roaming pathway from the lower energy trans-HPBD 
(1b) conformer.  Notably, the CCSD(T) method is directly applicable to the analysis of the triplet 
states.  The good agreement between the CCSD(T)/CBS (performed at the CASPT2 geometries) 
and multireference predictions for the triplet state energies validates the present multireference 
predictions for the singlet state energies (especially the CASPT2 values which are within 0.1 kcal 
mol-1 of the CCSD(T)/CBS values).  
Related roaming induced isomerizations pathways were studied in the recent work of 
Kuwata and coworkers analyzing the kinetics of some methyl substituted Creigee intermediates.22  
Their analysis was based on unrestricted density functional theory (M06-L) geometries and spin-
flip coupled cluster (CCSD(dT)) energies.  The present multi-reference based examinations 
provide more quantitative validation of their prediction of a key roaming channel.  One minor 
difference in our predictions is that we find the HOOC torsional potential has a single minimum in 
the region of the transition state, as validated by a sequence of torsionally constrained transition 
state optimizations.  In contrast, Kidwell et al.23 and Kuwata et al.22 both found a second torsional 
minimum for this transition state in related Criegee systems. 
S2.2.2 Syn to anti-MVK-OO torsional isomerization 
One route for isomerizing between syn and anti-MVK-OO involves a torsional rotation 
about the CO bond.  In the transition state for this torsional isomerization, the partial CO double is 
broken and the wave function has strong diradical character, which implies strong multireference 
character for this geometry.  Here we employ a (4e,4o) active space to explore the singlet-triplet 
splitting at the singlet torsional saddle point geometry.  The active space for these CASPT2 and 
MRCISD+Q calculations consists of the two-diradical orbitals and the CC -space of the vinyl 
group.  CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 calculations for the triplet state relative to the CI then 
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connect these estimates for the single-triplet splitting to absolute estimates for the torsional 
saddle point energy.  We also include a 1.5 kcal mol-1 shift to approximately account for the 
typical CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ lowering of the CI energy.  The resulting energies are summarized in 
Table S4 for torsional isomerizations from both cis and trans conformers of syn-MVKOO to anti-
MVK-OO. 
S2.2.3 Dioxole Pathway 
The formation of the dioxole (11) provides the lowest energy pathway for decomposition 
of anti-MVK-OO.  The lowest energy pathway from dioxole (11) appears to involve OO fission to 
convert the 5-membered dioxole ring to a diradical species (12), as shown in Scheme 8 of the 
main text.  There are a number of essentially barrierless pathways for converting this diradical to 
closed shell species.  Herein, we consider a representative pathway that may potentially lead to 
OH products. 
The calculations again employed a (4e,4o) active space (again consisting of the radical 
orbitals and the CC π-space) to obtain CASPT2 and MRCISD+Q based estimates of the saddle 
point energies for the first three of these paths.  Then, CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 energies of 
the triplet state of the diradical are combined with multi-reference spin-splitting estimates to obtain 
the final energy estimates tabulated in Table S5. 
S3. Spectral and kinetic analyses 
A simulation of the rotational band contour for the strongest predicted IR transition of syn-
trans-MVK-OO at 6200 cm-1 is shown in Figure S8.  The simulation utilizes calculated rotational 
constants for the ground vibrational state of syn-trans-MVK-OO (a=0.29 cm-1, b=0.079 cm-1, 
c=0.063 cm-1), predicted transition type (a:b = 0.14:0.86), and a rotational temperature of 10 K.  
The linewidth is a convolution of a Gaussian laser linewidth of 0.15 cm-1 and an assumed 
Lorentzian linewidth of 1.7 cm-1 representing homogeneous line broadening due to intramolecular 
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR).  The latter is based on the linewidth determined for syn-
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CH3CHOO in the same energy regime.24  The overall breadth is approximated by a 3 cm-1 
FWHM Gaussian lineshape, which is used to represent the rotational band contour at 10 K in the 
computed IR spectra (Figure 4).  The rotational band contour simulations are performed in 
PGOPHER.25 
As described in the main text, the experimental rate of OH production following IR 
excitation of MVK-OO is obtained from direct time-domain measurements.  A representative time 
profile is shown in Figure S10.  The overall temporal profile is well-represented by a dual 
exponential function 
𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐴(− exp(−(𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 + 𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙)𝑡) + exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑡)) (S1) 
where krise is the rate constant for the appearance of OH products from IR activated MVK-OO, 
while kfall is a purely experimental effect coming from the molecules moving out of the UV probe 
volume.  The latter arises from the terminal velocity of the jet and the kinetic energy release to the 
OH products upon dissociation of hydroperoxide (HPBD) intermediate.18, 23  Following IR 
activation of MVK-OO with two quanta of CH stretch, the OH products appear on a hundreds of 
nanosecond time scale and fall off on a greater than 1 μs time scale.  For the feature at 6200 cm -
1, the temporal profile is dominated by the exponential fall off term (> 95%) at long IR-UV time 
delays (t > 1300 ns).  The relatively large portion of the profile that is dominated by this single 
term allows for fitting of experimental data without problematic correlation between the two fitting 
parameters.  For the rate measurement at 5975 cm-1, the significantly slower OH appearance rate 
means that the temporal profile is dominated by the exponential fall off term only at much longer 
IR-UV time delays (t>2600 ns).  When this longer-time portion of the curve is fit to a single 
exponential, a kfall value is obtained that is within uncertainty of the kfall value derived from fitting 
the entire curve.  This indicates that the correlation between krise and kfall should not affect the 
value of krise.  However, the smaller portion of the curve that is dominated by the fall term leads to 
a greater uncertainty in kfall and a correspondingly larger uncertainty in krise. The time delay 
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profiles are measured several times and the resulting curves are averaged together.  Reported 
uncertainties are ±1σ from fitting and repeated measurements. 
At a fixed IR-UV time delay of 800 ns, the relative intensity of MVK-OO features in the IR 
action spectrum will depend on their unimolecular decay rates (krise) or corresponding rise times 
(1/krise, τrise) to OH products.  Using a typical experimental fall rate (kfall) of 0.8  106 s-1 (τfall = 1250 
ns), Eq. S1 reduces to the following expression for relative intensity at t = 800 ns 
                                       𝐹(𝑡 = 8 × 10−7 𝑠) = 𝐴′(1 − exp(−𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(8 × 10
−7 𝑠)))                                        (S2) 
This expression is plotted as a function of krise and corresponding τrise in Figure S12 with 
A set equal to 1.  Vibrationally activated MVK-OO that decays rapidly (< 100 ns) to OH products 
will be observed with uniform and highest efficiency.  However, vibrationally activated MVK-OO 
that decays more slowly to OH products will be detected with lower efficiency and may appear to 
have weaker intensity in the IR action spectrum.  For example, the efficiency will decrease by as 
much as 5-fold if the unimolecular decay time slows to 3000 ns. 
S4. Details of rate calculations 
The RRKM calculations using semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST) are 
performed using the Multiwell suite of programs.26-27  The reactant density of states is calculated 
using the DENSUM program, with standard Whitten-Rabinovitch method, while the cumulative 
reaction probabilities including tunneling are computed using the SCTST code in Multiwell.  
RRKM calculations using an asymmetric Eckart model are implemented in the MESS suite of 
programs.28-29 
As described in the main text, unimolecular decay of syn-cis-MVK-OO will predominantly 
occur via the lower energy syn-trans-MVK-OO TS.  Vibrationally excited syn-cis-MVK-OO can 
isomerize to syn-trans-MVK-OO via a low barrier (Figure S7) to internal rotation of the vinyl 
group.  At a given IR excitation energy, the less stable syn-cis conformer (1.75 kcal mol-1) will 
reach a higher energy rovibrational state of syn-MVK-OO.  As a result, the RRKM calculations for 
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syn-cis-MVK-OO will utilize the same input parameters as syn-trans-MVK-OO, but a given 
excitation energy will access a higher total energy and result in a more rapid unimolecular decay 
rate for syn-cis-MVK-OO (Figure S11 and Table S11).  As the energies investigated in this study 
are well above the barrier between the syn-cis and syn-trans conformers, the density of states in 
the RRKM calculation corresponds to that of the sum of the two conformers.  The inclusion of the 
vinyl torsional potential accounts for this effect. 
The statistical RRKM rate calculations for the electrocyclic ring-closing reaction from anti-
MVK-OO to dioxole (11) are performed using the MESS suite of programs.28-29  The energy 
dependent rates and corresponding lifetimes are presented in Figure S13 and Table S11.  These 
calculations are based on the zero-pointed corrected stationary point energies from our high-level 
electronic structure calculations (see Table S2).  The energy of the resulting dioxole product is -
24.3 kcal mol-1. The TS barrier for the electrocyclization reaction is predicted to be 15.1 kcal mol-1 
(an effective barrier of 12.5 kcal mol-1 for the lower energy anti-trans-MVK-OO conformer).  As 
described below, the methyl and vinyl torsional modes of the reactant and the methyl torsional 
mode of the TS are treated as one-dimensional hindered rotors.  Other vibrational modes of anti-
MVK-OO and the TS are treated with the rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator approximation, but using 
anharmonic frequencies.  The vibrational frequencies of the reactants and the TS are presented 
in Tables S7 and S8, respectively.  In the RRKM rate calculations, rovibrational parameters of 
anti-trans-MVK-OO are utilized as the reactant input parameters.  As with the two syn conformers 
of MVK-OO, the two anti conformers are expected to readily interconvert via a low effective 
barrier of ca. 8 kcal mol-1.  Therefore, to calculate the rate of reaction of anti-cis-MVK-OO, the 
same input parameters are used, but a given excitation energy will access a higher total energy 
and result in a more rapid unimolecular decay rate for anti-cis-MVK-OO.  The effective symmetry 
numbers are 1 for the anti-MVK-OO with a plane of symmetry and 1/2 for the transition state.  For 
completeness, tunneling is included in the statistical RRKM calculations using the asymmetric 
Eckart model with an imaginary frequency of 471i cm-1.  However, with such a low imaginary 
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frequency, tunneling is unlikely to be important in this reaction.  The computed unimolecular 
decay rate of anti-cis and anti-trans-MVK-OO to dioxole (11) at an excitation energy of 6175 cm-1 
are 2.6 × 108 s-1 and 3.2 x 10-8 s-1, respectively. 
For all RRKM calculations, the methyl and vinyl torsional modes are treated as one-
dimensional hindered rotors.  The relaxed torsional potentials are computed on a grid with 30° 
spacings at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-F12//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  For the methyl 
torsional mode of syn-trans-MVK-OO, the barrier to internal rotation is 808 cm-1 and the harmonic 
frequency is 198 cm-1.  For the methyl torsional mode of anti-trans-MVK-OO, the barrier to 
internal rotation is 462 cm-1 and the harmonic frequency is 151 cm-1.  For the TS from anti-trans-
MVK-OO to dioxole, the methyl torsional mode barrier is 336 cm-1 and the harmonic frequency is 
130 cm-1.  The methyl torsional potentials are 3 fold symmetric.   
For the vinyl torsional potentials of the reactants (syn and anti MVK-OO) the calculated 
torsion potentials are fit to a 12-term Fourier series given by 
𝑉(𝑥) = 𝑉0 + ∑ 𝑉𝑛 cos(𝑛𝑥)
12
𝑛=1
(S3) 
The TS from syn-trans-MVK-OO to HPBD also contains a vinyl torsional mode. As the TS 
vinyl torsional mode is not symmetric, it is fit to a Fourier series including sine terms, given by 
𝑉(𝑥) = 𝑉0 + ∑ 𝑉𝑛
𝑐 cos(𝑛𝑥)
6
𝑛=1
+ 𝑉𝑛
𝑠 sin(𝑛𝑥) (S4) 
The fitting parameters are given in Table S12.  Other vibrational modes are treated with 
the harmonic oscillator approximation, but using anharmonic frequencies, calculated at the 
B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory, and given in Table S7 for the reactant and Table S8 for the 
TS.  The low rotational temperature of the Criegee intermediates is modeled with J=0 in both the 
SCTST and asymmetric Eckart RRKM calculations.   
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Scheme S1.  Synthesis of diiodoalkene precursor (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene from but-2-yn-1-ol 
following the methods of Refs. 1 (S1A) and 3 (S1B), respectively.  
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Scheme S2.  Formation of dioxole (m/z = 86) from reaction of O2 with monoiodoalkene radicals 
(C4H6I). 
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Figure S1.  (Upper) 500 MHz 1H NMR and (lower) 125 MHz 13C{1H} NMR of (Z)-1,3-diiodobut-2-
ene (red) and (E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene mixture (blue) in CDCl3.  A ~ 14:1 ratio is determined by the 
normalized integrated intensity of the methine hydrogen of (Z)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene (5.7 ppm, 1H, 
1.00 integrated intensity) to the methine hydrogen of (E)-1,3-diiiodobut-2-ene (6.0 ppm, 1H, 0.07 
integrated intensity). 
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Figure S2.  UV-Vis spectra for (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene (red, 0.07 mmol/L) and CH2I2 (black, 
0.19 mmol/L) in hexanes. 
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Figure S3.  FTIR spectrum of (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene on a KBr plate from 400-3200 cm-1.  A 
complementary theoretical calculation of vibrational frequencies is given in Ref. 5.   
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Figure S4.  Plot of the distinguished coordinate CASPT2(9e,7o)/CBS//CASPT2/cc-pVDZ 
minimum energy paths for addition of O2 to either the C(1) (blue dotted line) or C(3) sites (solid 
black line) in CH2CHC(I)CH3 (Int(1)). 
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Figure S5.  Plot of the potential energy for torsional scans of the OOCC group for a C-O bond 
length of 1.95 Å for addition of O2 to either the C(1) (blue dotted line) or C(3) sites (solid black line) 
of CH2CHC(I)CH3 (Int(1)). 
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Figure S6.  (Upper) TOF mass spectrum of (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene precursor sample (heated 
to 45 °C) obtained upon 118 nm VUV photoionization.  Mass channels (m/z = 308 C4H6I2, m/z = 
181 C4H6I, m/z = 127 I, m/z = 254 I2) result from photoionization of the precursor.  Residual 
dichloromethane (DCM, m/z = 85) from the synthetic workup is observed.  (Lower) TOF mass 
spectrum of (Z/E)-1,3-diiodobut-2-ene precursor sample in a 20% O2/Ar carrier gas with 248 nm 
photolysis along the quartz capillary tube reactor and 118 nm VUV photoionization.  Inset shows 
the m/z = 86 mass channel (ticks at 0.5 m/z) attributed to the MVK-OO Criegee intermediate. 
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Figure S7.  Isomerization barriers between the four conformers of MVK-OO.  The cis/trans 
isomerization barriers are shown in black, while the syn/anti isomerization barrier is shown in red.  
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Figure S8.  Simulated rotational band contour (cyan) at 10 K for the strongest predicted IR 
transition of syn-trans-MVK-OO at 6200 cm-1.  The overall breadth is approximated by a 3 cm-1 
FWHM Gaussian lineshape (black), which is used to represent the rotational band contour in the 
computed IR spectra (Figure 4).  A simulation at the laser linewidth (gray) is also shown for 
comparison. 
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Figure S9.  Computed anharmonic IR stick spectra for the dioxole (top, green) and cis and trans 
HPBD (bottom, grey and purple, respectively) in the 2νCH region at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level 
of theory.  Note that CH stretch overtone excitation does not provide sufficient energy to initiate 
unimolecular decay of cis or trans-HPBD, which have barriers to OH production of 19.2 and 21.0 
kcal mol-1, respectively.  Similarly, dioxole requires 21.8 kcal mol-1 for unimolecular decay, again 
exceeding the energy provided by two quanta of CH stretch excitation.  (See Table S2 for 
energetics.) 
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Figure S10.  Representative temporal profile of OH products observed by UV laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) following IR excitation of MVK-OO at 6200.4 cm-1.  The IR-UV time delay was 
stepped in 20 ns increments.  Experimental data (gray points) is fit to a dual exponential function 
(black line) to obtain an OH appearance rate of (2.3 ± 0.2)  106 s-1 and an experimental fall rate 
of (0.69 ± 0.02)  106 s-1. 
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Figure S11.  Experimental rates and corresponding lifetimes (semi-log scales) for the 
unimolecular decay of MVK-OO to OH products (gray points) with ±1σ uncertainty from fitting.  
The statistical RRKM rates are calculated for syn-trans-MVK-OO (cyan) and syn-cis-MVK-OO 
(purple) using asymmetric Eckart (solid line) and SCTST (dashed line) tunneling models. 
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Figure S12.  Simulated OH signal intensity obtained at a fixed IR-UV time delay of 800 ns as a 
function of its appearance time (τrise) or rate (krise) as given in Equation S2.  For OH appearance 
times shorter than 100 ns (dashed vertical black line), OH products will be detected with highest 
and uniform efficiency.  For OH appearance times observed experimentally upon IR activation of 
MVK-OO (orange and cyan vertical lines), the relative intensities of the corresponding MVK-OO 
features in the IR action spectrum are only slightly affected.  However, for OH appearance times 
greater than 3000 ns (dashed vertical black line), the detection efficiency will decrease at least 5-
fold and OH products may be difficult to detect under the present experimental conditions. 
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Figure S13.  Statistical RRKM rates and corresponding lifetimes (semi-log scale) for the 
cyclization reaction from anti-cis-MVK-OO (blue) and anti-trans-MVK-OO (orange) to dioxole. 
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Table S1.  Vertical ionization energies (VIE), adiabatic ionization energies (AIE), and T1 
diagnostic (T1) computed at the CCSD(T)-F12/CBS(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ 
levels of theory for the four MVK-OO conformers and various other intermediates. 
MVK-OO 
conformer 
VIE (eV)a AIE (eV)b T1c 
anti-cis 8.80 8.65 0.023 
anti-trans 8.65 8.54 0.022 
syn-cis 8.66 8.55 0.023 
syn-trans 8.69 8.61 0.024 
Isomers    
Dioxole (11) 8.71 8.44 0.042 
HPBD (1b) 9.02 8.67 0.023 
HB (3) 10.95 9.56 0.019 
β-dicarbonyl (13) 10.06 9.64 0.029 
enol (14) 9.47 9.12 0.020 
a Without ZPE correction. 
b Including ZPE correction. 
c T1 diagnostic for the ion state. 
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Table S2.  ANL0-B2F stationary point energies (kcal mol-1) on the C4H6O2 potential energy 
surface.a,b  
Species 
Labe
l 
CCSD(T)
/ CBSc 
ZPE 
Har.d 
T(Q)e 
 
Core- 
Val.f 
Rel.g 
 
Anh. 
ZPEh 
Totali T1j 
Minima 
syn-trans-MVK-OO  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.034 
syn-cis-MVK-OO  1.94 -0.19 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 1.76 0.036 
anti-trans-MVK-OO  2.75 -0.10 -0.07 0.02 0.00 -0.03 2.57 0.034 
anti-cis-MVK-OO  2.78 0.03 0.20 0.06 0.00 -0.01 3.05 0.035 
trans-HPBD 1b -15.12 0.00 1.41 -0.13 0.05 -0.06 -13.83 0.013 
cis-HPBD 1a -13.14 -0.17 1.41 -0.12 0.04 -0.06 -12.02 0.013 
dioxole 11 -27.02 1.27 1.54 0.04 0.06 -0.15 -24.28 0.014 
trans-dioxirane 6a -16.98 0.08 1.45 0.25 -0.06 0.00 -15.28 0.013 
cis-dioxirane 6b -18.64 0.24 1.43 0.26 -0.06 0.03 -16.77 0.014 
β-dicarbonyl 13 -94.46 0.36 1.68 -0.07 0.09 -0.02 -92.42 0.015 
enol 14 -99.83 1.53 1.61 -0.26 0.18 -0.16 -96.93 0.017 
HB 3 -84.85 1.21 1.73 -0.16 0.17 -0.06 -81.97 0.014 
trans-OBD + OH 
2b + 
OH 
10.62 -5.06 1.61 0.01 -0.03 0.11 7.16k 
0.020 
0.008 
cis-OBD + OH 
2a + 
OH 
11.22 -5.16 1.62 0.02 -0.03 0.18 7.75k 
0.019 
0.008 
AHP 7 0.5 -0.8 - - - - 1.3 l 0.013 
OA + OH 
8 + 
OH 
23.6 -6.2 - - - - 18.8k, l 0.021 
Transition States 
syn-cis to syn-trans 
MVK-OO 
 8.17 -0.63 0.45 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 7.97 0.031 
anti-cis to anti-trans 
MVK-OO 
 11.56 -0.71 0.41 0.01 0.00 -0.03 11.24 0.031 
syn-trans-MVK-OO 
to cis-HPBD 
 19.66 -2.52 0.78 0.07 -0.02 -0.01 17.96 0.025 
syn-cis-MVK-OO to 
trans-HPBD 
 20.93 -2.58 0.81 0.05 -0.02 0.00 19.19 0.026 
anti-trans-MVK-OO 
to AHP 
 26.94 -3.12 0.67 0.15 -0.03 -0.01 24.57 0.025 
anti-cis-MVK-OO to 
dioxole 
 14.64 -0.27 0.52 0.25 -0.02 -0.04 15.06 0.032 
anti-cis-MVK-OO to 
cis-dioxirane 
 26.29 -1.19 0.07 0.32 -0.07 -0.02 25.38 0.039 
cis-dioxirane to 
syn-cis-MVK-OO 
 22.11 -0.79 -0.18 0.30 -0.07 -0.01 21.35 0.038 
anti-trans-MVK-OO 
to trans-dioxirane 
 21.04 -0.96 -0.31 0.29 -0.08 -0.03 19.93 0.038 
trans-dioxirane to 
syn-trans-MVK-OO 
 23.26 -0.76 -0.27 0.32 -0.07 -0.02 22.44 0.038 
cis-dioxirane to 
trans-dioxirane 
 -14.76 -0.18 1.46 0.25 -0.06 -0.01 -13.32 0.013 
β-dicarbonyl to enol  -36.0 -2.9 -l -l -l -l -37.4l 0.018 
a All energies are evaluated relative to the ground (syn-trans) MVK-OO configuration.  
b All species are defined in Table S13. 
c CCSD(T)-F12b/CBS(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ energy. 
d B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ harmonic zero-point energy correction. 
e CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ correction. 
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f Core valence correction evaluated from CCSD(T)/CBS(cc-pcVTZ,cc-pcVQZ) calulations.  
g Douglas-Kroll relativistic correction from CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pcvtz-DK calculations. 
h B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ anharmonicity correction to the harmonic zero-point energy. 
i ANL0-B2F energy evaluated as the sum of the other energies. 
j T1 diagnostic. 
k The OH energy includes an additional -0.11 lowering to account for the spin-orbit lowering. 
l Higher order corrections were not evaluated.  Instead, we report CCSD(T)-F12b/CBS(TZ-
F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ predictions.  For these species, we still account for the 
significant multireference effects in the reference MVK-OO, by appending a constant correction of 
1.5 kcal mol-1. 
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Table S3.  Stationary point energies (kcal mol-1) of relevance to OO bond fission of trans-HPBD 
(1b).  
Species State PT2a MRCI- 
SD+Qb 
 
CCSD(T)c ZPEd Totale 
(Rel. to Prod.) 
Totalf 
(Rel. to syn-trans) 
trans-HPBD to RC(1) 1A -4.23 -3.21  1.10 -3.13 4.03 
RC(1) 1A -6.74 -6.21  1.93 -4.81 2.35 
 1A -6.30 -5.80     
 3A -6.63 -6.12 -6.72    
 3A -6.30 -5.79     
RC(1) to RC(2) 1A -5.83 -5.51     
 1A -5.81 -5.50     
 3A -5.77 -5.45 -5.78    
 3A -5.81 -5.49  1.44 -4.37 2.79 
RC(2) 1A -7.15 -6.54  1.82 -5.33 1.83 
 1A -6.57 -6.03     
 3A -7.14 -6.52 -7.26    
 3A -6.61 -6.01     
RC(2) to HB 1A -6.60 -5.79  1.81 -4.79 2.37 
a CASPT2(6e,6o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//CASPT2(6e,6o)/cc-pVTZ electronic energies relative to the 
ground state energy of OH + OBD (2b); i.e., relative to the trans-configuration of OBD. 
b MRCISD+Q(6e,6o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//CASPT2(6e,6o)/cc-pVTZ electronic energies relative to the 
ground state energy of CH2CHC(O)CH2 + OH. 
c CCSD(T)-F12/CBS(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//CASPT2(6e,6o)/cc-pVTZ electronic energies relative to 
the ground state energy of CH2CHC(O)CH2 + OH. 
d CASPT2(6e,6o)/cc-pVTZ zero-point energies relative to the zero-point energy of 
CH2CHC(O)CH2 + OH. Number in italics is from B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ calculations. 
e Sum of CASPT2(6e,6o)/CBS electronic energy and CASPT2(6e,6o)/cc-pVTZ zero-point energy 
relative to the corresponding energy for CH2CHC(O)CH2 + OH. 
f Total energy as in e, but with the energy now referenced to the energy of the ground state of 
MVK-OO through the ANL0-B2F energy for CH2CHC(O)CH2 + OH. 
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Table S4.  Stationary point energies (kcal mol-1) for torsional rotations about the CO bond in syn- 
and anti-MVK-OO. 
Species PT2a 
Splitting 
MRCISD+Qb 
Splitting 
Tripletc 
Energy  
ZPEd Totale 
 
syn-cis to anti-cis MVK-OO 1.05 0.93 29.25 -1.16 30.63 
syn-trans to anti-trans MVK-OO 1.25 1.10 29.45 -1.27 30.93 
a Splitting between the singlet and triplet states at the singlet torsional saddle point calculated at 
the PT2(4e,4o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//PT2(4e,4o)/cc-pVTZ level.  
b Splitting between the singlet and triplet states at the singlet torsional saddle point calculated at 
the MRCISD+Q(4e,4o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//PT2(4e,4o)/cc-pVTZ level. 
c CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 energy for the triplet state relative to syn-trans-MVK-OO. The 
triplet state energy is calculated at the PT2(4e,4o)/cc-pVTZ geometry. 
d Zero-point energy (ZPE) for the singlet torsional saddle point calculated at the PT2(4e,4o)/cc-
pVTZ level relative to the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ ZPE for syn-trans-MVK-OO. 
e Zero-point corrected energy of the singlet torsional saddle point relative to syn-trans-MVK-OO 
from the PT2(4e,4o) singlet-triplet splitting, the CCSD(T)-F12b triplet energy, and a presumed 1.5 
kcal mol-1 CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ correction. 
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Table S5.  Stationary point energies (kcal mol-1) of relevance to OO bond fission in dioxole (11). 
Species PT2a 
Splitting 
MRCISD+Qb 
Splitting 
Referencec 
Energy  
ZPEd Totale 
 
dioxole to diradical  -4.8 -3.6 1.3 -0.5 -2.5 
diradical -6.9 -6.2 -10.8 -2.4 -18.1 
diradical to β-dicarbonyl -7.0 -5.9 -10.8 -2.5 -18.7 
a Splitting (between the singlet for the given species and the triplet reference configuration) 
calculated at the PT2(4e,4o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//PT2(4e,4o)/cc-pVTZ level.  
b Splitting (between the singlet for the given species and the triplet reference configuration) 
calculated at the MRCISD+Q(4e,4o)/CBS(TZ,QZ)//PT2(4e,4o)/cc-pVTZ level. 
c CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 energy for the reference state relative to syn-trans-MVK-OO.  The 
reference state is taken to be the triplet state at the corresponding nearby singlet geometry. 
d Zero-point energy (ZPE) calculated at the PT2(4e,4o)/cc-pVTZ level relative to the B2PLYP-
D3/cc-pVTZ ZPE for syn-trans-MVK-OO. 
e Zero-point corrected energy relative to syn-trans-MVK-OO from the PT2(4e,4o) splitting, the 
CCSD(T)-F12b triplet energy, and a presumed CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ correction of 1.5 kcal mol-1. 
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Table S6.  Strongest IR transitions predicted with second order vibrational perturbation theory 
(VPT2) at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory for syn-trans, syn-cis, anti-trans, and anti-cis 
MVK-OO from 5700 to 6300 cm-1 with assignments, energies, and intensities. 
Assignment Wavenumber (cm-1) IR intensity (km mol-1) 
syn-trans-MVK-OO 
2ν1 6200.0 1.44 
ν2 + ν3 6100.1 0.17 
ν1 + ν4 6087.9 0.26 
ν2 + ν4 6087.7 0.17 
ν3 + ν4 6063.1 0.15 
2ν4 6057.0 0.26 
2ν3 6039.5 0.13 
2ν2 6027.4 0.32 
ν3 + ν21 5992.7 0.11 
2ν21 5833.4 0.32 
ν5 + ν21 5782.7 0.21 
syn-cis-MVK-OO 
2ν1 6210.4 1.14 
ν2 + ν3 6108.7 0.12 
ν1 + ν3 6080.0 0.39 
2ν3 6044.8 0.31 
2ν2 6038.4 0.36 
2ν4 5984.1 0.30 
ν4 + ν21 5961.8 0.15 
2ν21 5822.3 0.29 
ν5 + ν21 5773.9 0.20 
anti-trans-MVK-OO 
2ν1 6185.8 1.06 
ν1 + ν2 6181.8 0.39 
ν2 + ν3 6109.2 0.13 
2ν2 6069.8 0.39 
ν1 + ν3 6056.5 0.24 
2ν3 6013.7 0.26 
ν4 + ν21 5975.5 0.14 
2ν4 5956.9 0.38 
2ν21 5877.9 0.77 
2ν5 5848.4 0.10 
ν5 + ν21 5816.3 0.22 
anti-cis-MVK-OO 
2ν1 6242.9 0.46 
ν1 + ν3 6158.2 0.13 
2ν2 6039.9 0.18 
ν3 + ν4 6031.7 0.43 
2ν3 6030.3 0.50 
ν2 + ν3 6014.7 0.26 
2ν4 5988.3 0.20 
ν4 + ν21 5981.6 0.12 
ν4 + ν5 5934.1 0.11 
2ν21 5871.3 0.94 
2ν5 5837.8 0.13 
ν5 + ν21 5806.1 0.22 
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Table S7.  Fundamental harmonic and anharmonic vibrational frequencies and descriptions 
computed for syn-trans, syn-cis, anti-trans, and anti-cis MVK-OO in Cs symmetry at the B2PLYP-
D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Mode Symmetry 
Harmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Description 
syn-cis-MVK-OO 
ν1 A' 3272.8 3135.0 Vinyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν2 A' 3200.0 3070.5 Methine C(6)H(7) stretch 
ν3 A' 3171.7 3033.3 Methyl C(1)H(4) stretch 
ν4 A' 3177.7 3022.9 Vinyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν5 A' 3044.5 2930.1 Methyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν6 A' 1669.3 1633.8 Alkene C(6)C(8) stretch 
ν7 A' 1500.5 1459.3 Methyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν8 A' 1474.9 1437.4 Vinyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν9 A' 1418.9 1383.3 Methyl umbrella 
ν10 A' 1397.2 1360.4 C(5)O(11) stretch 
ν11 A' 1340.7 1325.3 Methine in-plane  C(6)H(7) wag 
ν12 A' 1286.4 1260.4 C(5)C(6) stretch 
ν13 A' 1108.1 1081.1 Vinyl in-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν14 A' 1041.0 1019.2 Methyl rock 
ν15 A' 992.1 974.3 O(11)O(12) stretch 
ν16 A' 815.9 804.3 C(1)C(5) stretch 
ν17 A' 623.3 617.7 C(5)O(11)O(12) in-plane bend 
ν18 A' 485.9 483.3 C(5)C(6)C(8) in-plane bend 
ν19 A' 328.0 317.1 C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) ring closing 
ν20 A' 228.9 226.8 C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) ring closing 
ν21 A" 3088.3 2943.1 Methyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν22 A" 1451.5 1409.1 Methyl out-of-plane CH wag 
ν23 A" 1044.5 1022.5 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
ν24 A" 1024.3 1002.3 Methine out-of-plane C(6)H(7) wag 
ν25 A" 971.2 956.2 Vinyl out-of-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν26 A" 665.9 653.9 C(5)C(6)C(8) out-of-plane bend 
ν27 A" 443.1 441.4 
C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) out-of-plane ring 
distortion 
ν28 A" 275.3 264.5 
C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) out-of-plane ring 
distortion 
ν29 A" 206.6 194.9 Methyl torsion 
ν30 A" 66.8 65.1 Vinyl torsion 
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syn-trans-MVK-OO 
ν1 A' 3270.2 3130.1 Vinyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν2 A' 3194.4 3060.3 Methine C(6)H(7) stretch 
ν3 A' 3186.9 3054.2 Methyl C(1)H(4) stretch 
ν4 A' 3178.6 3066.9 Vinyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν5 A' 3052.7 2936.0 Methyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν6 A' 1661.9 1622.8 Alkene C(6)C(8) stretch 
ν7 A' 1504.9 1462.7 Methyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν8 A' 1472.9 1433.1 Vinyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν9 A' 1449.8 1405.5 C(5)O(11) stretch 
ν10 A' 1400.1 1364.1 Methyl umbrella 
ν11 A' 1337.7 1315.1 C(5)C(6) stretch 
ν12 A' 1292.3 1260.4 Methine in-plane  C(6)H(7) wag 
ν13 A' 1076.3 1050.9 Methyl rock 
ν14 A' 1041.6 1024.1 Vinyl in-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν15 A' 998.3 978.2 O(11)O(12) stretch 
ν16 A' 814.7 802.4 C(1)C(5) stretch 
ν17 A' 609.9 604.4 C(5)O(11)O(12) in-plane bend 
ν18 A' 496.9 493.1 C(5)C(6)C(8) in-plane bend 
ν19 A' 331.9 325.9 C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) ring closing 
ν20 A' 256.0 256.8 C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) ring closing 
ν21 A" 3097.6 2948.7 Methyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν22 A" 1452.9 1405.8 Methyl out-of-plane CH wag 
ν23 A" 1047.8 1021.3 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
ν24 A" 1026.8 1003.7 Methine out-of-plane C(6)H(7) wag 
ν25 A" 951.0 932.7 Vinyl out-of-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν26 A" 682.5 671.1 C(5)C(6)C(8) out-of-plane bend 
ν27 A" 459.5 454.0 
C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) out-of-plane ring 
distortion 
ν28 A" 283.3 280.1 
C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) out-of-plane ring 
distortion 
ν29 A" 198.1 183.8 Methyl torsion 
ν30 A" 120.0 122.6 Vinyl torsion 
anti-cis-MVK-OO 
ν1 A' 3314.0 3161.8 Vinyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν2 A' 3166.8 3063.5 Vinyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν3 A' 3181.4 3041.5 Methine C(6)H(7) stretch 
ν4 A' 3164.6 3028.2 Methyl C(1)H(4) stretch 
ν5 A' 3054.3 2953.3 Methyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν6 A' 1640.9 1590.4 Alkene C(6)C(8) stretch 
ν7 A' 1508.0 1459.1 Methyl symmetric CH scissor 
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ν8 A' 1464.1 1428.9 Vinyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν9 A' 1437.4 1394.7 C(5)O(11) stretch 
ν10 A' 1418.9 1381.0 Methyl umbrella 
ν11 A' 1340.3 1305.6 Methine in-plane  C(6)H(7) wag 
ν12 A' 1269.9 1233.6 C(1)C(5) stretch 
ν13 A' 1099.4 1082.5 Vinyl in-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν14 A' 1055.9 1028.7 O(11)O(12) stretch 
ν15 A' 991.0 966.1 Methyl rock 
ν16 A' 823.8 811.1 C(5)C(6) stretch 
ν17 A' 640.4 629.0 C(5)O(11)O(12) in-plane bend 
ν18 A' 411.3 405.0 C(5)C(6)C(8) in-plane bend 
ν19 A' 339.0 336.7 C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) in-plane bend 
ν20 A' 305.4 298.5 C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) ring closing 
ν21 A" 3110.6 2967.5 Methyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν22 A" 1487.1 1442.5 Methyl out-of-plane CH wag 
ν23 A" 1053.4 1022.5 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
ν24 A" 1029.3 1004.7 Methine out-of-plane C(6)H(7) wag 
ν25 A" 1004.8 984.8 Vinyl out-of-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν26 A" 717.7 706.4 C(5)C(6)C(8) out-of-plane bend 
ν27 A" 368.3 361.0 
C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) out-of-plane ring 
distortion 
ν28 A" 284.7 274.4 C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) out-of-plane bend 
ν29 A" 165.6 165.4 Vinyl torsion 
ν30 A" 118.0 112.0 Methyl torsion 
anti-trans-MVK-OO 
ν1 A' 3261.4 3120.7 Vinyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν2 A' 3227.4 3083.8 Vinyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν3 A' 3162.0 3021.6 Methine C(6)H(7) stretch 
ν4 A' 3170.4 3012.1 Methyl C(1)H(4) stretch 
ν5 A' 3054.6 2965.9 Methyl in-phase CH stretch 
ν6 A' 1657.7 1619.2 Alkene C(6)C(8) stretch 
ν7 A' 1512.4 1473.0 Methyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν8 A' 1469.3 1436.5 Vinyl symmetric CH scissor 
ν9 A' 1436.3 1394.5 C(5)O(11) stretch 
ν10 A' 1390.8 1352.2 Methyl umbrella 
ν11 A' 1373.3 1343.8 Methine in-plane  C(6)H(7) wag 
ν12 A' 1281.4 1249.0 C(1)C(5) stretch 
ν13 A' 1064.9 1039.7 Vinyl in-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν14 A' 1021.4 995.9 O(11)O(12) stretch 
ν15 A' 985.0 968.0 Methyl rock 
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ν16 A' 798.6 787.2 C(5)C(6) stretch 
ν17 A' 640.4 629.2 C(5)O(11)O(12) in-plane bend 
ν18 A' 479.1 470.6 C(5)C(6)C(8) in-plane bend 
ν19 A' 326.0 328.3 C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) in-plane bend 
ν20 A' 244.5 250.1 C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) ring closing 
ν21 A" 3110.9 2970.9 Methyl out-of-phase CH stretch 
ν22 A" 1486.0 1445.2 Methyl out-of-plane CH wag 
ν23 A" 1057.8 1031.5 Methyl asymmetric scissor 
ν24 A" 1049.8 1027.0 Methine out-of-plane C(6)H(7) wag 
ν25 A" 977.5 958.8 Vinyl out-of-plane C(8)H(9)H(10) wag 
ν26 A" 718.4 707.0 C(5)C(6)C(8) out-of-plane bend 
ν27 A" 377.1 375.8 
C(8)C(6)C(5)O(11) out-of-plane ring 
distortion 
ν28 A" 280.6 275.0 C(1)C(5)O(11)O(12) out-of-plane bend 
ν29 A" 149.8 162.7 Vinyl torsion 
ν30 A" 114.3 107.0 Methyl torsion 
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Table S8.  Fundamental harmonic and anharmonic vibrational frequencies computed for the 
transition states (TS) associated with 1,4 H-atom transfer from syn-trans-MVK-OO to 2-
hydroperoxy-buta-1,3-diene (HPBD), the 1,4 H-atom transfer from syn-cis-MVK-OO to HPBD, 
and the ring closing reaction from anti-trans-MVK-OO to 5-methyl-3H-1,2-dioxole (dioxole) at the 
B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Mode 
syn-trans-MVK-OO TS syn-cis-MVK-OO TS 
anti-MVK-OO to dioxole 
TS 
Harmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Harmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Harmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Anharmonic 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
ν1 3268.3 3125.4 3271.8 3132.8 3304.9 3162.7 
ν2 3217.9 3076.0 3211.3 3071.6 3189.7 3042.6 
ν3 3196.9 3047.4 3205.0 3075.2 3157.3 3016.1 
ν4 3175.0 3010.8 3177.2 3039.7 3125.9 2986.8 
ν5 3110.9 2958.7 3107.2 2953.5 3106.0 2942.1 
ν6 1839.5 1789.7 1844.0 1785.2 3061.7 2964.1 
ν7 1682.0 1642.2 1686.3 1642.0 1595.2 1552.9 
ν8 1548.2 1507.5 1534.3 1495.3 1540.1 1487.7 
ν9 1477.8 1430.6 1488.4 1448.1 1498.1 1456.4 
ν10 1466.9 1426.8 1436.5 1394.4 1486.9 1444.6 
ν11 1351.6 1315.7 1368.0 1326.7 1424.2 1389.7 
ν12 1346.9 1312.5 1347.8 1318.7 1384.0 1343.3 
ν13 1293.7 1259.7 1315.7 1285.5 1282.8 1248.0 
ν14 1067.7 1048.8 1086.6 1065.8 1243.2 1211.4 
ν15 1037.2 1011.7 1033.7 1014.8 1090.0 1067.2 
ν16 1027.0 1004.0 1025.5 1001.7 1056.2 1031.6 
ν17 989.8 968.9 989.8 969.9 1044.7 1022.6 
ν18 962.4 940.5 956.8 942.0 1043.0 1019.8 
ν19 938.1 913.0 944.5 924.8 959.4 941.2 
ν20 905.0 886.4 903.9 888.5 912.1 893.9 
ν21 757.7 727.2 751.8 725.5 808.2 794.1 
ν22 737.5 718.7 725.1 707.9 724.1 707.1 
ν23 635.3 624.7 646.5 635.0 638.2 629.9 
ν24 546.4 527.7 538.0 518.5 585.8 576.1 
ν25 494.5 486.5 496.6 490.0 520.7 513.3 
ν26 470.8 461.0 476.5 471.3 345.1 343.8 
ν27 275.9 271.5 266.0 258.4 267.8 259.6 
ν28 243.9 239.0 229.6 227.2 232.5 224.4 
ν29 121.3 121.9 81.7 78.7 130.0 111.5 
ν30 1629.5i 1769.1i 1621.3i 1763.5i 471.2i 484.9i 
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Table S9.  Position, tentative conformer assignment, and peak intensity of the strongest features 
observed in the IR action spectrum of MVK-OO in the 2νCH region from 5700 to 6300 cm-1. 
Position (cm-1) Conformer Assignment Relative Intensity 
5869.6 anti-cis and anti-trans 0.60 
5975.6 syn-trans contribution 0.89 
6040.6 mixed 0.76 
6174.4 anti-trans 0.63 
6200.4 syn-trans 1.00 
6234.2 anti-cis 0.36 
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Table S10.  Experimentally measured rise rates krise for appearance of OH products and 
corresponding rise times τrise arising from the unimolecular decay of IR activated MVK-OO 
Criegee intermediates with ±1σ uncertainties from repeated measurements and the fitting 
procedure (see Sec. S4).  The exponential fall rates kfall and corresponding fall times τfall originate 
from molecules moving out of the spatial region irradiated by the UV probe laser. 
Energy (cm-1) krise (× 106 s-1) τrise (ns) kfall (× 106 s-1) τfall (ns) 
6200.4 2.3 ± 0.2 430 ± 30 0.69 ± 0.02 1450 ± 50 
6174.2 3.2 ± 0.4 310 ± 40 0.61 ± 0.04 1600 ± 100 
5975.4 1.4 ± 0.3 710 ± 150 0.72 ± 0.06 1390 ± 110 
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Table S11.  Predicted RRKM rates (s-1) k(E) from 5000 to 7000 cm-1 for the unimolecular decay 
of syn-MVK-OO to 2-hydroperoxy-buta-1,3-diene (CH2=CHC(=CH2)OOH, HPBD), and for anti-
MVK-OO to 5-methyl-3H-1,2-dioxole (CH2OOC(CH3)CH, dioxole).  Both calculations incorporate 
quantum mechanical tunneling via asymmetric Eckarta and/or semi-classical transition state 
theory (SCTST) models. 
Energy 
(cm-1) 
syn-trans-MVK-OO syn-cis-MVK-OO 
anti-trans-MVK-
OO 
anti-cis-MVK-OO 
Eckart SCTST Eckart SCTST Eckart Eckart 
5000 1.39 × 105 1.77 × 105 6.86 × 105 8.03 × 105 3.38 × 107 4.89 × 107 
5100 1.80 × 105 2.27 × 105 8.81 × 105 1.02 × 106 4.26 × 107 6.03 × 107 
5200 2.34 × 105 2.90 × 105 1.13 × 106 1.29 × 106 5.32 × 107 7.36 × 107 
5300 3.07 × 105 3.71 × 105 1.43 × 106 1.63 × 106 6.52 × 107 8.84 × 107 
5400 3.92 × 105 4.74 × 105 1.83 × 106 2.05 × 106 7.90 × 107 1.05 × 108 
5500 5.11 × 105 6.05 × 105 2.31 × 106 2.57 × 106 9.47 × 107 1.24 × 108 
5600 6.59 × 105 7.70 × 105 2.89 × 106 3.20 × 106 1.13 × 108 1.45 × 108 
5700 8.44 × 105 9.78 × 105 3.63 × 106 3.97 × 106 1.32 × 108 1.69 × 108 
5800 1.09 × 106 1.24 × 106 4.49 × 106 4.89 × 106 1.55 × 108 1.95 × 108 
5900 1.38 × 106 1.57 × 106 5.54 × 106 5.99 × 106 1.79 × 108 2.24 × 108 
6000 1.76 × 106 1.97 × 106 6.77 × 106 7.30 × 106 2.06 × 108 2.55 × 108 
6100 2.23 × 106 2.47 × 106 8.24 × 106 8.84 × 106 2.36 × 108 2.90 × 108 
6200 2.79 × 106 3.08 × 106 9.99 × 106 1.06 × 107 2.69 × 108 3.27 × 108 
6300 3.50 × 106 3.82 × 106 1.20 × 107 1.27 × 107 3.04 × 108 3.68 × 108 
6400 4.33 × 106 4.72 × 106 1.43 × 107 1.52 × 107 3.42 × 108 4.11 × 108 
6500 5.36 × 106 5.79 × 106 1.70 × 107 1.80 × 107 3.84 × 108 4.58 × 108 
6600 6.57 × 106 7.06 × 106 2.01 × 107 2.12 × 107 4.29 × 108 5.09 × 108 
6700 7.99 × 106 8.56 × 106 2.37 × 107 2.49 × 107 4.77 × 108 5.63 × 108 
6800 9.69 × 106 1.03 × 107 2.77 × 107 2.91 × 107 5.29 × 108 6.20 × 108 
6900 1.16 × 107 1.24 × 107 3.23 × 107 3.38 × 107 5.84 × 108 6.82 × 108 
7000 1.39 × 107 1.47 × 107 3.75 × 107 3.92 × 107 6.43 × 108 7.47 × 108 
a Barriers include ZPE corrections. 
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Table S12.  Hindered rotor fitting parameters (in cm-1) used for the vinyl torsional potential of syn-
trans-MVK-OO, the syn-trans-MVK-OO transition state (TS) to 2-hydroperoxybuta-1,3-diene 
(HPBD), and anti-trans-MVK-OO.a 
Species V0  VC1-6 VS1-6 
syn-trans-MVK-OO 1463 -153, -1248, -203, 121, 17, 5 - 
syn-trans-MVK-OO TS 1074 -86, -925, -161, 113, 2, -17 -56, 151, -44, -51, 9, 0 
anti-trans-MVK-OO 1271 -239. -1381, 301, 139, -76, -16 - 
a These values are electronic energies (i.e., without ZPE corrections). 
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Table S13.  The chemical names, formulas, and abbreviations for all species referenced in this 
work. 
Chemical Name Chemical Formulas Abbreviation Labels 
Z-1,3-diiodo-but-2-ene Z-CH2(I)CHC(I)CH3   
E-1,3-diiodo-but-2-ene E-CH2(I)CHC(I)CH3   
monoiodoalkene radical CH2CHC(I)CH3 Int(1) Int(1) 
iodoalkene peroxy radical CH2CHC(I)(OO)CH3 Int(2) Int(2) 
MVK-OO CH2CHC(OO)CH3   
TS syn-trans-MVK-OO to cis-HPBD  TS1 
cis-2-hydroperoxybuta-1,3-diene CH2CHC(OOH)CH2 cis-HPBD 1a 
trans-2-hydroperoxybuta-1,3-diene CH2CHC(OOH)CH2 trans-HPBD 1b 
cis-2-oxybuta-1,3-diene CH2CHC(O)CH2 cis-OBD 2a 
trans-2-oxybuta-1,3-diene CH2CHC(O)CH2 trans-OBD 2b 
Roaming complex (1) OH + CH2CHC(O)CH2 RC(1) RC(1) 
Roaming complex (2) OH + CH2CHC(O)CH2 RC(2) RC(2) 
1-hydroxybut-3-en-2-one CH2CHC(O)CH2OH HB 3 
1-oxoprop-2-enyl CH2CHC(O)  4 
hydroxymethyl radical CH2OH  5 
trans-3-methyl-3-vinyldioxirane CH2CHC(cyc-OO)CH3 trans-dioxirane 6a 
cis-3-methyl-3-vinyldioxirane CH2CHC(cyc-OO)CH3 cis-dioxirane 6b 
3-hydroperoxybuta-1,2-diene CH2CC(OOH)CH3 AHP 7 
3-oxybuta-1,2-diene CH2CC(O)CH3 OA 8 
3-hydroperoxy-3-methylcycloprop-
1-ene 
cyc-CHCHC(OOH)CH3 CPHP 9 
3-methyl-3-oxycycloprop-1-ene cyc-CHCHC(O)CH3 OCP 10 
5-methyl-3H-1,2-dioxole cyc-CH2OOC(CH3)CH dioxole 11 
1,3-dioxybut-2-ene OCH2CHC(O)CH3 diradical 12 
3-oxobutanal CH(O)CH2C(O)CH3 β-dicarbonyl 13 
3-hydroxybut-2-enal CH(O)CHCH(OH)CH3 enol 14 
1-oxobut-2-enyl CH(O)CHCHCH2 coproduct 15 
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Table S14.  Geometries of calculated stationary points at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory 
Single-Reference Stationary Points 
Minima 
syn-trans-MVK-OO 
C -0.281002 -2.428825 0.000000 
C 0.489860 -1.332579 0.000000 
C 0.000000 0.017627 0.000000 
C -1.397431 0.477385 0.000000 
O 0.934365 0.910720 0.000000 
O 0.561182 2.203583 0.000000 
H -1.359012 -2.376515 0.000000 
H 0.163693 -3.411629 0.000000 
H 1.567972 -1.424436 0.000000 
H -2.098829 -0.348501 0.000000 
H -1.553379 1.122502 0.866535 
H -1.553379 1.122502 -0.866535 
syn-cis-MVK-OO 
C -0.796268 -1.572469 0.000000 
C 0.000000 -0.334198 0.000000 
C 1.445692 -0.280313 0.000000 
C 2.181733 0.838790 0.000000 
O -0.625501 0.789499 0.000000 
O -1.976517 0.749769 0.000000 
H -1.462580 -1.565240 0.865297 
H -1.462580 -1.565240 -0.865297 
H -0.162827 -2.453197 0.000000 
H 1.934144 -1.244681 0.000000 
H 3.259177 0.786700 0.000000 
H 1.723866 1.816655 0.000000 
anti-trans-MVK-OO 
C -1.894146 -1.185090 0.000000 
C -0.571837 -0.965527 0.000000 
C 0.000000 0.349961 0.000000 
C -0.769734 1.622704 0.000000 
O 1.282506 0.506388 0.000000 
O 2.101575 -0.560185 0.000000 
H -2.612894 -0.378124 0.000000 
H -2.286939 -2.190359 0.000000 
511 
 
H 0.144815 -1.772424 0.000000 
H -0.083752 2.464487 0.000000 
H -1.409789 1.687253 0.880050 
H -1.409789 1.687253 -0.880050 
anti-cis-MVK-OO 
C -1.352990 -1.521124 0.000000 
C -1.214381 -0.180848 0.000000 
C 0.000000 0.576665 0.000000 
C -0.021963 2.069054 0.000000 
O 1.191358 0.084982 0.000000 
O 1.382201 -1.251687 0.000000 
H -0.494812 -2.166647 0.000000 
H -2.348757 -1.942692 0.000000 
H -2.104292 0.435798 0.000000 
H 0.990778 2.459965 0.000000 
H -0.547687 2.442365 0.879064 
H -0.547687 2.442365 -0.879064 
trans-HPBD (1b) 
C -2.190756 -0.692912 -0.003071 
C -1.445754 0.413306 0.020214 
C 0.013806 0.455029 -0.002236 
C 0.721715 1.588008 -0.003222 
O 0.539944 -0.815903 -0.022748 
O 1.979630 -0.777544 -0.088691 
H 2.195300 -1.033111 0.818326 
H -1.747752 -1.675824 -0.043861 
H -3.267941 -0.629017 0.014193 
H -1.915634 1.386564 0.056377 
H 0.189628 2.524463 0.015143 
H 1.795734 1.593910 -0.038780 
cis-HPBD (1b) 
C -2.46435 -0.11691 0.238336 
C -1.30033 -0.56969 -0.22339 
C -0.02344 0.144293 -0.09618 
C 0.153909 1.464923 -0.12118 
O 0.974393 -0.80084 0.028511 
O 2.277865 -0.18151 0.024577 
H 2.519831 -0.29743 0.953085 
H -2.53391 0.816122 0.778558 
512 
 
H -3.37592 -0.67386 0.08375 
H -1.24838 -1.52866 -0.72279 
H -0.70304 2.098371 -0.2745 
H 1.128601 1.908518 -0.02833 
dioxole (11) 
C -2.167553 0.060489 -0.004807 
C -0.683232 0.125915 -0.003925 
C 0.170081 1.143757 -0.033828 
C 1.554460 0.584898 0.051521 
O -0.085539 -1.098560 0.054088 
O 1.362919 -0.838086 -0.081663 
H -2.525051 -0.449745 0.888636 
H -2.582146 1.063800 -0.028217 
H -2.524516 -0.494143 -0.871307 
H -0.084916 2.186780 -0.064608 
H 2.044633 0.802223 1.007160 
H 2.210411 0.893894 -0.764831 
trans-dioxirane (6a) 
C -2.193128 -0.118205 0.000054 
C -0.991517 -0.686364 -0.000202 
C 0.292535 0.052755 -0.000325 
C 0.301344 1.551185 -0.000067 
O 1.306590 -0.564402 0.752573 
O 1.307066 -0.564640 -0.752208 
H -2.320131 0.954471 0.000072 
H -3.091059 -0.717259 0.000276 
H -0.874974 -1.761456 -0.000224 
H 1.332107 1.890559 0.000195 
H -0.205400 1.934613 0.883630 
H -0.205197 1.935184 -0.883622 
cis-dioxirane (6b) 
C 2.120367 0.068618 -0.156720 
C 1.013764 0.650541 0.290428 
C -0.349228 0.104967 0.040793 
C -1.436356 1.104937 -0.222090 
O -0.422180 -1.088406 -0.677375 
O -0.729168 -1.019001 0.799371 
H 2.070688 -0.848769 -0.724008 
H 3.093178 0.494258 0.037865 
513 
 
H 1.057458 1.575442 0.850922 
H -2.375350 0.584036 -0.381313 
H -1.192243 1.699773 -1.101265 
H -1.534227 1.780138 0.627362 
β-dicarbonyl (13) 
C 1.743964 1.073828 -0.21401 
C 0.963217 -0.17549 0.090426 
C -0.35719 0.006638 0.832659 
C -1.49648 -0.31737 -0.11229 
O 1.318184 -1.28059 -0.25868 
O -2.39155 0.447851 -0.3713 
H 2.629156 0.831181 -0.79263 
H 2.028894 1.56677 0.716326 
H 1.114237 1.775609 -0.76304 
H -0.37545 -0.72698 1.6401 
H -0.49308 1.009076 1.228139 
H -1.43799 -1.31945 -0.5697 
enol (14) 
C -0.24049 2.233299 0.000000 
C 0.00000 0.76417 0.000000 
C -0.99105 -0.1811 0.000000 
C -0.65142 -1.56899 0.000000 
O 1.278813 0.427663 0.000000 
O 0.51517 -1.99721 0.000000 
H -1.30168 2.460774 0.000000 
H 0.22622 2.679232 0.877607 
H 0.22622 2.679232 -0.877607 
H -2.02523 0.119566 0.000000 
H -1.47891 -2.2914 0.000000 
H 1.299274 -0.5753 0.000000 
HB (3) 
C -2.11344 1.34788 0.000000 
C -1.47823 0.17722 0.000000 
C 0.00000 0.101853 0.000000 
C 0.617229 -1.279 0.000000 
O 0.724608 1.08313 0.000000 
O 2.012599 -1.22058 0.000000 
H -1.54703 2.268384 0.000000 
H -3.1911 1.409405 0.000000 
514 
 
H -2.02372 -0.75746 0.000000 
H 0.242648 -1.81678 0.879399 
H 0.242648 -1.81678 -0.879399 
H 2.225588 -0.27494 0.000000 
trans-OBD (2b) 
C -0.356578 -1.919984 0.000000 
C 0.491474 -0.895553 0.000000 
C 0.000000 0.512914 0.000000 
C 0.992209 1.556566 0.000000 
O -1.199848 0.786165 0.000000 
O -1.421324 -1.734061 0.000000 
H -0.012245 -2.943035 0.000000 
H 1.561337 -1.056632 0.000000 
H 2.049096 1.338522 0.000000 
H 0.659292 2.58222 0.000000 
H -0.356578 -1.919984 0.000000 
H 0.491474 -0.895553 0.000000 
cis-OBD (2b) 
C -0.220053 -1.927731 0.000000 
C -0.750286 -0.706992 0.000000 
C 0.000000 0.578346 0.000000 
C 1.442971 0.580467 0.000000 
O -0.622894 1.639096 0.000000 
O 0.846435 -2.097946 0.000000 
H -0.848585 -2.805895 0.000000 
H -1.823569 -0.571873 0.000000 
H 2.035139 -0.319579 0.000000 
H 1.937945 1.537985 0.000000 
H -0.220053 -1.927731 0.000000 
H -0.750286 -0.706992 0.000000 
AHP (7) 
C 2.317255 -0.08213 -0.008589 
C 1.034673 0.155715 0.013236 
C -0.23792 0.453645 0.003115 
C -0.81849 1.832443 -0.002134 
O -1.26718 -0.47526 0.018225 
O -0.74616 -1.81163 -0.116279 
H 2.892995 -0.18542 0.903526 
H 2.857427 -0.19196 -0.941420 
H -0.02078 2.568205 0.012381 
515 
 
H -1.42628 1.979665 -0.894237 
H -1.45574 1.981111 0.869162 
H -0.51405 -2.01453 0.801259 
Transition States 
syn-trans to syn-cis-MVK-OO 
C 2.327858 -0.267919 0.425627 
C 1.381300 -0.133215 -0.497496 
C -0.027092 0.153355 -0.167281 
C -0.602629 1.490867 0.045170 
O -0.796694 -0.864200 -0.093452 
O -2.103652 -0.635657 0.189406 
H 2.105556 -0.189953 1.480296 
H 3.351766 -0.466552 0.146356 
H 1.626162 -0.217122 -1.550508 
H -1.070284 1.516480 1.033036 
H -1.432790 1.629417 -0.652467 
H 0.145734 2.268058 -0.060451 
anti-trans to anti-cis-MVK-OO 
C 2.007829 -0.418699 -0.342971 
C 0.984974 -0.461235 0.502459 
C -0.412755 -0.301218 0.080860 
C -1.331026 -1.454707 -0.099639 
O -0.925829 0.850993 -0.119854 
O -0.181649 1.963910 0.046691 
H 1.863784 -0.218324 -1.394427 
H 3.019565 -0.567451 0.002037 
H 1.146198 -0.648731 1.558247 
H -2.328717 -1.110049 -0.356799 
H -1.377214 -2.045749 0.816530 
H -0.957925 -2.113760 -0.884538 
syn-trans-MVK-OO to cis-HPBD (1a) 
C 2.457115 0.070170 0.032784 
C 1.316473 -0.618112 -0.055817 
C 0.010731 -0.001078 0.060352 
C -0.383451 1.346869 -0.052273 
O -0.977463 -0.869354 0.073675 
O -2.202077 -0.190060 -0.031532 
H 2.460619 1.133723 0.220400 
H 3.411786 -0.420028 -0.080885 
516 
 
H 1.320065 -1.687395 -0.219937 
H -1.560158 0.884857 -0.502121 
H -0.952622 1.745026 0.784583 
H 0.351428 2.032029 -0.449460 
syn-cis-MVK-OO to trans-HPBD (1b) 
C 2.297324 -0.481816 0.019876 
C 1.411571 0.515143 -0.053642 
C -0.026106 0.342616 0.063494 
C -1.022147 1.338205 0.014306 
O -0.472178 -0.889564 0.025294 
O -1.877499 -0.876092 -0.057740 
H 1.982914 -1.505554 0.158002 
H 3.356161 -0.285350 -0.047200 
H 1.739610 1.538093 -0.170472 
H -1.833037 0.412863 -0.487093 
H -1.712231 1.363363 0.854875 
H -0.699849 2.316944 -0.312739 
anti-trans-MVK-OO to AHP (7) 
C 2.151385 -0.445532 0.103605 
C 0.867444 -0.403392 -0.248881 
C -0.193126 0.449890 0.011178 
C -0.258580 1.932903 -0.037375 
O -1.359166 -0.158820 0.075984 
O -1.143157 -1.557896 0.061771 
H 2.554882 0.147431 0.918113 
H 2.840727 -1.126395 -0.378015 
H 0.010008 -1.410457 -0.470817 
H -1.291653 2.270514 -0.053087 
H 0.256173 2.297740 -0.923374 
H 0.245707 2.351680 0.833978 
anti-cis-MVK-OO to dioxole (11) 
C 2.113823 0.224472 0.046960 
C 0.631136 0.106616 0.056598 
C -0.289484 1.134011 0.002167 
C -1.658696 0.880700 0.034722 
O 0.192038 -1.122782 -0.127554 
O -1.177527 -1.228705 0.016537 
H 2.550605 -0.538418 -0.594098 
H 2.411928 1.209438 -0.302360 
517 
 
H 2.509711 0.088426 1.053507 
H 0.081305 2.079491 -0.370189 
H -2.293385 1.513012 -0.583405 
H -2.156925 0.385158 0.842006 
anti-cis-MVK-OO to cis-dioxirane (6b) TS 
C -2.021813 -0.504220 0.066142 
C -0.772895 -0.926485 -0.157005 
C 0.478151 -0.184962 -0.104387 
C 1.732682 -0.895539 0.256821 
O 0.664982 1.023218 -0.558683 
O -0.289251 1.580768 0.388537 
H -2.202691 0.480833 0.459905 
H -2.855955 -1.160098 -0.141277 
H -0.616820 -1.963706 -0.436515 
H 2.528149 -0.603905 -0.428757 
H 1.618364 -1.974479 0.289388 
H 2.026357 -0.543301 1.249006 
cis-dioxirane (6b) to syn-cis-MVK-OO TS 
C 2.165039 -0.322011 0.141198 
C 1.233476 0.635557 0.038240 
C -0.161890 0.293356 -0.141936 
C -1.215421 1.332792 0.022053 
O -0.404167 -0.898510 -0.592133 
O -1.383390 -1.185067 0.456755 
H 1.878474 -1.362624 0.114932 
H 3.209177 -0.079577 0.269266 
H 1.489252 1.682042 0.127982 
H -2.165861 0.950185 -0.329890 
H -0.911319 2.229328 -0.525416 
H -1.326492 1.611097 1.068825 
anti-trans-MVK-OO to trans-dioxirane (6a) 
C 2.121961 -0.495037 0.088147 
C 0.842625 -0.704796 -0.256568 
C -0.188625 0.295382 -0.161100 
C 0.056753 1.726440 0.143306 
O -1.423958 0.000452 -0.453362 
O -1.460560 -1.086226 0.521949 
H 2.455704 0.424359 0.544928 
H 2.861675 -1.267907 -0.051852 
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H 0.509868 -1.655769 -0.642517 
H -0.622631 2.331462 -0.455041 
H 1.084313 2.031623 -0.017288 
H -0.209078 1.890489 1.190366 
trans-dioxirane (6a) to syn-trans-MVK-OO TS 
C 2.293994 -0.067922 0.253035 
C 1.156752 -0.693624 -0.075004 
C -0.121858 -0.021638 -0.190702 
C -0.232499 1.467526 -0.194199 
O -1.125282 -0.801728 -0.460710 
O -1.934844 -0.227034 0.616148 
H 2.322410 0.993245 0.450993 
H 3.221729 -0.611860 0.346655 
H 1.134351 -1.763182 -0.232171 
H -1.237556 1.742857 -0.489675 
H 0.512890 1.884188 -0.875154 
H -0.051155 1.878798 0.797070 
cis-dioxirane (6b) to trans-dioxirane (6a) 
C 2.143516 -0.048353 0.246926 
C 1.084544 -0.217522 -0.534446 
C -0.313201 0.066186 -0.089924 
C -0.725825 1.506082 -0.002201 
O -1.282553 -0.82472 -0.559846 
O -0.848532 -0.784435 0.886513 
H 2.046302 0.296379 1.267273 
H 3.140229 -0.266843 -0.104687 
H 1.187965 -0.577299 -1.549626 
H -1.76708 1.565409 0.300634 
H -0.594303 1.990373 -0.968796 
H -0.098639 2.026861 0.719736 
β-dicarbonyl (13) to enol (14) 
C -2.03396 -0.88967 -0.238730 
C -0.95902 0.064983 0.122478 
C 0.357017 -0.19524 0.633537 
C 1.473626 0.078981 -0.289131 
O -1.101 1.326534 -0.025496 
O 2.609491 -0.31254 -0.123832 
H -2.97885 -0.38112 -0.399164 
H -2.13595 -1.63364 0.550344 
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H -1.74259 -1.42756 -1.141924 
H 0.546415 -0.98818 1.345095 
H 1.204985 0.711647 -1.157541 
H 0.012091 1.252602 0.628896 
Multireference Stationary Points 
HPBD dissociation 
trans-HPBD (1b) to RC(1) TS 
C -0.12177 -0.12177 -0.121772 
C 0.181151 0.181151 0.181151 
C -0.10617 -0.10617 -0.106172 
C 0.384358 0.384358 0.384358 
O -0.77468 -0.77468 -0.774682 
H -0.58073 -0.58073 -0.580734 
H 0.101276 0.101276 0.101276 
H 0.667745 0.667745 0.667745 
H 0.907146 0.907146 0.907146 
H 0.207172 0.207172 0.207172 
O 0.458378 0.458378 0.458378 
H -0.30435 -0.30435 -0.304350 
RC(1) 
C 0.00000 -1.85192 -0.298037 
C 0.00000 -1.17814 0.860903 
C 0.00000 0.302122 0.921470 
C 0.00000 0.921287 2.211567 
O 0.00000 1.015945 -0.100131 
H 0.00000 -1.33718 -1.246924 
H 0.00000 -2.93078 -0.306654 
H 0.00000 -1.70592 1.804363 
H 0.00000 0.337327 3.118117 
H 0.00000 1.997981 2.266412 
O 0.00000 0.520816 -2.905882 
H 0.00000 0.773762 -1.961570 
RC(1) to RC(2) TS 
C 0.00000 1.804965 -1.424791 
C 0.00000 0.498778 -1.721884 
C 0.00000 -0.52906 -0.652853 
C 0.00000 -1.90833 -1.031955 
O 0.00000 -0.20972 0.549404 
H 0.00000 2.122048 -0.392674 
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H 0.00000 2.557898 -2.196869 
H 0.00000 0.157652 -2.747410 
H 0.00000 -2.20842 -2.067794 
H 0.00000 -2.6572 -0.256332 
O 0.00000 0.305656 3.405617 
H 0.00000 0.097867 2.455401 
RC(2) 
C 0.00000 0.764753 -2.519264 
C 0.00000 -0.35675 -1.786717 
C 0.00000 -0.30861 -0.305078 
C 0.00000 -1.54429 0.415302 
O 0.00000 0.782543 0.300606 
H 0.00000 1.72725 -2.030292 
H 0.00000 0.732207 -3.597237 
H 0.00000 -1.33071 -2.255115 
H 0.00000 -2.48914 -0.104515 
H 0.00000 -1.52119 1.493847 
O 0.00000 0.439478 3.121107 
H 0.00000 0.701953 2.177467 
RC(2) to HB (3) TS 
C -1.43578 0.14639 0.575506 
C -0.26605 0.141701 -0.252747 
O 0.854714 0.40249 0.227043 
H 0.789567 0.018462 2.094713 
O 0.416796 -0.31049 2.937211 
H -1.355 0.458701 1.604523 
H -2.39483 -0.14737 0.178850 
C -0.42735 -0.17559 -1.691815 
C 0.62516 -0.19613 -2.520308 
H -1.42481 -0.38857 -2.049092 
H 1.612576 0.020007 -2.141121 
H 0.511762 -0.42499 -3.568093 
syn to anti-MVK-OO torsional isomerization 
syn-cis to anti-cis-MVK-OO TS 
C 0.034644 0.14401 -2.134649 
C -0.13773 -0.77752 -1.116141 
C 0.07295 -0.53489 0.227222 
C -0.08801 -1.46339 1.367497 
O 0.553006 0.744493 0.602520 
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O -0.4234 1.599812 0.732010 
H 0.354911 1.151909 -1.926714 
H -0.14966 -0.13456 -3.158729 
H -0.46617 -1.77802 -1.362894 
H -0.39177 -2.44621 1.018527 
H 0.845856 -1.55892 1.922219 
H -0.84252 -1.08476 2.058497 
syn-trans to anti-trans-MVK-OO TS 
C 0.182719 -0.436631 -2.394948 
C -0.123851 -0.702045 -1.070505 
C -0.167422 0.233953 -0.057239 
C 0.085094 1.690424 -0.090552 
O -0.538913 -0.247774 1.225642 
O 0.511739 -0.581744 1.921702 
H 0.422169 0.557803 -2.736259 
H 0.190420 -1.231711 -3.121716 
H -0.352461 -1.718678 -0.780648 
H 0.288989 2.030380 -1.100843 
H -0.777806 2.233203 0.295340 
H 0.939589 1.933532 0.541979 
dioxole reaction 
dioxole (11) to diradical (12) TS 
C -2.22083 0.131219 0.082699 
C -0.7215 0.015663 -0.080404 
C 0.15012 1.072409 -0.118275 
C 1.565835 0.613275 0.067374 
O -0.22308 -1.18042 -0.070393 
O 1.612887 -0.76866 0.043779 
H -2.53765 1.176805 0.073860 
H -2.73118 -0.40231 -0.725711 
H -2.52524 -0.32986 1.028263 
H -0.13684 2.11667 -0.110040 
H 2.182737 1.011861 -0.767837 
H 1.987896 1.024048 1.006013 
diradical (12) 
C 0.17351 0.363102 -2.344859 
C -0.02514 -0.07778 -0.903765 
C -0.03412 0.965483 0.116364 
C -0.22039 0.645118 1.564788 
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O -0.20946 -1.26272 -0.599224 
O 0.311246 -0.5155 2.045783 
H 1.154957 0.852739 -2.461166 
H 0.120041 -0.51332 -3.005231 
H -0.59856 1.093901 -2.638261 
H -0.01774 2.019336 -0.186075 
H 0.288729 1.424189 2.179526 
H -1.29847 0.756729 1.828047 
diradical (12) to β-dicarbonyl (13) 
C 0.017477 0.857923 -2.264513 
C -0.00306 -0.05288 -1.062836 
C -0.02787 0.565243 0.244997 
C -0.03913 -0.26235 1.458112 
O 0.014935 -1.28133 -1.181762 
O 0.062811 0.258042 2.682272 
H -0.17505 0.277058 -3.160210 
H 0.994974 1.330707 -2.353093 
H -0.72192 1.649835 -2.162434 
H -0.14448 1.635968 0.342702 
H -1.08569 -0.65531 1.508419 
H 0.524549 -1.19778 1.361532 
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APPENDIX VII 
Experimental and theoretical studies of the doubly-substituted 
methyl-ethyl Criegee intermediate: 
Infrared action spectroscopy and unimolecular decay to OH 
radical products 
Supplementary Information 
 
This work is an appendix to Chapter 8 of this thesis.  Experimental research was performed with 
postdoctoral researcher Anne S. Hansen and Marsha I. Lester.  Theoretical research was 
performed in collaboration with Stephen J. Klippenstein (Chemical Sciences and Engineering 
Division, Argonne National Laboratory). 
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S1 Theoretical Details 
S1.1 Electronic structure calculation and vibrational models 
Optimizations are performed in Gaussian16, Revision A.03, with density functional theory 
(B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ) and the “opt = verytight” and “integral = ultrafine” options.1-3 To improve 
the calculated energetics necessary to characterize transition states barriers and the resulting 
products from the unimolecular reactions, the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ calculations are combined 
with single point energies calculated at the CCSD(T)-F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12) level of 
theory.4  This method (CCSD(T)-F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ referred 
to as ANL0-B2F) has been described previously.4, 5  In brief; this method estimates the energy at 
the complete basis set (CBS) CCSD(T) limit together with a series of corrections, and is a slightly 
modified version of the ANL0-F12 approach where the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ harmonic and B3LYP 
anharmonic rovibrational analyses are replaced with calculations at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ 
level of theory.  
Harmonic and anharmonic frequency calculations are performed in Gaussian16, using 
the same options as those for the optimization. The anharmonic calculations are calculated using 
second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) as implemented. The anharmonic frequencies are used 
to calculate the zero-point energy correction, the IR absorbance spectra of the MECI conformers 
in the CH stretch overtone region (see Tables S4, S7 and S10). Both the harmonic and 
anharmonic frequencies are used for the calculation of the microcanonical rates.  
S1.2 Calculated microcanonical rates 
The microcanonical unimolecular rate constant, k(E), for the 1,4 hydrogen shift reaction 
of MECI producing OH is calculated using statistical Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) 
theory. k(E) is given by:6 
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𝑘(𝐸) =
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
‡
𝐺‡(𝐸 − 𝐸0)
ℎ𝑁(𝐸)
 
 (S1) 
where σeff is the effective symmetry number of the reactant (set to 1), σeff⧧ is the effective 
symmetry number of the transition state (set to 1/2), G⧧(E − E0) is the tunneling-weighted sum of 
vibrational states at the TS, E0 is the TS barrier energy, h is Planck’s constant, and N(E) is the 
density of vibrational states of MECI. We use two programs (Multiwell 2019 and MESS)7, 8 to 
calculate the RRKM rates. The ANL0-B2F computed energies and B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ 
rovibrational properties of MECI, the TS, and products are used to generate the inputs 
 In both the Multiwell and MESS programs, anharmonic vibrational frequencies of 
the lowest energy anti1- or syn1-MECI conformers are used in the density of states calculation.  
The additional anti2- or syn2-MECI conformers are included via treatment of the ethyl internal 
rotation as a hindered rotor, as described below.  The two methyl torsional modes of either anti1- 
or syn1-MECI are also treated as hindered rotors.  All other vibrational modes are treated as 
harmonic oscillators, but using anharmonic vibrational frequencies (see Table S4).  The densities 
of states calculated with Multiwell and MESS are within ca. 5% of one another.   
The sum of states at the transition state, which incorporates quantum mechanical 
tunneling, is calculated using either semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST) as implemented 
in Multiwell,9-15 or a one-dimensional Eckart barrier as implemented in MESS. By modifying the 
Multiwell sum of states input (setting all anharmonic cross terms to zero)16 we are able to 
approximate the tunneling by a Eckart barrier and ensure that the multiwell output reproduced the 
MESS output, thereby verifying that the inputs of the two calculations were the same. To treat the 
tunneling properly, the actual barrier through which tunneling occurs must be given in the input 
files.  The forward barrier height is defined as the ZPE corrected energy difference between the 
lowest energy TS and the conformer connected to that TS via the intrinsic reaction coordinate 
(IRC), see Figure S10 and Table S11.  Similarly, the reverse barrier height is the ZPE corrected 
energy difference between the lowest energy TS and the product connected via the IRC. For anti, 
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the vibrational frequencies of the lowest energy anti2-TSb are used.  The barrier height used for 
the tunneling calculation is 15.90 kcal mol-1, which is the energy difference between anti2-TSb 
and the anti2 conformer.  The other anti transition states are connected to anti2-TSb by internal 
rotation about the C(2)-C(3) bond, and are accounted for by including the ethyl torsion as a 
hindered rotor.   
The density and sum of states codes within Multiwell take two separate inputs, which use 
two different energy frames of reference. The density of states is calculated for the lowest energy 
anti1-MECI, and therefore takes the ground state energy of anti1-MECI as the zero of energy.  
The sum of states is calculated for anti2-TSb, and therefore takes the ground state energy of 
anti2-MECI as the zero of energy. To calculate the microcanonical rate constant, we shift the 
energy output from the sum of states calculation so that the two outputs are in the same, anti1 
frame of reference. 
For syn-MECI, the correct barrier height is 15.41 kcal mol-1, which is the ZPE corrected 
energy difference between the lowest energy syn1-TS and the syn1-MECI.  However, in the syn-
MECI case, the two TS structures are not connected by internal rotation.  For completeness, the 
rate of reaction via syn2-TS is calculated separately, and the two rates are summed to give a total 
reaction rate.  However, the syn2-TS is much higher in energy (by ca. 3 kcal mol-1) and has a 
negligible effect on the total rate. 
The methyl and ethyl torsional motions of MECI and corresponding TS are treated as 
one-dimensional hindered rotors. For the methyl rotors (see Figure 1, on C(1) denoted M rotor and 
on C(4) denoted ME rotor) the torsional potentials of the internal methyl rotations (HC(4)C(3)C(2) and 
HC(1)C(2)O) are calculated on a grid with 30 degree spacing for a total of 4 points at the CCSD(T)-
F12b/TZ-F12//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory using the modredundant (gaussian keyword) 
option in Molpro, see Table S8. When calculating the torsional potential for the rotors within the 
TS structures, a dihedral angle has to be fixed to preserve the TS structure. The torsional energy 
grids are directly implemented in the MESS inputs. For the Multiwell inputs, coefficients obtained 
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from Fourier series fitted to the torsional potential are implemented. For the MECI conformers we 
use a simple cosine series (𝑉(χ) = 𝑉0 + ∑ 𝑉𝑛cos (𝑛𝜎𝑉χ + φ𝑉)
12
𝑛=0
), whereas for the TS we use a 
combined cosine and sine series (𝑉(χ) = 𝑉0 + ∑ 𝑉𝑛 cos(𝑛𝜎𝑉𝜒𝜑𝑉)
12
𝑛=0 + ∑ 𝑉𝑛
s sin(𝑛𝜎𝑉𝜒𝜑𝑉)
12
𝑛=0 ), due 
to the asymmetry of the torsional mode. For the internal ethyl rotation (C(4)C(3)C(3)O, denoted E 
rotor) the torsional potentials are calculated on a grid with 30 degree spacing for a total of 7 
points at the CCSD(T)-F12b/TZ-F12//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory (see Table S9), again 
fixing a dihedral angle for the TS structures. For the Multiwell code a 5-term Fourier series is fitted 
to the potential,9 again using a simple cosine series for the MECI conformers and a combined 
cosine and sine series for the TS. The reduced rotational constant, B, is obtained in the MESS 
program and used for both Eckart and SCTST calculations.  
As shown in Figure S8, the rates calculated using the SCTST and Eckart models differ 
significantly, with the SCTST rates ca. 50% and 30% slower than the Eckart rates for anti and 
syn-MECI, respectively.  We note that the SCTST rates shown in Figure S8 are preliminary, and 
may be refined upon updated calculations of molecular parameters, particularly reduced 
rotational constants of hindered rotors.  However, these small changes are unlikely to reconcile 
the differences between the two models. There are two possible explanations for the observed 
deviation.  The first is that the SCTST calculation takes into account a full anharmonic state count 
for the transition state, while the Eckart calculation uses anharmonic fundamental frequencies as 
inputs, but performs a harmonic state count.  In order to assess the contribution of the 
anharmonic state count, a separate calculation (not shown) was performed in the Multiwell 
program in which all cross anharmonicities between non-imaginary modes were set to an 
arbitrarily small value (10-6 cm-1).  The resulting rate was nearly unchanged, suggesting that the 
effect of the anharmonic state count is very small. 
The second is the difference in the treatment of the tunneling.  The SCTST calculation 
uses a multidimensional treatment of the tunneling through the TS barrier, incorporating couplings 
between the imaginary mode and all other vibrational degrees of freedom, while the Eckart 
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calculation is a purely one-dimensional model.  As the anharmonic state count does not seem to 
explain the difference in the rates calculated from the two different models, it is likely that 
multidimensional tunneling effects are the culprit.  Efforts are currently underway to perform the 
same calculation using small curvature tunneling and further assess multidimensional effects. 
S2 Experimental details 
S2.1 Synthesis of precursor  
The methyl ethyl substituted diiodoalkane precursor (CH3CH2)(CH3)CI2 was synthesized 
using a combination of the procedures presented by Friedrich et al. and Pross and Sternhell,17-19 
but beginning from 2-butanone, (CH3CH2)(CH3)CO, as shown in Scheme S1.  A modified version 
of this method was previously used to make the (CH3CH2)(CH3)CI2 precursor by Cabezas et al.20  
Briefly, 2-butanone (15 mL, Alfa Aesar, >99.5%) was added dropwise using a syringe pump to 
hydrazine monohydrate (25 mL, Alfa Aesar, >99%) maintained at approximately -20 °C in an 
NaCl/ice bath to produce the butanone hydrazone species. The reaction was allowed to stir for 30 
minutes.  The crude hydrazone species was then extracted with chloroform and dried over 
potassium carbonate. The chloroform was evaporated off to isolate 10 g of hydrazone product, 
and the hydrazone was then diluted in ether (30 mL).  Triethylamine (70 mL, Alfa Aesar, 99%) 
was added, and the mixture was chilled in an ice bath.  A saturated solution of iodine (Alfa Aesar, 
99.8%) in ether was added slowly until no more N2 gas evolved and the solution was a deep 
brown color.  The mixture was filtered, and then washed successively with (1) a saturated sodium 
thiosulfate solution until the organic layer was a pale yellow, (2) 3M HCl until the water layer was 
acidic, (3) a 5% NaCO3 solution until the water layer had a pH of 9-10, and (4) a brine solution 
until the pH was ca. 7.  The mixture was dried over potassium carbonate, concentrated in vacuo, 
and purified via Kugelrohr distillation to yield a pale yellow liquid in low yield (7%).  The identity of 
the product was verified by 1HNMR as reported previously.19  In some batches, a small amount of 
cis/trans-2-iodobute-2-ene was also observed by 1HNMR, consistent with previous results.18, 19 
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S2.2 Experimental rates 
The appearance rate of OH from MECI is investigated at 5970, 5735, and 5660 cm-1, the 
three most intense IR features observed in the IR action spectrum. Initially, the OH appearance is 
measured over a 4000 ns time window, with 40 ns increments, from which the rise and fall of the 
OH signal is observed. In Figure S7A, we show the temporal profile for the 5735 cm-1 band. The 
overall temporal profile is well represented by a dual exponential function: 
𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐴(− 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−(𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 + 𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙)𝑡) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑡)) 
  (S2) 
where krise is the rate constant for the appearance of OH products from IR activated MECI, kfall is a purely 
experimental constant coming from the molecules moving out of the UV probe beam, and A is the 
amplitude of the fit. By fitting equation S2 to the temporal profile shown in Figure S7A, a kfall of 6.9 x 
105 s-1 is determined. Additional data points are then collected in the 0 – 600 ns time window (with 3 ns 
increments) to determine the krise, see Figure S7B. A slightly modified dual exponential function is used to 
describe the appearance of OH products from MECI, which incorporates a convolution with the temporal 
pulse widths of the IR and UV lasers, ΔtIR and ΔtUV: 
𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑡 +
1
4
 𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙
2 (∆𝑡𝐼𝑅
2 + ∆𝑡𝑈𝑉
2 ))
− 𝐵 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−(𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒)𝑡 +
1
4
(𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒)
2
(∆𝑡𝐼𝑅
2 + ∆𝑡𝑈𝑉
2 )) 
 (S3)  
B is an additional amplitude parameter in the fit.  The inclusion of the temporal pulse widths does not 
significantly alter the extracted krise values, but they are considered for completeness. To determine ΔtIR 
(2.83 ns) and ΔtUV (3.02 ns), the laser pulse temporal profiles are measured with a photodiode and fit to 
Gaussian function, 𝐶𝑒(−𝑡
2 Δ𝑡2⁄ ), where C is an arbitrary amplitude.  Equation S3 is fitted to the 600 ns 
temporal profile (Figure S7B) fixing the fall time to that obtained from the 4000 ns temporal profile 
(Figure S7A). This procedure is used to obtain OH appearance rates at 5735 cm-1 and 5970 cm-1, 
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the results are summarized in Table S6. At 5660 cm-1, the OH appearance rate is expected to be 
slower than at 5735 and 5970 cm-1. Attempted OH appearance rate measurements at 5660 cm-1 
suggest that the OH appearance rate at 5660 cm-1 is too slow to be measured using these 
experimental conditions.  When krise and kfall are similar in magnitude, they become highly 
correlated and cannot be determined independently, as previously encountered for other Criegee 
intermediates.21, 22  When the krise is very slow, the exponential fall behavior dominates only at 
very long IR-UV time delays, where the low signal-to-noise ratio precludes accurate determination 
of the kfall, and by extension of the krise. Multiple attempts to measure the OH appearance rate at 
5660 cm-1 yielded irreproducible results with large associated error bars. As a consequence, we 
are unable to produce an unambiguously value for the OH rise time at 5660 cm-1, but the difficulty 
in obtaining a quantitative measurements suggests it is slower than the krise value (6.9 x 105 s-1) 
determined at 5735 cm-1. 
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Scheme S1: Synthesis of 2,2-diiodobutane from 2-butanone.17, 19 
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Scheme S2: Formation of anti1-MECI from photolyzing the 2,2-diiodobutane precursor (248 nm) 
and subsequent reaction with oxygen. Equivalent reaction pathways occur for the remaining 
MECI conformers. 
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Figure S1: Optimized B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ structures of anti transition states (TS), which lead to 
2-hydroperoxybut-1-ene, and syn TS’s, which lead to 2-hydroperoxy-but-2-ene.  Color coding 
shows which TS is connected to which MECI conformer by intrinsic reaction coordinates, see 
Table S11. 
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Figure S2: Optimized B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ structures of 2-hydroperoxybut-1-ene (HPB-1a and 
HPB-1b) conformers, which are formed from the 1,4 H-atom transfer reaction of anti-MECI, and 
2-hydroperoxybut-2-ene (HPB-2a and HPB-2b) conformers, which are formed from the 1,4 H-
atom transfer reaction of syn-MECI.  Color coding shows which MECI conformer is connected to 
each corresponding product by the intrinsic reaction coordinate, see Table S11. 
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Figure S3: Optimized B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ structures of the two conformers of butanone-1-yl 
(anti1-product and anti3-product), which form from the unimolecular decay of anti-MECI as 
coproducts of OH, and the two conformers of butanone-3-yl (syn1-product and syn3-product), 
which form from the unimolecular decay of syn-MECI as coproducts of OH, see Figure 1.  
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Figure S4: Images of normal modes for the four conformers of MECI that participate in distinctive 
transitions in the predicted CH stretch overtone IR absorption spectrum.  
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Figure S5: Simulated rotational band contours for A (top panel), B (middle panel), and C (lower 
panel) type infrared transitions of the four conformers of MECI: anti1 (purple), anti2 (pink), syn1 
(orange), and syn2 (chartreuse). Simulations are performed using PGOPHER (reference 23).  
The simulations utilize experimentally determined rotational constants for each conformer (See 
references 20, 24), a rotational temperature of 10 K (see reference 25), a Lorentzian linewidth of 
1.7 cm-1, which is typical for other Criegee intermediates in this energy regime (see reference 25, 
26), and a Gaussian linewidth of 0.9 cm-1 which represents the frequency resolution of the 
unseeded OPO/OPA. 
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Figure S6: OH product state distribution of the X2Π3/2 (v = 0, N) rotational levels measured by 
probing the A2Σ-X2Π3/2 (1,0) transition via saturated LIF, following infrared excitation of MECI at 
5734 cm-1 and at an IR-UV time delay of 500 ns. (top) The OH population of the X2Π3/2 (v = 0, N) 
rotational levels are obtained by integrating the X2Π3/2 (v = 0, N) N = 2 – 4 bands for both P1 
(cyan) and Q1 (black) and normalizing relative to the X2Π3/2 (v = 0, Q1(3)). (bottom) The ratio of 
OH signal, which comes from the unimolecular decay of IR-activated MECI, to OH background, 
which comes from internally excited MECI decaying in the capillary prior to cooling in the 
expansion 
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Figure S7: OH appearance time profile for the strongest feature in the IR action spectrum of 
MECI at 5733 cm-1.  (upper) Experimentally observed OH appearance time profile (gray points) 
taken in 40 ns increments and biexponential fit (black line) to measure the experimental kfall of 
(6.9 ± 0.8) × 105 s-1.  (lower)  Experimentally observed OH appearance time profile (gray points) 
taken in 3 ns increments.  Here, the fall time is fixed to the value measured in the upper panel, 
and the data is fit (black line) to a biexponential function convoluted with the IR and UV pulse 
widths of 2.83 and 3.02 ns, respectively.  
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Figure S8: Rates and lifetimes for the unimolecular reactions of the MECI conformers: anti1 
(blue), anti2 (pink), syn1 (orange) and syn2 (chartreuse).  Rates are computed using RRKM 
theory, including quantum mechanical tunneling with a one-dimensional Eckart model (solid) or 
SCTST (dashed). The SCTST rate calculations are preliminary and may require further 
refinement of some molecular parameters, particularly reduced rotational constants.  Also shown 
are the experimentally determined unimolecular reaction rates (grey points) with ±1σ error bars 
from fitting of experimental data. 
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Figure S9: Rates and lifetimes for the unimolecular reactions of the MECI conformers: anti1 
(blue), anti2 (pink), syn1 (orange) and syn2 (chartreuse).  Rates are computed using RRKM 
theory, treating the ethyl and methyl torsions as low frequency vibrations rather than as internal 
rotations, including quantum mechanical tunneling with a one-dimensional Eckart model.  Also 
shown are the experimentally determined unimolecular reaction rates (grey points) with ±1σ error 
bars from fitting of experimental data. 
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Figure S10: The intrinsic reaction coordinate (B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ) connecting the anti2-TSb 
structure with the anti2-MECI reactant and HPB-1b product.  
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Table S1: ANL0-B2F calculated energies (kcal mol-1) for the MECI conformers, the corresponding 
transition states, intermediates, and products.a  
Species 
CCSD(T)/ 
CBSb 
ZPE 
harm.c 
T(Q)d 
Core 
Val.e 
Relativisticf 
ZPE 
anharm.g 
Total 
anti1-MECI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
anti2-MECI 0.18 0.11 -0.09 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.23 
syn1-MECI 0.64 -0.09 -0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 
syn2-MECI 0.58 0.24 -0.06 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.79 
        
anti1-TS 18.30 -2.35 0.31 0.06 -0.02 0.01 16.31 
anti2-TSa 18.38 -2.23 0.27 0.07 -0.02 0.00 16.47 
anti2-TSb 18.13 -2.30 0.27 0.07 -0.02 -0.01 16.14 
syn1-TS 18.38 -2.79 0.28 0.03 -0.02 0.01 15.89 
syn2-TS 21.41 -2.48 0.27 0.11 -0.02 0.01 19.29 
        
HPB-1a -16.60 0.26 0.82 -0.08 0.04 -0.09 -15.55 
HPB-1b -16.64 0.26 0.82 -0.08 0.04 -0.08 -15.67 
HPB-1c -16.68 0.31 0.83 -0.09 0.04 -0.03 -15.60 
HPB-2a -16.63 -0.16 0.80 -0.12 0.05 -0.01 -16.07 
HPB-2b -14.02 -0.19 0.79 -0.09 0.05 -0.14 -13.46 
anti1-prod. + OH 7.96 -5.13 0.98 0.04 -0.03 0.11 3.72 
anti3-prod. + OH 9.44 -4.99 0.92 0.04 -0.03 0.11 5.28 
syn1-prod. + OH 4.43 -5.28 0.93 -0.04 -0.03 0.15 -0.10 
syn3-prod. + OH 3.01 -5.36 0.96 -0.05 -0.03 0.05 -1.57 
a: The energy calculations are performed on B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ optimized structures (Figures 
1 and S1-S3). 
b: CCSD(T)-F12b/CBS(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ energy. 
c: B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ harmonic zero-point energy correction.  
d: CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ correction. 
e: Core valence correction evaluated from CCSD(T)/CBS(cc-pcVTZ,cc-pcVQZ) calculations. 
f: Douglas-Kroll relativistic correction from CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pcvtz-DK calculations. 
g: B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ anharmonicity correction to the harmonic zero-point energy. 
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Table S2: Relative energies (kcal mol-1) of the methyl ethyl Criegee intermediate (MECI) 
conformers. The calculated energies are zero point corrected with harmonic frequencies unless 
stated otherwise.a  
 anti1-MECI anti2-MECI syn1-MECI syn2-MECI 
B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ 0.00 0.67 0.92 0.79 
ANL0-B2Fb,c 0.00 0.23 0.48 0.79 
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZd 0.00 0.10 0.59 0.15 
CCSD(T)/aug- cc-pVTZ//M06-2Xe 0.00 0.29 - 0.53 
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ 0.00 0.70 - 1.05 
a: We note that the calculated energy difference between the syn1 and syn2 conformers is small 
(only 107 cm-1, 0.31 kcal mol-1), and that the calculated energies are sensitive to the level of 
theory and corrections used.   
b: Calculated with CCSD(T)-F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ, see 
references 4, 5.   
c: Calculated using anharmonic zero point correction.  
d: Cabezas et al., 2018, reference 24. 
e: Combined CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ electronic energy and M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ zero point 
energy correction. See Vereecken et al., reference 27. 
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Table S3: Relative energies (kcal mol-1) of the transition states (TS) and 2-hydroperoxybut-1-ene 
(HPB-1) (for anti-MECI) or 2-hydroperoxybut-2-ene (HPB-2) (for syn-MECI)a from which forward 
and reverse barrier heights are obtained. The calculated energies are zero point corrected with 
harmonic frequencies unless otherwise noted.  Energies used for rate calculations in this work 
are in bold. 
a: For TS and HPB structure see Figures S1 and S2.  
b: Relative to anti1-MECI. 
c: Relative to syn2-MECI. 
d: Relative to syn1-MECI.  
e: Calculated with CCSD(T)-F12/CBS-F12(TZ-F12,QZ-F12)//B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ, see 
references 4, 5 
f: Calculated using anharmonic zero point correction. 
g: Vereecken et al., 2017, reference 27. 
 
 
  
 Relative to anti-MECIb  Relative to syn-MECI 
 anti1-TS anti2-TSa anti2-TSb  syn1-TS syn2-TS 
B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ 18.75 19.23 18.65  17.84c 21.37c 
ANL0-B2Fe,f 16.30 16.46 16.12  15.40d 18.80d 
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZg 15.36 15.86 15.49  13.99c 17.61c 
 Relative to anti-MECIb  Relative to syn-MECI 
 HPB-1a HPB-1b HPB-1c  HPB-2a HPB-2b 
B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ -18.79 -18.84 -18.56  -17.30c -19.98c 
ANL0-B2Fe,f -15.63 -15.66 -15.61  -16.55d -14.07d 
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Table S4. Fundamental harmonic and anharmonic vibrational frequencies and descriptions 
computed for anti1, anti2, syn1, and syn2-MECI at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  
Atom labels are given in Figure 1. 
anti1-MECI 
Symmetry 
Mode 
Number 
Frequency (cm-1) 
Mode Description 
Harmonic Anharmonic 
A' 1 3167.49 3024.89 methyl in-plane C(1)H(1) stretch 
A' 2 3145.36 3017.53 methyl in-plane C(4)H(4) stretch 
A' 3 3072.15 2974.55 methyl symmetric C(4)H(4) stretch 
A' 4 3044.90 2928.70 methyl symmetric C(1)H(1) stretch 
A' 5 3028.74 2916.62 methylene symmetric C(3)H(3) stretch 
A' 6 1527.28 1485.48 C(2)O stretch 
A' 7 1519.50 1472.34 C(4) methyl symmetric scissor 
A' 8 1488.05 1455.55 C(1) methyl symmetric scissor 
A' 9 1468.00 1423.66 C(3) methylene scissor 
A' 10 1432.39 1397.59 C(4) methyl umbrella 
A' 11 1403.89 1366.23 C(1) methyl umbrella 
A' 12 1388.54 1344.55 C(2)C(3) stretch 
A' 13 1261.21 1227.57 symmetric methylene C(3)H(3) wag 
A' 14 1104.62 1077.98 C(4) methyl in-plane rock 
A' 15 1034.28 1009.87 C(1) methyl in-plane rock 
A' 16 1004.36 985.27 C(3)C(4) stretch 
A' 17 946.01 919.33 OO stretch 
A' 18 799.03 785.25 C(1)C(2) stretch 
A' 19 617.34 609.40 C(2)OO in-plane bend 
A' 20 445.24 443.09 C(2)C(3)C(4) in-plane bend 
A' 21 320.97 309.41 C(1)C(2)OO ring closing 
A' 22 209.23 211.56 C(4)C(3)C(2)O ring closing 
A" 23 3147.46 3009.94 
methyl out-of-plane, out-of-phase C(4)H(4) 
stretch 
A" 24 3090.66 2941.25 
methyl out-of-plane, out-of-phase C(1)H(1) 
stretch 
A" 25 3050.61 2907.62 methylene asymmetric C(3)H(3) stretch 
A" 26 1511.50 1468.08 C(4) methyl asymmetric scissor 
A" 27 1449.18 1404.70 C(1) methyl asymmetric scissor 
A" 28 1290.91 1259.55 asymmetric methylene C(3)H(3) wag 
A" 29 1122.78 1092.31 in-phase, out-of-plane C(1),C(4) methyl wag 
A" 30 990.28 970.38 
out-of-phase, out-of-plane C(1),C(4) methyl 
wag 
A" 31 772.87 766.60 C(3) methylene out-of-plane wag 
A" 32 479.06 472.97 C(1)C(2)OO out-of-plane ring distortion 
A" 33 286.85 290.30 C(4)C(3)C(2)O out-of-plane ring distortion 
A" 34 220.46 259.04 C(4) methyl torsion 
A" 35 186.41 111.36 C(1) methyl torsion 
A" 36 85.79 91.84 C(2)C(3) torsion (ethyl torsion) 
anti2-MECI 
Mode Number 
Frequency (cm-1) 
Mode Description 
Harmonic Anharmonic 
1 3168.83 3028.21 methyl C(1)H(1c) stretch 
2 3140.97 3040.15 
in-phase methyl C(4)H(4) and methylene 
C(3)H(3) stretch 
3 3138.46 2990.86 asymmetric methyl C(4)H(4) stretch 
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4 3115.83 2962.53 
out-of-phase methyl C(4)H(4) and methylene 
C(3)H(3) stretch 
5 3086.99 2938.67 
asymmetric methyl C(1)H(1a), C(1)H(1b) 
stretch 
6 3062.30 2980.40 methyl symmetric C(4)H(4) stretch 
7 3049.97 2935.73 methylene symmetric C(3)H(3) stretch 
8 3042.51 2926.99 methyl symmetric C(1)H(1) stretch 
9 1523.14 1481.37 C(4)H(4)methyl scissor 
10 1515.27 1470.44 C(4)H(4) methyl scissor 
11 1507.02 1459.13 C(2)O stretch 
12 1487.69 1444.88 C(3) methylene scissor 
13 1485.63 1440.71 C(1)H(1) methyl scissor 
14 1447.69 1402.70 C(1)H(1) methyl scissor 
15 1424.31 1391.97 C(4) methyl umbrella 
16 1403.19 1367.50 C(1) methyl umbrella 
17 1366.18 1327.59 C(2)C(3) stretch 
18 1307.32 1272.07 methylene C(3) and methyl C(1) wag 
19 1281.76 1250.01 methylene C(3) and methyl C(4) wag 
20 1112.60 1084.81 in-phase C(1), C(4) methyl wag 
21 1089.50 1065.27 in-phase C(1), C(4) methyl rock 
22 1029.06 1005.33 out-of-phase C(1), C(4) methyl rock 
23 1004.17 978.94 out-of-phase C(1), C(4) methyl wag 
24 993.06 972.25 C(3)C(4) stretch 
25 947.13 923.65 OO stretch 
26 801.09 789.79 C(1)C(2) stretch 
27 797.90 788.97 methylene C3H3 wag 
28 611.73 608.23 C(2)OO bend 
29 518.71 514.61 C(1)C(2)OO ring distortion 
30 394.24 390.17 C(1)C(2)C(3) bend 
31 351.46 345.39 C(3)C(2)OO distortion 
32 314.01 304.10 C(1)C(2)OO ring closing 
33 218.60 245.85 in-phase C(1), C(4) methyl torsion 
34 212.96 204.72 out-of-phase C(1), C(4) methyl torsion 
35 164.12 137.87 C(1)C(2)C(3)C(4) bend 
36 73.18 69.49 C(2)C(3) torsion (ethyl torsion) 
syn1-MECI 
Symmetry 
Mode 
Number 
Frequency (cm-1) Mode Description 
Harmonic Anharmonic  
A' 1 3162.76 3022.49 methyl in-plane C(1)H(1c) stretch 
A' 2 3137.60 3004.26 methyl in-plane C(4)H(4) stretch 
A' 3 3061.87 2894.44 methyl symmetric C(4)H(4) stretch 
A' 4 3051.00 2932.50 methyl symmetric C(1)H(1) stretch 
A' 5 3026.78 2897.03 methylene symmetric C(3)H(3) stretch 
A' 6 1533.90 1487.16 C(2)O stretch 
A' 7 1512.65 1462.90 C(4) methyl symmetric scissor 
A' 8 1460.86 1414.35 C(1) methyl symmetric scissor 
A' 9 1451.30 1412.65 C(3) methylene symmetric scissor 
A' 10 1435.23 1400.93 C(4) methyl umbrella 
A' 11 1417.93 1381.03 C(1) methyl umbrella 
A' 12 1373.59 1333.60 C(1)C(2) stretch 
A' 13 1301.95 1264.74 asymmetric methylene C(3)H(3) wag 
A' 14 1103.85 1076.99 C(4) methyl in-plane rock 
A' 15 1035.53 1012.48 C(1) methyl in-plane rock 
A' 16 989.26 980.12 out-of-phase, in-plane, C(1),C(4) methyl wag 
A' 17 954.43 927.80 OO stretch 
A' 18 771.32 760.72 C(2)C(3) stretch 
A' 19 628.15 620.12 C(2)OO bend 
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A' 20 445.73 442.79 C(2)C(3)C(4) in-plane bend 
A' 21 311.40 309.24 C(3)C(2)OO ring closing 
A' 22 230.25 230.69 C(1)C(2)C(3)C(4) ring closing 
A" 23 3127.02 2990.36 
methyl out-of-plane, out-of-phase C(4)H(4) 
stretch 
A" 24 3104.21 2959.99 methyl out-of-plane, out-of-phase C(1)H(1) 
A" 25 3035.46 2882.31 methylene asymmetric C(3)H(3) stretch 
A" 26 1521.76 1474.16 C(4) methyl asymmetric scissor 
A" 27 1481.14 1441.87 C(1) methyl asymmetric scissor 
A" 28 1256.46 1219.42 symmetric methylene C(3)H(3) wag 
A" 29 1120.61 1098.16 
out-of-phase, out-of-plane C(1),C(4) methyl 
wag 
A" 30 992.39 968.59 in-phase, out-of-plane C(1),C(4) methyl wag 
A" 31 762.61 753.89 C(3) methylene out-of-plane wag 
A" 32 489.09 482.87 C)3)C(2)OO out-of-plane ring distortion 
A" 33 275.28 280.88 C(1)C(2)OO out of plane distortion 
A" 34 232.41 189.36 C(4) methyl torsion 
A" 35 166.22 232.16 C(1) methyl torsion 
A" 36 90.06 48.31 C(2)C(3) torsion (ethyl torsion) 
Mode Number 
Frequency (cm-1) 
Mode Description 
Harmonic Anharmonic 
1 3162.03 3007.60 methyl in-phase C(1)H(1), C(4)H(4) stretch 
2 3161.49 3049.85 methyl out-of-phase C(1)H(1), C(4)H(4) stretch 
3 3134.75 2997.81 asymmetric methyl C(4)H(4), C(4)H(4) stretch 
4 3119.05 2969.37 methylene C(3)H(3) asymmetric stretch 
5 3099.15 2957.55 asymmetric methyl C(1)H(1), C(1)H(1) stretch 
6 3063.86 2888.82 
out-of-phase methyl C(4)H(4) and methylene 
C(3)H(3) stretch 
7 3058.89 2924.65 
in-phase methyl C(4)H(4) and methylene 
C(3)H(3) stretch 
8 3045.95 2937.20 symmetric methyl C(1)H(1) stretch 
9 1536.17 1487.47 C(2)O stretch 
10 1528.07 1481.61 C(4)H(4) methyl asymmetric scissor 
11 1509.51 1464.62 C(4)H(4) methyl symmetric scissor 
12 1482.76 1441.49 C(1)H(1) methyl asymmetric scissor 
13 1473.11 1429.27 C(2)H(2) methylene scissor 
14 1460.79 1418.90 C(1)H(1) methyl symmetric scissor 
15 1425.27 1389.33 C(1) methyl umbrella 
16 1407.48 1376.25 C(4) methyl umbrella 
17 1374.96 1341.58 C(2)C(3) stretch 
18 1317.95 1286.46 methylene C(3) and methyl C(1) wag 
19 1268.48 1236.01 methylene C(3) and methyl C(4) wag 
20 1106.25 1079.55 in-phase C(1), C(4) methyl wag 
21 1098.04 1066.99 out-of-phase C(1), C(4) methyl rock 
22 1021.72 1000.47 in-phase C(1), C(4) methyl rock 
23 1007.85 984.14 out-of-phase C(1), C(4) methyl rock 
24 984.79 962.15 C(3)C(4) stretch 
25 945.09 923.46 OO stretch 
26 817.72 810.90 
methylene C(3)H(3) and methyl C(4)H(4) in-
phase wag 
27 775.58 762.33 
methylene C(3)H(3) and methyl C(4)H(4) out-
of-phase wag 
28 611.83 604.53 C(2)OO bend 
29 576.42 568.63 C(3)C(2)OO ring distortion 
30 365.68 367.66 C(1)C(2)C(3) bend 
31 334.11 327.56 C(2)C(3)OO ring closing 
32 303.98 297.86 C(1)C(2)OO distortion 
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33 219.77 281.70 C(4) methyl torsion 
34 198.19 124.10 C(2)C(3)C(4) bend 
35 164.24 162.94 C(1) methyl torsion 
36 118.39 113.79 C(2)C(3) torsion (ethyl torsion) 
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Table S5. Strongest IR transitions predicted using second order vibrational perturbation theory 
(VPT2) at the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory for anti1, anti2, syn1, syn2-MECI from 5600 to 
6000 cm-1, with assignments, energies, intensities, and predicted transition types. 
anti1-MECI 
mode Frequency (cm-1) Intensity (km mol-1) 
transition type 
a b c 
2ν2 5985.14 0.18 0.74 0.26 0.00 
ν2+ν23 5978.07 0.24 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2ν1 5964.67 0.29 0.03 0.97 0.00 
ν1+ν24 5948.16 0.16 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2ν23 5932.47 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.00 
2ν25 5813.00 0.16 0.37 0.63 0.00 
ν4+ν24 5772.58 0.19 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2ν4 5763.91 0.34 0.67 0.33 0.00 
ν5+ν25 5686.52 0.42 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2ν5 5680.73 1.35 0.57 0.43 0.00 
anti2-MECI 
mode Frequency (cm-1) Intensity (km mol-1) 
transition type 
a b c 
2ν2 5977.87 0.14 0.29 0.09 0.62 
2ν1 5970.14 0.25 0.10 0.90 0.01 
ν3+ν4 5955.60 0.19 0.15 0.78 0.07 
ν1+ν5 5950.64 0.16 0.08 0.00 0.92 
ν2+ν4 5950.31 0.28 0.03 0.30 0.67 
2ν3 5943.57 0.22 0.70 0.05 0.25 
2ν4 5886.31 0.26 0.37 0.62 0.01 
ν4+ν7 5861.32 0.20 0.24 0.36 0.40 
ν5+ν8 5769.96 0.20 0.07 0.00 0.93 
2ν5 5761.53 0.33 0.16 0.82 0.02 
2ν7 5754.84 0.38 0.45 0.06 0.50 
syn1-MECI 
mode Frequency (cm-1) Intensity (km mol-1) 
transition type 
a b c 
ν2+ν23 5967.92 0.17 0.00 0.00 1.00 
ν1+ν24 5965.03 0.13 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2ν1 5959.00 0.39 0.10 0.90 0.00 
2ν2 5941.34 0.24 0.57 0.43 0.00 
ν1+ν4 5923.14 0.13 0.89 0.11 0.00 
2ν23 5905.16 0.32 0.64 0.36 0.00 
2ν24 5857.08 1.04 0.65 0.35 0.00 
2ν4 5839.70 0.17 0.59 0.41 0.00 
ν4+ν24 5801.17 0.21 0.00 0.00 1.00 
ν5+ν25 5655.65 0.41 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2ν25 5648.19 0.43 0.03 0.97 0.00 
syn2-MECI 
mode Frequency (cm-1) Intensity (km mol-1) 
transition type 
a b c 
ν1+ν2 5975.16 0.32 0.96 0.04 0.00 
2ν1 5970.47 0.35 0.36 0.44 0.20 
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ν3+ν4 5950.38 0.13 0.00 0.07 0.93 
2ν3 5941.41 0.14 0.28 0.13 0.59 
2ν4 5897.89 0.22 0.16 0.41 0.43 
ν4+ν6 5895.69 0.18 0.13 0.73 0.14 
2ν5 5851.47 1.05 0.28 0.71 0.00 
ν4+ν7 5841.66 0.15 0.27 0.61 0.11 
2ν8 5833.54 0.17 0.34 0.66 0.00 
ν5+ν8 5795.50 0.20 0.12 0.07 0.81 
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Table S6: Experimentally determined OH appearance rates (krise) and fall-off rates (kfall), and 
corresponding OH appearance lifetimes (τrise) and fall-off times (τfall). 
Energy (cm-1) krise ( s-1) kfall (s-1) τrise (ns) τfall (ns) 
5735 (3.7 ± 1.1) × 106 (7.0 ± 0.9) × 105 270 ± 90 1400 ± 200 
5970 (8.8 ± 3.2) × 106 (4.2 ± 0.8) × 105 110 ± 40 2400 ± 400 
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Table S7: Calculated B2PLYP-D3/cc-PVTZ fundamental harmonic and anharmonic vibrational 
frequencies (cm-1) for the transition states associated with the 1,4 H-atom transfer for anti and 
syn-MECI to HPB. TS structures are given in Figure S1. 
mode 
anti1-TS  anti2-TSa  anti2-TSb 
Frequency  Frequency  Frequency 
Harmonic Anharmonic  Harmonic Anharmonic  Harmonic Anharmonic 
ν1 3208.0 3063.8  3210.4 3066.1  3204.8 3065.5 
ν2 3148.9 3024.2  3145.5 3023.8  3143.1 3025.9 
ν3 3143.6 3005.6  3141.9 3010.0  3139.2 3003.6 
ν4 3107.1 2957.8  3115.6 2966.6  3113.2 2956.5 
ν5 3080.2 2943.7  3105.7 2956.2  3105.6 2955.4 
ν6 3071.5 2896.9  3069.2 2959.5  3063.8 2896.6 
ν7 3047.6 2923.1  3065.6 2984.2  3060.6 2939.5 
ν8 1852.2 1792.9  1851.3 1789.3  1851.1 1788.1 
ν9 1542.1 1475.4  1545.1 1519.3  1545.8 1510.2 
ν10 1517.7 1480.9  1518.5 1479.3  1518.3 1475.4 
ν11 1512.6 1471.9  1516.1 1471.6  1512.3 1469.1 
ν12 1504.8 1516.2  1498.8 1452.1  1500.1 1454.3 
ν13 1468.7 1412.6  1493.2 1435.3  1486.4 1439.5 
ν14 1432.9 1394.8  1427.4 1394.5  1426.0 1390.6 
ν15 1384.3 1338.1  1388.6 1350.5  1394.3 1352.1 
ν16 1357.8 1327.2  1352.4 1317.5  1355.3 1318.1 
ν17 1312.7 1283.5  1327.6 1292.0  1326.1 1290.5 
ν18 1293.5 1265.7  1277.2 1244.0  1275.8 1242.1 
ν19 1119.2 1097.0  1104.0 1079.6  1104.7 1080.4 
ν20 1096.9 1075.5  1091.1 1066.5  1089.0 1065.8 
ν21 1026.3 1011.1  1026.9 1044.2  1025.2 998.7 
ν22 1017.5 998.6  1012.2 988.3  1009.7 985.0 
ν23 943.0 928.6  935.1 934.2  937.1 927.6 
ν24 928.1 906.2  930.6 835.0  934.1 905.0 
ν25 878.6 863.9  888.3 893.9  878.9 859.3 
ν26 768.7 761.4  804.5 797.5  792.9 783.1 
ν27 749.6 722.0  748.9 730.8  748.5 720.1 
ν28 646.9 637.8  649.5 627.1  712.8 699.2 
ν29 558.9 542.4  582.0 570.8  552.7 533.0 
ν30 530.6 516.0  537.7 519.9  512.4 500.0 
ν31 437.7 440.4  392.9 385.6  381.4 377.4 
ν32 292.7 296.7  345.1 340.0  353.0 344.1 
ν33 222.4 252.1  226.6 258.0  216.0 241.3 
ν34 198.2 146.7  183.4 141.4  179.2 140.6 
ν35 67.2 56.9  43.8 35.2  52.9 50.1 
ν36 1568.8i 1680.0i  1579.9i 1712.5i  1573.0i 1719.4i 
 syn1-TS  syn2-TS    
 Frequency  Frequency    
 Harmonic Anharmonic  Harmonic Anharmonic    
ν1 3160.4 3018.9  3167.4 3041.5    
ν2 3131.7 2991.6  3155.8 3018.2    
ν3 3120.7 2983.2  3136.2 3000.3    
ν4 3104.6 3002.8  3121.4 2976    
ν5 3083.2 2936.9  3118.1 2985.4    
ν6 3060 2947.3  3058.5 2950.1    
ν7 3042.4 2871.1  3055.4 2900.9    
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ν8 1831.2 1798.3  1837.3 1792    
ν9 1564.9 1518.3  1548.4 1504.3    
ν10 1514.6 1471.7  1518.1 1475.8    
ν11 1507.1 1464.8  1511.4 1475.4    
ν12 1491.3 1448.9  1494.4 1452.6    
ν13 1482.9 1440.9  1483.5 1442.6    
ν14 1432.1 1400.1  1424.7 1388.7    
ν15 1429.1 1396  1411.5 1382.8    
ν16 1415 1375.2  1395 1360.6    
ν17 1364.5 1321.3  1342 1317.8    
ν18 1287.8 1254.3  1278.3 1243.8    
ν19 1151.4 1122.6  1108.8 1088.5    
ν20 1080.1 1060.1  1095.4 1071.5    
ν21 1071.3 1051.1  1061.9 1040.3    
ν22 1032.3 1010.6  1048.6 1026.7    
ν23 984.5 961.7  996.3 972    
ν24 938.9 915.2  927.2 912    
ν25 841.1 831.6  893.4 892.7    
ν26 812.7 781.1  845.9 812.2    
ν27 686.7 675.1  686.1 685.6    
ν28 568 561.9  639.6 608.7    
ν29 531.5 522.7  602.7 593.2    
ν30 399.1 396.2  357.8 359.8    
ν31 276.5 281.1  304.2 291.9    
ν32 266.7 248.7  258 282.8    
ν33 238.1 256.5  197.3 203.5    
ν34 149.3 127.2  168.9 122.9    
ν35 108.6 123.1  126.5 83.6    
ν36 1584.4i 1717.7i  1580.0i 1702.8i    
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Table S8: Calculated points along the torsional potential (angle ϴ in degrees and energy E in 
kcal mol−1) for the internal methyl (methyl denoted M and methyl on ethyl denoted ME) rotors 
associated with the lowest energy conformers of anti and syn-MECI and associated lowest-
energy transition states. The points along the torsional potential are used as inputs into the 
RRKM calculations for treatment of the hindered methyl rotors. 
anti1-MECI  anti2-TSb  syn1-MECI  syn1-TS 
M ME  M  M ME  M ME 
ϴ E ϴ E  ϴ E  ϴ E ϴ E  ϴ E ϴ E 
0 0 0 0.00  0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
30 1.12 30 1.34  30 1.37  30 0.83 30 1.35  30 0.42 30 0.66 
60 2.32 60 2.80  60 2.88  60 1.63 60 2.80  60 0.79 60 1.31 
90 1.10 90 1.36  90 1.37  90 0.80 90 1.30  90 0.30 90 0.60 
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Table S9: Calculated points along the torsional potential (angle ϴ in degrees and energy E in 
kcal mol−1) for the internal ethyl rotors (rotation about the C(2)-C(3) bond) associated with anti and 
syn-MECI and the anti-TS.  The points along the torsional potential are used as inputs into the 
RRKM calculations for treatment of the hindered ethyl rotors. 
anti1-MECI  anti2-TSb  syn1-MECI 
ϴ E  ϴ E  ϴ E 
0 0.00  0 0  0 0 
30 0.92  30 0.42  30 1.19 
60 2.08  60 1.07  60 2.19 
90 1.61  90 0.74  90 0.45 
120 0.25  120 0.34  120 0.93 
150 0.24  150 0.34  150 5.03 
180 1.34  180 0.86  180 6.81 
210 1.04  210 0.55    
240 -0.09  240 0.20    
270 0.39  270 0.85    
300 1.46  300 1.13    
330 0.79  330 0.48    
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Table S10: Calculated B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ fundamental harmonic and anharmonic vibrational 
frequencies (cm-1) of HPB-1b and HPB-2a, which are used to calculate the zero-point corrected 
reverse barriers for the 1,4 H-atom transfer reactions.  The HPB structures are given in Figure 
S2.  
 
 HPB-1b  HPB-2a 
 Frequency  Frequency 
 Harmonic Anharmonic  Harmonic Anharmonic 
ν1 3764.1 3572.8  3764.7 3575.3 
ν2 3301.3 3160.9  3219.9 3119.6 
ν3 3204 3044.5  3176.3 3031.3 
ν4 3145.1 3028.3  3136.9 2992.4 
ν5 3130.2 2998.3  3116.2 2975.0 
ν6 3111.9 2966.1  3084.9 2967.0 
ν7 3060.8 2957.9  3062.3 2946.1 
ν8 3058.7 2942.5  3042.2 2875.1 
ν9 1721.1 1694.7  1756.7 1709.2 
ν10 1522.8 1476.4  1515.1 1475.3 
ν11 1511.0 1467.9  1501.8 1459.4 
ν12 1492.0 1446.4  1498.2 1457.7 
ν13 1438.9 1407.3  1487 1443.4 
ν14 1421.0 1388.1  1436.3 1399.9 
ν15 1387.0 1346.3  1426.4 1395.6 
ν16 1363.5 1320.1  1384.6 1346.4 
ν17 1312.9 1279.7  1363.2 1334.6 
ν18 1261.8 1227.5  1210.9 1186.6 
ν19 1107.5 1080.2  1136.5 1111.5 
ν20 1085.9 1060.1  1077.1 1050.1 
ν21 1012.8 986.6  1070.1 1044.0 
ν22 976.5 949.5  1022.6 1004.8 
ν23 914.9 892.3  995.7 975.1 
ν24 851.8 848.1  926.2 899.2 
ν25 841.9 815.1  858.6 833.2 
ν26 791.9 784.0  795.7 782.5 
ν27 749.5 732.0  607.0 600.2 
ν28 640.5 629.1  492.6 483.0 
ν29 535.2 524.3  448.3 445.5 
ν30 405.1 401.2  333.2 414.8 
ν31 337.5 332.2  259.4 329.9 
ν32 258.9 270.3  256.0 258.7 
ν33 212.0 198.2  177.8 206.2 
ν34 167.8 110.8  145.3 167.1 
ν35 124.8 69.4  117.1 11.0 
ν36 77.1 60.1  94.4 -30.3 
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Table S11: Overview of the conformers that connect via the intrinsic reaction coordinate, see 
Figure S11.a  
Reactant Transition state Product 
anti1-MECI anti1-TS HPB-1a 
anti2-MECI anti2-TSb HPB-1b 
anti2-MECI anti2-TSa HPB-1a 
syn1-MECI syn1-TS HPB-2a 
syn2-MECI syn2-TS HPB-2b 
a: Calculated with the B2PLYP-D3/cc-pVTZ method using default self-consistent field criteria.   
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